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Tne Annual Farmers’ Institute Bulletin is sent free to all residents 

of the State who request it. | 

eS 

FARMERS’ INSTITUTES; ’ 

7 > T 
A HAND BOOK OF AGRICULTURE. 

NO. 5—1891. 

EDITED BY 

W. H. MORRISON, Superintendent. 

: “That art on which a thousand millions of men are dependent for their susten- 

/ ance, and two hundred millions of men expend their daily toil, must ba the most 

i important of all; the parent and precursor of all otherarts. In every country, then 

and at every period, the investigation of the principles on which the rational 

practice of this art is founded, ought to have commanded the principal attention 

of the greatest minds.”—James F. W. Jonson. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN. 
DEMOCRAT PRINTING CO., PRINTERS AND STEREOTYPERS, 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. ; 

Hon. Wm. P. Bartuert, 

President of Board of Regents University of Wisconsin, 

Sir:— I have the honor herewith of presenting to you Bulletin 

No. 5, Wisconsin Farmers’ Institute. 

Respectfully yours, 

W. H. MORRISON. 

Mapison, Wis., Nov. 7, 1891 Superintendent, 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

COLLEGES. 

College of Letters and Science. 
College of Agriculture, 

College of Mechanics and Engineering, 

. College of Law, 

: School of Pharmacy, 

COURSES. 

Long Agricultural Course, 

Short Agricultural Cousse, 

Mechanical Engineering Course, 

Civil Engineering Course, 

Mining and Metallurgical Engineering Courses, 

Railroad Engineering Course, 

= Electrical Engineering Course, 

Law Course, 

Pharmacy Course, 

Ancient Classical Course, 

Modern Classical Course, 

General Science Course, 
English Course, 

Civic-Historical Course, antecedent to Law and Journalism, 

Special Science Course, antecedent to Medicine, 

Special Courses for Normal School Graduates. 

BRANCHES OF STUDY. 

The University presents a very wide range of study, embracing one hundred 

and seventy-three subjects of study, known as sub-courses. Something of the 

extent and variety of these may be indicated by the following synopsis: Eleven 

languages are taught, viz.: Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, 

French, Italian, Spanish, Anglo Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are 

twenty-one special courses. Under the Sciences there are a variety of courses in 

each of the following: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, 

Zoology, Botany, Bacteriology. In History there are eleven courses; in Civics, 

thirteen; in Mental Sciences there are fourteen, embracing Psychology, Ethics, 

Aesthetics and Logic. There are six courses in Pedagogic and courses in 

Military Drill, Hygiene, Sanitation and Music. 

\
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; 4m Mechanics and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of Ma- 

terial, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction. Thermondynam- 

ics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying 

Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Mining and Metal- 

lurgical Engineering, Steam Engine, Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Mach- 

inery, Theory and Construction of Locomotives, Railway Locumotives, 

Railway Location, Rai!way Equipment, Construction and Maintenance 

of Way, Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity:—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construction 

and various forms of drawing are given; also, shop work in wood, iron, 

brass, both hand work and machine work, machine designing, construc, 

tion and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in agriculture: Animal Husbandry- 

Farm Management, Agricultural Chemistry, Veterinary Sciences, Agri- 

cultural Physics, Horticulture and Economic Entomology, ete. 

in Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitutional Law, 

Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, Corpo- 

rations, Domestic Relations, Admirality, Insurance, Estoppel, Partner- 

ship, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurispru- 

dence, etc. 

in Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 

Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, and Practical Laboratory 

Work. 

General Facilities:—The Faculty embraces upwards of seventy instructors. The 

laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; embracing the Chemi- 

cal, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological, Zoological, Botan- 

ical, Civil and Mechanical Engineering, Agricultural and Pharmaceutical 

Laboratories. Seminars for advanced study in History, Language, 

Literature, Mathematics, and other branches are being developed. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 

23,000 volumes; of the State Historical Society, 138,000 volumes; of the 

State Law Department, 23,000 volumes; of the City, 11,000 volumes, 

besides special professional and technical libraries, making in all more 

than 200,000 volumes, thus affording very exceptional opportunities for 

reading and special research. 

For further information send for a catalogue, or address the President or the 

head of the department concerning which information is desired. 
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AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION 

AT THE 

The College of Agriculture at the University of Wisconsin maintains a number 

of courses in Agriculture of such nature that an industrious, ambitious young 

farmer may find some one of them adapted to his needs, the time he can give, 

and in cost ranging from that of a full four year’s course with its attendant ex- 

penses, down to a single term of 12 weeks the necessary cost for which is ex- 

ceedingly small. 

THE SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

The Short Course in Agriculture is designed to meet the wants of young men 
who intend to follow farming and feel the need of increased knowledge in their 

chosen vocation, but who can give only a limited amount of time to preparation 
and study. The studies, laboratory work, etc., in this course have been arranged 
to give the largest amount of information along intensely practical lines without 
undue crowding. When the course was started seven years ago, a student could 
take all the studies in a single winter term of 12 weeks. Now the instruction ig 
given by eight professors and lecturers, and the list of studies has been increased 
until the student must spend two winters with us if he wishes to take all of the 
studies in the course. For the winter term beginning January 4, 1892, the follow 
ing is the list of subjects treated in the Short Course. 

Feeds and Feeding. 

PROF. W. A. HENRY. 

The lectures will treat of the laws of nutrition; feeding standards; feeding 
for growth, fat, milk, etc. Each of the common feeding stuffs employed by our 
farmers will receive careful attention, and its properties and possibilities noted. 
The aim of the work is to aid the student in becoming an intelligent feeder of 
live-stock, utilizing each product at hand in the very best manner. The sub | 
course will consist of thirty lectures extending through the term.
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‘ 10 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

Breeds and Breeding. 

: PROF. JOHN A. CRAIG. ‘ 

These lectures will treat of the various breeds of our domestic animals, with 

c descriptions and characteristics of each. The student will be prepared as far as 

possible not only to judge stock well for his own personal gain, but also that he 

E may become an expert in the show ring where live-stock is gathered for ex- 

: hibition and competition. In the theory of breeding, the subjects of heredity, 

atavism, prepotency, variation, in-breeding, line-breeding, ete., will be carefully 

discussed. The observing student should gain from this study facts of the 

highest importance in the management of live-stock. The subcourse embraces 

thirty lectures besides a study of pedigrees, extending through the term. 

| Agricultural Chemistry. 

E L. 8. CHENEY, FELLOW IN BOTANY. 

: Here will be discussed such topics as, chemical elements contained in soil, airr 

crops, manures; soil,—formation and classification; water and air, as a source of 

plant food; the plant, how it grows and feeds; manures,—necessity for, kinds, 

yalue of stable manure, affected by food eaten; commercial fertilizers fermenta- 4 

tion and decay. Three lectures per week. 

Agricultural Physics and the Physical Features, Climate and 

Meteorology of Wisconsin and the United States. 

PROF. F. H. KING. 

The work in Agricultural Physics will deal with relations of water to soil; 

movements of water in soil; purposes, methods and instruments of tillage; soil 

| temperatures, and methods of modifying them; questions of drainage; water 

supply for stock and the kitchen; construction of farm buildings; ventilation and 

lighting of barns aud dwellings; permaneat and portable fences; farm motors. 

One lecture daily, with laboratory work additional. 

Horticulture and Economic Entomology. 

PROF. E. 8. GOFF. 

These lectures will embrace methods of propagation, planting, cultivation, 

pruning, marketing and preserving the fruits of our climate; instruction in the 

| growing of garden vegetables, the construction snd management of hot-beds, 

forcing-pits, etc.; the culture and adaptation of flower garden and greenhouse 

plants; the principles of ornamental planting, and of laying out gardens and 

pleasure grounds, and the formation and management of lawns; methods of seed 

growing, the principles of selection and the art of cross fertilization with the 

view of improving varieties; also the classification of insects, the principal injuri- 5 

ous and beneficial insects of our climate, with the means of preventing insect 

F ravages. One lecture daily; laboratory work additional.
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Practical Mechanics. 

PROF. ©. I. KING 

This course embraces work in the University Machine Shops, covering bench 
work in wood, wood turning-and blacksmithing, and the work is so planned and 
directed as to cover the fundamental principles of each. The student will be 

_ able when he gets through to turn a chisel-handle or neck-yoke and to iron a 
whiffletree or forge a pairof tongs. Requires two hours’ time, daily, in the shops 
st forge and bench. 

Dairying. 
DR. 8 M. BABOOCK AND MR. F. H. WORTHINGTON. 

. Short Course students desiring dairy instruction will take the lectures in 
dairying, 24 in number, by Dr. Babcock, along with the Dairy School class. 
Mr. Worthington will give laboratory instruction in the use of the milk test 
and the lactometer. Following this he will direct the class in a study of the 
various systems of cream separators such as the centrifugal hand separator, and 
‘deep and shallow setting. Three forms of the hand centrifugal separator are 
piovided. Practice will be given in churning, working, packing and judging 
butter. Two lectures weekly, besides laboratory practice and work in the dairy 
room, 

Veterinary Science. 4 
©. A. WOODFORD, V. s. 

In this course the needs of the stockman in the care and handling of farm 
animals will be constantly in mind. The aim will be to teach the pupils to lo- 
cate and detect the more common ailments of our domestic animals, and give 
instruction in preventing and curing them. While the purpose of the course is 
to help young farmers, it will prove of material value to those who later intend 
to enter a veterinary college. Animals treated by the lecturer in his local prac- 
tice will be used for illustration. As aids to the work, the department has the 
skeleton of the horse and cow; the Auzoux life size, desectuble model of the 
horse, containing three thousand named parts; Auzoux models of diseased parts 
ete. One lecture or demonstration daily. 

THE DAIRY COURSE. 

The Dairy School is an outgrowth of the Short Course, Young men wished 
to prepare themselves for operating cheese factories and creameries, and to meet 
the wants of such, a specific course in Dairying was started in 1889. Last year 
72 students were in attendance at the Dairy School. The large attendance and 
and the great interest sbown has led to the construction of a dairy school build- ; 
ing commensurate with our wants. A view of this building is given at the be- , 
ginning of this ariicle. The Dairy Course for 1892 Opens January 4, with the 
following list of subjects.
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Subcourse I— Lectures and Class-room Work. 
(1) Twenty-four lectures by Dr. S. M. Babcock on the constitution of milk, 

the conditions which affect creaming and churning, the various methods of millk- 

testing, the preservation of milk, and other allied subjects, In addition to the 

lectures, Dr. Babcock will give instruction by frequent recitations and other 

class work, involving practical questions relating to the dairy. 

me -, (2) Hight lectures by Prof. f. H. King, on heating, ventilation, and other phy- 

sical problems directly connecied with dairy practice. 

(3) Ten lectures and demonstrations by A. W. Richter, Fellow in Engineering, 

3 on the care and management of the boiler and engine. 

(4) Ten lectures by Dr. C. A. Woodford on the common diseases of the dairy 

cow. 
(5) Eight lectures by Prof. W. A. Henry, on the feeding and general manage- 

ment of dairy stock. 
These lectures, sixty in number, will be given, one daily, through the whele 

term. The recitation and class-room work by Dr. Babcock is additional. 

Subcourse I1 —Milk Testing. 

Instruction will be given in the laboratory by Dr. Babeock and Mr. F. H 

Worthington, in estimating the fat in milk, butter and cheese by methods 

adapted to the factory and factory operators. Instruction will be given in the 

use of the lactometer and other simple tests. Those taking the work will be fit- 

ted to determine the fat content of any sample of milk, and, so far as possible 

without complete analysis, to judge whether milk has been watered or skim- 

med. The efficiency of this subcourse is increased this year by the addition of im- 

struction in a practical method for determining the fat in cheese. 

Subcourse III — Butter-Making. 

Instruction will be given by Mr. H. J. Noyes assisted by Mr. John Seaman 

and one other person to be appointed later. The proceses of butter-making will 

. be carried on each day on the creamery plan, from analyzing the milk at the in- 

take to shipping the packages from the refrigerator. In the creamery will be 

found several different kinds of power centrifugal cream separators, the butter 

extractor, and hand separators suitable for private dairies. Students in the 

creamery will be required to make daily tests of the milk used, the skim milk 

| and the butter milk, and to determine and locate any losses which may occur. 

To further increase knowledge and give training, samples of butter will be secured 

fo from different sources, and scored by the students. 

Subcourse IV — Cheese-Making. 

This subcourse will be in charge of Mr. J. W. Decker, instructor in Dairying, as. 

sisted by Mr. George W. Brasure and Matthew Michels. Daily instruction will 

be given in the manufacture of milk into cheese. The milk and whey will be 

tested so that the losses in the process of manufacture will be located. Samples 

of cheese from different sources will be secured, and the students taught to esti- 

mate their worth and to recognize the demands of the market.
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All students taking subcourses III or IV will be required to take the first two 
subcourses. 

The instructional force in the Dairy School for the winter of 1892, numbers 

12 persons in all; 5 lecturers on dairy subjects, 3 instructors in the creamery, 3 
in the cheese factory, and 1 in the dairy laboratory. 

Advanced Dairy Work. 

Those students who have had considerable previous training, after they have 

been with us a few weeks will take up advanced work in butter and cheese mak- 

ing. This will be largely of an experimental nature and should prove exceed- 

ingly interesting to all concerned. 

Dairy Certificates. 

Students having two years experience in a cheese factory or creamery and hav- 

ing taken all of the lectures, laboratory and factory work, and having passed 

satisfactory examinations, will be entitled to dairy certificates. 

-The Long Course in Agriculture. 

The Long Course in Agriculture requires preparation equal to that of other 

courses in the University and leads to the degree “Bachelor of Agriculture.” 

This course gives the student a liberal education along lines relating to agri- 

culture. Thesciences of chemistry, physics, botany, zoology, etc., receive especial 

attention. The student sits with other scientific students in general classes and 

recites with them during the first years of his stay with us, but gradually takes 

more and more work in Agricultural Hall, until the last year, when the most of 

his time is spent upon scientific agricultural studies. Those who wish to pre- 
pare themselves for teachers in agriculture or for Experiment Station work, 

should take this course. It is especially adapted for those young men who wish 

to prepare themselves for farming in the broadest sense of the word, and who 

believe that farming offers ample opportunity for well trained minds, both from 

the financial side, and more largely from the enjoyment of a well developed in- 
tellect in rural pursuits. 

Expenses. 

This is an important part of the subject with most young men. No tuition 

fees are required by the University. All students pay an incidental fee of $5 per 

term. Short Course students who take machine shop work pay a fee of $5 for the 

iron, wood and coal used by them. Dairy students pay $1 for milk testing, $3 for 
butter making, $3 for cheese making, or $5 for both. 

Furnished rooms can be rented at from 75 cents to $2 per week. Table board 

ranges from $2.10 to $3 per week. fe 

Long Course students should present themselves in September. Short Course 

snd Dairy students come about the first of January. The Short Course and 
Dairy Course for the coming season open January 4, 1892. 

For further information regarding the Agricultural Courses of instruction, 

write to, 
PROF W. A. HENRY, 

Madison, Wis. 

}
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LIST OF INSTITUTES, 1891-2. 

Weat Salem.......cccccsesecscece oeee Dec, 1-2) Friendship..,.....cccccce scerecseesee Dee. 18 

‘ VEFOQUa.......-seecccssssececsecee oes D0, 8-4] Plainfield........ccccccoscsececceeeee Dec. 84 

KeOnOsh&......cceecesscsesereesseeseee DOC. 8-9 | Princetom.......seeccsecceccreeceeeceee Dee. 8-9 

BACING.....cccecseeceesseesseneeeesse- Dec. 10-11 | Montelll.........sseeceeecesereerseeeee Dee, 10-1 ‘ 

Wauzeke........cccecccseeceecerereees Dec. 15-16 | Fennimore .........c.eceseececeeeees Dec. 15-16 

Muscoda...... scecccecececscereceeeees Dee. 17-18 | Dodgeville..........c00-seseeeesses-+e- DOC, 17-28 

Lone Rock ......ceceecssecesece-oeee-- Dec, 21-22 | Sum Prairie,......... ...cece-seescees. Dec. 21-28 S 

Prairie du 8a0.......2.....se0eseeee0e- Dec. 28-24] Blue Mounds,.............-seeecse. Dec, 22:23 

Beaver Dam.......ceccceceececeseeeeee JAD. 5-6 | Fond du Laty.......ccececcereeeeeeeees Dee. 29-98 

FE. AtkInSOM.......ccccceceee sseceeese SAD. 7-8) HudSOM.........cccccccscesscecceccess. Jan. 56 

St. Croix Falls,.....cccsceseee-ecoeecee JAD. 12-18 | River Falls.........0c0-cccescosseese-s- JOR. 7-8 . 

Clear Lake... .ceccsseseeeeeeeeeeeees. JAD. NR Pare a error ieee Jan. 12-3 

MOndOVi....200 ceccseecccecceeceeees + JAD. 19-20 | DUTANG.....seeseesesererreerers eevee TOM. 16M 
AUQUSEA... ccc csecesesesseesceeeeees JAM, 21-22 | SHAMPOCK.... .sreeeeseecerererereeeeee Jam. 10-80 

Independence......ssececeseeeeeoeeess. JAD, 26-27 New Lisbon.......sscsccseseeeeeeeeees JOD, 21-82 

HUxton.....cccccccescesecececcecees eee JAM, 28-99 | SPAFtB....---seeereeereereesereereee, San. 2-87 

GROONWOOE « <oc cn ccncceccocceccessos Feb. 4-5 EMOMn........+000eeerserseerenseees Feb. 2-8 

: Weyauwega........sseesesereeeeeereee Feb, 9-10 MULWAMAGO... ---1-2eeeceesoenene--: | TON EE 

Marshfield. .. ........s0seeee-eeee+++- Feb. 11-12 en orenecteatnsensarsy == tea 
fe wee Brodhead.........sese.ceeesseeeeeseeee- Feb, 11-2 

ee eee z : Palmyra.........-0+ ceesecececeeeesee-s Feb. 16-17 
Beandinavia..........-secccecesseeeeeee Feb. 18-19 

Morrisonville,.......ss0sesessesseseee-. Feb. 18-10 
Reedsburg........scccccsesseceeeeeeees Feb, 23-24 

Kilbourn City......seecsceeseeeeeess--- Feb. 28-4 
Belleville ......... Ficcresceeecerseees. Feb. 25-26 s 

Manitow0l.... ...c.cceccecseessceeeees Mech. 1-2 
De Pere ......e-cseccecccescseereceeees Meh. 1-2 

Port Washington...... ..cccccccreeess Meh. 3-4 
Plymouth........csccceccsceceeese-- - Meh. 34 

Hartford.............sesseesseseeereres MCh. 8-9} Bureka.......cecccccocceces ceeseceeees Meh. 89 

' Menomonee Fallt,....cssccsece-seceees Mech. 10-11' ROSCDdAl@.....cece-ccccccorceseoeee- Meh. 0-
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WISCONSIN READERS. 
Ml (ERE Sein ae 

eet EON NV ict i 
A sixteen page, sixty-four column Weekly Farm Jour- 

nal, devoted to Live Stock, Agriculture, Horticulture, 

Poultry, Bees, and the Home Circle. 

THE WISCONSIN FARMER 

has the largest circulation of any Agricultural paper printed 
in English, published in the State of Wisconsin. 

Send for sample copy. 

Trial Subscription Three Months, 25 Cents. 

Address 

Wisconsin Farmer Pub. Co., 

2XADISON, WIS,
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Closing F ’ Institut OsIng rarmers INStICULE, 
Held at Waupaca, Wis., March 17, 18 and 19, i891. 

MORNING SESSION—MARCH 17th. 
Supt. Morrisor in the chair.* the exchange of experiences and opin- 

Address of welcome by Mayor Nelson. | ions may be very beneficial. 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:| Again we bid you welcome and hope 

In behalf of the citizens of Waupaca I|that your meeting may be pleasant and 
extend to you our most hearty welcome, | profitable. 

hoping that while you stay in our city) Supr. Morrison—I notice by your 
and attend this institute, that the hos- | programme that I am to respond to the 
pitality that you receive at our hands | cordial welcome that Mayor Nelson has 

may be such that at the close of this| extended to our institute corps, but you 
institute you will move unanimously to| will pardon me ifI call a gentleman, 
hold your closing institute here in 1892.)who is well known throughout our 
Gentlemen, I am not a public speaker | State as well as in many other states of 

but it gives me pleasure to voice the| the Union who will respond to the ad- 

sentiments of co-operation and good will | dress of welcome. It gives me pleasure 
that our citizens have toward the Far-| to introduce Ex. Gov. Hoard. 
mers’ Institutes, for they have been of} Mr. Mayor, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
immense benefit to our county. Two! Fellow Farmers in Distress: I esteem 

years ago when you held an institute at| it an honor to be selected to voice the 

this place our farmers were discouraged, | acknowledgment and thanks of this in- 

as our chief crop, potatoes, were only | stitute corps for the very hearty, direct, 

brinzing 15 to 20 cents a bushel, but/|sensible, straight forward welcome we 

your talks and discussions were conser- | have received at the hands of the mayor 

vative and helpful. Your advice was|of Waupaca. You know there is an old 

continue to raise potatoes, but endeavor | saying that ‘ Speech is silver, but silence 

by sowing clover seed and keeping more | is gold.” Thousands of men think more 

live stock to increase the yield of pota-|than they can speak. In this case we 

toes. are thanking the people of Waupaca for 

The Farmers’ Institutes have been} the tender of their hospitality, and we 

worth thousands ofjdollars to our county.|areat the same time considering the 
I wish that I could give you the num-| importance of this institution. 

ber of bushels of potatoes raised in} Welittle understand, my friends, as we 

Waupaca county, but I cannot. In this! toil day after day upon our farms or im 
city alone 1,684 cars have been shipped | our shops or at our counters, unless we 

the past fall and winter, being over one| give it thought, how the constant 

million bushels, that has given to our! growth of human labor is modifying the 

farmers over $800,000. fortunes of our state. We little under- 

Weare -_- see you and hope that! stand how important it is that that
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labor should be wisely directed; we lit-{in to ripen? No, they represent the 
; tle understand the value of intelligent | thought of the man that planted thea 
5 labor and ixtelligent thought. We are | and finally the thought of the man has 
; all of us laborers in this great vineyard. | nailed them against the wall, and made 

: Some of us are hired at the eleventh | of them a picture of beauty and useful- 
: hour and we are offered a penny and|/ness to our thought. What prompts 

: some of us have started in the morning|this? Wisdom. And this is what the 
; and have hired at the same price, and | institute work is designed for; to 
7 some of us kick because we don’t get | foster wisdom and good thinking along 
: any more for a full day’s work than those | these lines, to set the mind thinking, 

hired at the eleventh hour. Some of us thinking, thinking. 
look around and see this man and that} You know that a good many men be- 
man getting rich and we get discon-|hind the plough don’t think any more 
tented with the farm. Now, if we can | than the horse ahead of it. I have seen 
have anything that will sweeten that|men, when they were not thinking 
labor, that will make us more contented | about the ploughing half as much as the 
with the farm, if we can find anything | horse and the result was, cut and cover, 
that will give usa larger view, lift us up | Cut and cover, and half the ground was 
just a little, so we can seea little farther, | not ploughed. No man has any busi- 
we ovght to thank God for it and take | ness to despise the work of the farm, 
sourage. We all need that wider vision. | for the farmer is the great food pro- 
We have any quantity of men who are| ducer of the world. Is it a small or 

so narrow in their application of God’s | foolish thing to produce food? Is it a | 
mercy to man that the world gets but | Darrow thing? No, it is the biggest 
fittle encouragement for their living in | think on earth to wisely produce food. 
it. Here is the great broad principle of | ‘The farmer is the only man that does 
agriculture. It demands the largest | it and how should he doit? By being 
exercise of brain and we want to give | Wise unto the laws that God hath given 
it alittle larger look. We want a little |for the production of that food. Wis- 
more wisdom. Why, my friends, when|40m here consists in a proper under- 
I read the Bible, and I do read it a| Standing of those laws. 
great deal,I find it is a depository of | My friends, this institute work started 
wonderful wisdom in the experience of | few years agoin Wisconsin through 
men; I turn to that passage where God | the deliberations and discussions of the 
said unto Solomon “Which will thou} Wisconsin Dairyman’s Association. I 
have, wisdom or riches?” Solomon| remember an executive meeting held in 
thought it all over and he could have | Milwaukee when we came together and 
chosen great riches. But, no, he chose | talked over this matter of organizing 
wisdom and he got both; wisdom| farmers’ institutes and it orginated 
brought him riches, but riches never |there among that body of earnest men 
would have brought him wisdom. Now, | who believe as they believe in their 
don’t we need wisdom? We need it lives, in the value of agitation, agitation 
every day. There stands a circle of po- | of thought. 
tatoes nailed up against that wall. What Why, you may have the best cream in 
do they represent? Do they represent | the world, if you don’t churn it, it will al- 
simply the clod of earth that they laid ways remain cream and you will never 

ms 
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get any butter out of it. You may have| there the same questions: “Tell us 
the best head on the earth, if you don’t | about Wisconsin Institutes.” In De- 

agitate the thought in it, you will never |cember I was at Worcester, Mass., and 

get any results out of it, andso think-|I met the same question there, and 

ing, the constant agitation of thought, | again in Walton, N. Y. Everywhere I 

leads finally to the larger reward of the| go, every successful man in farming 

hand. We should learn to think more | recognizes the great value, force and 

accurately that we may work more ac-| strength of these farmers’ institutes, 

curately, and more certainly put the| which shall take hold of the farmers 

reward in our pocket, and add to our| and unite them in an intelligent study 

comfort and our babies, and our wives,— | of that which maketh for peace and 

I mean add to their comfort, not add/|Tighteousness and a better reward of 
to the babies or the wives, that isa mat- | agricultural effort. 
ter of your own business, not mine. Now, these things are in the line of 

This winter 1 came back from other |intense common sense. I would not 
states to Wisconsin and I felt ashamed. | give a fig for apy sense that is not com- 
I find men fighting this institution, |™on enough to be down where I live. 
fighting the progress of agricultural; We have watched and prayed and 
thought, fighting the idea of farmers| Worked for these institutes that they 

getting together and thinking about| might make the waste places of our be- 
and discussing their own business. [| loved state to blossom as the rose and 
find those men trying’to tear down the | they have helped to do it. They have 
Farm Institutes as though they thought | done a vast amount of good, because 

they were doing God’s service. They|they have brought us together, and 

strive to work up a prejudice by calling| when we come together we warm and 

it a political machine, and this, and|cheer each other, don’t we? When 

that. I leave and go to Canada. I work| men come together and honestly, pa- 
there in a convention and I find men/tiently and intelligently think with one 
coming to me every day and saying to| another concerning the things that in- 
me “What a magnificent piece of work | terest them so much, they are bound to 
you are doing in Wisconsin, the bulle-| help one another. My friends, the in- 

tins that you have sent out have done | stitute work of our state is a blessed 
Us immeasurable good.” Then I go| work if we can keep it along this line. 
over into Vermont, as I did on the 18th| We want to hold right steadily in the 
of January, andI find men coming to| conduct of the institutes to the tech- 
me saying: “Tell us about the Wiscon- | nical work of the farm. We don’t want 
sin institutes.” Calling me up repeated- | to dabble in politics, we don’t want to 
lyin the convention to tell them about | mix up in religion, we don’t want to 
Wisconsin institutes and I find Wiscon-| mix up with anything on earth, but 
sin fame, honor and credit raised in the | stick to this. Give to me a larger judg- 
estimation of the people of the Green | ment of my duty as a farmer, and how 
Mountain State by reason of the Farm | to encompass the problems of my work 
Institutes. Then on January 16th, I}and then I will bless the institutes, 
went to Winthrop, Maine, and it was| The judgment of men is enhanced and 

the same there. Then on the 20th of/enlarged and benefited by rubbing to- 

' January 1 went to New Hampshire and! gether. You know the old fashioned 

.
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saying in Vermont when they go sleigh | we need it in the state. There is no 
riding and the boys and girls all tumble | man that needs to range up alongside of 

into the sleigh. “Lay the brands close | his neighbor more than the farmer and 

if you want a good fire.” You need | may God bless him in his efforts in that 

that motto here in the institute work, | direction. : 

MANURE AND FERTILITY. 

Grorce McKerrow, Sussex, Wis. 

; Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: ; France, and further yet, over to China 
This is a pretty big subject to talk about | where they have been cultivating the 

in a few minutes, and as Gov. Hoard sug-|soil for hundreds, yes, thousands of 

gested, I think it will be “cut and cov-| years; we see that they have learned the 

er.” lesson of caring for the fertility. They 

2 The great Creator, in giving us this|save everything there that will fertilize 

globe for a home, laid down some laws| the soil, saving the sewerage of their 

that worked well for thousands of years, | cities, saving the silt that is washing 

yes, probably for mi Jions of years. The|down from the rivers, scooping it up 

elements have been acting upon the sur-|and placing it upon the land, drawing 

face of our soils, dissolving and making | fish out of the seas to fertilize with, and 

soluble the mineral matter in them and|the Chinaman go so far that it is said 

growing crops of plants that have gone /| they will not allow the body of a China- 

back again upon the soil and given fertil-| man to be buried in this country but 

ity to it until to day we are enabled to/ship it back to China so that nothing 

raise good crops, In this country of ours, | may be lost. 

with our virgin soil to work upon, we} When we began to draw upon our soils 

have been growing crops, grains mostly, | for crops and kept it up, we were very 

and sending them to the open markets | much like the manufacturer who put in 

of the world. W- have been selling off | a good stock of material, wood, iron and 

the fertility of our soil by the bag full. | coal to begin with, and then continues 

Ne Country under the sun to manufacture without buying any new 

bas ever been so prodigal of the fertility | material. If he keeps on in this way 

of its soil as this United States of| he soon gets to the end of his business. 

| America. So with the farmer. He must keeps ; 

But the time has come for us to make | store of fertility in his soil or he must 

ahalt, to begin to think what we are | cease raising paying crops. 

coming to, In fact in many portions of What is Fertility? 
our country we have found out from ex-| It means those elements in the soil 

perience what we are coming to if we|that are available for plant food. We 

continue in this wasteful course. Look- | find in many soils when the chemist an- 

, ing across the ocean to the old countries | alyses them, a goodly amount of fertility 

| of the world, to England, Germany and! but its being in an insoluble condition, 

| 

\
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and not available for plant food, those | haust his soil much sooner than by less 
soils do not produce good crops. We find thorough culture, yet he advises the get- 
one class of elements that may be termed | ting of as large crops as possible, and at 
organic or gaseous. These elements are | the same time advises the applica ion of 
supplied to our soils mainly by the de-| manure for growing crops to keep up 
composition of vegetable matter. the fertility of those soils. When we 
We term them Oxygen, Hydrogen, | come to the question of manures we 

Nitrogen and Carbon. Only one of these | must not fall into that erroneous habit 
is very valuable in the growth of plants, | of looking upon all manures as being 
yet they are all needed, they all have | equally valuable. The rotted straw pile 
some relation to the making available of | bas but little value when compared with other elements in the soil. the manure made from well fed fatten- 

Then we find another class of elements | ing cattle. 
that may be termed inorganic or mineral 
elements; they come from dissolving icoalereninens int earth, rock, etc., and we find them in the | Well understands the value of manure. 
shape of potash, sulphuric acid, phos- | He has studied it fcr centuries, and we 
Phoric acid, magnesia, lime, chlorine and | find him feeding those foods which give ailica. 

Tich manure very freely to his stock. 
The principal elements in the growth | We find him feeding eight to twelve of plants are nitrogen, phosphoric acid | Pounds of oil meal at a time to his fat- 

and potash. Now, by the thorough cul-| tening steer, when it is pretty well 
tivation of the soil, we aid in making known now that such a steer will only 
these elements in the soil soluble, or fit | Utilize from five to six pounds of this 
for plant food. The air, the sunlight and | Oil meal to the best advantage in putting 
moisture are all constantly at work; | on flesh, but the English farmer reasons 
they are carrying on a mechanical and | that what he don’t get in flesh he gets 
chemical action which puts these eile-| in fertility. It will pay us to feed stock 
ments in a favorable condition to be| the material necessary to keep up the 
taken up as plant fuod. Now, the more| nitrogen in the soil, and unless we do Bs 
we cultivate and open up this soil, so| feed stock and grow clover the fertility Ra 
that it may breathe, so that the air may | of our soils will after a while become ex- Z 
Penetrate it and the moisture may pass | hausted and we will have to work our 
through it both up and down, the more | farm at tae halves, that is, we will have : rapidly we make these elements ayail-| to expend the work and have only half a able for the plant. crop and we might just as well become 
Therefore, I say we should strive to| renters and work the land at the halves ‘ give thorough culture and plenty of it. | as to work our own farms in that way. Yet that adds comparatively nothing to | Now, the feeds that we have access to in the soil. We must add to that soil in | this country that will produce rich man- 

another way und that brings us to the| ures are such as cotton-seed meal, oil 
second part of our subject. meal, bran, middleings, oats and clover. 

Manure. Such feeds as corn, straw and slough 
Prof. C. G, Frierthonger, of England, | hay are not as rich in these nitrogenous says that by thorough culture the farmer | elements, and therefore, do not give us 

can get much better crops and can ex- | as rich manure,
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2 A Costly Mistake. from manure that is not heating, though 

In feeding our stock :nd handling our it has a strong odor, does not carry much 
f manure, we in the state of Wis-onsin, | fertility with it. The young plant should 

are making a great mistake. We are|be encouraged and helped, and if we 
; allowing a great deal of our manure to| Plow under our manure we put it down 

go to waste. From 40 to 60 per ceut. of where it is pretty hard for the young P 

: the manurial value is found in the liquid plant to get to it. If we keep the fer- 
portion of the manure, and when we tility near the surface, the young plant 

bore holes in our stable floors to get rid | sets the benefit of it. The clover plant, 
of this liquid we are losing over half the | 8 8reat aid in keeping up the fertility 

+4 | of our surface soils from the fact that it 
value of our stable manure. We shouid Session dowii into thevenisoot al 

be careful to have on hand good absorb- Oe ee ee 
; ;0f the elements that make its growth ents such as we have on the farm in énd teint hi a A 

straw, coarse slough hay and to a cer- ging them up, deposit them 
tais extent land plaster. ‘These absorb- |" the crown of the plant where they 
ents placed in our stables will hold this are available for future crops. 

liquid manure until we can get it upon We Sometimes Have Rough Manures 
the soil, which should be as soon a8 pos-| that we do not wish, or from some cause 

sible. cannot haul out upon our fields at all 
Don’t throw this manure out into the | times of the year, that we have to pile 

yard to be washed by the sp:ing and/up, In my practice I have found it was 
summer rains, and hauled out next fall, | best to haul out and use a layer of the 
when we have lost the best portion. | poorest straw manure for the bottom 
Get it upon the land, let the rair) then pile up the manure as it increases 
wash it in and incorporate it into|jn quality upon that, so that we have 

the soi] where it is needed. If we leave | the richest manures on top of the pile. 

it in the yard we will lose interest on it| Pile from three to four feet deep unl2se | 

the same as we lose interest on a roll | it be horse manure, which we would pile | 
of green backs we carry in our pockets. | shallower, with the level rather sloping 
Let us get the best results by top-dress- | toward the center. What rain falls up- 

ing. on this pile is very little more than nec- 
| Mr. Rosinson — What is the nature | essary to keep down fermentation. The 
| of your soil? straw below will catch and hold the 
i Mr. McKrrrow— Ours is a clay soil, | greater portion of the fertility. Sueh a 

The scientists tell us that the tendency | pile can be kept and used for top-dress- 
of manure is both upward and down-|ing, for roots or any other crops. We 
ward. In wet weather the fertility is| find this good top-dressing for the win- 
carried downward, in dry weather when | ter wheat crop, applied and dragged im 

the moisture is coming up by capil'ary | with the seed. 

attraction it brings back a portion of the| Farmers in Wisconsin sometimes use 

fertility to the surface, but not above/salt and plaster. These might come 

the surface. The question is often | under the head of commercial fertilizers, 

raised, bow much we lose in our manures | but as analyses show, they are not very 
a by evaporations, but the scientist tells | rich in fertility; their benefit is mainly 

, us that the vapor that is given off! found in the action that they kave upon
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the elements already in the soil, through] Mr. Evererr— Would you advise 
making them more available as plant | piling horse and cattle manure together, 

food. and would it be a benefit to sprinkle 
They also seem to draw moisture to] land plaster over that? 

the surface of the soil. We cannot be} Mr. McKerrow — Yes, I wou!d ad- 
too careful in saving our manure. vise both those things. We use land 

Eastern farmers pay at the rate of 17] plaster on our manure piles asd in the 
ots. @ pound for nitrogen, and from 734 | sheep yards. 
to8cts. a pound for phosphoric acid,} Gov. Hoarp—Land plaster is sul- 
from 3 cts. to 6 cts. a pound for potash. | phate of lime and composed very largely 
Figuring on that basis we find that a| of sulphuric acid, which is a constant 
ton of bran contains something over $12 disintegrent; it breaks down the woody 
worth of thee elements, a ton of hay | fibre, etc. 
something like $9.00, a ton of oatssome} Mr. McKerrow—It combines very 

$6.00 0r $7.00 worth, a ton of oil-meal | readily with potash. 
some $19.00 worth. If wefollow on our] Mar. Favinue—Do you recommend 
farms a continuous cropping, and selling | tbe sowing of land plaster on the soil? 
of the crops, we will have todo as they} Mr. McKrrrow—On many soils I 
do in the east before long, so it will pay | think land plaster is valuable. We find 

us to be careful in this respect. upon clay soils in particular, that it 
gives a very rapid growth to the clover 

DIScussiIoN. plant, vet I do believe that if we sowed 
land plaster every year upon those soils, 

Gov. Hoarp — Did I understand you | we would ultimately use up the avail- to say that where manure is thrown to- able potash in them, and possibly 

gether and heated up that it may! make the land what is termed “clover through fermentation and evaporation sick.” 
lose some ammonia, but there is not Mr. Favinue—It we raised a large 

much loss of fertility? crop of clover every year and [ed it back, 
Mr. McKerrow — When it is spread would it hurt? 

out upon the surface of the soil the Mr. McKerrow—No, this will keep 
scientist tells us there is not much loss the store of fertility all right. 

of fertility, but in the pile where fer-] Mr Barnes—Is not this compost 
mentation is going on and where heat is heap the proper place to deposit our 
being generated, there is considerable ashes? 
given off. Mr. McKerrow —It might be a good 

Mr. Beyeprcr—You spoke about thing to spread the ashes evenly through 
using some absorbent. Do you con-| tho compost heap, and at the same time 
sider that mill shavings used in that put the plaster there. I believe it will ; way are liable to doinjury to alight soil?| make the potash in the ashes more : 

Mr. McKzrrow — I have had no ex-| available for plant food, but might be 
perience with pine shavings, but 1 detrimental in some other way. . 
should judge that the benefit derived Gov. Hoarp — You have to be care- 
from their decomposition would be| ful of one thing. The alkali in the 
largely offset by the turpentine in the | ashes will operate upon the organic mat- a 

shavings, ter the same as lime will. It will fire-
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fang and burn it and it sends the am-| Mr. Rosrnson — Won't it be better 

monia off into the air. to plow under that coarse manure, shal- 

; Sup’r. Morrison —I would not put|low, than to put it into the compost 

ashes in the compost heap anyhow. I | heap? 
think it is better to spread upon the] Mr. McKerrow—I did not advise 
land. the building of the compost heap on 

Mr. Goopricu — Do you believe that | general principles, but in case you could 

te maintain the fertility of the soil a far- | not get this coarse manure out from any 

mer must return as much to it as he|cause I would. As to plowing under 

takes off from it? shallow, take it one season with another, 

Mr. McKerrow — Yes, I do. I havn’t had very good results doing it. 

| Mr. Goopricu — How can he sell any-| I prefer to put all manure on the sur- 

. tbing off then? face, for I not only get the commercial 

Mr. McKerrow — He can sell in the | value of the fertility, but it acts asa 

form of stock and butter without taking | mulch, which helps to carry on this de- 

much fertility. I have heard Mr. Good-|composition or breaking down of the 

rich say that he can put back all the | elements in the soil, making them avail- 
fertility that was lost in a cow’s butter | able for plant food. 

in a year, with two bags of bran,andI| A Memser— If this clay land is short 

think in all probability our neighbors | of potash, is plaster of any benefit. 

in Minnesota and Dakota will be willing] Mr. McKerrow — There is no land in 
to sell us that two bags of bran. this state, so far as I know, where there 

Mr. Gooprich —Isn’t it true that] is no potash, but if there is, plaster prob- 

some goes off in the seas and rivers that | ably would not help much. Plaster in 

never is returned? the manure heap will always be benefi- 

Mr. McKerrow — It goes very slowly. | cial. 

I believe we can take something off and} Quxstion — Why doesn’t cow manure 

still return the fertility in that soil. | heat? 

Such plants as clover will reach down| Gro. McKerrow—Because it contains 

and get it out of the sub-soil, but I|a large per cent.of moisture. It will 

don’t think we should lay it down as|ferment some and mixed with horse 

proper to take off what we don’t put on.} manure will increase the heat, but not 
Mr. Favirtx—The good Lord has | enough to injure it. 

made provisions for usin this mat-| QuEstion—How can we prevent 

ter. Every plant is gathering more | horse manure from fire fanging? 

| or less of the ammonia that is in the at-| Gro. McKerrow— By mixing it with 
mosphere and depositing it in the soil.|cow manure. By keeping swine on it 

Now, do not understand the good Lord | or keeping it too wet to heat strongly. 

willdo it all. We have got to do our] A little heating does no harm. but is 

| part and then he will do the rest. rather a benefit. The horse manure in 

| Mr. McKerrow — Doesn’t that am-| the bottom ofa gardener’s hot beds, so 

monia that isin the air come from the| prepared as to heat all that it can be 

: decomposition of available elements? made to is still very rich. The earth 

. Mr. Favinte — It is possible the good | put upon it appears to absorb the vola- 

Lord made that arrangement, that isn’t tile parts. Theloss by heating in mixed 

4 our part of the programme. ‘manures in the compost heap is very
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small, much less than from leaching, | cow, having a value for nitrogen of six when it is thrown out under the eaves cents per cow, two cents for phosphoric of the stable. acid and two cents for potash. Question — How much loss does bran| In another experiment where the solid sustain in manurial value from feed-| and liquid excrement were tested sepa- ing? 
rately, it was found that the latter was Gro. McKerrow—The loss varies very nearly equal in value with the considerably, but with dairy cows|solid, and excelled it in nitrogen and Properly fed the net loss does not ex- potash. In each case the maaure from ceed 20 per cent., and if the urine is all well-fed cows giving large messes of saved by absorbents the loss is practi-{ milk was nearly or quite ten cents eally nothing, digestion adding mora| per day. 

than is taken away. In the experiment with horses the re- Qvestion—When should manure be | sults are not complete, as the excrement hauled? was only saved while the horses were in Geo. McKzrrow—It is best to draw | the stable, excepting one Sunday, dur- out manure as often as possible. ing the period when they were not at Question — Should it be rotted or| work on the University farm. Tested fresh? 
in this way, the horses gave thirty-two Gro. McKerrow — Manure is never | pounds of exerement, which contained worth more than when it is dropped. | about four cents worth of the fertilizing Keeping will not improve it and the | material. In two experiments the Sooner it is spread upon the ground the | manure on Sunday was weighed and better. found to amount to fifty-six pounds per Question—-What is the average daily | day. 

or yearly value of manure made by} On week days the horses were hard dowestic animals? at work, and their liberal feed of hay Supr. Morrison — One of the late/ and oats went largely to supply waste bulletins of the Cornell University Ex-| of muscle and nerve power. It is pos- periment Station is devoted to “The | sible that the excrement voided on Sun- Production and Care of Farm Manures,” | day while resting was worth more per and it gives much valuable information| pound. lf not, it would only amount on both these subjects. An experiment | to between six and seven cents per day. with eighteen Jersey and Holstein grade | It is commonly supposed by farmers cows in wilk is very interesting. Each cow | that horse manure ‘is richer than that Consumed on an average eighty-three | from cows. It heats more quickly, and Pounds of food, made up of the follow-|is therefore more active; but the ing ration: 114 pounds of hay, 893} manure from milk cows equally well Pounds of silage, 189 pounds of beets fed is richer than from horses at work. and 154 pounds of a mixture made up/The horses were heavy grade draft of seventy pounds of wheat bran, fifty- | horses, weighing about 1,400 pounds four pounds of cotton-seed meal, eigh-| each. The average weight of the cows teen pounds of corn meal and six| was 1,173 pounds, Pounds of malt sprouts. Experiments with sheep showed an The exeretion from & ration thus| average value of manure of 114 cents made up was eighty-one pounds per’ per head; but it was especially deficient
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| in potash, indicating that this material that. The pig undoubtedly converts » 

had been more largely used by the more of what he eats into flesh than 

i sheep in developing either growth or any other domestic animal. 

wool. The average weight of the sheep| As summing up the experiments Prof. 

- was about 142 pounds each, and the Roberts, the very efficient director, gives 

i food consumed 5.3 pounds per day. | the value per year of manure made 

It takes about eight such sheep to by 1,000 weight of each animal as 

E weigh as much as the average cow, and | follows: Horses, $19.12; cows, $29.82; 

; for the food consumed they yielded | sheep, $38.55; hogs, $17.11. In all these 

i more value in manure. This was possi-| estimates of value the basis is that on 

*s bly due in part to the cows giving milk. | which commercial fertilizers containing 

¥ Pigs well fed gave a value of little more | nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash 

than one-half cent per day, and on car- | can be bought in available form. 

; bonaceous food—corn meal, it was not é 

ee 
a SSeS 

PLOWING, CULTIVATION AND TILLAGE. 

| By Tuomas Convey, Ridgeway, Wis. 

} The triple title given the subject Iam|Ina single year in plowing with a nar- 

| to discuss, as it appears on the pro-| row plow you may loose enough to pay 

gramme, might be very accurately rep- for a new one. 

| resented by the single word tillage, as I Prefer Fall Plowing 

the latter includes preparing the ground for every purpose if it is done sufficiently 

| and cultivation of crops. early. If not I would prefer spring 

{ Plowing is a bone of contention in our plowing; late fall plowing has neyer given 

| agricultural discussions, and while many] me satisfactory results, and where I 

i of us are experts in plowing with our| have plowed very late in the fall, espe- 

f tongues out of season, comparatively few cially where the ground was wet, it was 

i of us know whether our plows are in fit injurious for several years. I have re- 

condition for the spring campaign until | sorted to late fall plowing to kill cut 

t the ground is fit for plowing. A sharp| worms and feel satisfied there is no 

| plow will do better work and more of it| merit in it, especially, the statement 

with less labor on man or team. I| that where you plow late you turn up the | 

| would prefer two shares for each plow | worm to where the frost will kill it, 

and then the work need not be delayed. Where you plow sufficiently early you 

Plowing to be well done must be in turn under vegetation of all kinds, when 

straight lands to avoid cutting and cov- | the conditions are most favorable for its 

| ering and taking a narrow furrow at | rapid decay. The vegetation is lesa 

times. In plowing such land as I culti-| woody and a sufficient amount of heat 

vate, a black prairie loam, a 16 inch | is present to promote active fermenta- 

plow is none to large for a 2,800 lb. tion. 

team, and then there is no occasion to In Plowing under Clover 

| crowd ateam to do a good days work. |I would prefer to pasture the second 

; 

idea dee
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crop, as plowing under a rank growth | ter so deep that the heat does not reach 
of clover late in the season rarely |it to Promote active fermentation, and 
gives good results. Early fall plow-|it places the fertility too deep for the 

ing prevents some weeds from going to | roots of crops. 
seed, promotes the germination of those| The loosening up of the sub-soil when 
seeds that have matured, causing the |it is not placed en the surface may be 
destruction by fall frosts, leaves the | beneficial with some soils and for cer- 
land in such condition that it will ab- | tain crops. 
sorb more of the rain and snow-fall and I do not Think 
the winter frosts cause a more perfect | Jand can be injured by being plowed 
disintegration of the soil, leaving it in a when dry. And I am fully convinced 
condition in which it is more easily cul- that it receives permanent injury by 
tivated it has a greater capacity to re- being plowed when wet. Much mischief tain the necessary amount of moisture, | is done by driving over the ground when and is in the best possible condition to very moist, and cattle are allowed to take up or impart fertility to the grow- | roam over the fields, plowed or unplowed ing crop. Another advantage obtained pasture or stubble, needlessly. I have by fall plowing ia the ability to get our often thought that where cattle are al- crops in so much earlier. For when tbe | lowed to run in stalk-fields, the tramping ground is fit the earlier we sow wheat, | did more harm than would the removal peas, barley and oats the better. In|of the fodder, even were it never re- fact, it is exceptional for any of these | turned. 
¢rops to do well when sown late, andI| “Ag you sow, so shall you reap,” is 
would have no paitence with any one | literally true in agriculture. Careless 
who would delay sowing when the preparation of the soil rarely gives good 
ground was fit; late crops are more sub- | returns, and while tillage may not be 
ject to blight and rust, also injury from | manure, it is the best substitute we 
insects, they make a greater growth of | know of. In animal husbandry, to get straw but it does not stand up so well, | the best results we depend on a combi- nor is the quality of the grain so good. | nation of breed and feed. So in agricul- 
The early crop may fail, but the late | ture, we depend on tillage and manure, crop is almost sure to fail. and the tillage is indispensible in pre- 

paring the ground when manure is a es er hadi en distributed in are not so numerous as they used to be, the surface soil. In the cultivation of and people agree us to the folly of deep my land I strive to secure a fine ae. Plowing. Experiments would | surface soil and a firm sub-soil, and tend to show that turning up much =< when I spring plow, I harrow and pul- the sub-soil, even in the fall at a SINK © | verize until the ground is fine, level, and | plowing, is pernicions. Some sub-soils well compacted. In preparing fall plow- 
are nearly barren, others only require a ing I would only strive to loosen up the sufficient amount of exposure to the ele- surface to the depth at which Texpected ments to render them fertile. This to plant. 
spring plowing rarely affords. I Prefer to Dritt Deep plowing of sod is always objec-|in grain for various reasons. It takes tionable for it places the vegetable mat- ! less seed, it is more evenly distributed,
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all being placed where it will grow if the| vate after each rain, a8 soon as the 

grain is sounnd. The grain stands up bet- ground is sufficiently dry, to break up 

ter, ripens more uniformly and does not|or check capillary action, and retain 

suffer so much from drought, or the ex- the moisture near the surface. Cultiva- 

treme heat of midsummer; being sown tion at this time is the most propitious 

dec per, it gives grain of a better quality to check the growth of weeds. 

and more of it. Compacting the Soil 

Drilling has these disadvantages, how- Paste yes 

ever; it costs more, does less work in the by judicious cultivation, supeert to be 

same iime, will put grain too deep if the especially needed - promoting the per 

soil is too loose, and the shovel drill is fect germination of seed, especially grass 

/ difficult to operate when cornstalks or seed, and time spent in the preparation 

stubble are on the ground. In spring of ground hastens the growth of the 

plowing it is much better to harrow be- crop. This is espe cially 60 of, Sap cote 

A fore the ground dries too much as loose crop, as careless preparation means slow 

ground will be very apt to do in ashort growth, difficult cultivation, and meager 

! time. Few farmers realize the advan- returns. Many persons claim they oan- 

> tages of perfect preparation of the BES not harrow corn after planting, simply 

Fe gan eas es Oe do not give the ground 

fs may receive too much cultivation or pees cultivation he planting. 

preparation, I have never seen any in- Therefore they fail to avail themselves 

stance of it, but I have seen crops suffer of one of the most perfeat methods of 

from injudicious cultivation, by seeding weed destruction. I will here ask & 

too deep, a very common occurrence, by question of this audience. How does 

} cultivating too deep, which occurs more the root pruning that results from deep 

frequently, and by neglect to cultivate cultivation promote plant growth? In 

at the proper time. conclusion I will say, in imitation of the 

language of a distinguished writer, we 

| The Main Objects must cultivate, we must cultivate. 

| | to be attained in cultivation are, Ist, to es 

4 loosen up and pulverize the soil that it 

| may arrest and retain the necessary DISCUSSION. 

| moisture; 2nd, to make the soil porous Mr. McKerrow — How would you set 

| to promote the extension of the roots of | your plow to do the best work?. 

ie _ plants; 3rd, to produce that firmness of] Mr. Convey — A plow in good order 

I | soil that is indispensible if we expect the should always run level. 

| plant to take up the largest amount of} Mr. Grsson — Will the shallow plow- 

et fertility; 4th, recent experiments tend|ing do in dry weather turning down 

| to show that the absorption and reten- slover? 

| tion of solar heat depends not only on| Mr. Convey —I don't plow less than 

| the color of the soil, but also on its more | four inches. and I would consider that 

| perfect pulverization, and the evenness| about the right depth to plow down a 

| of the surface; 5th, the destruction of | sod. 

| weeds. 
Mr. Goopricn — Wouldn’t land that is 

I In those crops requiring summer cul-| plowed in the fall wash worse in the 

x tivation we should not neglect to culti- spring? 

a a an
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Mr. Conver — Not if it is sufficiently | the destruction of weeds, of course it 
level or where it is kept in proper con-| would be better to roll and drag too. 
dition, that is sown to grass in 3 or 4/ Very few, give land sufficient cultivation 
year rotation. in preparing for seeding, then they are 
Question — Would you turn up any| disappointed with the growth, especi- 

sub-soil at all? ally in dry weather. which we are sure 
Mr. Convey — I would be inclined to| #0 have during some part of the season. 

turn up very little, especially in spring} Question —Why would grain drilled 
plowing. in, Fipen any earlier than if sown broad- 

Mr Burxman—I got hold of some| ©a*¢? 
land several years ago that would not| Mr. Convey—It does not ripen as 
grow more than ten bushels of wheat, or} ©@tly in my experience, it ripens more 
anything else to the acre. I couldn’t| Uniformly because it is all sown ata 
seed it, I had not barn yard manure| UBiform depth. 
enough to cover it. In thefall I plowed| Ms. Orsen — Why is it that dragging 
it as I could, tried to make it two inches} Will make it more firm than rolling? 
it would run to one inch; and as late in| Mr. Convey — It pulverizes the soil. 
the fall as I dared I plowed it again, and | I would recommend rolling in every in- 
that ground the next year raised thirty | stance with such a soil as I have, unless 
bushels of No. 1 wheat to the acre, and| the ground would be too dry, then it 
was seeded in the best order. would blow away. 

Mr. Convey — Where land is kept in} Question — Did you ever drag spring 
proper condition by judicious rotation of | 8tain after it was up? 
crops, and judicious manuring it may| Ms. Convey—I never have dragged * not be necessary to have deep plowing, | 8Pring grain, I have fall grain. 
but if your sub-soil is rich, and the lund| Qv=st1on —Do you plow deeper for is rau out, it may be necessary to plow | Crm than you do for any other grain? 

deeper. Mr. Convery — No, sir. 
Mr. Rosryson — Were your lands clay| Quzstion — Do you drag corn after it 

or sandy? is up? 
Mr. Burxman—It is clayey black| Mr. Convey—Sometimes I have, yes, 

soil. I have also cultivated before it came up, 
Mr. McKerrow —I believe it is a| and then dragged and consider it the 

good plan to run a heavy roller on the | best way to handle fall plowing. 
spring plowing rather than dragging. Supr. Morrison —The most success- 
Dragging is preferable to rolling or| ful corn raisers that I am acquainted 
planking on fresh plowing, dragging | with plow their corn land in the fall, and 
levels and pulverizes, rolling or planking | in the preparation of the seed bed spare 
merely firms. The more perfect the pul-| no labor, in fact the most of the tillage 
verization, the lessa crop will suffer from | and cultivation is done prior to planting. 
drouth, it also leaves the land in best| At the proper temperature the planter 
possible condition for the crop to take| is started. The moisture in the soil 
up the necessary fertility. This was the| can be largely regulated by the tillage. 
principal advantage attained by the old| The best crops of corn I have ever seen 
style of summer fallowing, another being | in Wisconsin, the seed was put in thoro-
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: ughly prepared soil the last half of May. sod over flat or turn it over edgewise in 

; Corn ground well prepared is more than | plowing? 

2 half worked. Mr. Convey — I prefer to turn it over 

5 Quzsrion—Do you prefer to turn | flat or nearly so. 

PASTURES AND MEADOWS. 

By C. P. Goopricu, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

Pastures and Meadows come impoverished and gullied to such 

; Are of more value and importance to | an extent as to be nearly worthless. In 

the farmers of Wisconsin, than are all | Seeding for a permanent pasture I would 
/ her other lands combined. They cover | advise sowing a variety of seeds. Red 
} |. many times more acres, bring the far-| clover (unless the land is too wet), 
| mers more money with a less expendi- | alsike clover, timothy, red-top and blue 

1) ture of labor to harvest or secure, and |gtass, aud perhaps some others. The 
} yet, as a rule, they receive very little |red clover would probably run out in 

+f care and attention. With the exercise | two or three years, but would produce a 
} of proper care and judgement, their pro- | 00d deal of feed at first. One object of 

duct might be greatly increased, per-|sowing a variety of grasses is to give a 

4 haps doubled. Every farmer should keep | variety of food to the stock, for it has 
f live stock enough to consume nearly, if | been found that they crave a variety, 

e not quite all the products of his farm,|and will thrive better when they can 
} This he should do to maintain its fer-|have it. Another object is that there 

f tility, so that after it has been occupied | will be kinds adapted to the different 

+ through one generation the next will | kinds of soil, so that after two or three 

¥ not have to abandon it or starve. ye-rs it will be seen that one kind of 

; Not more than one-third of a farm|grass will predominate in one partof 

it should be plowed and cultivated each |the field and another in another part, 

| year, the rest should be in pasture and |illustrating the law of the survival of 

f meadow in the proportion to suit the |the fittest. In this way the ground will 

i needs of the stock. be fully occupied and leave no places to 

\ Some Parts of the Farm be grown up to weeds. 

+P should be in permanent pasture for the If the Seeding is Done 
id | reason that it is the only safe way to!the same year a grain crop is rais- 

a provide pasture every year, for occasion-|ed on the land, I would advise 

{| ally we have a season that fresh seeding | sowing clover in the spring with the 

| | fails where we are practicing a rotation | grain, and the other seeds after harvest- 

. of crops on the whole farm. Most farms | ing, about the first of September. If no 

\| have some land that is not profitable to | grain crop is to be raised, I would sow 

| cultivate each year, it being too wet to|all in the spring, then it could be pas 

insure a good crop, or so rolling that it|tured in the last part of the season. 

washes badly and will in a few years be- | Never let weeds take possession of your 

yy ; 
j 
\
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pastures, they are unprofitable and in- pastured with cows for 50 or 75 years, jurious to dairy stock as affecting the|especially where the cows have been flavor of the milk. If for any reason} yarded nights and no manure put on 
the grass dies out in places and weeds them, they have become so reduced that are coming in, sow on more grass seed. they will not carry half the stock they In seeding for permanent pastures I| once would. 
would sow on plenty of seed, one peck In Some Instances or more to an acre of all kinds together. they are over-grown with weeds and the Lands that have never been plowed, | grass has died out. They can be renov- such as rolling prairie or where timber ated now only by plowing up, manuring 
has been chopped cff can be seeded by | and re-seeding or perhaps by manuring, sowing on Alsike, timothy, blue grass seeding and thoroughly harrowing. If and red-top seed early in the spring, and | the farm is all good tillable land suit- when the cattle are turned on they will able for corn and all kinds of grain, my tramp the seed into the grourd and it way would be on most of the farm, to will grow so that in a year or two there practice a three or four years rotation. 
will be a good stand of grass. First corn then some kind of small grain 

Sometimes it is Desirable and seed with clover, then mow or pas- 
to have permanent meadows on low. ture one or two years. It is well after 
moist lands. They can be seeded in the the grain is taken off to sow some timothy 
same manner as permanent pastures, peed, SAY tO Soe fe the aes soe | if the clover should kill out in the win- but the blue grass seed should be left x bl out, as the grass is too short and ripens ter in’spots you wee beiressountay too early for hay. Suc meadows should sure to have something to occupy the be top-dressed ft hi ground besides weeds. I would surely )p- as often as every third z b d rhape- slate year, with fine well rotted manure and | °°™ =~ a Lose ee th * well harrowed with a sharp toothed reeset ansert . oe harrow early in the spring. In this tended to keep it in a meadow more 

7 pees: WY | than one year. I would marure it well they can be kept up to a good state of every time I pastured it. ‘ productiveness, otherwise they will de- 
teriorate each year, for no land can pro- lock Should Het Be Turned, 7 duce continually successive crops of hay |on pastures early in the spring when the witbout exhausting its fertility, unless | ground is soft and the grass small and itis replaced by manure. Clover may | feeble, for they will tread up the ground, be an exception to this rule. On most | injure th» roots of the grass and bite it soils it is beneficial to sow on plaster, |so closely that it never makes much salt and lime on both pastures and mead-| growth. Grass must get a good start in ows. Pastures also should be occasion- | the spring if we expect to get much ally top-dressed with manure, for it has |from it during the summer. The stock been found that long continued pastur- | also do much better to be kept from the 
ing, unless the stock are fed something | pasture until the grass has got up besides what they get from the pasture, | enough to afford a good bite with some 
will slowly but surely reduce its fertil- | substance to it, so they can satisfy their ity. In some of the dairy districts of|hunger without working hard all day the eastern states where lands have been for it.
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In Some Parts of the State 4 Top-Dressing of Manure 

there are large tracts of wet marsh lands |Once in three or four years will greatly 
that are now nearly worthless, for the | benefit such a pasture as this, as well as 
grass that grows on them is of such a/Upland pastures. Marsh meadows, in 
poor quality that stock will mnot| many instances can be greatly improved 
thrive on it in fact will not eat it|by asimilar method of smoothing down 

v unless compelled to by being pre-| and sowing on grass seed and not plow- 
vented from feeding on good nutritious|ing them. But such meadows when 

grass, thereby starving them to it. Such | once well fixed should never be pastur- 
lands if of peaty formation, when pas-|ed, for it will serve to bring in june 
tured afew years become so trodden up| grass and white clover, which are too 
as to become little better than mud|short to produce much hay and will 
holes during the wet season. On many|also tend to make the ground rough 
such tracts of land by a judicious outlay | again. 

of money in drainage, sometimes amount- New Seeding of Any Kind 
ing to only a small sum per acre, they ma: 
be dried out soas to be seed sind should never be pastured much the first 

. er as pasture or meadow. If such land is |*°2" mp avon . oe byes: 
precty well dried out by draining, I a ee oe ~— 
would not advise breaking up and kill- fall. oaen. tt x does Task tty 
ing out all the native sod, for then the oa wilt, 36 obese ee 
peatin adry time will be so loose and Sa des stand up ao set hous 

light that it will be nearly impossible to snow asa protection to the clover, and 
get it seeded again to grass. also if a coating of ice comes on the 

ground, to let in air and prevent it from 
isaac ce smothering out. If the stubble is tramp- 

# go over the ground with some im-jed down flat by stock, such a coating of 

plement that would cut the bogs and | ice will be sure to kill the clover. 
smooth it down and then sow on grass ‘Fu Damataiiees 

Seed adapted to nob lam gee 0 aie urge again the importance of 
top, alsike clover and perhaps timothy. taking good care of pastures and 

By this means the marsh sod that is left meadows, of frequent top-dressing with 
undisturbed will serve to make the 7 

manure, and above all of not allowing 

ad LS cnough = thas — ca? | them to grow up to weeds. If you dis- 
travel on it without cutting it up, and cover any places where the grass, for 

the new seeding will be much more any oanee bas died out, ow on aad hae 

likely to live, as the surface of the row in more seed. taganas: belie 

ground will not dry out so badly when ing the use of the ground. sou miiene 

_bot dry weather comes. Treated in this growing weeds if yofdo cue 

way the cultivated grasses and blue 

grass will gradually run out the marsh 

grass, and the tramping of the stock BCU, 

will make the ground firmer each year] Mr. Favitte —I want you to tell us 

and the result will be a very valuable | how we are going to get manure to put 

permanent pasture, on pastures every two or three years?
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' Mr. Gooprica—The fields that we|as far as it goes. It is as goou as 

cultivate, that we make hay upon, our toulch. 

meadows, the straw from our grain| ‘opr. Morrison — It shades the land. 

and the fertility that Mr. McKerrow Mr. Convey — Do you approve of the 

told us about, coming from the fields of | summer feeding with grain for the pur- 

Minnesota and Dakota. pose of adding fertility to the soil? 

Gov. Hoarp— Don’t you find a little Mr. Goopricn—I don’t think I 

difficulty in top dressing pastures, from would do it for that purpose alone. 

the ground becoming offensive to the Mr. Convey—Don’t you think it adds 

cows? largely to the fertility of the land? 

Mr. Gooprica—We don’t cover over Mr. Goopricu —It certainly does. 

the whole pasture at once, only 2or 3]. Mr. Convey — Would you advise tak- 

acres at @ time, and that gives the grass |'"8 a hay crop off the pasture the first 

a good chance to grow up, and after one year in order to allow the land to be less 

or two rains they will come back to subject to injury by the tramping of 

better grass than ever. cattle, to make a better sod ? 

Petes 1 bass ctecsed whee (2 Oe ee 
pastures were top dressed the end of firs: year in order to get a stronger, 

October, then there is the whole winters better sod and the ground would be 

snow and rain before you turn out and eee I certainly would not pasture 

the pasture is very much less offensive it the first year. 

to the cattle. = Convey—I think our pastures 

Mr. Goopricu — Tha’ 7 are lamaged toa large extent by turn- 

right, bat as Mr. oe Sd — ing the cattle on them too early in the 

isthe manure to come from in the fall, spring when the ground is soft, and 

if we have been hauling out all through also keeping them to Jate in the fall. 

eo dec and entrar Mr. McKrrrow —If you had a farm, 

ise Hiocan— Bat 1 havosbaen den: all good tillable land, would you have 

sidering that you are seasible enough to any permanent pasture on it at all? 

keep enough for top dressing. Mr. Goopricu— I would to make sure 

ite) Ccsrmue = Udrin d6 ont wikia that I would have some pasture. 

have time, winter orsummer. If I have egg mb es ee ee 

it in October I put it on in October, | “Me Girne 
Mr. Rice —Suppose you had a peat | diff nae i cet eee 

uiskelined Gite-aieebauh ten lenevanie-caee ea, SC ae 
become rotten or mellow, what is the | i ee et ner ae — ee 

best time to pui it on that soil? ee ee ee wee 
ie Ginries A" gt0d-iiay Shae right and some to the left and when it 

ago I helped to haul out some : at a an ee noes eee 

muck and it had some slight idihen ae ee oe pdt 

the land but very little, If it is loose pa . ry bevy emaed 

and light I think it would be beiter to ae aa we a eo 

teke it inand mix it wi : <a 
: in ix it with the manure |then with a heavy roller. It i 4 
in the stable as an absorbent. There | siderabl ott 5 ate 
eae ieee toe akg . — lerable work but it is better than to 

; iy in w | plough the sod up.
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Mr. Rosryson —On these marsh lands; Mr. McKerrow—1 have hauled out a 

that are kind of tough the only wayel good many of these old straw stacks 

could manage was with a bog hoe, or | onto the pasture lands, and have always 

plow it. 
been well satisfied with the returns. 

Mr. McKerrow—Would you sow lime|It is very useful as a mulch, and it 

on limestone soil? keeps the stock from cropping that 

Mr. Goopricu — I wouldn’t sow lime | pasture too close and gives it a new 

on soil that had enough lime in it. lease of life, and also appears to give it 

Mr. McKerrow —I think the object | a great deal more growth than the fer- 

| of the lime is to supply it in the bones|tility in the straw would warrant in it- 

of the cattle. 
self. 

| Question —In the bottom of our| Sup. Morrison—Wouldn’t you con- 

) small lakes here we have a sort of marl|sider a man rather a poor farmer that 

| which seems to be a sort of decomposed | had lots of straw stacks that had to be 

shell. Would that be beneficial to our | worked down that way? 

} land? 
Mr. McKerrow—We know of farms 

| Mn. Goopricu — | never had any ex-| that we have bought just because they 

M4 perience with it. were left that way. 

“4 Mr. Convey — I think there is always| Supt. Morrison — They were sold 

‘| a deficiency of lime on low moist ground, | under a foreclosure? 

A and this marl is largely composed of Mr. McKerrow — Yes, that is about 

Bi lime. 
it. : 

| Gov. Hoar p~—In Stockbridge, N. Y., A Memser—I own a farm that had a 

A it is a limestone country and those men | lot of these straw stacks, but when I 

F j have found that for meadow lands and| came to keep 400 or 500 sheep I didn’t 

P| for all kinds of purposes that a top| have to draw it out that way. 

| dressing of lime is good. The lime in| Mn. Rosryson—Can we get benefit 

ay the soil is not yet in condition that it | from purely vegetable man
ure? 

a can be taken up by plants. Mr. Goopricu—Yes. 

+ Mr. Gooprica —I know that tobea| Mr. Roprvson—Then why don’t we 

a fact, I have seen it sowed right over a| get it from the muck from our marshes? 

a ledge where the lime rock was quarried| Mr. Gooprich—Perhaps you put on 

out from which the ‘lime was burned | too much of it. It should be spread 

et with good effect. lightly and evenly after plowing. 

1 | ‘A Memper—I will say there is 60 Mr. Rosrxson—I took it out of the 

i much lime in this marl that it has been | marsh and thought I hada bonanza, 

|| taken right out of the lake and used for | but it didn’t work very well. 

Bt | cement. 
Gov. Hoarp—There is a vast differ- 

aa A Memper — If you hada quantity of | ence between muck and peat. Peat 

a} | straw left in the spring that had not | comes out sour and cold. 

Bl | been worked into compost, would you| Mr. Rosrnson—We take off the peaty 

| prefer to put that on as top dressing or portion and underneath that there will 

ay keep it until you could work it into | be three feet perhaps of purely vegetable 

a compost in the barn. product. 

=H Mr. Goopricu —I would haul it out Gov. Hoarp—That is fine for manure 

FA on the pasture. if you handle it right. 

| 
x oI 
= 

——— 8
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Iremember my father had a peat heap | until the fall when you could draw it 

in the barn-yard, and his 25 or 30 pigs| into your land and work it under. 

rooted it over and it was then spread] Mr. McKerrow—I would take it to 

upon gravel knolls and we found the|the pasture unless there should be 

clover was the very best on this gravel | some foul weed seeds init. In that case 

and on sand but it was worked over 3 or| I would compost it, rot it thoroughly 

4 times in the summer. unless straw was short and I wanted to 

Mr. Monrap—When the peat hes save it for the next season. { 

been treated in that way you have the} Mr. Wircox—I think it would bea 

very best absorbent for liquid manure | good plan to haul it out in the fall. It 

that you can get. You have a bonanza| will keep the snow and the air from the 

indeed. plants. 

2 Mr. Green -— Mr. Goodrich, how much 

Se 't. Moreisox —Two years ago I alsixe wou!d you use with other seed. 
visited the great farm of Mr. J. J. Hill hea Gosnurcer—_ Tt tatwed an! kode: 

the railroad king of the northwest, and scribed I would not put in more than 

in passing through his large barns and thres pounds. Itis a very fine seed. 

stables I found small piles of this muck 

placed conveniently in different parts of Mr. Greex —I have sowed one and 

the etable; 1 acked him what he used i¢|/*W° Pounds to the acro with other 
for. He said, “We use this peat or muck | 8™@5S°S; and had a very thick crop. 
entirely as an absorbant, and we find it}. Mr. Goopricu -—1 believe in seed- 
the best with land plaster that we can ing pretty well for permanent pasture. 
possibly get.” And I thought to myself ; A Memper — I sowed four pounds aad 

“Here is this great railroad king with his | had a heavy stand, just like the wool on a 
millions, saving the liquid manure iu his | Sheeps back. 
stebles, and if we farmers in Wisconsin} Mr. McKexrow — We have sowed at 
would be as particular in saving those|the rate of two pounds and have 
leaks and wastes it would be millions in; @ 00d thick stand. You must remem- 
our pockets. ber two quarts of alsike seed is about 

equal to four quarts of medium red 
A Memser— About this mulching | clover. 

“peste he it pred . To meet at 1:30 P, M.
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AFTERNOON SESSION—MARCH 17th. 

. The Institute met at 1:3) P. M. Sup’t Morrison in the chair. 

: CLOVER AND HAY MAKING. 

By OC. H. Everett, Beloit, Wis. 

| Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: |this summer a better quality of hay 

| Lam not here to tell you all that there|off that land than you will the year 

| is worth knowing about clover by any | after. 

| means, for the man who make such an} You will cut that piece once or twice 

: assertion would be bold indeed, but I|the same season, first and second cut- 

H hope to say some things that will be|ting of hay or one hay crop and oae 

| worthy your thought and consideration, | seed crop, or hay crop and fall pasture 

1 and perhaps I may suggest some method | as the case may be. The roots at that 

4 that may be worth your adoption. I|time have obtained their growth and as 

4 shall talk from my own personal exper-| you all know, have gone tothe lower 

P| dence and observation with clover. stratum of soil after the fertility that is 

| Ihave been obliged to make some-| beyond the reach of ordinary vegetation, 

" what of a study of it in order to get the | and if you plow under at that time you 

| best results and with the most economy. | secure the plant food you are after. 

| Ihave studied and tried to understand} I say, sow all the clover you can every 

| tthe characteristics of clover as afertil-|spring. Don’t let it lie until it runs 

1 izer and first 1 will speak of clover as a| out. 

, fertilizer. Many farmers make a mis-| Land plaster is very valuable on all 

W take in not sowing enough clover in the] our soils when used in connection with 

1 first place, and then they leave it down clover, It is not in itself a fertilizer but 

| too long. They will seed perhaps half | it takes up the ammonia, and holds it in 

4 the farm to clover, and then will Jet it| the soil as a plant food. Chemists tells 

: lie until it has run into other grasses|us that all vegetable matter while de- 

which it will do in three or four years. |caying generates ammonia, and as that 

“4 Ihave known men who have kept it six|evaporates at eighty degrees, it goes 

; ‘or seven years until it has run out of cloy- | back again into the soil by being con- 

\ er into red top and other grasses, and the|densed with moisture, then the land 

J | excuse is that seed costs too much. They | plaster takes it up and holds it for the 

“4 fail to realize that every dollar invested | coil. For years it has been a study to 

4 an clover seed will bring back five or six. | find out how plants obtained the nitro- 

A {[t is wrong to leave clover Jonger than | gen which is so valuable. 

Pt tthe second year. It has been decided lately by German 

|, If you seeded last spring you will get chemists that in the little warts on 

7 
= 

; 

si itll
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clover root which you bave seen 80 | anced ration complete within itself, than 

many times there is a minute, living | anything else we feed. It has a manur- 

germ that takes the nitrogen from the | ial value of $9.00 to $10.00 a ton, based 

air in the soil, and feeds it to the clover |on the prica of commercial fertilizers 

plant. in the east, as they pay there 16 cts.a 

Of the amount of clover seed to sow | pound for nitrogen. 

and the methods, there are many differ-| Stock raisers all know the value of 

ent opinions, but my advice would be, | clover in raising young animals, it con- 

you can get just as good results from tains so largely of those elements that 

four as you can from ten quarts if you|go to make up animal growth. The 

use a aa care in cote ®: = dairyman knows the value of it. Itis 

One quart of clover seed contains ap- | even good for the brood sow. I prefer 

proximately 500,000 grains, and by a|it to all other hay for horses but we 

little further figuring, I have found tbat | must use judgment in feeding it, or they 

that evenly scattered over an acre of| Will eat too much of it. We can raise 

ground would give a little more than oe than —_ Py: — 

twelve plants to the square fvot, and as | 4rou' er on account of its long 

seven plants is about the average, you roots, it will yield from one-third to one- 

will readily understand the folly of such | half more than timothy, and is a surer 

heaving seeding. I think four or five | Crop. mack ene wack 

— is a liberal amount where you are) ‘The foliage of the clover plant is the 

= for hay, aad where I am ee most valuable part, and we must save 

with small grain to pernace the soil from that if we wish to get all the feeding 
the sun for fall seed, fertility, etc., I sow value in the hay. In speaking of good 

two or three quarts, and I would rather clover hay, Ido not mean the average 

= the stubble fields in our state covered quality to be found in this state. I don’t 
with a green verdure of clover than to] mean that coarse mow-burned indigest- 

have the hot sun pouring down into the| ipJo stuff that can be found in abund- 
soil cracking it open and letting out the =. 

moisture and the fertility. There is an- Hay of any kind must be bright and 

other advantage in having your fields| .jean, free from dust and possessed of 

seeded to clover. After harvest you can | the desired aroma. I know it is possible 
take your stock from the permanent pas- | to make such hay. 

tures and turn them on the clover field! §upr, Morrison — Suppose it rained 

and the permanent pastures will be much every day in June? 

better the following spring for doing so-} )p. Evererr—If we had nothing but 

an ordinary shower each day,I would 

“ ge anencd have just about as good hay. There is, in 

I will speak next about clover hay | my judgment, only one method of making 
which has a higher feeding value than hay, and by that method I get a cer- 

any hay we can raise in this or any other | tainty of success in quality each year, 

state in the union, ton for ton. It is} that cannot be said of any other method 
claimed that one ton of clover hay and a| with which I am acquainted. 

ton of barley straw mixed, is equal in Hay Caps. 
feeding value to two tons of timothy} You all know that clover hay has got to 
hay. Lt comes nearer to being a bal-' sweat out somewhere. If it is allowed
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i to sweat in fhe stack or in the barn there | iteasier. That is true, but the ease with 
| is aloss of feeding value, it becomes | which they handle it has been purchased 

discolored and dusty, oftentimes almost | at a price of 1¢ the value of the hay. I 
spoiled. I have found from experience, | have found that by cutting off the clover 

that the place to let that take place is in | plant as it began to head that the stalk 
the field, and I have found to do that | was full of water, it was very rank, very 

, successfully, in all kinds of weather | green. 
that hay caps are a necessity. I don’t| Then I waited until the head was out 

mean something that will cost 30 or 40| in full bloom and cut again, and I found 
| cts. each, but a simple hay cap made of | at that stage of maturity that the stalk 

cotton cloth. I buy that cotton cloth by | had commenced to get a little bit pithy; 
the bolt, and the caps are madeone yard | Of course at that stage of maturity the 

square. I tear off a yard square and honey or sugar is in the plant. Then I 

| hem the two rough edges. I fasten waited until the hay was turned brown 

| those down on the hay by means of lit-| #4 I found the stalk was getting hol- 
} tle weights at the corners of the caps |!0W, woody; it was fast loosing its feed. 

| and they keep in place all right. I used | i26 value. 
} to use the pin but the hay would settle| _ 5° determined the best time is when 
: down, and in a hard wind the pins| it isin full bloom, and we go by that 

| would work out. rule. 
Istudied a long time to determine| 1f you have fifteen acres of clover you 

| what I would use for weights. I went will need 350 or = caps. If you have 
i to the factory and found it would be too fifty acres you won't need more than a 
i expensive to get them cast, then I thousand. - 
| wondered if I could fasten in pebbles| 7° illustrate my methods, I will take 

weighing about four ounces, and the 1b acres of clover hay, and handle it as 

4 more I thought the surerI was that I at E were a pase. 

| could. So I fastened in a pebble to| Jf 1 were ready to cut I would go out 
| each corner of the cap by means of a after the dew is off; never put up clover 

‘ little piece of the cloth. I tear up the cot-| “ith any external moisture op it, and 
| ton in squares just large enough to place would cut down enough this morning to 

1 the pebble in the cloth and tie around. make 150 cooks of hay as nearly as we 

} Then I tie a strong piece of hemp string could guess at it; after dinner we cock 
| around it and to the corner of the hay |it Up, and put on the hay caps. 

i cap. I know of such caps having been Making Hay, _ 

in use on a farm near Baraboo for 20| We take no chances on the weather, 
years and they are good to-day.|ussoon asit is piled up it is covered. 

When drawn over the hay in the field | Tomorrow we repeat that operation, the 

they are nearly water-proof. Suck cloth | next day the same, putting up each day 

when it is wet thickens up and it will| about 150 cocks. On the morning of 

| turn water like canvass. the fourth day, if we have had average 

) The Time to Cut. hay weather, after cutting the usual 
Now then, as to when to cut clover to | amount of hay we remove the capsfrom 

make the best kind of hay. Many farmers | the hay that was cut the first day. That 

wait too long, until the heads are turned | hay has been through the sweating, and 

borwn, because they say they can handle! we open it to let it throw out the water 

Ee i eee
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that sin it. In opening that hay up [clover requires is rolling in our soil. In 
don’t tear it all to pieces, and scatter it | your sandy soil I am told that clover 
all over the ground. The hay has settled | has to be covered one-half to two inches 
down, and we take it off in what I call deep. 

flakes. Mr. Favinie— Did you ever know of 
We put two rows of cocks intoa win- | clover seed that failed to grow? 

tow and in two or three hours of good; Mr. Evererr — I never saw clover weather that is perfectly made hay; you | seeq that failed to germinate. 
have all the moisture drawn out, and Question — How expensive are those 
you have all the feeding value left in. caps? 
It does not go through the sweating pro- Mr. Evererr—They cost about six 
cess a second time in your barn, and it | cents by the bolt. Unbleached cotton comes out a good — bright and me cloth. 
Some years it takes longer to sweat ou Mr. Wicox— What brand do you 
than others. use? 

Ttis handled in flakes and it makes| yy, Everett —Itis what is known pretty work of it. The caps taken off as “B. B.” made at Janesville, Wis. 
this hay cut the first day, will be used Quzsr1o — Do you advise pasturing 
on the hay cut the morning of the fourth 

the clover the first fall? day, and after that we draw every day, Mn. Evererr—I don’t advise it un- 
and add as much each a ae i nee ss “| less you have a very heavy crop of clover. 
Gieur ae on each day, but only I would object to pasturing very close 
ee = eer be uaed ie “oer where I wanted to save it for hay the 

urposes. Te use io in curing millet | "°X* 7°" : ae ics i a dai Question — How many caps does it 
a curing oats cut green for dairy take to.cover the hay of an acre of land? 

. I don't expect you all to adopt these| MR: EVenerr— About 75 caps if you caps, but I wish some of you best far-| 97° Taising three tons to the acre. 
mers would purchase cloth enough to| Mx. Warren —Do you consider al- make a few, and give it a good fair trial | 8ike as good as medium clover? 
s0 you can determine for yourselves} Mn. Evenerr—Ido not. Itis not as whether I am talking fucts or not. I|/g0od a fertilizer. You can get but believe this method is practical because | one crop of hay from it usually, though it means economy and good sense. it makes good pasture, and makes a 

ee good soiling crop, 
DIscussron. Mr. Fisnen — Can you make a first- 

class quality of clover hay from mam- Mr. McKerrow — How deep do you! moth clover? 
sow clover seed to get a good catch ina} Mr. Evererr—It is coarser hay dry season? though it is good quality. It has full Mr. Evererr—We have a heavy | feeding value. 
clay soil. We sow clover seed with all| Mr. CuanpLer — Will your hay caps small grains, and we always sow in the | blow off? 
Spring after the grain has been sown} Mr. Evexerr—They would blow off and harrowed. All the covering that ' sometimes when I used ‘the pins but
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since I have used weights they will; Mr. Evererr — Just as careful. 
stand any kind of 4 wind. Question — Do you think you get as 
Question — Do you have any trouble | much feeding value out of clover hay, 

raking this green hay? as you would by siloing the clover? 

Mr. Evererr—Not at all. I haveto| Mr. Evenerr—Yes, I believe I get 
make smaller winrows. A one horse|more. Prof. Henry told me at Madison 

sulky rake will doit nicely. The only | that if it was practical to make hay by 

time the hay would mold by this| that process, he had got done trying to 

metkod would be when we have 4 or 5| silo clover. 

rainy days, then it will mold near the} Qursrion— Will it hurt if the hay 

ground a little. stays piled longer than you said? 

Mr. Favitie — There is no trouble in| Mr. Evererr— No, sir, sometimes it 

raking, but the trouble is in pitching it. has to stay 7 or 8 days, and it takes no 
: All of it that is under the winrow has|hurt except where it would weather- 

not been stired by the rake and s0| color around the outside. 

5 sticks to the ground and it is difficult) Qursrron— Would you recommend 

i to get it up. This may be largely | putting salt in hay while you are 
| remedied by double raking I mean by | putting it in the barn? 

: en ae igi = sats ie *| Mr. Evererr—No, sir, I think it 

‘ ne as — ee = would bean injury. I thinkit formsa 
winrow is left compact. Of course this bri 

: i . rine and starts sweating, and heating. 
F makes double the work in raking but the Ww d hak th i to ack 

timo saved “in pitoiing willtecy suuch | ee ee ee eee 
;| ‘ hay to get the stock to eat it. If I had 
; more than pay for the extra raking. And 2 
A ss - hay that the stock wouldn’t eat without 
3 I would add that double raking will be that I would sell it. 
i found to pay in any kind of hay as well Garceaca” tba) you take the! yl 

i as in clover. Zz, . es <4 og — | out of the corners of the caps? 
i Question — When will you sow ’plas- z 
M Mr. Everetr—No, just hang your 

| texto ge hehok oie caps up in the tool-house or somewhere, 
| Mr. Everert—I have always sowed dco ture the Wiles. sind ‘Gls at 

early in the spring. aks 

Mr. Gooprich — What makes clover are Aeneae 
| Question — Is the second crop worth 

hay user more for hay than it is to plow under? 
Mr. Evererr — Fermenting and heat- . P ere 

ing in the mow. Mr. Evererr — Yes, I would prefer 
| Question —In putting up your hay to make hay of it, then to make that 

preparatory to covering it with caps, hay into manure, and put the manure 

isn’t there danger of getting too much? back, than to plow under. The clover 

Mr. Everetr— Yes, the piles should root is a —_ —— and ~~ a 

not be made too large. If made small| ™echanical effect on the soil as wel 
and snug they wiil sweat out much| Mr. McKerrow—As I understand 
quicker. I think the piles should contain | the clover roots act as a sub-soil plow. 

about from 60 to 70 pounds of cured hay. | Do they do any good as a drainage plant, 

Mr. McKzrrow — Would you be just | do you think? 
as particular in cocking up this hay asif} Mr. Evererr—I think the decayed 
you were going to leave it uncovered? | roots afford a chance for drainage, 

eee
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Mr. Burxman — Would you sow all | the fertility is kept up by the stock on 
clover for a pasture? the pasture. It hus never been top 

Mn. Everetr—We have a perma- | dressed yet, and never been ploughed? 

nent pasture of 120 acres that neverhad| Quvxst1on—That could not be con- 
a plow in it. I would not depend on | sidered good land for rotation of crops? 

clover alone for a pasture, I would sow; Mr. Evererr—No, it could not be 

a mixture of grasses, orchard and timo- | worked, part of the time some of it isa 
thy, and blue grass, and all kinds for a | little low, and some of it is stumpy. 

pasture. Question —Do you get such rank 
Mr Burxman — Most of us cut a crop, | growth of clover as to bother you when 

perhaps, two crops, and then pasture, | you harvest? 

and then break up, a grain rotation,! Mr. Evererr—We do some years, 
but we are using all the land for pas- | and it retards the work in drying the 

ture as we come around with the rota- | grain. 

= iets ad tat eae aeet ee Question — Is it profitable to keep a 

haps would have to sow some timothy, clover field more than one year, 

but I would use as little of it as pos- ae Pavuza B No, for = et 
sible. that it is a biennial and when it has ma- 

el tured seed its life is gone. I have tried 

a I goon iho — => the different methods and have settled 

year? Our practice is to plow it under upon the plan of mowing only one 
usually. season (two crops) and then plowing for 

Mr. Evererr — My practice is to cut corn. In this way (in ordinary seasons) 

it for hay if there is a sufficient amount | ¥° 8° 4 good crop of hay and have 
of it. If it is going to be light we pas- exhausted largely the life of the plant 
fos and it is at its best as a fertilizer and is 
Question — Do you think there is any | Y°TY likely to die out the next winter. 

benefit in ploughing under clover on Question — Is it ever advisable to cut 

clay soil? 7 clover the first season after it is sown. 

Mr. Evererr—It has a mechanical | MR. Favitte— Yes, when the season 
influence perhaps, but I would prefer to | i8 especially favorable for its growth 
pass it through the unimal system, and | S°me of it will get so far advanced that 
put it back that way. it will ripen its seed and that will die 

Mr. McKerrow— At what stage | out but if the top is cut off it will pre- 

would you plow clover under to get tke | Vent that and the plant will be saved 

best results? and then again itis advisable to cut 

Mr. Everetr— In full bloom. 1 will | to prevent the weeds from maturing 
say by our method of making hay we | their seeds. The plaa of doing this is 

save all the foliage. to set the mower so it will run high and 

Mr. Rozsiyson—How do you keep | let what is cut fall as a mulch which 
up the fertility of your 120 acres? will be found very beneficial to the 
Mr. Everetr—In that pasture are | young clover for t1e winter. 

all kinds of grasses that grow in Wiscon-| Question —Is there any danger of 
sin. There is high land and low land, | land becoming cloversick? 
June grass, red top and all kinds,and | Answer—there is much more dan-
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ger of land becoming sick for the want pounds of roots from an acre with 

of clover. I trust no one will be deterred | medium. 

from sowing liberally by any such idea.| Q—You spoke of curing millet 

Q—Do you believe worn out land | and sowed corn, with hay caps. How do 

can be brought to a high state of pro-| you do it? 

duction, by the use of cloverandland| 4 _ Millet is very hard tocure. After 

plaster? cutting I let it lay for 24 hours, then 

A—Iknow it can from my own eX-| put in small piles and cover with caps 
perience, but all the manure possible | for about three days, then open to the 

should be made and carefully taken care | sun for a few hours, then pile aguin, 

of; good manure applied to a clover sod putting two piles into one, and cover 

that has previously had a dressing of | for two days, when it is ready to stack 

plaster and plowed shallow, will yield | ang will be of extra quality. The corn 

heavy crops of corn. is cut with reaper and left in gavels for 

] Q—Will clover kill out snap-drag or} 4 few hours, then bound, turning the 

| Canada thistles and other noxious | top of the gavel to the center and set in 

i weeds? shocks of 12 bundles and the caps put 
A— I think not, but it will rid afarm | on, ina few days two of these shocks 

j largely of all common weeds. A well) are put into one and the caps put back 

e farm is generally very free from | anq left until cured. 

weeds, ° 

Q —Is it agood way to sow clover). Q— Has that sowed corn much feed- 
r by mixing with the grain in the seeder? — : 

A—While some farmers report good A—Not very much for the dairy cow, 

iti d af- 
E results by that method, I believe it = it is excellent toed fos celzee koe 

, ‘ — fords a variety for the cow. I raise it, 
4 is not good economy; it may do on a és h 

i sandy soil, but on our heavier soil clover and millet “aleo, on land atter I Baye 
i seed should not be covered deeper than takpo off » cree Sore 

al one-half inch. I believe I can save seed| @— What is the cost per yard of the 

ql and get better results one year with an- cloth from which the hay caps are 

5 other to sow by hand, or with some of made? 
| the machines made for that purpose. Mr. Evererr—The cloth costs me 6 

Q—Do you fall plow clover sod for cts. a yard. 
i corn? Q— How wide is the cloth from which 

A—Very seldom. I have found it| the caps are made? 
better toapply the manure during the| Mr. Evererr—One yard, but if any 

falland winter, and plow just before | one wished to go to the extra expense, 

planting, turning under a heavy mat of | cloth 14 yard wide would make a more 

clover. desirable cap. 

Q—1s mammoth clover as good a fer-| Q—Is it necessary to hem the 

tilizer as the medium? edges of ths caps to prevent them fray- 

A—Perhaps it is just as good, but I | ing out? 

would prefer the medium; the large} Mr. Evererr— Yes, it should be 

clover grows a little heavier root, but | done. 

will not stand as thick on the ground as} Q— What will be the cost of the caps 

the medium. I believe I can get more | when they are all complete? 

7 rr...
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Mr. Evererr—I think one cent per) pebbles, etc. Making total cost 7 to 734 

cap will hem them and furnish strings, | cents per cap. 

SCIENCE AND THE CLOVER PATCH. 

By Pror. W. A. Henry. 

Fertility. Pugh discovered this fact, that in an or- 

In a section like this, the subject of|dinary clover crop, several hundred 

fertility is one of the very highest import- | pounds of nitrogen was removed in the 

ance. To keep the land to a high state|hay drawn away from the field, yet if 
of fertility with barnyard manures is out | the upper six inches of soil is analyzed 

of the question, because there is not before and after the cropis grown, there 

enough of it. Commercial fertilizers still is as muci, if not more nitrogen in 

are high priced, and beyond considera-| this upper layer than before the crop 

tion where the crops sold from the land} was removed. Where does this extra 

do not bring extraordinary prices. How, | nitrogen come from, and how is it gath- 

then, to keep up the fertility of our|ered? Their studies seemed to show 

fields, is a most serious consideration. | that no nitrogen could be taken in by 

The value and importance of clover for|the leaves of the plant, though four- 

this work calls for most careful consid- | fifths of all the atmosphere is nitrogen. 

eration at our hands. Every farmer who/ As a tentative conclusion, their results 
has experimented with a field of clover, | seem to indicate that the nitrogen must 
knows that when he has taken off a crop|come from the sub-soil, and that the 

of hay, the land for some reason, is still | clover plant simply transferred it from 

in better heart than had no clover been | deep in the soil to near the surface. This 

grown. The condition is very different | explanation was not at all satisfactory, 

from that which prevails where a grain | and it was left to a German by the namo 
crop or even a corn crop is removed. In| of Helriegel who has made a most won- 
fact, there has always been a mystery |derful discovery. To be brief, it is this; 
about the clover plant which seems to/that on the roots of the clover plant : 
bless the soil upon which it grows,’ there are little knots or tubercles. In 
though how and why has seemingly been|these are minute organisms,—living 
beyond finding out. things, these microscopic creatures have 

The First Experiment Station. the power of taking nitrogen from the air 

Nearly balf a century ago, John Lawes, | and turning it over to the clover which 

an English manufacturer, became inter-| grows thereor, and these plants upon 

ested in agriculture, and established an| dying and decaying in the soil, leaves 

experiment station out of his own pri-| the nitrogen in available form for suc- 
vate funds. One of the first problems | ceeding plants. 

taken up was a study of the clover Nitrogen in Clover. 

plant. An investigation was made by| It would take too long for me to enter 

the chemists of the station; Gilbert and | into the details of this patient student’s
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work, but it has all the fascination of a, Gardners and others who buy fertiliz- 

novel about it. He found that if clover |ers, pay a price not less than sixteen 

seeds were planted in several different | cents per pound for nitrogen. Now the 

flower pots in sand from which every | scientist has shown us that the legumi- 

particle of vegetable matter had been | nous plant, especially our common seed 

} burned or washed out, that the little|clover, if given the opportunity, will 

clover plants springing up would grow | gather this nitrogen from the air and 

. for awhile, if watered with pure water, | stir it up without charge, and at last we 

| but that after a short time, they would | have an explanation of the Leneticence of 

die, seemingly for the want of nitrogen. | the wonderful clover plant. It has taken 

If to these starving plants he added a| science a long time to find this much 

| little water in which soil taken from ajout, but time and p.tience has at last 

clover field had been stirred, that this | accomplished this great work. 

’ water, though looking pure, carried to Sow Clover Seed. 

s the plant organisms, which attaching With renewed confidence, then, I come 

| themselves to the roots, formed the | to you again to urge that you place large 

tubercles, and from that time if the| faith in the clover plant, Keep it grow- 

plants were watered even with pure | ing upon your farms wherever posssble, 

| water; they would start ahead and make | and make all the use you can of it, for 

] an entirely satisfactory growth. He| even though you remove the crop, the 

found these same tubercles with organ- | roots and leaves which fall to the ground 

| isms within, on all of the leguminous or | gre rich in nitroges. Grow just as much 

: pod bearing plants, such as the clover, | cjover as possible, at all times sowing 

4 pea, bean, etc., but found none upon the | sed with every spring y:ain crop, even 

roots of the cereals, oats, wheat, rye | if the young plants must be plowed under 

i ete. in the fall. The first time you visit a 

A Nitrogen is one of the leading elements | clover field after this talk, I hope you 

in the structure of the plant, and with-| will dig up a plant and observe the little 

; out it no plant growth is possible. | knots upon the roots. Within these are 

] Phosphorous and potash are also ele-!living organisms, almost intinitely 

i ments often lacking in the soil, but usu- | small, each of which is working to 

} ally there is a large quantity of both | gather the expensive nitrogen from the 

| these minerals there, only they are a and turn it into a nitrogen compound 

always in the most useful or immediately | that the coming plant can use and so aid 

available form. in keepivg your fields fertile. 
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GRAIN RAISING. 

By Harrison Cotz, Waterloo, Wis. 

There is no branch of farm industry|they must make liberal deposits, and 
that has occupied the time and atten-/ that the value of these depositsis not de- 
tion of more men than that of g rain} termined so much by their bulk or heft 

raising. And when thought, intelli-|as by their quality, and in order to have 
gence, and right methods are brought to| them represent a gold value, a large 
bear, it has been, and will continue to|share of the grain raised on the farm 
be, a profitable business. But when| must be fed there in connection with 
wrong methods have been a opted, it} good hay and the refuse of the grain 
has proven the bane of tho:e engaged | crops. I know of no practical way of sue- 
in it. cessful grain-raising disconnected with 

Quick Returns. animal industry. In fact I am person- 
The quick returns of exclusive grain | ally acquainted with farms that have 

raising have been so fascinating to | had but few animals kept on them for 

many farmers, that from year to year | the last forty years, that are selling less 

they have continued to sell their farms | grain per acre than others that are keep- 
by the bushel, until the transaction |ing a large stock of animals, leaving 

ceased to pay expenses, and in balanc-|the returns from the animals clear 

ing up accounts, too often have had to| profit, 

put a mortgage on their once fertile) 4 farmer’s wealth cannot be reckoned 
acres. Young men may not be aware by the number of acres he tills. A few 
that forty years ago it was a common | acres well tilled may yielda handsome 
expression that the more fertile parts of profit, while a large acreage may, and 

Wisconsin were so rich in natural de-| of, has, with indifferent tillage run 
posits that they would never need any the farmer in debt. A good many 

manure, and it was not an uncommon reckon their thoroughness by the 

thing for men to move their log stables, amount of time they spent ona field; 

because they could easier do that than while this may be true to some extent, 

to move tae pile of manure that had ac- right methods intelligently applied are 
cumulated around them, and that the} of more importance. When manure 
burning of straw stacks was of common first began to be valued in my neighbor- 
occurrence. These wasteful practices, hood, we were terribly afraid of evapor- 
I am glad tc say, have been mostly ation, and as soon as possible after 
abandoned, yet there are but few far- drawing out manure it was plowed un- 

mers that busband their manurial re- der as deep as possible. The growth 

sources as closely as its importance de-| +5 this to surface applications was 
mands. slow, yet we have arrived at the conclu- 

The Farmer's Bank, sion that it is better to keep the man- 

Grain raisers should remember that | ure at or near the surface, and we get 
fertility is the farmer's bank, and that | double the benefit from the same amount 
in order to have their checks honored, | that we formerly did,
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| Be Thorough. you, donot be too prone to censure those 

Often for the want of a little more | that do not agree with you. We havea 

i thorough work in putting in, and car- |@teat variety of soils, and the rule that 

| ing for a crop, we have to content our- works well on one soil, does not apply on 

i selves with half a crop; if we can double | 4tother. of 

i} the crop, we often more than trebble the On my farm, which is a clay loam, I 

| profit, the extra expense being but little. have adopted . four years’ rotation as 

| I presume there never was a farmer that nearly as possible. First medium red 

| did not some time have this fact forced | “lover, mown twice for hay. I then cov- 
| home upon him. er that with manure, and plant it{to corn. 
; If I wish to plant more corn next year, 

| Poor Seed. then I mow clover this year, I try and 

| The loss to this country from poor |sow my oats next to my clover field, 

‘ seed, can never be ascertained, but be- | and manure the oat stubble and plant 

i yond doubt it is much more than the |it. I like to spread manure on my 

4 most of us realize. The difference be-| next years’ corn ground iv the fall and 

| tween a bushel of seed corn that throws | early spring, and let it lay as long as I 

| out astrong healtby sprout, and one that | can and get my corn planted in season. 

i throws out a sickly sprout after water |I then put all my teams at work on my 

‘ gathers around the germ, is at least ten | corn ground; if the clover has a good 

B dollars per bushel to the one planting 1t. | start, I like it all the better, turning it 

5) I apprehend that the running out of|and the manure nicely under, and as 

q small grain, that so many complain of,|soon as it dries off a little, I drag it 

"i is largely due to imperfect seed. Grain | down close up to the plows; this helps 

i that has heated is more or less impaired | to retain the moisture. 

I for seed. Toavoid this we should let} Plant within three or four days after 

i our grain for seed get thoroughly | plowing, I have always planted in check 

i ripe, stack it in small stacks or put|rows, though I believe more corn can 

it on ascaffold when dry. The amount | be raised in drills if it could be kept 

of injury it receives from machine|clean. I like to drag corn if it is rea- 

| threshing I am not prepared to say.|sonably dry, but in wet seasons I have 

} Itis impo:sible to farm against sea-| known dragging to be a positive dam- 

sonns. The rule that works satisfactor- | age to it. I follow the coru with two or 

| i-lly one year, may bea total failure an-| three crops of small grain, always sow- 

} other year, owing to climatic conditions, | ing clover with my small grain, pastur- 

L which with our present knowledge, it is | ing on my stubble fields (which I do not 

! impossible to forecast. wish to mow the succeeding year), with 

\ sheep, and as they eat most kinds of 

! e Rotation of Crepe. weeds, it helps to keep said weeds in 

} Each farmer should formalate a rota-| subjection; the clover also furnishes a 

1 tion of crops which he thinks best suit-| couple of months of nice pasturage for 

5 ed to his soil, climate and circumstances, | my sheep, keeps the ground full of roots 

| and keep a close eye on the most pros-| which prevent the soil washing and adds 

perous farmers in his neighborhood, to | to its fertility. With wheat I have bet- 

see if he cannot improve on his methods. | ter success sowing it with a drill after 

Having adopted a rule that is suited to | the ground has been well prepared. But 

2 << SS
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with oats and barley I see but little dif-} 2nd. It is impossible to retain the 
ference between the seeder and drill. fertility of a farm not connected with 

If it does not rain soon after sowing | animal industry. ‘ 

grain, I like to roll it to bring itup| 3rd. The more grain we can profit- 
evenly, Grain of all kinds that I do not ably feed our animals, the better we 
wish for seed, I like to cut a little green. | feed the farm and the better the farm 

To Recapitulate. will feed us. 
Ist. To retain fertility is the first re- 

quisite to successful grain-raising. 

GRAIN RAISING. 

Grorce McKeErrow, Sussex, Wis. 

Experience. seeds to a certain extent, also allows the 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: | soil to breathe more freely and the action 

I shall talk to you a few minutes on this | of the elements, moisture frost and sun- 
subject from my own experience, not be-| shine, causes more of the fertile elements 
cause it is better or more extended than | in the soil to become soluble or available 
that of anybody else, but because I can | for plant food. 

talk from that standpoint more intelli- A Good Seed Bed. 
gently. In the spring of the year we strive to 

I was born and brought up on a Wau- | make a seed bed upon the surface about 
kesha county farm of eighty acres pretty |two inches in depth, rather less [than 
well covered with stones, brush and a} more. The surface should be fine and 
mortgage, upon which my father suc- | level, then we are ready to sow the seed. 
ceeded in raising from five to seven | We prefer to set our seeder teeth so that 
bushels of wheat to the acre about the they slant back, that they may dig no 
time that I began to take an interest in ' deeper than the two inches that has been 
farming. pulverized; we think we get our grain at 
We found after some years that by | amoreeven depth and it germinates more 

changing the system and rotating with evenly. We follow the seeder with a 
clover, keeping stock and feeding the | fine smoothing harrow, and that with 
land with manure, we got it into better | the roller unless this particular piece of 
condition so we could raise better crops. | ground is of a heavy clay nature which 

I prefer to talk of grain raising in ro-| will cause it to run together after a 
tation. In the first place we want good | storm. 
rich soil, then give it good tillage, sow | Then we follow the rolling with a 
gooc seed, handle the crop well after it smoothing harrow again to leave it ina 
grows, and get as much money out of it | little more broken or rough condition. 
as wecan. I agree with Mr. Convey that | The advantages of rolling our land we 
earlyfall plowing upon our clay soils gives | think to be that it makes the soil more . 
us the best grain crop. 1 have a theory firm, and also causes the retention of 
that early fall plowing destroys weed! more heat and moisture, and these two
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} elements are necessary to germinate the} When our crop is sown we should try 

; seed and give the crop a good start. to encourage its growth all we can. We 

I Those results have been observed by | favor sowing salt upon our small grain 

students of the experiment station in|from the action that it has upon the 

different parts of the state and proven | soil. It has been demonstrated that soil 

} by experiments at the station. Our rota-| with salt s»wn on shows more moisture 

| tion is clover, corn, and small grain. As| per acre than without the salt. 

we do not plant corn enough to useup| It is argued by scientists that salt 

} all our clover sod, we have clover, oats, | breaks down the silica in the soil, and 

j winter wheat andclover again. A dry | makes it fit for plant food. This silica 

| season comes in and throws us out of|is the element which gives stiffness in 

this rotation sometimes, but we follow|the straw, and firmness to the grain. 

' it as well as we can. When the country was new our grain 
Use Good Seed. crop would stand for days after it was 

Now, many farmers make the mis-| ripe, but now, before it is ripe it turns 

take of arguing this way: “I have| white instead of yellow, the straw in- 

some good grain that will bring a|stead of being glassy is rough, and it 

good price on the market; I will sell | krinkles down before it is ripe, and we 
i that. I have some poor shriveled grain | find salt helps these troubles. We sow 

i that grew down on low ground. I will|clover with nearly all our small grains 

i keep that for seed.” It is a great mis-| except where they follow clover. We 
| take. It isa very true principal in both |sometimes drag these pieces and we 

i) animal and vegetable growth that “Like | think it benefits them, but I believe that 
begets like,” and if we sow poor seed we| spring wheat and winter wheat are bene- 

i) may expect a poor crop. Again in select- | fited more than any other kind of grain 
ing our seed, we should strive to select | by being tnus dragged. 
it from a field that has been uniformin} It is certainly true on our heavy clay 

both quality andquantity. land. We first discovered the benefit of 
i When we have this seed let us clean | galt upon our sojl by salting some 

it thoroughly. I used to think when I} patches of Canada thistles to kill them 
was a boy, and my step-father kept us| off. We found wherever the salt had 
cleaning seed grain after it had been|peen put on, the grain stood up with 

cleaned two or three times over, that he| stiffer straw and longer heads. We 

did this to keep us out of mischief, but | thought at first the sheep had been at- 

I have concluded that he was right| tracted to those spots, and had deposited 

about this thorough cleaning. more manure, and so made the soil bet- 
A Change of Seed, and Sowing Salt. ter, but we experimented on other places 

T now believe that a change of seed | and found it was the salt that gave stiff- 
grain is a good thing except seed corn.| ness to the straw. 

Ihave fooled away considerable money Early Cutting. 

in trying to get some kind of seed corn| There is another place where we, as 

that would make a better crop than the | farmers, are apt to make a mistake, and 

kind we already had, and I have not suc-| that is at the time of harvesting. I be- 

ceaded in getting any that does better | lieve in cutting our grain crop alittle on 

than seed that has been grown here for| the green side, when the kernel is ina 

years. thick doughy condition. At that time
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we get more feeding value in the grain, | acre, and we sow the salt as soon a‘ter 

and in the straw, and we have found | the grain sowing as we can. 

during our dry seasons when hay was} Mr. Orson — You say you sow clover 

scarce, that there was some feeding value | with you grain? 

in straw. In cutting it early we must| ANsweR—Yees, sir. 

observe a few principles. We are nearly| Question — Do you believe in packing 
all cutting with the binder and we try | the surface? 

to get ahead of the twine trust by mak-| Mr. McKerrow — Yes, the best piece 
ing large bundles and tying them tight, |of spring wheat I ever saw grown was 

but we cannot do that and get the best} where a flock of sheep had tramped all 
results. Make the bundles small and | over afield after it was dry in the spring. 
tie them loosely. We-drop our bundles | That field of wheat raised thirty bushels 
in winrows in the field when we are cut- | to the acre. 
ting in dry weather; we leave these| Mr. Favitie—How much do you sow 
bundles four or five hours, and put two/| to the acre? 
men in the field in the afternoon to set| Mz. McKerrow—When I sow wheat 
them up, We put them up ten bundles| alone Isow about a bushel and three 
in a row with two cap bundlas on top, | Pecksto the acre. For several years I 
but if it promises to be dry weather right | ave been sowing for feed about 3 

along we set twelve bundles in a row, | Wheat and % oats. It makes good feed 
and allow them to stand that night and | 1 sow about 2 bushels of this and 234 of 
the second day, and on the second after- | °4ts- 
noon we cap them with two from the| Mr. CaanpLur — What time do you 
end of the shock. If we cap right away consider early for fall plowing? 

we find the center is a little brown, and Mr. McKerrow— August and the 

this will make a difference in the price| first half of September. It will do very 
on the market. well until September or even October if 

We have found in hauling in our|the ground is dry. 
grain, particularly in the barley crop,| Ms. CaanpLex— Won't the dragging 
that it pays us to divide these shocks | @fter the grain is up kill the clover? 

and allow them to dry for an hour or Mr. McKerrow—I said I only 

two; it prevents an undue sweating in| dragged where I did not sow clover. 
the mow or stack, which should be| Ms. Convey —Does not cutting grain 
avoided. on the green side cause a deterioration 

of the seed? 

Mr. McKerrow —I said it should be 

DISCUSSION. in the hard dough state. I believe there 

Mr. Fisner — How much salt do you | is substance enough in the stalk when 

sow to the acre? this grain is put up properly to fill up 

Mr. McKerrow—From 150 to 300| those portions and bring them to their 

pounds, sowing it from the hind end of | best condition. We get the most weight 

our lumber wagon which save; our mus-| at that time. 1 don’t want to cut it so 

cle. Where we have sowed clover with | green that it will shrivel up. 

our sma'l grains we always sow plaster) Mr. BurkMaN — Must you not sow 

with our salt, fifty to seventy-five pounds | heavier when sowing broadcast then 

of plaster with 150 pounds of salt per! when sowing in drills? 

4
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i Mr. McKerrow—I think that less Question — How many bushe!s of 
| seed will do with the drill. oats do you raise to the acre? 
| Mr. Burxman—This question of| Mr. McKerrow— We have raised as 
| dragging small grain is entirely new to| high as eighty-six, and as: low as — well, 
| me. How much would you drag? I won’t tell = for it’s not small crops 

. we are striving for. 
ft ae eee aa ee ve — Mr. Ricg— Did you say you would | entirely upon the condition of the soil 

If the soil is somewhat mellow so that sath s seed on low lands than on 
| the drag takes hold of it freely I would ne Rea Menara 
j only drag once and I drag with a light Se Sere bal . 
f smoothing harrow, not one that has Mn. ee Sindiico.Iheaes) auile i 

large teeth. If the ground is pretty Souls Geel ice ttekey ATT oe aca 
} hard we drag twice. I start in one|“’ ae meee 

corner ot my Geld and go Semeety|” Or tues atedinuaaeas 
} across it. ‘Then cross over sis way point. I keep my land in pretty poor 
} [illustrating] oon hes ee er condition, but I have always found that 

have been twice over it. I could seed heavier and get a bigger Mr. Evererr—On poor soil would on 

| you sow thick or thin? . Mr. McKerrow — I was talking about 
| aoe McKerrow — I would sow a little) 1454 thatis all in fair condition. How 

} Somer. heavy do you call h in; 
i Mr. Witcox — | have been told since al pelle I sad hap il 
} I came here that it was injurious to] yy. McKerrow—I agree with you 
} plow under clover. I tried iton a piece] 4.4, 

of old condemned land that had been| we Fisuer — Have you ever sowed 
j unused for 30 years, sandy soil and|j,,4 plaster on grain with the idea of i found it of great benefit. I got 9/fnaing out whether it benefited your . bushels of No. 1 winter wheat off the grain? 

: land. Mr. McKerrow — We have years ago, 
Mr. McKerrow —I would prefer to and we concluded it was of but little 

have the clover made into manure with | ponogt to the grain. When we sow in 
stock. combination with salt we find good re- 

Mr. Otsen — In driving a team over | suits, 

your field don’t you cover up the plants,! Mp. Fisuer —That is my experience 
and destroy them? too. I sow salt and plaster now every 

Mr. McKerrow— Not to any great) time I sow grain. 

extent. We use the roller twice in put-} Mr. Wircox— About 10 years ago I 
ting in the grain. I have a little gang| had a piece of wheat and oats mixed, 
plow and where the soil is pretty com-| and it was looking decidedly yellow. I 
pact, after our spring and fall rains we| had heard them say plaster would show 
run it over before seeding, then roll|a big difference in the color in 5o0r6 

pressing it down and leaving it level days. I went to Berlin and bought 

and fine. We sow the grain and roll|some and as I was going away from 
again. The soil being compact the|home I told my son to watch that grain 
team don’t make much impression. to see how long it took to change the 

eee
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color. I came back in about a week termed the Lost Nation or Judson in 
and I found it looking remarkably well. | our county. 
T asked John how long it took before it] Question — Would you expect to get 
got there, and he said 4 or 5 days. a good crop from land that was deficient 

Mr. Nicnots — With land in a good | in lime? 
state of cullivation, what kind of oats| Mr. McKerrow— Certainly not, if it 
will Isow to pay the best, and how many | was deficient to that extent that there 
to the acre? was not soluble lime enough to make a 
Mr. McKerrow —I have been a long | good wheat stand. 

time seeking for a kind of oats that} Mr. Burroy— How long have you 
would stand up well, and I found one | used your three gang plow? 
kind —the English Prolific, but they} Mr. McKerrow— About twelve years, 
ripened very late giving me only about | It was made ai Harriston, Ont. We use 
32 pounds to the bushel while my |it simply in place of the cultivator when 
white Belgian weighed 40 pounds. I | the soil is very hard on the surface. 
neyer found a good yielding oat that) Mr. Benton —It is used on the lake 
would stand up well, but I sow spring |shore. They plow two or three times. 
wheat with my oats and that helps to} Supr. Morrison —The plow Mr. 
keep them up, and I think they dry out | McKerrow speaks of is an English plow. 
better in the shock. We have better manufactured in the 

Mr. Burxman —Did you ever leave | United States, 
your clover, and sow it, and drag itin| Mr. McKerrow—I had the first one 
when you dragged your grain? that was brought into our county. 

Mr. McKerrow — We have done that,| Question — Is salt a preventative of 
but with clover we get the best satis- | the ravages of chinch bugs? 
faction from sowing as early in the| Mr. McKerrow — We think down in 
sprnz as we can, and covering it a/our county that it helps considerably in 
moderate depth. keeping down the ravages of the bug. 
Question —Have you ever rolled it | Last season our salt gave out before we 

after it was dry? got the whole field salted, and the bugs 
Mr. McKerrow — We have, but gen- | worked right up to the line where we 

erally roll it now as part of the seeding | sowed the salt and the oats were down, 
operation following the smoothing har- | of course, while just over the line where 
row. we sowed the salt they stood up fairly 

Question — How much wheat do you | well. 
sow with your oats. Mr. Rosryson — Don't you think the 

Mr. McKerrow— We mix the oats, | clover helps that too? 
and wheat together on the granary floor} Mr. McKerrow — Probably in some 
about 14 wheat and % oats by measure. | seasons. Still I don’t think it is a cure- 
I have a neighbor who ‘has sowed half, | all. 
and half for the past twenty-five years,| Mr. Witcox — Eight years ago last 
more or less and has separated them | eine I had a field of wheat sowed 
with a fanning mill. heavily with clover, and there were no 
Question —What kind of spring | bugs in that field, while right over the 

wheat do you sow? fence my neighbor’s field was full of 
Mr. McKerrow—It is generally | them.
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Mr. Fisuer— Isn’t it your experience , solves rather slowly, it is well to add it 
that grain is shorter where you sow|to the water the day before it is desired : salt. for use. Pour as much of the seed . Mr. McKerrow — Where it is salted | wheat into the solution as the liquid is 
it stands up the highest with us. able to cover readily, and stir until every ; Mr. Fisner—I have always found it | kernel has become thoroughly wet. 
shorter. I have always considered that | Whatever rises to the surface should be ; salt was adetriment to the growth of the | Skimmed off. Then pour off the solu- f stem and the leaf, but it was a benefit | t’on into a second tub, and spread the 
to the seed and the kernel, wheat on a floor to dry. More grain 
Qurst1ox—How can you preventsmut | ™4Y then be added to the solution, and , on wheat? the process repeated unti! all has been 

Wea s treated. The grain should not be per- ; Pror. Gorr — Two distinct species of mitted to remain in the solution longer smut attack wheat. In the “black than five minutes. 
smut,” the entire head is changed toa Ithas been found that the treatment t black dust. In the “ stinking smut” or here described injures to some extent 
“bunt,” thesmut is inside the kernel. the germinating power of the seed, and 

t In order to have a crop of wheat free experiments have shown that if wheat } from smut, both the soil and the seed thus treated is afterward immersed for 
must be free from smut spores. Wheat a short time in lime water, this damage | should not therefore follow asmutted is largely averted. It is recommended, 

} crop of wheat for one, or better for two or therefore, that all wheat treated to the 
| three years, and manure from the straw solution of blue vitrol be sprinkled with | from a smutted wheat field or from stock air slacked lime as it is removed from \ fed on smutted straw or grain should not the liquid, and then shoveled over suffi- 

l be used on land intended for wheat. Seed ciently to thoroughly coat each kernel 
\ wheat known to be free from smut may/ with the lime dust. This will prepare 

be safely used without treatment; other- the grain for sowing without much far- 
wise the seed should be treated before ther drying. If the slacked lime is not | POTINE, at hand, land plaster or road dust will 

For the treatment, dissolve ten (10) | hasten the drying equally well. 
| pounds of sulphate of cupper, alsoknown| As the wheat will swell somewhat in i as blue vitrol and blue stone, in eight | consequence of being wet, the amount 

(8) gallons of water placed in a tub of |sown per acre should be slightly in- 
convenient size. As this substance dis-! creased. 

hey 
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NOXIOUS WEEDS. 

By W. H. Cox, Waterloo, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: | land will never live long enough to be 

There is no subject more worthy the at-| rid of it, The seed has been known to 

tention of farmers than that of noxious | live in the ground 25 years. It is the 

weeds, and few of us have given the| velvet leaf or stamp weed and there is no 

subject the study we should. way of getting rid of itexcept pulling it 

The time is not far distant when we|out. The seed is heavy, does not blow 

are going to spend more time to raise a| around like the Canada thistle, but will 

partial crop, than it will take now to|lay in the ground and not come up till 

clean out those weeds from our state|it strikes favorable circumstances. It 

if we will make united effort in that di-| appears abvut the first of June, and 

rection. I have visited some parts of | grows very. rapidly and very high and ‘ 

this state where the coming crop is go-| throws out branches, and fills your 

ing to be half Canada thistles, and the | ground full of seed. 

land is selling for $10 to $20 an acre less} The next is snap-dragon, or toad flax, 

than if those weeds were not there. Un-|and the sow thistle, weeds that propa- 

less we wake up to the necessities of the | gate themselves from the root and seed. 

case, our state is going to be run over | Get rid of them. 
with them. The same remedy that will rid your 

The Burdock. farm of Canada thistles, will also kill 
The first weed I shall speak of will be) the snap-dragon and sow thistles, and 

the burdock. I find the general idea/ gs] shall give the best remedy I know 
seems to be that the best time to cut the | of for killing the Canada thistles, you 
burdock is after the blossom is out| can apply the same rule to these pests. 
This comes at a busy time, and the weed Canada Thistle. 

is generally very imperfectly cut, and} Noxt is the worst weed, all things 
they immediately propagate themselves. | considered, that we have to deal with 
Thave come to the conclusion that the| for the reason that it spreads itself over 

best time to cut a burdock is the first| our country so easily. There is a mis- 
lime you see it, taken idea that Canada thistles dou’t 

The Cockle-Burr. take kindly to the soil. 
1 next bring up for your consideration} J hada patch that I worked with, and 

the cockle-burr, showing sample. This| giqn’t know how to get rid of, but 

weed is not as bad as some others, and| 7 worked at them and made some stir, 
does not grow in many places, but it is|4nq the result was I was appointed 

better to know what it is, and declare | thistle commissioner. I objected on the 

arate pastes ts ground that I didn’t know what to do 
Velvet Leaf or Stamp Weed. with my own. I wished them to appoint 

The next I speak of, many of you are}a man who had had experience. They 

not acquainted with yet, and yet it is|said “You make up in enthusiasm what 

creeping into our state, and the man| you lack in knowledge; we will keep you 

who gets five acres of it seeded into his| right there.” I took samples of this
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weed and went around over the country | up thick, and for fear I might miss some 
and wherever I went I showed them to|I put the plow in and ploughed it up 
the boys, and the old men, and to every-|again and killed them the first year. 
one, and the result was I found thirty | Kerosene will kill them, and salt ina 
patches in our town, and there was not| wet time will kill them. Brine will kill 
one in ten of those men knew he had| them. 
the Canada thistle in town, and one Appoint a Weed Commissioner. 
patch covered some nine or ten acres.| J] wish every town that is represented 
I found that every one had his own| here would see to it next spring, that 
remedy. One thought to salt them, | there isa thistle commissioner appointed 

F another to mow them off, another to put |in that town and get the min.who ha; i brins on and soon. Ilet each one do got the most gimpin him. It possible 
as he wanted but insisted on their be- get a man who doesn’t want and never i ing thorough in their work. If you| expects to hold any other office. Then 

H will keep right after them, cut them|stand by him and demand that the law 
} down and burn them, then watch for| shall be thoroughly enforced, and if you 
i the young sprouts and do it again, you| succeed in keeping these Canada this- i will finally gain an advantage. A man|tles outside of the state, your children | who bad had a patch of ten acres of | wi'l never have ozcasion to thank you 

i them and had cleared them out this| more heartily for anything than for 
| way told me he considered his farm | that one act. 

; worth $1,000 more than it was before ee 
/ they had been removed. DISCUSSION. 

Death to the Thistles. Question — How deep do you cut the 
If I had a patch of Canada thistles, I} burdock? 

would turn it into a pasture and salt} Mr. Coxz—Two or three inches be- 
my stock on that lot at least twice a|low the crown. There will be a dozen 
week and I would cut off at or below| more ready to come up but it will kill 
the surface what I didn’t salt. If I| that one. 

| could not turn it into pasture, I would) Mr. CuanpiER— What is the differ- 
} have a sharp plow, and plow it, and drag | ance between the snap-dragon and the 

it thoroughly after it was ploughed with | yellow-dovk? 
a fine tooth drag. Then the first thistle| Mr. Cone — Yellow-dock resembles a 
you see come up, put your plow in| beet in leaf and seed, Snap-dragon has a 
there and plow it up. Don’t let them | down in connection with its seed. Prof. 
get up, they are carrying vitality back | Henry says that like Canada thistles the 
tothe root and you are losing all that | only way is to pull it up or to cut it off. 
you have gained. If you will follow] Mr. Tuompson — Isn’t it easier to kill 
this up thoroughly you may kill them|burdocks the second year than the 
outin a year, and are very sure to in| first? 
two years. You will have to keep that} Mr. Conz— When they first come up 
part of the field separate from the rest, | they only run down two or three inches 
and keep right after those thisiles. I|and then is the easiest time to get rid 
dug mine out twice a week with a spade. | of them. 
In the fall of the year the weedscome| Question — Describe sow-thistle, 

h ee
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Mr. Corz—I supposed that I knew|corn fields, and carefully cutting out 

what sow-thistle was, but Prof. Henry|every cocklebur. When it is remem- 

says that it propagates itself from the|bered that the farmers of that state 

root the same as the Canada thistle. It|do not think it necessary to hoe their 

belongs to the milk-weed family. The | corn, we may be sure that they must re- 

seed blows over the country, so if you | gard a weed as pretty serious that com- 

find something of the milk-weed family | pels them to go through their corntields 

that propagates itself from the root you | and cut it out in September. 

may call it the sow-thistle. 

Mr. Hyarr—Isn’t there a difference eee owe > 
in soil in regard to killing out Canada The sow thistle is a more serious pest 

thistles, by mowing them? than many suppose. In the summer of 

Mr. Core— We find that a graveily 1890, I visited the farm of Ex-Senator 

loam is the hardest place to kill them Lochen. near West Bend, Washington 
out. Wealso find that inthe ground county, and an examination of some of 

next to a marsh we kill them easily. ee ee _ the advent 
z of this weed into our state is a serious 

ps0 Aap por sterlpie orgy = calamity. Mr. Lochen is satisfied that 

ike Gas Wa Gat ie lores sich it is a worse pest than the Canada 

ground the crown ome several inches oe sods em by a ules be eure Une 

below the top of the ground, and unless itis not More vecomay I — 
itis cnt off delow tlelcown, i will small patch of this weed in the garden 

grow. of Rev. J. P. Roe, of Oshkosh, and I ad- 

Pror. Gorr — {I am glad this subject betes om 0g cat evens oe 

has come up, for it is a very important % — eats - 
elie: 4 Wissoasia Sercers, Alincst all I wiil add that there is an annual 

of our noxious weeds have come to us species of sow thistle that is not to be 

from foreign covntries, and many that| feared, as it does not propagate from the 
have invaded, and we may almost say con- | T°°t There is also a species of wild | 
quered, the older states of the east are lettuce that many have mistaken for 

just coming to us in their westward the sow thistle, and which bears a 
march. By taking the proper stand, | "ther close resemblance to it in its 

and maintaining a vigorous fight against |eneral appearance. When you see a 
these pests, we may keep them from our plant that you suspact may be the sow 

farms for a long time if not indefinitely. | thistle, dig it up and examine the root. 
The Cocklebur. If you find it sending out little white 

I wish to call attention to some of the | 42derground stems, about as thick as a 
weeds that seem to be just gaining a| Wheat straw, the plant had better be 

foothold in our state. One of these is| t#ken care of at once. 
the cocklebur of which Mr. Cole has just The Quack Grass. 

spoken. I think Mr. Cole speaks of this} The quack grass, or couch grass, 

too lightly. In Illinois it is regarded as| Agropyrum repens is another serious 

their most serious weed. Two years ago | pest that is silently creeping into our 

in September, while visiting in Cham-|farms. It is to be placed in the same 
paign county, Ill., I saw ‘men going| category with the sow thistle, Canada 

through the stubble fields and even the| thistle and snap dragon, so far as treat-
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ment is concerned. Mr. Cole's remedy | it seems almost a shame to place in the 

is all right if persistently followed, and | Category of noxious weed:, avd yet its 
andy followed i th «| prevalence in upland meadows and 

no remedy fo'lowed in any other way 18 | hastures often makes it a serious pest. 
worth a farthing. Another weed that} It is a perennial, and so is not very 
we should look out for is cosily cree werk: ene up 

the soil. It quickly succumbs, however, 
The WEE Herterh, ._ | to clean culture with hoed crops. ° 

or charlock, Brassica arvensis. This} One more hint, and Iam done. All 
is the bright yellow flowered weed | farmers do not understand the value of 

that is so often seen in oats and barley killing wet ae aap a caine ea ae 
fields in June. It is nuisance because it] the soil is eitursiell wie water, many 

not only robs the soil of moisture and/ deep rooting weeds may readily be 

fertility, but the seeds, which are often pee Te ve rom, ie _ drier 
i oe ime would break off just below the sur- 

threshed with the =? ei the latter face. I have seen a thick patch of wild 
an unclean appearance. It is easily | carrot and wild parsnip cleaned out in 
cleaned out of the field by pulling the| this way that had resisted all other 
plants while in blossom, and when once See: ee on a eal 

z ; : : leep rooting w an 
the field is freed from it, no grain con especially for thoss that are not dily 
taining mus‘ard seed should be used for conquered in other ways. 

sowing. To aid in identifying some of our most 
Corn Cockle. serious noxious weeds, illustrations are 

} While speaking of the mustard, it will | presented on the following pages. 
i be well to mention the corn cockle, ya 
i LIychnis Githago. It is this weed of M a \\) V2 

i which the seeds form the cockle so often S SY ZF 

r found in wheat, and which injures the = 

quality of the flour when present in ZENS E 

1 much quantity. Ispeak of it here be- i “ 
cause I infer from the number of My 

| samples that have recently been sent to \ 

our station for name, that it is just in- \ : 

| vading some parts of our state. It H y 

| should be treated like mustard. Its i ly iy. 

| flowers though very showy, are less con- > }| Y ip 

spicuous than those of the latter plant, x Wy x 

since they do not appear above the SY ty | SK 

in. l/ ir 
; — Pitchforks YQ A Vi Io 13 p 

The beggar’s ticks or pitchforks, S { NG / YZ 

i Bidens frondosa, should be fought, for \\ / \ i] 

though it is already with us, and has U4 | } 

undoubtedly come to stay, its forked Ye h iy 

seeds, which attech so readily to the y y 

clothing and the hair of animals, make [A 

it an intolerable nuisance. It is an an- i 
nual plant, and if not allowed to seed, 
cannot perpetuate itself. 

The beautiful oxeve daisy Chrysan- Oxeye Daisy. 
themum Leucanthemum is a plant that (Leucanthemum vulgare.) 

i
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si 
S EVENING SESSION—MARCH 17th. | 

The Institute met at 7:30 P. M. Sup’t Morris in the chair. " 

3 
THE FARMER’S FOURTH-ACRE FRUIT GARDEN. * 

By M. A. Tayer, Sparta, Wis., % 

President of Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. ‘ 

If the farmers of Wisconsin fully ap- | fruit, for the family or market, through- . 

preciated the great advantage of a fruit | out the season, and produce thirty bush- 

garden, few would be without one. els on this }¥ acre. 

F You can get from it, more health, The Fruit Garden. 2 
more comfort, more inspiration and more Now I want to select this { acre on 

dollars for the same labor than from any your farm, near your house, where your 

other portion of the farm. wife and children can look after it. “ 
A farmer’s home, with house plantsin| Jt jg your garden, now be generous and se 

the window, flowers on the lawn, and a} jet, us have a good piece. ‘ 

succession of smali fruits,from a garden} J] want it four rods wide and ten rods a 

planned, planted, pruned and protected | jong, nearly level and well drained. ' 
with aid of wife and children. — If you raised corn or potatoes on this : 
each child control of a particular plant, | piece last year, and it was rich, there is ; 

bush or row, will do more to make child-| jittle to do to prepare it for planting, but 5 
. Ten love the old homestead and keep the | jf a part of an old meadow or pasture t 

boys on the farm, than all the precepts| and all run down we have work to do. 7 

wer axe — f First put on a heavy coat of well rotted é 
i Horticulture is an important depart-| manure, plow very shallow and cut the 

ment of Agriculture, and its study and | god fine with a disk or acme harrow, then 

practice will certainly stimulate the far- plow again deeply, manure as before and 

mer to better tillage, larger crops, finer | harrow until fine and mellow. 
stock and greater success in every way.| For several weeks we have, of course 3 
Now I have not come here to introduce | been studying the varieties we want and 

some new, untried, high priced novelty. | those that are hardy and do well in our 
Iam not here to «ell plants of any kind, | vicinity, 2 
neither have I come to ask any consider-| We also want. thirty bushels of fruit 3 

able portion of your best land or very|coming in succession throughout the 
much of your time. I simply ask your | season. 4 
attention toone little 4 acre of land,and| This may ve easily produced by adher- 
propose to illustrate how any person with | ing to the directions and illustrations ef ; 
ordinary intelligence can have fresh | The Farmer’s Fruit Gardes, : 

gf z 
Re Di, a
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3 EES ‘ VY... dred and fifty feet long and seven feet 
; #3 || | apart. 

ry bt SB BERLE A || Strawberry rows to bo one-half this 
¥ oY i 2? of distance, leave a head land 71 feet wide 

bie f iy ¥ &y ad e i ak ¥ at each end for turning. Make the first 

e ¢ ay oy ip i + ¥ ||| row three feet from the outside and set as 

4 \ . ¥ ye Agee :¥ follows: 

fF Ut oc ¥ sy * i . : ist Row 18 Plums and Crab Apples Produc- 

Y KA : 8 x * —5 Desoto, 2 Cheney, 3Transcen- tion, 

Fs ES WP tir eS : s dent 3 Hyslop.............-. -..... Sbushels 

, ¥ HV Ye Ge Sec. <a Blackberries—40 Ancient 

. de ton, 10 Snyder ........... ...... S bushels 

a Y¥ ad £ ee 7% 3d Row—50 Black raspberries — 40 
; A ye % é Se © ee Sede seu abticeress COE 

‘ tae Ww! Raspberries, 2 

i 3 at wy ie & 3 : f Marlboro, 25 Cuthbert... ......... 2 bushels 

r inns vs op 1M 5 2_|]| oth Row—s0 Currants—25 Vietoria, 
E Hu : : ty 35 Red Dutch csc. veces 4 bushels 

¥ ¥ & ae - : Gth Row—50 Currants and Goose- 

i yy Se ¥ i p eee 327 ]]| verries—25 White Grape Currant, 

h Wk oY q % > 2 2 ]]| 15 Downing, 10 Houghton .......... 5b shels 

) YR ow wR f Rege “fi || cx sth andoth Row—800 Strawber- 
: vai yy aw ay x Naat ries—Warfield No. 2, {Jessie, Cres- 

: a y Dy I] cent, Wilson ....e-eeeeeeee- oo. S bushels 

yea 0a we LUE eee es cGy * ef rly, ware, 
yet oy  P PEE: 2 |] concord...esneece veceeseesoee 4nd 
AAr, aR 4 ad eee TOR. ccasecvcensveenncoenses oss Sn 

“a ¥ WH ENG: | 
yy Att ¥ We yf a & a f | These suggestions are based on prac- 

VIE A ae ¥ ty eB PERG + fn tical experience in growing 40 acres of 

/ ; Rt ¥ yd 3 PRB EST ¢ small fruit, 25 acres of same in blackber- 

; ym e MEM Is « ries and raspberries. 

2 hs Ar Ge esses: Lt J havea love for the work and will with- 

y ie $ e eg i i 22a out charge, cheerfully send an illustra- 

I BA te F ve H\ tion of this garden with full instrue- 

Wy Sey ¥ We e - ‘ tious for growing small fruits to any 

¥ ort ¥ ce TERY? person on receipt of name and aduress. 

J aA by Wo 3 ENG Ms ¢ First in seasun comes the strawberry. 

j Nie y typ! ee e ee : : l ‘The strawberry grows in every climate, 

FY ops ue a bal : 2 i] on all kinds of soil, and with most any 

1 So oft uy w ae 4s £| k.nd of treatment, but best results can 

< be obtained only by good fertilization 

ceig S08 eb. Te ee }| and high culture. 

| ere ES The ground should be covered with 

Our garden being 66 feed wide and barn-yard manure, well plowed in and 

1 165 feet long and wishing to do all labor | top dressed with rotted manure. This 

possible witha horse and cultivator, we should be thoroughly mixed with the 

stake off the ground in rows one hun- | top soil by harrow or drag. Thorough 

i 

aaa 

by se a bs la
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preparation will save much labor in| Many fail to raise good crops because : 

caring for plants, and greatly increase | they do not understand this law. : 

the crop. Strawberry beds should be renewed 
Use aline to get rows straight, and a every two or three years. 

spade or trowel for making holes. % To do this in our garden, we will set ‘ 

Plants should be prepared for setting only two-thirds of the bed this year and 

by esd med leer = Tuners, | plant the balance to potatoes, noxt year 4 

straightening out roots and cuting bacls the potato ground will be set to straw- ¥ 
to four or five inches in length. hot z : i : 

berries, with plants from your own 
The roots should never be dry or ex- Cee ' 

posed to the sun and wind, and should | ° ‘ 

be set out as soon as possible. Bee eons year, plow up nec ; 
rows of oldest berries every year and 

Setting. plant to potatoes, following with new 5 

One man with spade or trowel, insert | vines; thus always having a part new 

it to the depth of five or six inches, push | setting, a part bearing one year anda 

forward while a boy takes plant and | part bearing two yearsand a continuous 

with fingers spreads roots out fan shape, | renewal of healthy plants. 
and inserts same in hole, holding uatil Black Raspberries. ; 

the spade is withdrawn and dirt packed Atte ss - 
2 T preparing the soil same as for ¥ 

securely around plant with foot. 5. ms 
strawberries, muke straight rows seven b 

Care must be taken to have roots well | aot apart, and plant three feet in rew. < 

spread, the earth firm around them, and |The roots should be well spread out in 
just even with crown of plant, neither) their natural position and the dirt well 
too deep nor too shallow. : firmed about the roots, but not planted 

If the season is dry, cultivate or rake too deep. Cultivate thoroughly, and 
over the ground at once, and wet or dry, keep free from weeds, y 

every week during the season. 3 
Weeds must not be allowed to grow.| A mulch of coarse manure or what 

i Frequent cultivation keeps the ground |'® — rg pen cut in - = i 
moist and mellow: som, will hold moisture, prevent weeds ~ : 

Permit no fruit to grow first season; Ss genase — 
ick off all buds and blossons. Ste berriet clean. en new shoota t 

: First runners should be cut off; later cet — wasn — pinch Ss P 
ones allowed to grow and trained to| This will cause laterals to grow, whic! i 
form a matted sok with clean paths should be cut back in the spring to 12 or 

between. 15 inches in length. When the fruit is 

When groundis frozen in the fall cover | #!! gathered, cut out old and young weak 
lightly with clean straw, marsh hay or | Canes and burn them. 
coarse manure, and in the spring rake| Red raspberries are treated in the 

. between the rows to hold moisture and|same manner, excepting they should be f 

keep the berries clean. planted deeper, and are not cut back 3 
All plants are either staminate or|in the spring. They spread very rapidly, i, 

pistileate (male or female), and pistileate | and all plants excepting five or six stalks 

varieties should have staminate planted | for main hill, must be treated as weeds 
with them about every third row. and hoed out.
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Be Blackberries en feet apart and three and one-half feet 
ag require same preparation of soil as}in the row. Cultivate them thoroughly, 

| Be strawberries aud rasp\erries. and keep center of bush well trimmed 
te Plant in hills three feet apart, and in | out. 

| ee rows seven feet apart. Hoe, cultivate} Both are subject to the attack of the 
ie and mulch same as for raspberries. |¢Urrant worm, which can be as easily 
pe When new growth is 15 or 18 inches|xterminated as the potato bug, by 
a high, pinch tips back. Cut out old| using white hellebore (one ounce dis- ‘ 

3 canes after bearing, and burn them. solved in three gallons of water) and ap- 

s Blackberries and most kinds of rasp- By eh sprinkler on lower and center 

: ie berries need winter protection in this leaves at their first appearance, about 

cs climate, and are best covered with fresh the see the fruit forms. Repeat the ~ 
ee earth. In laying them down (the rows — a second time, or even a 

iE running north and south), commence at |" : eet 
ee the north end, remove the dirt from In the growing of small fruits, I make 

He north side of bil! about four inches deep, | 2° iton clad rule to govern all minor de- 
| e gather the branches in close form with a tails. 
= wide fork, press gently to the north, The selection of a location, the quality 

if place the foot firmly ou base of the of soil, the varieties to grow, the man- 

i hill and press hard, bending the bush in| 2° Of planting, trimming and many 
tt the root until nearly flat on the ground, other things must be determined by i 

} Hf and hold until second man covers with | ©i”¢umstances and your own good judg- 

he dirt. The top of succeeding hills will] ™°o% j 
Ee rest near base of preceding hill, making} There are, however, certain essentials 
i acontinuous covering. This process is which cannot under any circumstances 

a an important one, and will be easily ac- be omitted without loss if not certain 
|e quired by a little practice. In the spring failure. 2 

ie remove the dirt carefully with afork,| The ground must be rich and well 
IF and raise the bush. prepared. 3 
i We support blackberries and raspber-| The plants must be vigorous and 
| ries by a No. 12 wire on each side, at-| 8dapted to your needs. 
| pe tached to posts at each end of the row,| The roots must be well spread and the 

x and resting on nails driven in stakes | earth made firm about them. - 

I about twenty-five feet apart. This sup-| The ground must be frequently culti- 

a port protects bushes from heavy winds; vated and kept free from weeds. 
He the fruit from dirt, and makes hoeing, Winter protection, for small fruit 

i cultivation, mulching and picking much plants is an absolute necessity in Wis- 

! |! AS, e x o i _ _, | consin except for the current and goose- 
ackberries require no trimming in berry. 

i the spring, excepting to prevent too) Tp close connection with this subject * 
I 3 large a growth of fruit. For large fruit] jt me say, the greatest need of Wiscon- : 

| trim freely. sin farmers and horticulturists to-day, is 

: Is Currants and Gooseberrics organization and the adoption of more 
a ean be as easily grown on rich, deep | exact business methods. 

i soil as potatoes. Set in rows six orsev-| Great success in banking is attained 
a é 
iE
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only by exact business methods and ab-| farmer and horticultural clubs to carry 
solute accuracy in every account. on this good work. 

The merchant succeeds best, knowing| We need a good horticultural or far $ 4 
the wants of his customers and the|mer society in evecy good town and 2 
Proper way to display his goods. representatives to our state meetings ; 

The manufacturer’s success is in pro-| from every locality. 
ducing the largest amount of the best| We want hundreds of members where % 
goods at the least cost. we now have tens. SF 

The commercial man’s study is to dis We want acres of small fruit where we - 
tribute products to the best advantage | now have rods. 4 
and at lowest rates. We are paying thousands of dollars to S 
The good farmer or horticulturist| other states, every season for fruit that % 

“should possess the accuracy of the suc-| should be grown here, and the great 3 
cessful banker, the tact of the prosper-| northwest is clamoring for berries we 
ous merchant, the close economy of the | cannot supply. 

manufacturer, the courage and energy How easy to organize societies. A 

of the commercial man. , simple constitution that may be written 
Yes, more! He should have a pride on paper no larger than your hand, is 

and respect for his business. all that is needed as a basis for your 
He should feel that there is no posi- work. 7 

tion, no profession and no business more Five or ten persons may organize a baa 
honorable than that of tilling the soil. ciety as easily as a hundred and receive 3 

He should feel that in studying the | the same benefit. E 
possibilities of his farm, he is doing as} There are many reasons for it. I men- ‘ 
necessary work as the doctor. tion only one or two. 4 
He should feel that in breeding his} Ten or more, decide to set out a fruit 

stock well, it is as important as the|garden as recommended and organize a ik 
lawyer’s work. He should feel that in society. ‘ 
feeding stock or farm to the best advan-| Let the secretary subscribe for sev- = 
tage, it is just as honorable as preaching |eral first class agricultural and 
the gospel. horticultural papers; let him also ask : 

The farmer or horticulturist is ruler|for the several state reports, agricultur- 
overa miniature kingdom, and if he rules | al, horticultural, bulletins, etc., ete. All . 
well and performs the rustic duties of | will be furnished cheerfully and without a 
the farm with intelligence and fidelity, | charge. 4 
forgetting not hisduty to country,neigh-| In this way, you can providea large 2 
bor, family or self, he is the peer of any | amount of good reading at moderate cost _ 
man who walks the earth, be he king, | for general circulation amorg your mem- 4 
president, senator, judge, professor, law- | bers. $ yer, doctor or divine. These benefits cannot be measured in i: 

Our instiiute work is to develop just | dollars and cents. ¢ 
such farmers. From an eastern retail price list of a 
We can, however, have institutes only | oursary stock, I find it will cost $52.50 3 

once a year, and they should be supple- | to purchase plants enough for one of our s 
mented by the organization of local | farmer’s fruit gardens. ff 

3
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h 
oe Now mark well, what organization] Mr. Taarer —On my soil, a sandy 

i will do. loam, 1 find it necessary only to dig the 
P Let the same ten persons setting ten | dirt up on the side towards which I lay 

{ Re different gardens, make one order asa|them down. On astiff clay soil you will 
ee society, for all the plants wanted, de-| find it more difficult to do, but will 

- manding same at 1,000 rates and any|easily acquire the needed knowledge 
: B responsible Wisconsin fruit grower or| with a little care and patience. 

ie * nurseryman will furnish them for $12] Question —I should think you would 
4 each, thereby saving to each member| be apt to strip the bark, or damage the 
B $40.50, and to the society $405, in this] stall when you lay it down. 
E single purchase. Mr. Tuayer—No, you injure very 

fe Therefore I say. organize at once, it | fow bushes that way. I lay raspberries 
Ee will benefit you socially. down in the same manner, even the 

; Subscribe liberally for good papers, 1t | most hardy; it pays tolay down. I know 
Br will benefit you intellectually. it seems like a great undertaking fora 

Plant a small fruit garden, it will aid} farmer to do this work, bat I put down 
ig you financially and a4d comfort to your | twenty-five acres last year. Two men - 

5 family and friends. when they become used to it will put 
My faith in the citizens of Wisconsin|down half an acre a day, and cover 

i leads me to hope that many new societies! them. I cover them as shallow as pos- 
bs may be organized and that thousands| sible. 

~ heeding these suggestions, will soon re-| Mr. Rice — How far apart would you 
i. joice in the possession of a model small | set the strawberries? 
| fruit garden. Mr. Tuaver—That depends on the 

= variety you grow. I plant mine in rows 
es 314 feet apart and set the plants two 

| maser feet in the row. In the fall after the 
i ground is frozen, I recommend covering 
i Mr. Grssons — Does it make any dif-|them lightly with clean straw, marsh 
i ference which way you lay those black- hay or coarse manure, and raking that 4 
} berries? between the rows in the spring. 
} Mr. Tuayex —I prefer to lay them Mr. Penneuton — Why do you pinch 
} to the north, because in raising the bush your blackberries so close to the 
f in the spring you need not get them in ground? 
i an upright position and the new growth| Mr. Taayer— The blackberry grows 

L ie coming up on the south side partially | on the end of the laterals, and by nip- 
| shades the fruit. I also prefer to have ping them back when 15 or 18 inches 
| the rows run north and south, because high you largely increase the laterals, 
i Iget a better distribution of the sun| and the same with the raspberry. Also } and heat during the day. Whereas if] if your stalks grow in that-way you lay | they run east and west the south side of|them down easier than if in one big | the bush gets all the sun and the north | stalk. 
i side all the shade. Mr. Braca— What time do you set | Question — Do you remove the dirt} out your strawberries in the spring? 
i only from north side of hillin the fall] Mr. Tuayer— Just as early as you 

| i when you bury them? — can get the ground in good condition.
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Mx. Porrs— What time in the year| shiftlessfarmer like myself take good 
do you pinch back and trim your rasp- | care of the garden after it is set out? 
berries and blackberries? Mr. Tuayer—Well, for the average 

Mr. Taayer—This pinching back is|fatmerI should begin and make him 
done whenever the new shoot is about| Ver first, but toa man whois a little 
fifteen or eighteen inches high. All| further along Ishould say attend the i 
bearing canes, both raspberry and black. | farmers’ instit utes, and in a few years 

berry are cut out and burned as soon as | YOu will get up to a point where you 
fruit is picked. will conclude it is best to do it. If : 

The raspberry is trimmed back severe- | YOU have fifteen cows, let one cow go, , 
ly in the fall just before laying down, | 22d put the work of that cow into this 
and dead ends, if any, removed in the | fruit garden. If you are raising fifteen : 
spring after taking up. or twenty acres of potatoes, drop off one 

The blackberry I trim only after the|#¢te- There are plenty of farmers fool- 
fruit is set, and then to correspond with | ing away enough time raising eight or 
health and vigor of bush. ten bushels of wheat to the acre to 

Mz; Gazaw — When do you you take plant three or four such gardens. e 
them out of the ground? Here is a quarter acre garden that ( 

., . | represents seventy-five or eighty dollars ; 
Mr. Taayer—I remove the dirt in right in your pocket; it represents 

the spring before the buds start very health, and comfort and inspiration, and 
much. a everything good on a farm, and you say 
Mr. Wrtcox—Mr. Barnes said in cov- | you have no time because you must half ’ 

ering berries, he takes a fork full of dirt cultivate some corn or potatoes or old out of the front of them, and then takes meadow that gives you a mere pittance 
the roots and presses them over. Do you i Seka 
push them over on the other side? Mr. Wircox — Do you recommend : 

Mr. Tuaver—It is not necessary in plantiog strawberries in the spring? ; my light soil. In aclay soil, and espe- Mr. Tuaver—Yes, as early as you can; 4 cially where the bush has run a number don't allow any fruit to grow the tirst 35 
of years and become quite heavy, they season; your runners grow and form "3 
may sometimes have to dothat. Idon’t plants, and next year is your best ; think it injures tbe bush very mach. season. , 
Mr. Grezn— After the blackberry} Mr. Faviiue—Isn’t it a fact that the 

fruit is set, what portion do you cut| average farmer can buy fruit cheaper zu 
out? than he can raise and pick it? 

Mr. Taaver—That is a difficult thing} Mn. Hyarr—I never was sotired when ; 
to decide. Your judgment must come|it came three minutes to12butI was % 
in there, but as a rule don’t be|glad to go and pick a quart of strawber- ; 
afraid to trim. If set very full you can | ies. i 
cut off one-third or one-half the buds,| Mr. Taayer—The trouble generally 
and your fruit will be much nicer for | is, to prevent the fruit being picked. I ; 
doing it. There is little danger of | don’t care how tired a man is, a good j 
trimming too much, fruit garden will rest him wonderfully. 

Mr. Favinte—Mr. Thayer, can you| There are some men like my friend 
Sive us any recipe that will make the!Mr. Faville that it will take all their
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fe time to attend the garden, and then it | Cultivate thoroughly -and take out all 
iH won't be done. weeds. The second year about all the 
i In all seriousness will it pay? We all | treatment is to keep the weeds out. 

He know we can raise fruit ready to be} Mr. Green— Would you use ashes 

or picked for the table or market for three | on strawberries or raspberries? 

i or four cents a quart. The farmerif he} Mr. Taaver— Yes, especially on light 
a wants that fruit must pay sombody aj soil, ashes are a great benefit to all 

cent a quart for picking it, a cent for] fruit. 

i: boxes, about two cents for express,an-| Mr. Rice—If farmers had to buy 

a other cent for commission, and we fruit | fruit, how many would buy a quart? I : 
Hh $ growers must have a cent or two profit.| have been in the produce business sev- 

ig Thus we have to get six or seven cents| eral years and I know the farmers buy 
il out of it which the farmer can save if he | very little fruit. They often go into a 

i 3 raises it himself. It is a question for| saloon and spend enough to buy two 

i you to figure. It seems to me like a/ barrels but they seldom take anything 
i pretty big per cent, but if you want to| home. 
ia pay somebody $75 for this quarter acre Mr. Taayer —I undertake to say it is 

i of fruit you. will find fruit growers| more profitable for a farmer to raise his 
i generous enough to furnish it. own fruit than it is his potatoes at $1.00 

3 Question — How long do you keep|‘@ bushel, his wheat at $2.00 per bushel 

: cutting off the strawberry runners? or his pork at $6.00 perhundred. Why 
He Mr. Tuaver—That is where judg-|0t buy your potatoes, your wheat or 
/ i ment comes in. It takes more good | your pork? TI believe a man will have to 

ihe: common sense to run a fruit farm or any | Taise at least six acres of wheat to get as 
ia other farm to the best advantage than to | much benefit as he will from this quarter 

5 runabank. I should cut off the first | of an acre; I believe he would have to 
fs runners until about August Ist, depend- | raise five or six acres of corn to get the 

i ing somewhat on the season and varie-| same benefit. 
: ties grown. Mr. Prer— What remedy do yeu use 

: Mr. Horrman— Provided one-third of | to prevent the blight. 
y the farmers in the state went into this} Ms. Taaver—I never have been trou- 

‘e fruit business raising one-fourth of an| bled with it. We have been troubled.a 
acre, would there be any money in it| little with rust. In that caseI dig up 

ee outside of his own use? tke bush, root and branch,sand burn it. 
! Mr. Taayer—I would not adviseafar-}| Mr. Hotmes—As long as evaporated 

ih mer (o raise much for commercial pur-| blackberries and raspberries bring from 
poses, or any one else either unless they | twenty to forty cents a pound I don’t 

ie are situated right. Near a little town| think you can overdo the small fruit 
you can often pick up a few dollars pin | business near the cities, The fact is the 

| money or grocery money if you have| more fine fruit you raise the more peo- 
more than you need at home. ple will want it. 

Mr. Rich — What treatment do you| Supt. Morrison—Mr. Thayer is doing 
. give your strawberry bed after taking | good missionary work. Some of the 

off the first crop? finest farmers in this state don’t 
Mr. Tayer —I would mow the vines| have a garden and it is bacon and 

i off and remove them or burn them dry.! pork and potatoes, and potatoes and 

: Jin 
Wi i tia Be ee si
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‘acon and pork the year around. |casionally for which he gets some money 5 

I believe that over one-half of a far-|I have never heard any one complain, 

mer’s living can come out of his gar- | at my house of the hard task of picking ¥ 

den, but he will say, “Ob, it don’t pay.” | the fruit. 

q Any intelligent farmer who knows how} Mr. Arnotp—Let me offer a sugges ¥ 

to raise potatoes and corn can take an| tion. If you want a good garden, you : é 

acre of ground and have part of it in| want to marry a thoroughbred wife. 
fruit, and part in vegetables, and have it} typ Tyayer—Will Mr. Arnold please x 

in long rows and raise vegetables very | te]; what is to become of us poor mor- ie 

oe a ee» eee 
* "i get a thoroughbr % 

four or five families, and did it for less is 

than many farmer’s spend upon an onion a Are # si want to) 57s i 

bed. If I were afarmer’s wife I would mie ae = eerie, —— 

run away if I had to cook the way they ue wae rs a 

do, and with the ma‘erial they have = nee te BOGUS - — 

year after year. I hope these talks will — = axe & good garden in alittle 

do some good, because it only requires a oe peut S prety are to Rae ; 

little gumption, a little common sense and eee ee ; 

industry. If you wou!d spend one-tenth Supr. Morrison—Isn’t it the wife whe 4 
ef the time you spend between your generally has to get the husband inter- Fs 

farm and the nearest village, you would ested? 

have good gardens. Mr. Annotp—Yes, quite often, and if ~ 

C. P. Gooprics—I know of one farm = soe become thoroughly ee 5 

which has a good fruit garden like the aoa. of ten you ee ea 

: one just described as the result of hear- r 

ing a horticulturist talk. My boy, thea Supt. Morrisoy—I have been at Mr. ; 

about 18 years old, heard Mr. Hamilton, | AT20ld’s, and he has a fine vegetable 
I think it was, talk on “The farmers gar- and fruit garden, and I give all the 5 

den” at an institute. He was interested | Credit to Mrs. Arnold. § 

and wanted to plant one so that we 

could have more and better fruit than —_ 

we had had. I told him he might have 

one-third of an acre of good land near} Music—Solo. 

the house, and I would furnish the 4 

money to buy the plants and the material a — —_ se fai 7 4 

to fence it, if he would promise to take | ee <— _ i 

good care of it. He promised, and the Le * ae who (pices ne ea “3 
garden was planted. The plants and | that the vocation confers honor upon 

material for a lath picket fence cost | the man, but that the man confers hon : 

about $30. The garden has been well |°™ see the yoontion.” He ie proodi chan “g 

taken care of, and managed according to he iss farmer. 2 

the instructions of the horticulturist.| Hon. C.R. Beach of Whitewater, one 

Now we all have plenty of nice fruit toeat | of the present regents of our state uni- 5 

and some to give away. Some is sold oc- | versity, will give you @ paper. 4 

Pea Pee es ‘ Y vas
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E WHAT CAN THE GOVERNMENT LEGITIMATELY 

he DO FOR THE FARMER? © 

| rE By Hon. Cuas. R. Beacu, Whitewater, Wis. 

e Within the past few years there has| business to interest himself in all ques- 

| | developed among farmers through the| tions of public policy. We are very 

e country, a feeling of discontent. A belief | prone to forget that the people are the 

that the cause of low prices of farm pro- | government, and if there are any laws 

a duce was attributable, in part at least, | in the land that in any way discriminate 

g to wrong legislation, or to put it more | against the farmers they have themselves 

' mildly, to a want of right legislation, | to blame. It must be either their ignor- 

2 i both state and national. That combina-| ance or their indifference that makes 

tions, using large aggregates of capital, | legal wrongs against them possible. The : 

R were either through governmental aid, or | farmer will never be a good citizen until 

ES through governmental neglect,absorbing | he becomes a politician, not that be may 

‘ an undue share of the accumulated pro- | bold office or simply advance his own 

7 ducts of capital and labor, and that far-| prosperity, but that he may do his share 

: mers had special grounds of complaint. | of promoting the best good of the whole 

7 —faeikos? inepuntontion. country. Although the farmers consti- : 

m5 . Fi tute a majority of the voters of the 

nm As a resul, of this sentiment there} wholecountry, they have never, in either 

nD has sprung up various organizations,| house of congress, had anything likes 

: composed mainly of farmers who propose} fair representation, and if they have 
| bs to act together politically, and perhaps|peen represented at all, it has been 

y otherwise, for the purpose of so modify-| mainly by proxy, and I am inclined to 

5 ing national and state laws, as to place} the opinion that a right smart admix- 

farmers on better footing. These organ-|ture of the granger element in both 

= izations extend over many states and| state and national legislation would not 

their membership numbers many thous: | only be refreshing but invigorating. 

| and voters. Indeed so sirong have they| Weare all willing to admit the good 

a become that in the, last fall elections, | effect of grange legislation in 1874 in 

they elected representatives in both] this state. Since then no R. R. Presi- 

H houses of congress, and they also hold} gent, has by proclamation, openly defied 

3 the balance of power in several state} the laws, as did the presidents of the 

} legislatures. St. Paul and North Western roads at that 

: I, for one, rajoive in this movement, | time, 

(not that I believe the evils complained a 

é of are as great as represented, or that Educational Factors. 

re prosperity can be restored to the farmer} But I rejoice in these farmers’ move- 

to any great extent through legislation). | ments mainly on account of their educa- 

But, I believe that it is not only the|ting influence upon the farmers them- 

right but the duty of every citizen, be | selves. 

; he farmer, aday laborer, or in any other| Hitherto farmers have been more in- 

. ; 

a 
pe -
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clined to grumble and find fault than to] But let us try and get nearer to our * 
point out clearly what they believed to| subject, What can government legiti- a 
be wrongs and show how to right them. | mately do for the farmer? 4 

They have never set up reforms. But} That I may not be misunderstood, let § 

if these movements mean a new political | me say that I entirely discard the idea 3 

party, it must have clear and well de-| that the farmer has any need of special > 
fined objects and principles, and before | legislation in his favor, but partly ow- 4 
those objects can be obtained, they must |ing to the changed condition of things aa 

not only convince themselves that they | and partly owing to the indifference on =~ 
are right, but also convert a ma-|the part of farmers, they are carrying a 

jority of voters to the same opinions. some burdens that ought to be lightened, 3 

To do this will require a broader and | and one of these burdens is an unequal ; 

more comprehensive knowledge of | and an unjust proportion of taxation. 4 
governmental affairs and a greater Drank Miso 3 

amount of intellectual activity than : e a : 
is now possessed by any consider- Taxation, to be just, should be in Pro- 

able number of the most intelligent far- | Portion to the property owned by the in- 

mers. diyidual or corporation taxed. But will 

There are many things in the plat-|®™youe claim that such is the fact? 

forms and resolutions that have been| The total assessed value of the prop- 
indorsed at various times and places by erty in Wisconsin in 1888, was $581,000,- 

the various farmer organizations which 000; $303,000,000 was on land outside of ‘ 

seem radical, visionary, impracticable | “ts OF villages, $152,000,000 on real es- i 
and perhaps revolutionary. But know- tate in cities and villages, $126,000,000 on . 

ing how conservative the majority of | Personal property, of which last amount ; 
farmers are, it is fair to presume that | ®°2.000,000 was on live stock and tools on 
the sentiments these resolutions express | farms, leaving $74,000,000 of personal, | 
may be attributed to the self-appointed other than stock on farms for the entire 

leaders in these movements, rather than | state. So that the farmers of this state 

to the rank and file. of the farmers. If| Pay ‘@xes on an assessed valuation of bs 

the farmers expect any good they should $355,000,000, as against $26,000,000 of all ® 

not aim at impracticable ends. They | ther kinds of property in the state, or 
should not claim for themselves any three-fifths of the taxes in the state, and : 

special favors, or attempt legislation, five times us much as paid by the Ses 
3 looking to their special benefit. aggregate personal property outside of 

There is no more reason why farmers | f™™8, in the state. And when we re- 
should have the benefits of sub-treasur- | ™™ber that a large per cent. of these 

ers or money loans more than the manu- | farm lands is mortgaged for sums, 

facturer, or the merchant or the me-| Which in the aggregate will amount to 4 

chanic. Neither should they while de-} ™22Y millions, we can form some idea of f 

nouncing trusts and monopolies and de- the unjust burden of taxation borne by ; 
manding their extinction, be planning the farmer. Ie any one'so unsophisticated _ 

to form trusts and monopolies com- | 9 to believe that all the personal wealth : 

pared with which those of which they in Wisconsin, its bank stocks, its mort 

complain so bitterly, dwindle into in- | 84° and notes, and other debt obliga- . 

significance. tions, its stock of machinery and mer- 3
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y chandise, and its millions of manufac-|granted by incorporated cities, and 
to tured products, amount all told, to only | villages, and the moneys obtained from 

} Be. : one and one-half times the value of the |such license is spent for the sole benefit 
1 Sy ‘live stock owned by farmers? Why! | of said city or village. To how large s 

fa. The yearly product of our manufactures |sum these moneys will amount, I have £ 
-. will exceed by many million of dollars|not now the means of knowing, but it 

i : a all the product of all the farms in the] is a very large sum, amounting to many 
ft state. thousands of dollars. 
te. Mr. Thim, president of the Massa-} In the little city of \) aitewater, near 

a ss chusetts equal tax league, gives data| my home, a place of about 5,000 people 
os by which he estimates the amount of |six thousand dollars is paid annually by 

. chattel property in Massachusetts that | twelve saloons. Of this sum I, as e far- 
e escapes assessment not much if any less} mer living outside of the corporation, 

| BF than two thousand million of dollars; | secure nothing — but three-fifths of the 
ee he says farther, if this amount 2¢| pauperism, and crime inseparable from : 
_— lowered to 1,200 million, and was|the drinking of the liquor sold, falls 
ir assessed and payed taxes in the same|upon the farmer who has in no way 

fe Proportion as that which now pays taxes,|secured any benefit. Surely the evils 
| E the extra sum realized would amount! growing out of our unequal methods 

B. to more than all the annual accvmu-| of collecting taxes is a legitimate sphere 
' ie lated wealth realized from farming by | of legislative reform which, if carried 

fe all the farmers in the state, out, would be of great pecuniary benefit . 
ie A Bostonian died not long since whose | to the farmers of the state. 
i estate showed that he had dodged the suittetntian 

‘Zi ee ox aon ae gee . But there is another subjecu of equal, is A writer in the Prairie Farmer claims]. t teri atiou, Hameed 
ia that in the state of Illinois there are a nose nro soos tban aaa i‘ i 7 ca taxation. I refer to the selling of fraudu- if 214 corporations with 150 millions of = 
ig dollars of paid up capital that are dent and adulterated f ode. Unjust tix: . 
Ie assessed less than five per cent. on their ation affects us ouly in our property, bus iz capital stock while the farms are the selling of fraudulent foods robs us of 
| assessed on a basis of 334 per cent. on our money and may endanger our health. : 

i their full value. That when farms of | 24* Paying comes = cnn 8 ees 
Hl. the state amounted to 75 per cent. of oe frauds find their way to our table . 
i} the property of the state, they payed 80 ane times aday. Tea, coffee, mustard, 
i per cent. of the tax, but now when the | *Pice® Vinegar, sugar, lard, confection- 
ig farm lands constitute but 24 per cent. |° > honey, molasses; these form only a | : of the property they pay 85 per cent. partial list. Vinegar compounded out 

i * of the tax. And here I might and ,er- of (d..- tous = syrup mixed with 
| haps ought to stop, but there is one pene) arae made tes 
H more point that I wish briefly to call your | YPSU™ ale: clay, chalk and yellow | eiteution to. chromate >of lead, red oxide of lead, 
i white lead and vermillion, cream of 
He Ticense Money. tarter with n .@mam of tarter in it; I 

if . Under our presen’ excise system,|migk exten ewe list indefinitely 
\ license for the retail sale of liquors is} would time po.4zit. As # consumer of : 

is 
a4 

i. 
it 

if ses
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Ghese products, the farmer suffers equally | keep them in repair; but under present . 

with other members of the community. | laws the whole expense falls upon the Be. 

But these compounds, by skilful | farmers who own lands bordering theas LE 

manipulations are made to assume the | highways. The care of our county roads ay 

appearance and the name, and totake the |should be in the hands of thoroughly B 

place on the market, of legitimate pro-| trained, practical road makers, whose % 

ducts of the farm. special and professional business is to - ¥s 

The farmer has just cause of com-)make roads. One-half, three-fourths, i 

plaint, and is justly entitled to govern nine-tenths, fifteen-sixteenths of the e 

mental interference and protection. money and labor expended under our a 

Watered milk, filled cheese, oleomar-| presen methods is worse than thrown 4 Z 

garine sold as butter, compound lard, | away. 
* 

these so interfere with legitimate pro-} Government could legitimately help 3 

duction, that profit of farms is turned | the farmer and the whole community by a 

into loss. That governmentis recreant | making the care of roads a distinct de- : 

toits duty that does not furnish both to] partment and then provide funds te 4 

the producers of pure food and to con- | maintain them. 

i sumers, perfect protection against fraud-| 17 ane Farmer Become a Mere Tenaut? 

ulent compounds free of cost. No ‘ 

matter whether these compounds be Hitherto the surplus accumulations a 

harmless or harmful. To do less is to of wealth have found investment in rail- & 

debauch the moral sense of the whole roads, in bank stock, in mining, in man- is 

community. If fraud may be tolerated ufacturing or in commercial enterprises. . 

in one direction, where will you draw But it is the opinion of many thought 3 

the line? And when will you stop? ful men, that as wealth increases and or 

The good work so well begun in this competition for places of profitable in- Z 

state should be perfected and carried vestment grow sharper, capital will seek ng 

out. The interests of the whole com- investment in farming land. So that in i 

munity require it, and the farmers have the not distant future, those who work Fe 

a right to demand it. the land will be mere tenants at will, a 

subject to the caprice of landlords. 3 

Improved Highways. Should such a state be ever possible, a 

The value of any section of country then farewell to the bright dream of a d 

for farming depends largely upon the | coming millennium for farmers, but Ido 

character of its public highways, by not take so desponding a view; but one 

which market towns may be easily | thing is certain that while population a 

reached. We have many things in our|and wealth are rapidly increasing, the + 

state of which we maybe justly proud, soil whence coming generations are 2 

but the list will not include our county |to draw their support, is a fixed quan- . 

roads. 
tity —and there is another fact that has a 

‘ Nothing can be more vicious and un- much significance. It is claimed that a 

business like than our whole system of | there is already owned or held in this - 

constructing and maintaining
 our county | country by foreigners, individual cap- - 

highways. These roads belong to the |italists or by syndicates, more than ; 

state, they are for the benefit of the 40,000,000 acres, an area greater than the 4 

whole community, and the state should | whole state of Wisconsin or Illinois. We “§ 

4 

1
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‘2 see then that the danger to which I] The establishment of an agricultural 
f a have alluded may not be impossible. department of government, the grent- ‘ 
f The Land Should be Owned by Our| ing of yearly appropriations for experi- 
i * Citizens. mental stations, the monthly crop re- : 
' E I hold that the .soil of this nation | ports, the condition of foreign markets, 
ff sbould be the exclusive property of its|the weather bureau, these and much 

i , citizens. That no one who is not a| more that I could name show how will- 
i citizen should ever under any circum-|ing the general government is to re- 

i . 2 stances be allowed the ownership of a | Spond to the needs of the farmers. And 
Zz single acre, the state has shown equal liberality. Its 
fe And more .ban that, the amount of | @Ppropriations for fairs, for dairymen’s 

‘ land that could be owned by a single| associations, and above all for farmers’ 
Fe individual or corporation, should be so | institutes— all these show how ready 
i resiricted and fixed at so narrow a limit, | Zovernment is to reach outa helping 
. as to offer no temptation to acquire | hand ip giving to farmers the opportun- 

e wealth through a tenant farming. ity of learning the foundation principles i 
: Here is legitimate work for govern-| upon which success in their business 

ment in the interest of farming, and in | depends. 
Ee the interest of civilization, to preserve Imprecticabilities. 

a the ownership of the soil inviolate for The limits of ill 
: the food producer of the land. ee ot eee eee Wee iz mit me to speak only in a gen- 

ct An Eduention for All. eral way of those matters to which 
iF There is one subject I rejoice to say, |farmers’ organizations attach chief 

: upon which there is little difference of | importance, viz.: Corporations, trans- 
‘ opinion, and that is the right and duty | portation, monopolies, trusts and direct 
i of government to ‘urnish the opportunity | governmental aid to farmers by sub- 
, for every one to educate himself up to; treasury schemes and direct loans of 

the highest posuible efficiency in the | money to farmers. As to corporations, 
line of work he has chozen for himself,| they have no natural, but only vested 

= even though it be farming. This is bet-| rights; and it is the duty of the govern- 
e ter than giving or loaning money, for it|ment to watch with jealous care that 
3 is helping one to oelp himself. the powers granted, should be in no 

The central thought in modern sys-| way detrimental to the general good, 
ne tems of education is to make one better | and they should be held to the strict 

* able to do something and on the score|letter of the law that created them. 
| q of educational oppertunities, I think the| And they should also be made to bear 

' fermers have no reason to complain, but | their full share of expenses incidental to 
rather to congratulate themselves, governmental protection, and if at any 

| p The provision of the general govern- | time it is found that they are in any way 
| | ment has been most munificent. First | working harm to legitimate business or 
) ‘ the liberal laod grants for agricultural | personal rights, their charters should be 
i colleges. (Ard if these land grants|taken from them. How many would 
; } have not beep wisely used, no one is to | cease to exist if the laws were enforced? 

i) blame more than the farmers them-|I do not know, but I think a good 
} selves). many. 
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But transportation is as much a acting within tae state, upon which a 

necessity to the farmers of Wisconsin,|}should be a fair per cent. of railroad \ 

asthe possession of land. As to rail-| men, might help to correct abuses, and ‘ 

roads, I have long thought that there| settle difficulties that may arise. : 

was a class of would-be reformers who, Fs dank aromepatton: { 

by general denunciation rather than by Standing h ) 
facts and sound reasoning, attempt]. tan Hie ——e oe and speak- ‘ 

to prejudice farmers against the rail- me pated interest * arming, I shall a 

roads. Iam not here in any sense in not — the weers — = , 
the interest of railroads. They were not | MOROPOMeS URE 1b 1s sea as 

i : whether it is for the interest of farmers Fs 
built and equipped asa matter of pure neeeatach 4h If th ocd 3 

benevolence and it is fair to presume ia we be. . ae ae dt 2 

that they are run in the interest of the ie ae ae. na a ae ee ae : 
stockholders; but it does not follow rR ee ee t 

- . no real antagonism between the legiti- 
that there is any antagonism between : c 

| x a mate business interests of any country. 
} farmers and railroads. Railroad men my E 
} The legitimate duties of government 
| are sharp enough to know that the pros- 7 

== 4 are mainly negative. To prevent the 
perity of the roads can only come through |. . ieee 

. . doing of wrong; to see that no indivi- 
the prosperity of the business of the aa ti h 

country, farming included. In the year — oe oe a 2 ao 

1888, the railroads in Wisconsin earned ee ee ee eae 
ae corporation; this is legitimate work. : 

over seventeen millions of dollars by car- 

rying freight at a cost of less than one Work Out Your Own Salvation, 

cent per tonper mile. To have moved] Progress, wealth and civilization are 
that amcunt of freight in England would | not the result of governmental acts, but 
have cost three timesthat amount. The| of individual effort. The individual is 

decreaso in the cost of moving freight | the unit of society. ; 

in this state in ten years isover 50 per] To educate, train and develop the 
cent. What could Wisconsin farmers | individual so that he shall by his labor 

/ do without the railroads? produce the highest possible results, is 

/ Whatever cause of grievance the far- | the final end of the complex machinery a 

: mers of other states may have against | of society; to make each individual man : 
the railroads, the number in Wisconsin | stronger, better and more self-reliant. 

who cherish any feeling other than good| Says Carlyle, “In the end there is no 

will is extremely small. If the far-| help fora man, or any hindrance either, 

mers have not for the last few years|except what lies in himself.” For 

made all the money they could have|a whole class to ask for government 

wished, they will find it.in other causes | loans is a confession of weakness. It is ; 
rather than in the extortion of railroads. | acknowledged that the world is too 

It is not te be presumed that our|strong for them. It does not argue well j 

railroad laws are perfect, but in our ef-| for the ability of the farmers to run the 

fort to reform them let us be actuated | government if they cannot run their 

by adesire to promote the good of the | own business without governmental aid, 4 

state rather than by a desire to punish the | And herein is the weakness of much of 

railroads. Perhaps a board similar to] the organized effort to benefit classes. 

the Inter-State commerce commission, ! The personality of individual membere is / 
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Be lost sight of in the effort to benefit the ;they must not expect to revolutionise : 

ft mass. the country at once. Were the farmers 
rt How will the individual members of|to be put in complete contro! of all . 

i co the great National Farmers’ Trust,|branches of government, I should not . 

Fe about to be organized, be better educa-|expect any great amount of pecuniary 

i 3 ted, and better equipped for doing their | benefit tocome to them. Government 

i Bea share in the world’s work by banding to-| never has nor ever can have any power : 

i - gether “in a combination whose spirit | over the law of supply and demand. It 

te and aim they have hitherto so loudly de-|can never make a poor bullock worth as : 

| = nounced, and then for eaca farmer to| much as a good one or make a bushel of 

sink his own individuality and appoint |corn worth as much in Nebraska as in 

a over himself a Lord High Captain who | Chicago. 

5 shall have the disposing of the fruit of] [t is fair to presume that the laws 

a his labor, to do the thinking for him,|against which farmers complain most ; 

| as to whom and when and at what place | joudly were not enacted with a view of 
ft to sell the products of his farm? Is that | discriminating against them, and that 3 

a the way to educate the farmers of the | the changed condition of things which 
BS great north-west to self rule and judg-| now make them unjust call for a corre- 
E ment, and make them feel that they are | sponding change in legislation. 
Be equal to the work they have undertaken E 3 

EB in managing afarm,and though it make| Society in ite corporate capacity, does 

eS their labor profitable to themselves and = arbitrarily mms against ae 

f helpful to others, and if the wisdom of dividuals or occupations; honest, intelli- : 
S the leader fails, who stands the loss? | Sent and successful work in any busi- 

‘ ness wins recognition. And if we as 

tt Don’t Choose Demagouges For Leaders. | t4, ers do not exert as great an influence 
EE It is true nowas it was three thousand | in the body politic as our numbers enti- 

7 = years ago, that he that tilleth his land|tle us, may we not attribute it to our 

os sha!) have plenty of bread, but he that| having failed to intelligently compre- 

is followeth after vain persons shall have|hend and systematically show by our 

: 2 poverty enough, and the better the till-| practice the possibilities of our busi- 

i. ing the greater will be their profits. As|ness? And before we claim the privil- i 

7) Isaid in the outset, I rejoice in this|ege of reforming the government, ought 

new political awakening among farmers | we not to prove our ability to do so by 

Se and I think good will come of it. But| reforming our practice as farmers? 
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THE DAIRY TEMPERAMENT IN COWS. gy 
4 

By Ex-Governor W. D. Hoarp. 5 
é 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: does not make 125 Ibs. of butter a year. 4 

Iam to talk to you to-day upon the That butter is worth perhaps on the av- 2 

dairy temperament in cattle,and in so do- | erage, fifteen cents a pound. Now, that ; 3 

ing, [want youtogeta clear idea of what | cow is a representative of the intelligence 4 

Imean. I shall not make an exhaustive|of the man who stands behind her. : 

statement of this subject, but simply | What she is, he has made her. Like C 

touch upon a few points belonging to it. | cow, like master, and if that cow does i 

The farmerof Wisconsin ought to be, by | not make a profit, who is to blame but 3 

virtue of necessity, a breeder of domes-| the man who bred her and owns her? f 

tic animals, and he ought to do it intel- | That man never studied the meaning of - 

ligently, he ought to understand the | a cow, never looked into her physiology, 

lines of breeding just as they do in Eng- | and make-up, and very likely he com- 

land. Out of that wonderful little is-| plains he is making no money, and the 4 

land has come a marvelous number of | revenues of the whole state are set back a 

breeds of domestic animals, the Short- | because he refused to sanctify labor with g 

horns, the Devon, the Hereford, the Red- | knowledge. Gs 

polled, the Sussex, all these breeds of} Let us for a moment go onto the race- : 

cattle stand out to-day as embodiments | track. Is there #farmer in this country 5 

of an idea. There are the different kinds | who would for a moment think of breed- % 

of hogs and of sheep. The farmers of | ing horses for the race track by intro- 

England have made a record which is| ducing draft blood? No, you have stud- 3 

: authority for the whole world, and they | ied that subject enough to know better. 4 

have done it by virtue of hard study and Now, don’t you know that breeding a = 

intelligence. It is a grand thing ‘o be al cow is subject fo the same laws exactly 4 

* farmer in England, for the reason that | that the breeding of a horse is? Nobody “33 

the best minds of England are farmers. | ever saw a horse that had a draft form 3 : 

The land of England and the problems | that was atrotter. Nobody ever sawa 5 

of agriculture were turned over to the! foxhound that had the form and shape . 

very finest brain in it. : of a bull dog, that was a runner. Nature 7 

Unproftable Cows. invariably gives toevery animal the form 

that is necessary for its function. Now, 

With us, it is different. It seems) we must have dairy cattle if we are 

sor etimes that the farmer in the United | going into the dairy business, and nine ? 

F States is the last man who pays any at- | times out of ten, in this country, we have ¥ 

tention to the improvement cf his do- commenced wrong. Farmers all over 3 

mestic animals, and yet he ought to be this state have gone into the milk busi- 

the most interested, because it means | ness and have no idea half the time as a 

d prosperity to him. 1 will illustrate what | to what constitutes a profitable cow. -_ o 

4 I mean. Take the average Waupaca | They go along mechanically paying no 

7 county cow, and my word ior it, she | attention, and acting as though they 5 
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mt thought one cow is as good as another. mers to-day. They see the half truth : 2 This touches no man but the farmer. I | and they don’t want to see the whole rh have sympathy for him, and I want to | truth. One old fellow said he didn’t ‘ stanc him up and talk this thing straight | want to know any more, it might make | 2 into his face and into his cumprehension. | him uncomfortable. 
| b The Home of the Dairy. Temperament. 

i By Wisconsin isa dairy state not a beef | In cattle as in men, we have what is ry state. We need intelligent thought, | known asa temperament. A man with € We need to know how to breed a dairy | red hair and light skin belongs to the ry cow, how to handle a dairy cow, and |sanguine temperament. A man with 3 how to feed her, and the most essential | black hair and a dark skin is classified oe thing to start with is the question of | in physiology as belonging to the bilious 
Eg of breeding. Men will stand up in a/ temperament. Another man is of a a aa meeting like this and sneer about breed | Phlegmatic temperament. Now tem- : L and pedigree. They don’t know what | Perament governs function. The breed- rh they are talling about. An old fellow | ers of England, hardly knowing what j jumped up in an institute once, and he | they did, took the Short-horn and com. 
A says, “You may talk as much as you | menced to breed them for flesh and 
a area mind to about your breed, but I | have continued to so breed them, en- S| tell you the breed is in the corn-crib.” | couraging the tendency to lay on flesh, | That is half a truth, the hardest kkind of | 8nd establish a form like this Hereford 
ee truth to handle. I said to him, “my | Whose picture hangs before you. They FI dear sir, by that I understand you to | have bred to fill out the ham, to square i: mean that you don’t pay any attention | out the form, to close up the hip and te 

i a to breed, but everything to feed.” “Yes, | Shorten and thicken the neck. Those 
4 that is it, sir.” “All right, you are the | men have bred that animal along the 8 man I have been hunting for. You | line of the phlegmatic temperament un- 

Fs have given me a short cut to success, | til to-day you have an established hered- 
et According to your doctrine it don’t |ity in the beef line. That is the law 
4 make any difference what kind of a | of heredity, and we base all breeding BE - horse I have, [ can feed him so as to operations upon that law. 

Fi male a trotting horse of him, can I? Spectal Lines of Breeding. ‘ 
| Won’t you give me your recipe so I : E 
a can make a Poland-China out of one| Here is another line. The Hollanders 

x of those old razor-back hogs that used | took this cow a thousand years ago, and 
i torunin the woods? How would you | proposed to breed her for the production 
e feed him to make a Berkshire out of | of milk. They were obliged ts give her 

F him? How would you feed a Jersey | a totally different form. Here you see 
cow to make a Short-horn of her? How | the open expression of the barrel; you 

a would you feed a Norman horse to make | have the lean bony outline of the 
5 a race horse of him?” The old man /|nervous temperament. Dairy breeders 
; stood and looked at me a moment, and | breed for the enlargewent of the ner- 
oe then said: “Well, talk just as much as | vous temperament. Now what do we 
: you are a mind to, I believe what I| mean by that? Thousands of men 
i said.” That is the position of many far- | think we mean excitability. I want you
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to remember that nervous means a|she gave me one ands half pounds of 

strong, powerful, nervous machinery, | butter a day and the other cow required d 

and not excitation. You can make such | thirty-two pounds of ber milk to make 

animals very excitable, but they are not|a pound of butter. I believe this little : 

necessarily so. cow was altogether the most profitable ; 

The dairy temperament is built upon | and yet that man had no clear idea of 5; 

the nervous temperament. A cow hav- | the value of a cow. ‘ 

ing this temperament strongly de-| This question of temperament under- ; 

veloped carries all her food into the lies the breeding of these cattle and so ; 

dairy function and does not take on| the dairy breeder breeds for the enlarge- A 

flesh. The ordinary farmer has an op-| ment of the dairy temperament. 

portunity to study this question even in| The beef breeders breed for the beef 4 

the selections of his cows. You go to| temperament, and my friends, for real * 

your neighbor to bay cows, and you|profit there is no such thing as a 

must look at things from a dairy stand-| general purpose cow. If you are the 

point. Ihave been an auctioneer and | patron of a cheese factory or creamery, 

sold thousands of cows, and Ihave been|you are keeping your cow for the 
pained to see the lack of judgment on largest profits in milk and butter. You i 

the part of farmers concerning a cow. |arenot keeping her for beef, and yet 
hundreds of men say “I want a cow 

A Large Beefy Cow. that when I am through with her : 

she will turn out a good carcass of beef, 

Lead out a large, fleshy, handsome|so they will keep the cow until she is 
cow and men will bid right up, and a|eight years old weigbing five hundred 

man paysa good price for her simply| pounds more, and constantly support 

because she is good looking while aj that five hundred pounds of fiesh for all 

little cow that apparently gives no indi-| those years in order to get for it one 

cation of her quality will go st a low| anda half or twocentsa pound at the 

price. went into the herd of a man|end of the time. Now the same feed 

to buy acow and asked “ What is your | that will make a pound of beef in a good 

price for a good cow?” He answered: | butter cow will make a pound of butter. : 

“Tf you take your pick I will charge you | You know there are some horses that, if 

ts $60, if you take mine I will charge you | I feed them ten tons of oats, I could not 

: $25.” I asked him “Which do you|getamiile in five minutes out of them. 

think I would take?” He replied, “You | When it comes to the question of milk, 

will take that large grade Durham cow| you must figure on the machine. To 
giving forty-five pounds of milk a day.”| the ordinary farmer who feeds cows for 

“And which cow would you pick out?”| profit it is of the atmost importance . 

He turned and showed me a little grade| that he study the temperament of the 

Jersey cow giving but twenty-five|animal for the specific purpose for x 

pounds of milk a day. He says, ‘‘She| which he is keeping her. Does the far- J 

don’t give enough milk.” I looked her| mer of Waupaca county go out hunting : 

over and said I would take her at $25. 1|foxes with bull dogs? Of course not. Sy 

took the cow home and after I had| Yet, what is the matter with him, that 
wonted her I commenced testing her,| when it comes to picking out a cow he 

and on the twenty-five pounds of milk! pays no attention to the breed. 

;
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s it because a large back bone indicates a k ‘ee = The Dairy Cow. large spine, the large spine indicates a 

F e I want to speak for a few moments Hor py cae bug = en , = Bs. upon some of the points of a dairy cow. powerful nervous machinery. 
| r E I will suppose I am standing in your Pp 
te barn yard, and I have $50 in my pocket Motherhood. 

ee which I am going to change fora cow. You will: seo. in @ moment why she 
co Now, what are the points I will look for? needs a large nervous force. ‘The depo- 
“e: A cow gives an exhibition of her ability, sition of milk is intimately connected a first, by the shape and condition of her with the brain. It is a question of 
ee udder. Here is the object of her exist- motherhood, of maternity. If the brain 

a k ence. This cow lives, moves and has is affected any eivisbians it ingae qo RS being for the sake of this organ. She is ately alfocts the opatation ARS 
a ‘ worth but little for anything else; she is jareieel tne aie Fear, fright, angel 
Pi red toe this putpoes. Sheila e moener | 0 ae tae is caxeloped Bo) ie. The man who bred her, did so with the with a net work of nerves called the 

Be object that she would be a little better sympathetic plexus. It is a wonderful a mother than her mother. This cow be- piece of machinery. This net-work of 
 e longs to the nervous temperament and nerves runs up here to the uterus. 
af shows it in her build; she has a lean Think of it. Whenever you strike or 

By head, long from the eye to the brain. abuse or deny comfort to this animal 
ayy She is an active animal. She shows a remember you are engaged in a piece of Bt full eye and that causes a hollow in the work against a mother. This net-work 
| face, a dishing face. There is an alert, of nerves runs to the uterus, from there 
bh keen expression in those eyes. That in- by way of the spiral chordJclear through 

4 ay f dicates her temperament. to the brain, 
ay Milk is evo!ved from the blood, the 
: t blood is affected by the breath, and you Milk Fever. 
a know how important good lungs are,so] Qne of the clear proofs of this is the a ake she should have large open nosirils. She action of milk fever. It is the same that ; fed should be long in the head. I wanta in human mothers is called puerperal iB : cow io show all the brain I can get in ber fever. It is a mother fever, and yet GG E because the brain supports the whole thousands of men pay no attention to it, it k nervous system, and this udder is the| I lost a beautiful ~thorough-bred Guern- ] { final answer to the long chain of ner- sey cow last spring, because the man I } vous machinery. The brain is the bat-| left in charge of her did not adhere to 

{ tery which operates all the time to keep | the rules I had given him. He allowed 
H this nervous machinery running. her to lay out all night in a low, damp ; FY é When the nervous system grows weak place. She was a highly organized cow, | eae: it is an indication that the brain action | bred to breed highly organized calves, A is weak. From the brain go all the} This terrible milk fever shows the im- 

| nerves of the body. I want my cow to portance of the study of the nervous ma- 
} is show a strong back. The first thing I} chinery. It starts in the uterus, itisa * look for in a butter cow is a very strong|septic poison. At once Nature tele- 

expression of the back bone, and I want graps to the udder, “Stop secreting 

byt 
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milk,” and it is stopped instantly. The; hardly a stable in’ Wisconsin but what x 

disease progresses, and the inflammation |ought to be indicted. Why, my - ae 

begins to extend along the line of the | friends, you cannot make a cow profit- " 

plexus and finally it goes on until it able the way many of you are doing. 

reaches the spinal marrow, and the mo-| You are standing in your own light. ‘ 

ment it reaches that, the cow drops. | The cow needs dairy handling as well as s 

Paralysis ensues, and it keeps progress- dairy breeding. m3 

ing, involving the spinal marrow and ap- iA 

proaching the brain, and by and by the Bose Doiey See a 

ao _ vbeaabesd = . ba Just one point more. You must feed ¥ 

ee ioe B Dee cepa ee dairy feed. Bran, cotton-seed meal, or 

head to tai ae na ae e linseed meal, or some other protein food. : 

_, |Iwant half a dozen of you farmers in > 

* = ee ai cng dairy in-| Waupaca county to sow some peas this : 

aes daisy parm a Pam TT spring. Ihave been studying up that 

hand’ . . nder- | subject for two years, and I find peas are 

eat functions of milk-giving | , wonderful teed for the dairy cow. Two 

tight e a ee pounds of pea meal are the equivalent . 

Now York state last ee eames of six pounds of ordinary bran. Any 

and cursing about the tariff, while their goon tacts coin tow from teensy ae | 
Se ese cut: wadin st tess ik to forty bushels of peasto the acre. They 

ee ead ‘the th e : 2 py must be planted deeply. You must not : 

ee bel. . ae er seven Ge | sow on the ground and drag them in. If ; 

ee i oe ae. - ca ps ye you grew forty bushels of peas to the ; 

ss ia Se Ro! ah ae a a a acre you would get the equivalent of $70 ; 

eae oe © could tes Dim. 'n'| worth of bran according to present 

deed, ee pees _— oa prices. Another thing, peas need to be , 

— ee a ae. a Hee 3 is the | sown about twice as thick as the ordin- ’ 

os st Rerern rar said 7 ae ary farmer generally sows, from two to : 

: re . Fe needs warmth. he | three and a half bushels to the acre. . 

ee on. - out - the ~~ and} Now, if Ihave said anything that is 

a ee <0 we ne a ®@PS | of any use to you, you area thousand Re 

ae oe es = aan times welcome, and if I have said any- 

— — s ree ore ya can’t | thing that hurt your feelings, remember ps 

Bee tb meter aaa: ac that they were the plain words of a 4 

; ou | friend. ‘ 
must give her cleanliness. There is} Adjourned to meet at 9:30A. M. a 

Ry 
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i MORNING SESSION—MARCH 18th, 
7 The Institute met at 9:3) A. M. Sup’t Morrison in, the chair. 
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A : SOME NEW EXPERIENCE WITH THE SILO. 
4 

' By Tuos. Convey, Ridgeway Wis. | 
: Tam afraid this audience will be dis-| built. Mine is square but would be vi appointed with my remarks concerning | better in the rectangular form and still a8 the silo, as I have no new experience to | beiter if round. I know of one in Grant ada relate except it be the experience of | county built cylindrical in shape. With ft others. In building, filling and feed-| fence boards standing on edge, nailed to- eo ing from a silo, it is much safer to fol- gether of sufficient thickness to form a | > low than lead, for there is no oceasion | sill for 2x4 studding, with three courses ry for blundering in any part of the busi-| of ship Jap, the outside course put on ty ness, asexplicit instructions are easily horizontally as was also the first course : obtained. Siioing is now established on inside, then a course of tarred paper 4 a substantial basis, and those parties | and the last course of ship lap inside, i who are inclined to experiment have to put on perpendicularly, this building af take their chances of success or failure. cannot be sprung, as each board forms a i There has been a great deal of cheap hoop, and it may be built of any desired | talk about cheap silos, but a cheap silo height, by spiking on additional stud- + is like other cheap articles, correspond- ding. The circular form is the most a ingly poor, and I fail to see where it capacious, it takes less lumber in its con- P| | cheapens the cust to use part of an ex- struction, is stronger, and has no corners ia ‘ pensive barn in erecting a silo. It is in which the ensilage can spoil. It can i} simply a matter of convenience to have scarcely be questioned that good corn i co asiloina barn. I built a silo adjoining fodder is nearly or quite equal in feeding i! the barn, and it cost, including labor, value to good corn ensilage, yet it is more é I at least $2 for each ton it would hold. difficult to obtain good fodder than good 

HH Asilo should have a good foundation, | ensilage, as good ensilage may be put 
EW beair tight at bottom and sides, and | up every year, while good fodder may 
ai sufficiently strong to resist lateral Pres-|only be obtained in favorable years. 
P| sure. Itshovld have a good roof, and|The amount of labor involved is in favor a be well painted on the outside, and well | of the ensilage. To get the best results, 

PH tarred on the inside. Should have three feed-preparing machinery is necessary hh courses of lumber and one of tar paper] in either case, especially in stable feed- FH and should be made of seasoned lumber. ing. The argument that it does not Wy If put up in this way the roof will be pay to feed grain to cattle, is a humbug, a the first to decay. The silo is now no| and the sooner we realize this the bet- - experiment and should be substuntially | ter. 
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It is only the grain fed cattle that) condition, it is simply unavoidable; 3 
pay for their keep, especially in win-| hence rapid filling gives the best re- 4 
ter feeding, and if the grain fed cat-| sults, wilting corn that is sufficiently ie 

tle do not pay, it is because they are| mature injures the quality of the en- oy 
poorly bred, or unskilfully handled. silage. Wilting immature corn removes : 

T always want to have as much grain | S0me of the surplus moisture and pro- ’ 
as possible in the ensilage, as I know of | duces better ensilage. Immature corn { 
no way in which corn can be handled|or fodder without grain cannot make a 
so as to preserve its palatability and | 00d ensilage for it lacks feeding value & 
digestibility better than in the silo. in the first place, and fermentation adds 4 

It ‘may be that the fermentation it nothing to it, on the contrary, fermen- q 
undergoes in the silo, destroys as much tation always takes place at the expense 4 
of its feeding value as field curing. Yet of more or less of the feeding value. 4 
I venture the assertion that intelligent There ao Ene) conditions to be guarded 
feeders are almost unanimous in stating | #&!9St in putting up ensilage. We must ; they get better results from feeding en- not put up ensilage so mature that it will 

silage. I have tried soaking, shelling beat up too much, which you can detect Gia’ grinding, feeding the fodder and by the discoloration of the ensilage; on 

ground feed separately, but gave it up oe contrary we must not put it in so é 
for the much better method of cutting amtnesure, that % lacks feeding value, 
up corn and corn fodder together, feed- This — be readily detected by excese 
ing in this way and having hogs follow need ne oo ne sae Tne aa 
the cattle, but consider the silo as much visability = hated up clover ensilage 
of an improvement on the latter, as it = questionable, putting it in before too was proferable to the first method. ripe, cutting it up, and weighting would 

Hauling fodder from the field as it is eciea eee ‘ “eee Negi z = 
required, has never suited me. Storing ee ee vez wily 
itin the barn is the most convenient good clover hay. Thave tried cutting 
way and this is sometimes attended with | °°" ae Seabee et Deaty =a us 
bad results. Stacking outside is the leaves it in such bad shape, I {would 
method usually resorted to, in the latter Just as soon cut by hand. With a tread . 
case, or incase you wish to cut the fod- | POWe three men and two teams, and 
der, it involves a great deal of handling, shart paling, I en aee in 2 on i Bertha not safe to oul moce thane thirty minutes, and with less labor than 

week’s supply at atime. This requires + could handle that weight of dry fod- the frequent use of machinery, which is der. Even distribution of the ensilage 

sometimes disagreeable in co!d weather, = te silo, and treading down well, es- and besides where you feed heavy on pecially near the walls, secures an even 
Siti ter (here is considerable waste. Al- settling. This excludes the air, the only 

though the silo costs more with regard | ™' stery about the curing of ensilage. 
to size than a barn, we should not for- oer 
get that ten tons of ensilage can be DISCUSSION. 
stored where we can store one ton of hay. —— , 

Heating up in the preservation of en-| Mr. Fremmnc — What kind of corn 
silage does not appear to be a necessary | do you raise for the silo? 

4 
« / ee
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A Mr. Convey —I raise a dent corn. I] Mr. Conver—If you take the labor 
Hy B: have visited all parts of the state except | into consideration, I can. Still, I know 

We the soutl.crn, and I have never yet seen | that where they have made tests as to 

Ae what I considered a perfect sample of | the comparative value of corn fodder, 

| } Be ensilage from the larger varities of corn. | and corn ensilage, there don’t seem te 

i 2 I use what is called Litch’s dent corn, | be anything in favor of the ensilage. 
a which has heavy foliage. I put from| Mx. Goopnicr—But it is impos 

AE three to five kernels in a bill. I have|sible to get such fodder as they test 

ae not tried Stowell’s Evergreen. with. Ican carry more stock with the 
: i Mr. Fiemme — Why not use ancther | use of the silo, and it takes less work. 

ie variety that you may have corn at the} Question — What is the cost of a ton 
| + same stage of maturity during tne| of this ensilage in the silo? 
. in entire filling? Mr. Convey—I would consider in 
Fee Mr. Convey — It would be better but | the neighborhood of a dollar. 
ae you can secure this by planting the} Mr. Gooprica—I have submitted 
a same variety of corn at different times. | that question to a great many in this 
uw Mr. Goopricn — Evergreen sweet |state, and they figure it at 75 cents, 85 

: \ , corn is an excellent corn to raise for| cents, 95 cents and a dollar a ton, I 
“| i : fodder in the fall, but it makes ensilage | tigure it a dollar. 
ie that is more sour. Supr. Morrison — Can you make but- 
ne Mn. Porrs— What length do you cut| ter any cheaper by this silage than dry 
HA your ensilage? fodder? 
ii _Mr. Convey —Seven eighths of an Mr, Goopricu— I can, because I pro- 
iy inch. I lift it with a carrier attached vide the feed cheaper; it cost me sixteen 

Ht to the feed cutter. I have been using} ang two-thirds cents to manufacture a L sweep power, but shall use tread pound of butter before, and now it - 
ht power hereafter. I think the cylinder | costs me thirteen centa. 
| 5 — is better than the balance wheel Mr. Cuanpier— What is the proper 

4 Mr. Freminec— What do you cover Minne Gr cubennlage crn! 
| i with? Mr. Gooprica — When the corn be- 
i Mr. Convey —I have put lumber on, | 8108 to glaze or dent. 

1) then tarred paper and then cut hay,| Mr. CaanpLer—Do you let it heat or 
Hi but this year I covered with grass| fill right up? 

{i without using the tarred paper and had] Mr. Gooprica—Fill as fast as I 
1} more damaged. can. 
Me Question— How should ensilage be Mr. Hyarr—Is silage of any value 
dit” fed to get the best results from it? as feed to other stock? 

i Mr. Convey— Always in connection] Mr. Goopricu—I think it is. I have, 
Hi i with other feed. I am feeding clover, however, concluded not to feed ensilage 
W hay and bran. to brood mares. I have fed it to work 
Hl Mr. Gooprica —Do you think you | horses. 

5 i can carry more stock on agiven number| Mr, Ex.1orr—What kind of a rack do 
H of acres by the use of the silo than with-| you use in the field? Also, how do you 

: | out it? fill and tread in the silo? 
4 ; 

: Hy 

tt 
s
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Mn. Coxver—I use 8 fiat rack on low Mz. Exzzorr—Yees, rapid filling, and I cM 

trucks. One man loading in the field,|cover with green slough hay run ¥ 

and another hauling. through a feed cutter and put on one 4 

Quusrron—In filling, do you believe it foot in thickness. We tread it for the 4 

is better to keep the silo level or to first two days, but keep off from it after ; 

keep it oval shaped and well tread? that time, because it begins to seal if ‘ 

itself. It forms a slight mold, and if a 

Mr. Convey —1t would probably be you tread after that, it breake that ; 

better to keep it level and well tread. a ee F 

Mr. Exiorr— I have a rack for haul-| Mr. Conz—Wouldn’t it be a great ad- ; 

ing that I constructed myself. I call it) vantage to have a wide tired wagon in 4 

a low down-rack, it is about sixteen feet) hauling that corn from the field? a 

in the clear, and only about sixinches| Mp Exiiorr— Most assuredly it J 

from the ground. Two of us go into} would. | 

the field and each take a row, and a8 the} Mr. Roz — How do you account for : f 

team goes slowly along, we each throw | moldy spots or bunches in silos. ; 

into the rack until we have all the team} Mp. Conver—I think it was due to 

can get out of the field with. We £9! putting in the corn with external mois- 

directly to the cutter, which stands on @| ture on it. 

level with the platform of this rack,and} Wp Fremme—I believe that would : 

we fill right into the silo, and tread it all! not hurt if the corn was in the proper , 

over. Three of us, with three horses, | stage of maturity. I have filled for six or ; 

put in ten to twelve loads a day. The | seven years and always had rain on it, ps 

team is changed from the rack to the | and it never moulded a bit. 

power every time. Mr. Gooprica—Last year, in filling 

Mr. Arxoup—If you let the corn take | my silo there were several tons cut down : 

care of itself asit comes from the car: | when there was a shower on it, and it 

rier, won't it fall unevenly? had to be put in wet, and there is no 2 

Mr. Exxiorr—I don’t let it take care | mold on it; it did not hurt it a bit. 

of itself in the silo. The maninthesilo| Mr. Roz—There are spots in my silo 

distributes it, and it is tread all over the | about as big as my hand. ‘ 

whole surface. I think it should be} Mr. ARNo~p — I think that is oc 

kept oval in the center and well tread, | casioned by not filling continuously. 

or after it has settled it will tip away Mr. Fuemmnc—It might be attribute- 

from the walls, and that lets down the able to the accumulation of some dry 

air and makes a big loss. In building a/| foliage. 
| 

silo a man wants to be careful that itis) Joun Ruopes— with a view of testing 

not larger at the bottom than at the top, | the value of silage, independent of dairy- 

if anything, it is better to have it a little|ing, we began feeding silage Nov. 24, 

smaller. 1890. It consisted of corn cut to one 

Mr. Arnoup —Isn’t there danger from inch length, Smut Nose for eariy, and 

lateral pressure in that case? White Dent for late. It was grown for 

Mr. Extiorr—Yes, mine is only four} the corn. The tile drained portions 

inches in twenty-four feet. would yield one hundred baskets of ear 

Mr. Exsason—Do you fill your silo| corn per acre. It was siloed when ripe 

every day till you get it full? enough to cut for ordinary field curing.
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i The results of feeding this silage to are in much better condition now than 
Ee horses, cattle, sheep and hogs, were en- last November. They were fed 12 bush- 
- > tirely satisfactory, except to the hogs. els (about 408 pounds) of silage daily 

With swinish obstinacy they set their and all the hay they would eat. Feed- 
E: noses against it and refused to eat. We ing silage tosheep in small grain troughs 
B failed to convince them that it was good. is a failure. They throw it out and 
Be Possibly the sight of a crib full of ear waste it. Tight bottoms put in hay 
i corn close by, warped their judgment. {racks answer well. : 

: The horses did not like it at first, a| Think we can obtain better results by 
: few oats were sprinkled on top and in | feeding clover hay with silage than 

c about two weeks they grew very fond of eee ~~ se — = 
; silage. Two were work horses, one brood |2 top and aroun © sides, and the 
b mare in foal, one driving mare and three | S¥Tprise was that our cattle and sheep 
a : colts. Their rations averaged daily 30 ies 2 ee than to eat the 

pounds of silage, 2 quarts oats, and as a ee a ot ao 
% much slough hay as they would eat. |" : “ 

: They are now in fine condition. The | intend to remedy this spoiling, or know 

F average weight of four of them was 1447 why ve ie t. 
: pounds each, on April 14, 1891. _— heavy to she and the man 

The cattle were fed nothing but silage | Who feeds os s daily, can use 
: and hay. Steers three year old this| brains to great advantage in both filling 

spring, ate daily 68 pounds of silage | #24 emptying his silo. 

: each, and 4 pounds of timothy hay.| Supr, Morrison—The farm institutes 
After three weeks of preliminary feed-|haye from the very first winter’s work 

E ing two heifers aad two lots of steers|in 1985.6 advocated the silo, not as 
were weighed, Feb. 23. Thirty days) thoughtless enthusiasts but by cureful 
later they were weighed again. The} investigation, and by the feeding trials 
average daily gain of each animal was as! of some of our best feeders. The fol- 

i follows: Heifers, 2 pounds each; first | jowing issued in July by our Experiment 
; lot of steers, 41-10 pounds each; second | station brings the latest obtainable in- 
E lot, 2 8-10 pounds, formation of the silo down to date and 

ia ‘The sheep (146) were not weighed, but | we gladly insert it. 
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF SILOS. 

By Pror. F. H. Kine, Madison Wis. & 
4 

Silo experience in the United States) lined with metal, and one with tarred 4 

now covers more than ten years, and so| paper. 4 

far as the economy of producing silage & 
ate . Ki E ‘ 

and the advantages of feeding it are eee tae yee of Mined thee ; 

concerned, there appears to be every-| OF the 67 silos lined wholly or in part i 
where, among those who have operated mii pond’ Beir alone, than onsale ; 

succe:sfu! silos, a strong conviction that showed come rotting at the time of the : 

good silage is a superior and cheap feed; | .xamination. The oldest of these silos 
but the same experience is now fast |), 419 been filled only five seasons; seven 
demonstrating serious imperfections in are rotting at the end of the second 

the construction of perhaps a majority of filling, and one, which was relined at 

existing silos in this country. Some the end of three years, has the uew 

silos have so saeay a a t0/ lining rotting after a single year’s use. 
become utterly useless for the perpees This appears like a dark record for the ¢ 
for which they were intended inside of | | 04 Jined silos, but there te a brighter 

three or even two years, unless they ae | side when the subject is studied in de- 
subjected to extensive repairs, while tail ‘ 

others have never successfully preserved Safe nite Sain Rew varieties we wood 

the materials placed in them. With a lining now in use, as follows: 

view to obviating these difficulties in 1. Asingle layer of matched boards, 

the construction of future silos, and of | .* Which there are two; one of these is 
suggesting remed'es for the defects of ibe niieee 4) homie aakinet tener 

existing ones, a study of the actual con- in the barn, and the other has been used 

struction and condition of silos now in one year only. In the latter of these, f 

use has. been ecard It - ba the silage spoiled a foot in at the cor- 

Pace bere tenon) poms o 2 ners, and from two to four inches on the 
facts observed and to make such sug- sition 

gestions as the present state of the 2 “Two layera of common boards 

study appears to warrant. without paper and unpainted. But one 

1. No. of Silos Examined. of these was examined, and this was 

Thus far 93 silos have been examined, | rotting in several places after three 

of which 70 are in Wiscunsin, 6in Michi-| years’ service. The silage had spoiled / 

gan, 6 in Ohio, and 11 in Illinois. Of|to a considerable extent in it, but it x 

these, 67 are lined wholly or in part| should be said that it was buil: of cull 

with wood; 10 are lathed and plastered | boards, many of which were worm-eaten 

with water-lime; 14 are stone, grout or| and even spongy in places. 

brick, with cement facing; two are| 3. Two thicknesses of boards sepa-
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Ee rated by strips of furring laid upon tarred ) Wood kept perfectly and continuously 

3 paper. Of the six silos containing this| dry, or perfectly and continuously sat- 

: type of lining, their average age being! urated with liquids which do not act 

F 8.33 years, every one has rotted, two of| chemically upon it will resist decay for 

them so badly as to require extensive | generations; while almost any natural = 

Re repairs before the silos are suitable for | wood, containing a suitable amount of 

: service again. moisture and possessing the right tem- 

P 4. One thickness of matched boards} perature, may rot in a very brief period 

. with paper on the studding. Thirteen | provided only that there be present in it 

: of these silos have been visited, six of | the living spores or germs which develop 1 

: which, with an average age of 8 years, | and multiply at the expense of the wood 

Pe are in good condition still, while seven | tissue. 

with an average age of 3.43 years,are| The ordinary kinds of wood-decay are 

E rotting more or less. processes of disintegration due to forms 

4 5. Two thicknesses of boards with | of life which develop from spores and do ’ 

E paper between, nailed closely and firmly | their destructive work where conditions 

BS together. ‘There are 45 of these silos, | are favorable, that is, where the temper- 

26 with an average age of three years, in| ature is right and the wood is, for con- 

b zood condition, while 19 with an average | siderable intervals of time, neither too 

EE of 3.4 years are rotting to some extent. | wet nor too dry. This being true it is } 

r The rotting which has occurred in |evident that wood-linéd silos should be f 

x most of the cases noted is by no means |so constructed that all lumber against i 

general and the conditions under which | which the silage does not lie, shall be | 

: it has occurred may be thus stated: continuously too dry to permit of decay, 

1. Rotting where there has been|while the lining itself should be per- 

= inadequate general ventilation,— eight | mitted to become dry, and remain 80, as 

i cases. fast as the silage is removed from it. 

: 2. Rotting where stone walls have| These conditions may be maintained in 

: been faced with wood,— eight cases. all comparatively dry climates, I believe, 

; 3. Rotting where boards came against |by adopting modes of construction 

beams or sills,— twelve cases. which insure very thorough ventilation 

F 4. Rotting where spoiled silage is| both of the silo pit and within the silo x 

: left piled against the boards,— four | walls immediately behind the lining; 

3 cases. but it may be seriously quéstioned 

5. Rotting where dirt is riled against | whether in damp climates, where the 

: or lies behind the lining,— four cases. | shingles of houses are largely moss-cov- 

' ered most of the summer, a simple 

P ——— ee Ventila-| ¥ ood lining can last long in any solo. 

e I believe that the rotting in every case < Peiat wee ths Wonk Linings oe 

we have thus far observed in the walls} The linings of wood silos have been 

of wood silos is attributable to imper- | treated in various ways to render them 

‘ fect ventilation, and that it might have | less liable to rot, and the following have 

c been greatly delayed if not entirely pre- | been observered: 

vented by different methods of construc-}| 1. Linings without paint of any 

F tion, kind.
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@, Linings painted with hot coal tar. | lime or cement, and where the work is ¢ § 

3 Linings painted with coal tar dis-| well done the great majority of the tes- a 

solved in gasoline. timony goes to show that the silage is , : 

4. Linings painted with hot coal tar} just as good in contact with the ‘ 

mixed with pitch. masonry, or even better than against : 

5. Linings painted with pitch alone. | the wood. a 

6 Linings painted with linseea oil] The water-lime coating, however, is 4 

and red ochre. not permanent. Both the acetic and 4 

7. Linings painted with linseed oil | lactic acids of the silage juices act vig- 4 

alone. orously upon the lime, in all varieties a 

As far as can be deduced from a study | of cements; dissolving it out and leaving “a 

of the cases visited, there appears to be | the mortar a layer of porus sand, which 3 

very little if any advantage derived from | is easily and deeply scarred with the 5 

the use of the paints mentioned. Some | fork in removing the silage and which e 

of the very oldest wood-lined silos I find | crumbles and rubs off under the hand, % 

unpainted, and at the same time per-| When this condition is reached, the o 

fectly sound, while on the other hand layer of cement becomes saturated with 

the silo having apparently the best coat-| the silage juices, and if the walls are o 

ing of paint has rotted more than any| not protected from frost, it freezes and 

other and inside of three years. cleaves off; where this is not the case, = 

If a perfectly impervious coat, which |in the older silos, the absorbed juices 

would remain so, could be applied to| undergo a change, which results in the ! 

the wood lining, this would, without| development of avery strong and dis- ‘ 

doubt, be of great advantage; but the} agreeable odor, which I have rarely de- 

coats mentioned, applied as they have | tected in the wood silos. The quantity 

been, leave innumerable places for the | of juices absorbed by the porous cement 

silage juices to enter the wood, and when} is enough to develop a thick layer of § 

this is the case there are two waysin| mould, sometimes covering the entire 4 

which the paint may actually hasten the | walls in the poorly ventilated silos and . 
rotting rather than retard it, thus: this, on drying, cracks and rolls up as B 

1. By preventing the boards, in places, mud does in the sun. While it is true : 
from becoming wet enough to keep the that the acids cf the silage decompose 3 

fungi from growing there while covered the cement of the stone silos, still the A 

by the silage. life of a single heavy coat, well put on ; 

2. By holding moisture in the boards and protected from frost, appears to be 

long enough after the silage is out to| at least ten years, and with a yearly 
allow the spores to develop and destroy white-washing with pure cement, [ have 

the wood. no doubt that a single coat of plastering 
might last twenty to thirty years. ai 

5, Monc'end Grout Mise. Where the walls of stone silos have 

We have examined fourteen silos| been left rough and uneven through in- 4 

which are stone or grout and twenty-|sufficient pointing or not plastering 

five which are stone or grout below and | them, the settling of the silage develops ’ 

wood above. The masonry of nearly all] air spaces against the walls, which re- 4 

of these silos is plastered with one or} sult in more or less silage spoiling; this 

more coats of some variety of water-|fact coupled with another, namely, taat
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a the earlier stone silos were compara-| pure water-lime each season, and this 

ce tively shallow, bas been, in my judg- | appears to have nearly neutralized the 

ee ment, the chief cause of unfavorable | acids and thus protected the lining, for 
eS criticism of these structures. The only | the only softening in this case was near 
* serious objection Ican urge against a|and atthe bottom. Three of this class 
E well built stone silo is its relatively high | of silos visited are round, thirty feet in 
ee first. cost. diameter and plastered with hair mortar 

E 6. Lathed and Plastered Silos. to which cement was added when it was 

: See i Ae applied. Here the greater rigidity of 
4 + i ~ mega ag rik pa the silo walls, the arched surface of the ; 

Ee thts three times, and the eee nor ee Sil Cheats ee eee ? shee é conspire to give greater permanence to : 

s only once or twice. No one of these the lining than in the rectangular silos, " 
: silos could be pronounced unqualifiedly ‘ 

B sound at the time of my visit. Indeed pies Se: = ae “ ae gies! j 
E : 3 thorough ventilation both of the silo pit * 
— one had been relined with wood after ' 
: two years’ service; one was being re- and of the walls behind the lath, to- 

5 gether with a yearly application of 
plastered in places, and three others Whitewash, the lining mayiieek 

@ had sume of the plastering off, two of coneus : emer " ie a long time. i 
B them large areas, when they were ex- 

P amined. They all showed cracks and | 7 2¢t#ls Shingle and Paper-Lined Stlos. 
- the disintegrating effects of the acids} We have at the Experiment Station 

z described under the stone silos. There} two silos lined with metal, one with 

are several very serious objections to} sheet-iron and the other with roofing 

} this type of lining: tin. They have each been in use one ; 

i. 1. The springing of weak silo walls | year, and in my judgment are not likely 
the treading and packing of the silage to prove satisfactory. None of the avail- 

t tend to break the clinches and loosen| able metals are in themselves proof 
“ the plastering. against the acids of the silo, and it is 

: 2. Careless use of the fork in remov- | difficult to coat them in such a way as 

P ing the silage will necessarily perforate | to entirely shut off the acids. The two 
} and break away the cement. varieties of paint used on the linings 

| 3. The softening effect of the acids | mentioned came off quite generally and 

‘a renders the coat liable to destruction | the rusting of the sheet-iron is very 
a from freezing and permits the silage | noticeable. Roofing tins are now mostly 
ig juices to wet the lath and woodwork | coated witb lead, and its compounds are 3 

1 behind, and by holding moisture against | poisonous. I have found it very difficult 

| them after the silage is removed, in-| to coat sheet-iron, even with coal tar 

| creases the danger of rotting. In the| which the acids do not attack, s» as to 

| silo which had been relined with wood | protect it on account of the small cavi- 

| it was stated that the boards were damp ties in the surface, containing air which : 

| when the plastering was removed a/expands with changes of temperature 

| month after the silo had been emptied land blows out, leaving minute pores 

+ and that some of the boards were already | through which the water and acids enter 

| rotting. Thesilo which had been in use | and eat under the rest of the coating. 

eld four years had been whitewashed with | There is less trouble of thissort with tin,
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but in either case the fork is certain to; or as nearly square as it is practicable te : 

cut through the paint and expose afresh | make it, because these forms give the 

surface to the action of the silage juices; | greatest capacity with the least amount 

and besides neither of them can be ap- | of side exposure. The long, narrow silos 

plied for less than $50 per thousand | are needlessly wasteful, both of silage 

square feet. and of lumber. I have visited one silo 

Thave seen but one paper-lined silo, | 12 x 27 feet, only 12 feet deep, and an- 
and it is very unsatisfactory. The paper | Other 16 x 48, 22 feet deep. Now asile g 
was held in place by cleats extending | 32feet square will have the same amount 

both up and down and horizontally. The | Of side exposure as the one 16 x 48, and é 
paper was badly warped and much torn. | for the same depth, will hold just one. ‘ 

The cleats interfere with the settling of | third more; while the same amount of 
the silage and tend to develop air spaces | Side in @ round silo will enclose more 
which cause the silage to spoil on the | than two-thirds more silage and will re 

sides. quire much less lumber to build it, be. - 

The two shingled silos were in a fair | °@uS° 2x 4 studding may be used, the 
state of preservation, and the silage is siding and lining acting as hoops giying. 

reported to have kept well in them. In| ‘he needed strength. 
these cases cull shingles had been used at|9. The Importance of Feeding From the 
60 cents per thousand. Top and the Use of Partitions. i 

Such a lining is necessarily less per-| Inthe construction of silos, careful at | 

fect, and I believe, not as lasting 48! tention should be paid to the area of 
plain boards, and when good shingles] surface exposed in feeding the silage 
are compared with good lumber, the/ Silage wastes much more rapidly when 

lumber is cheaper. fed from the sides than from the top, 

8. The Form and Dimensions of Silos. | and since the most economicai construc 

An ample depth of the silage is one of tion demands the largest possible feed- 

the first requisites of its keeping. I have | ing surface, it follows that the feeding : 

Visited silos 30, 34 and 36 feet deep, and should be, in general, from the top. 

all the evidence goes to show that the; The proper horizontal area of the 
best silage and the least absolute waste | feeding pit depends upon the amount ; 
is found in deep silos, while other con-| of silage fed daily and the rate at 
ditions being the same, the poorest silage | which silage becomes seriously injured 
and the most waste occur in the shallow| when exposed. I have not been able . 
ones. My conviction is that the best re-|to gather facts enough to settle this 
sults can hardly be secured with a depth |important point. The spoiling is cer- ’ 
less than 24 feet unless very heavy and | tainly more rapid in the shallow than in 2 

careful weighting is resorted to. The | deep silos, and more rapid when corn or 
importance of depth increases when|cloveris put in whcle than whencut, 

clover or other loose-lying material is cut | because it is impossible to feed the sur- 

in, and such materials should, as a rule, face down as evenly and keep it as 

be covered with a considerable depth of smooth. My impression is that the sil- 

corn to insure closer packing anda more | age should be lowered at least two in- 

complete expulsion of entangled air. ches daily, and that three would be bet- 

In form thesiloshould beeither round | ter. Taking three inches as the depth ‘ 
7 ‘
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i ies fed daily, forty as the number of ani-| waste, I have found the following prac 
ele mals, 150 days as the feeding period, and | tices in regard to covering: 

ie fe i 1.5 cubic feet as the amount fed to each 1. Some do not cover at all, and have 
ok animal daily, a round silo 17.5 feet in- | six to twelve inches of waste. 
oe . side diameter and 37 feet deep would be| 2 Some have used straw with no 

‘ a required. The same conditions would al- | gain and possibly greater loss. 2 
Ee ie so be met by a round silo 22 feet inside 3 Many use green marsh hay cut : 
ce diameter 24 feet deep with a partition! on, and sometimes wet, with good re- 
Ee te through the center. sults. 
: y Where all the silage can be fed con-| 4, A few use chaff with good results. 
: g veniently from one point and a large| 5. One has used boards covered with 
Pi fe amount of silage must be stored, one | eight inches of dry earth, which is used 

4 silo with partitions is not only much | afterward in the stables as an absorbent. 
: 3 cheaper, but better than separate struc- | Silage keeps well. 
a tures because the additional cornerscan-| 6. One used straw and weighted with 
40 not admit air from the outside when the | stone with poor results. 
oe pits are full and the round silo with par-| 7. Some use cut marsh hay covered 
bs tee titions makes less corners than the rec- | with plank, the cracks between plank 

s tangular one does. covered with boards, and the whole 
E:, Two inch partitions give ample| weighted with stone. Little loss except 

oe strength where the filling takes place on | at edges and corners. 
| both sides at once. Andifit is desired] 8, Others usea layer of cut straw, 
3. to fill one pit faster than the other,|then boards, then tarred paper and 

* temporary braces may be placed in the| boards again. Keeps perfectly except 
if empty pit and removed as it is filled I| at edges and corners. ; 
| believe that two thicknesses of boards! 9, Still others have used first paper, 

t with paper between make a better par-/then boards, and these weighted with 
tition than the two inch plank which ap-| stone, with good results. 

pears to be more commonly used. The testimony in regard to covering 
: fe I0. Smoothness of Silo Walls Essential, |is quite discordant. Some claim good 

results with a given method, while with 
ie Whatever tends to the expulsion and | others it has failed. Some have good 

exclusion of entangled air must conserve | results one season, and very different 
the silage, and whatever tends to leave| results another with the same method. 
or form cavities in which air can lodge| we need much more positive knowledge 

i in bulk, experience shows, leads to} on this point than is now available. 
: spoiled silage. Cross-rods, overhanging 12. Protection Against Rats. : 

ledger and Eee eae ane ved Nine of the silos visited have been in- avoided as they hold up the silage, form 
| t ing cavities into which air collects, en-| V@ded by rats. They ~~ usually by 

b abling the molds to grow. burrowing under the foundation walls, 
z coming up inside even where cement 

aE enn a eee has been used. But in some cases they 
| When the feeding of the silage does|have found entrance to the dead air 
| not begin very soon after the completion | spaces, then cut holes through the lin- 
| of the filling, a good covering lessens the | ings, usually at the corners. Their de- 

| 

| : 
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structive effects result from the admis-| material onthe market which cancom- + 
sion of air tothe silo, and when it is | pare with wood in cheapness of first cost; 

said that one man reports killing twenty- | and if a mode of construction can be de- 4 
six rats in a silo, the possibilities of | vised which will insure permanancy to 2 

damage to silage by this nuisance can | the frame work, and at the same iime ‘a7 

be appreciated. give an effective service of, say, ten years 

The surest safeguard against them ap- | to the lining, the essential demands of a ES 

pears to be covering the bottom of the | material for silo-building will be met by 3 

silo with a layer of small stones or grout, | it. The fact that we haye perfectly sound 5 

before the cement is applied. When the | all wood silos of five years’ standing a 
‘ cement is applied directly upon the | which embody only a portion of the 3 

ground the action of the acids soon soft- | principles essential to long life is en- n 

ens it to such an extent as to permit the | couraging for this type of construction. 2 

rats to penetrate it without difficulty. |1 believe there need Le no question 

about the entire adequacy of the wood 
er een ager sere frame and the ae outside, above 

Tf we should be guided in the con-| round, and I have great hopes for the 
struction of silos by the general testi- wood lining. i 

mony in regard to the liability of silage) In the construction of a wood silo it g 
freezing, the statement would be that | is important to have in mind the con- 5 
very little attention need be paid to this | ditions essontial to durability, and some ; 
point. of them will be here stated: <4 

It must be borne in mind, however,} 1. Only sound and well seasoned i 
that mos! of our silo experience has|jumber should be used. I have men- 5 

been gained during the past three years, | tioned the case of a second lining rotting ie 

when the winters have been exception-| in a single season. In this case the new : 

ally mild. Those owning older silos do} boards were placed directly against c 
speak of silage freezing, and some of the | those which were rotting, an equivalent 3 
stone silos testify to the destructive ef- to adding wood to fire; and when un- ' 

fects of frost. The general verdict is} sound lumber is used it is very likely to 

that the freezing, so far as silage is con- | contain either the spores or living fungi ‘ 
cerned, is more an inconvenience than a! which only require the dampness of q 
serious loss. When the frozen silage is] the silo and its warm temperature to ‘ 

mixed with the rest it quickly thaws,| carry forward their destruction. Sap- - 
and is apparently relished as well as if! 404, too, is much more subject to rot, ; 
it had not been frozen. All types of because it contains more food upon 3 
cemented silos must be built frost proof] which the fungi subsist; hence the ; 

- eee Ls re. 3S cee = sappy ends of studding should be turned 
but with wood silos the construction re- “a 

‘ : up and the sappy edges outward. The : 
mized tm preserve the silage and to pro- soundest boards should be reserved for Y 
tect the frame from weather, appears to the lining and the very best placed at 3 

be sufficient to prevent any serious tie bottoms. 

freezing during all except protracted ex- 2° Whenever the conditions are. fare 

aay oe wenehee: orable for the rotting of silage there it 
ao esmeten of WHEE Mie: is quite possible for the silo lining to 

At present prices there is no available! rot also, as my observations have shown, ; 

si Bi
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He and since ample depth insures better|lining is put on. The coating of the 
f silage, it may also be expected to better | boards may be readily done by boil- 
B ye preserve the lining. I have not met a|ing the tar in an iron kettle three feet 
ef et man who unqualifiedly says his silage|in diameter letting one man slide the 
| 3 is as good in the corners as at most|boards across the top while another 
ee. - other places along the sides, hence I| paints them with a well worn broom. 
: iP feel that rotting of the linings of these | The tar should be laid on smoothly, and 
EH places is likely to take place, and for| the boards placed horizontally to cool. 
ch this reason and because it is stronger | After boiling the tar down tothe proper 
a3 and cheaper, the round form, wherever | consistency, there should be enough fire 

E it can be used, is preferable to the|only to keep the tar hot. A wide board 
“| angular silo. should be at hand to throw over the top 
S 3. The large number of observed | °f the kettle to smoother the flames in 

| cases of rotting where dirt, stone walls, | °48° the tar should take fire trom over- 
of beams or sills hold dampness behind | heating. 
Et the silo-lining, coupled with the cases of} It would be less trouble, perhaps, to 
; | rotting which have occurred where there | put on the first layer of sheeting and 
oH has been imperfect general ventilation, | paint it, in place, with coal tar boiled 
I i show that perfect ventilation on both | until it is as thick as it will spread read- 

| sides of the lining is one of the first|ily when cold. By painting the first 
f | essentials to its preservation, hence, | lining and placing the paper, and paint- 
, i horizontal studding and the placing of | ing this just before the second lining is 
: | linings directly against beams or sills | puton,a very impervious wall must be se- 

should be avoided as well as the lining| cured. Such a treatment of the lining 
or stone walls with wood. would prevent the outer layer from be- 

E Silo Linings.—In the majority of|Co™ming damp, allow the inner to dry 1 cases the best results have been asso- | ™°Fre quickly after the silage is removed, 
| ciated with the lining consisting of two | besides rendering both more impervious 

F layers of boards with tarred paper be- to air, and it would seem, must be 
By tween them, but it does not appear a great HOprrooens x small — 

i essential that either should be matched; but only atrial for a series of years can 
: they should be of uniform thickness, positively settle the matter. 

however, and the narrower widths are The Sills. 
best. On account of the conditions| These should rest on a good stone 

. which work for and against the rotting | wall, well bedded in mortar after having 
of linings I believe a still more effective | their under sides and inner edges paint- 
and durab'e lining may be secured by | ed with coal tar, as described for the | 
painting both layers of boards on one | lining, and they should be everywhere at 

; side only with hot coal tar boiled until | least six inches above the bottom of the 
it is not sticky when cold. The tarred silo inside, and eight inches above the 
sides should be placed face to face in| earth outside. 
the silo, tarred paper between them,|} In the rectangular silos, where they 
and I would urge the painting of the|are deep, the sills must be anchored 
paper with cold coal tar after it is in | with iron rodsas shown in Fig. 4, but in 
place but no faster than the inner | the round silo this is unnecessary. Fig.
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4shows how the studding should be ROUND SILO, 180 TONS. tg 

placed on the sills and beams, if ina 20 feet inside diameter, 30 feet deep. 
barn, to insure ventilation. Foundation, 7.5 perch, at $120......:.... $2.00 a 

; Studs 2x4, hand 16 ft, 1.401 ‘tat gid... 93 - 
15. The Construction of Stone Silos Rafters 2x4, 12 ft., 208 ft, at $14... ....... 291 ; 

ae Roof boars, feacing, 500 ft..at $15.1...) _7 50 
I have visited some very excellent Shingles, 6M. at $3. oe saeseee 18 00 ; 

stone silos in Dodge county, Wis, one | hints. furcins ripped: 3.00 tt, at $18.. 5040 
of which is 14x24 inside, and 30 feet deep- bP paper, 750 Ibs., at 2c.......2. ----. 14 80 : 

OGL CAF. TDATWOL... 5c. cccosces-cserece Sam 4 
22 feet above ground. It iscovered out- ay ae sip teccanec, poe ecageerenee ae ; 

side with dimension boards battened, | Cementiig bottom. = ec. 500 j 
extending up and down and nailed to Carpenter labor at $3 per M.and board.. 33 17 i 

2x4 studding, held in place by hooked TOD. ccscerorensn, Soe varesenscrarss See 4 

pieces of band-iron laid in the walls; its The three silos are outside and wholly ; 

cost was $500. There are several silos| independent structures except the en- ‘ 

built on this general plan in the same| trance and feeding chute shown in fig 2, 

locality, one of ten and another of seven| which connects with the barn. This 

years’ standing, which have not frozen,|method of connection for outside 

They keep the silage excellently, but the | silos, while a little more costly, I feel 

cement is fast softening. confident, is much the best in the long 4 

16. Cost of Three Types of Silo Com- |TUD- ; < 
pared. There is no practical difficulty in fill- 

We give below the cost of a thor-| ing 4 silo 30 feet above the cutter, I have 

oughly built rectangular silo, and of a| Visited one filled 28 feet above, and sev- 
round one having the same capacity and eral 24 feet. The carrier, of course, must 

depth as the stone one whose cost was be longer, but the increased labor is rel- Z 

$500. atively small. A filling window ata : 

In these bills the prices of materials |!ower level may be and is in some cases 
have been set at the present local rates | Provided, to be used at first. 
here, and thé cost of carpenter labor| 47- Building a Good Silo oe Dest J 
has been placed sixty-five cents per M. It is much better, and cheaper in the | 

above what I know similar work to have | end, to start with the intention of build- 

been done for where the carpenters were |ing a thoroughly good silo, and it is + 

boarded. possible to do this when money enough 

RECTANGULAR SILO, 180 TONS. cannot be commanded at the outset. In 

14x24 inside, 30 feet deep. building tha round silo referred to, 

Foundation. 13.44 perch. at $1.20.......... $16 13] Costing $246.59 it may be put up and 

Bilin che, arid, 261, 300 teatgio --.-.. 4 o4| eed one or even two years before it is 
~~ ete., 2x10. sete ae tenet ae a completed. To illustrate, in this case, 

a » 2x4, 2 ray vay BI levees . . . : 
Hoof boards’ fencing 40 ai a8" nL 8% the siding, outside paper, painting and 
Feces, incl 3.57 tlatge ll a cementing the bottom may be deferred a 

Lining sur. fencing, 4,266 ft., at $15....... 63 84| one or even two years if really necessary, 
Tarred paper, 426 Ibs., @62¢............... 8 52 . : : 
Coal tar, t barrel... 450/ the only serious inconvenience possible 

Raiisand hinges 77). 10 op | being the freezing of the silage. This : 
ting DOttOM.........-.0-es22cceeee- 5 00 imini: i i 

Meee a tackes gsc p yo | ome _Giminiah the immediate cosy 
Carpenter labor at $3 per M. and board.. 41 16 | $94.76, making the first year’s expense . 

ie a IO ie Gq
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Ei Fis. 1.—Showing the construction of all-wood round silo. Sills 2x4’s cut in sections on a radfus 
of the silo circle, bedded in mortar and toe-nailed together. Plates the same, ‘spiked to tops of 

i Btadding. Studding 2x4’s one foot. apart. Short = may be used lapped to get the = 
i Bixteens and fourteens will give a silo 30 ft. aur Lining made from fencing ripped in two. rut ; 

iS side sheeting the same. Siding for silos under 28 feet, outside diameter, common — rabbeted; 
iis for silos more than 28 ft. outside diameter, common drop siding or ship lap may be used. A, shows 

| Sep yee 
| So eee CE ere ne oil boa lian et touting ieee oe ta beams aah ees tae 
i\ 6 ft., and about 2.5 ft apart. 

t 
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| “ay 2A shows mbsts ar is adnited betwoon the studing to vena behind the ining. 
the feeding chute. CO, filling window. The cupola is essential for perfect ventilation. 
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Mia. 3.—Showing method of laying and levelmg foundation of a round silo, and a round silo with 
asincle partition. A, center post with top of proposed wall. BB, straight edge boards nailed te 
fakes driven it ground. C, straight-edge fixed to turn ona pin at A. | BB are all nailed level with 
top of post A. D, partition in round silo. It may maces so as to come in the middle of thesingle : 

line of doors, letting the same doors answer for both ‘ 

i 

( i] 

ei WL t Z 2 Fie. 4.—Showing the construction and _ventila- e 
WZ 4 | ee tion of the walls of a rectangular silo. The sills 

Bee SK Eso are two inches narrower than the studdi 
C f LBA YIP yith to leave alr space between ellls and lining. A, 1 

xe 7s qu two inches of mortar made by stirring sand inte 
aN er coal tar, boiled until it is hard when cold. B, is 

FET OR past en bolt anchoring sill to wall, placed about four feet 
zZ ar Plo cem apart. C, ventilator between studding. 
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ct 418. Suggestions Regarding the Repair of | The cases of rotting against sills and 
i. Existing Silos. beams are the most difficult to meet. It 
ot The matter of ventilation is the first | iS of course, important to prevent the 
on: Point requiring attention. This can be | Potting f:om extending to the sills, and 
i secured ia most of the silos which have | ‘2 some of the cases this may be done 
4 1 carefully constructed dead air spaces, by providing ventilation behind the u 3 by removing the upper board next to lining and then removing the lower two 

4 the plate or by sawing out sections be- | feet of lining, facing each stud with 8 
: tween each pair of studding. These | Wedge shaped strip about an inch thick ff openings may be covered with netting | at the bottom, letting it extend down- 
E as shown in Fig. 1, if desired. eg across tosec sill. Process: ae i ining is restored, and the w: 
E 1 Aap ragg rel oe — penis es made flush with it, the ventilation will 
7 i ring used to carry the lining, I believe help to protect both sill and lining. 
a0 the best way will be to remove the lin- — 

Ht ing, take of, the strips of furring and DISCUSSION. J ae apply sound lining directly to the 
a ie Paper, putting on new paper where the rue ey 
p | old is injured. Question — Is adamant a good mater- Ht Where stone walls have been faced ial for plastering silos? 

ti with wood and the lining is rotting, I have examined this material with 
Ah the wood should all be removed and the | reference to the action of acid upon it, j il wall plastered, so as to bea little more and find that it is not acid proof; it is HH than flush with the lining above, and attacked by the acetic acid of silos and | those who have walls which set back more vigorously by muriatic and sul- 

hh under the lining above should face them phurie acids, each rendering it softer 
i out flush. A jog outward into the silo and less impervious to water and air. I 
i] below is often admissible, but the re- am not certain, however, that it will not 

Hy verse never. prove as satisfactory for the silo as any 
L i Where only small patches of lining | of the cements, for in the laboratory it 

WW are rotting, it may be best to cut out | is acted upon less rapidly than most of 
Wh the rotting wood and paint the edges | the cements, but I know of no actual 
i well with carbolic acid or creasote oil test in the silo. 

| tokill the germs. Then fit in a block Question — In painting with coal tar, ait and nail over it a piece of tin and paint which is best, to thin with gasoline or 3 Hi this with a coat of hot thick coal tar. put on hot? 
i Where dirt has been banked against | My observations convince me that sim- 

a the lining, it should be removed and ply painting plaster, brick or wood sur- 
i the bottom lowered enough to let the | faces with coal tar, or “gas tar,” thinned 
i boards become dry when the silage is | in gasoline does not completely fill the . 
i removed. pores of the materials to which it is ap- | 
| Rotting silage should not be allowed plied. 
i to remain in the silo. When it must be| Ihave immersed dry brick in boiling 
| left for a time, it should be thrown into | “gas tar,” and then, after they became 
i the center away from the walls, oold, susperd-d theminwater. Treated 

i 

i 
i 

| —
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in this much more effectual manner,|very offective if care is taken to 
they increased in weight nearly as| patch up such breaks as may occur from 
much as other brick not treated, but of | year to year with the use of the fork in 
course, much more slowly. When the emptying the silo. 
“gas tar” is thinned with gasoline it Question — What is the best shape 
penetrates the surfaces more deeply, but | for a silo? 
leaves all of the larger pores and cracks! For preser?iug the silage in the best 
Spee, acting moe as oil does which has condition, for cheapness of construction, 
Bo paint in it to make it thick. | for strength and for facility in filling, I 

On the other hand, if the “gas tar” is regard the cylindrical form far ahead ‘of boiled until it is not sticky when cold fs z : any other, and where a separate struc- and then applied hot, it adheres perfect- ture is to be built, in most thi 
ly and closes up all the large and smal! 5 : a eee s . form will be found the best. pores and holes alike, ma king the surface : 

80 treated, almost completely air and Questiox — What is the best depth 
water tight. This treatment, however, | fF @ silo? 2 ee 
cannot give a perfect lining to a lathed If it is practicable to avoid it, no silo 
and plastered silo. My observations |®b0uld be less than 24 feet deep. 
show that the springing and jarring, inci-| vEsTion—Is it necessary to build 
dent to filling and emptying silos, are | the silo walls very strong? 
almost certain to break the clincheson| Yes. The pressure might be unusual- 
the lath, and allow the plaster to fall off. | ly large where the filling is uneven, and ] 
Such a treatment will certainly make a| especially where the silage is dropped 
much more effectual lining as long as it | Constantly in the center and only dis- 
lasts, but aside from the danger of fiak-| tributed once aday. In such cases its ; 
ing off, the fork may be thrust through | center is highest and the silage tends te 
the coating of tar at any time, thus ex-|slide outward against the sides. We 
posing a place for the juices to act.| used a strong side pressure upon the 
When this coating is applied to the| walls to prevent the silage from shrink- j 
stone plastered silos, and to brick] ng away, leaving space for air to cirou- 
Kined silos, I feel that it must prove| late. ; 

HOW I FEED DAIRY COWS. 

By C. P. Goopricu, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

assimilate and manufactvre these foods 
Enstligent Feeding. | into milk. This way of feeding or “fore- 

I believe that the true way to feed | ing,” as some term it, is objected to by 
dairy cows for profit—and profit is what | some on the ground that this cow ma- 
we are all after—is to feed the proper | chine will sooner be worn out. Suppose 

food for the production of milk, to the full | for a moment that position is correct. 
capacity of the animal’s power to digest, ! Is there a sensible man here who would
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ot. think of running any other machine | ject Prof. E. W. Stewart. You will 
i. that takes a certain number of hands to| find the subject quite fully treated of 
c a attend, and a certain amount of power|in his work on “Feeding Animals.” 

ah to get up speed enough to do any work | But it is not true that high feeding of 

i at all, who would run his machine at|cows if judiciously done, so as not to 

2 one-fourth or one-half its capacity, for |impair their digestive organs, will tend 

“he the sake of making his machine last a| to “ wear out the machine.” More cows x 

Pe: little longer. are “worn out” by under feeding than 
a Profitable Feeding. by high feeding. I have had them last 

be with high feeding, with scarcely any 

b Then suppose you had a steam diminution of their powers, till they were * 
2 a thresher that could do first class work 15 years old. 

é & up to 1,500 bushels a day as its limit. 
i Be: Is there any man here who would think ‘Milh Producing Feed. 

RE. it economy to run such a machine with] To make the greatest profit in dairy- 
ae only steam enough to thresh 500 bushels | ing the cow should be fed and managed 
F I} 8 day for the sake of prolonging its life} in such a way asto make her consume 

. i ayear or two. It would take nearly as}as much as possible of good milk-pro- 
i be much fuel to get up steam, the same| ducing foods. To do this she should 

3 ee: engineer, the same feeder and other|have the greatest possible variety of 

We attendants, but his machine might last | foods. Her appetite —her likes and dis- 

: is 11 years instead of 10. Such a man you | likes— should be catered to as much as 
: i would unhesitatingly pronounce foolish;|can be consistently. In summer her 

4 is but in my opinion he would be wise in-| pasture should contain a great variety 
Hy deed compared with the man who! of grasses. And when my cows are put 

a would run his cow machine at anything | in the stable to milk twice a day they 
Ht less than its full capacity. The cow,|have some good clover hay, and they 
Ht unlike the thresher, improves by use, | never fail to eat some, no matter bow 

WE for animal nature has the faculty to| good the grass in the pasture is. They 

Wh adapt itself to the uses to which it is|also are fed in summer, except some 

“Hl: put, up to a certain limit. In other|of them that are dry a short time 
i: words, the more and better milk you| at that season, all the grain— corn and 

i i manage to make a ‘cow give, the more] oat meal or bran — they will eat, which, 

a and better milk she can give until that| of course, is not nearly as much as they a 
Wt limit is reached, as you develop her] eat in winter. In winter they have as 

HH capacity to do so, and this improvement | great a variety of fodder as possible each 

Wy will be, in a measure, transmitted te her|day—clover and meadow hay, corn 

a progeny, so that the heifer calves of a| fodder und straw, with a grain ration, 

Hi cow will be better thun those produced | in two feeds of from 12 to 15 pounds. I 

HW before such development has taken | observe the greatest regularity possible 

ie place. In that way each generation will|in feeding, having the same kind of 

tH be better than the preceding one. These | food given at exactly the same time 

Hh facts I have demonstrated to my satis-|each day, so that they are never wor- 

Hh faction in my own experience. Others | ried or disappointed by having one kind 

Hi have done the same thing and I cite|of food thrust before them when they 

i you as very high authority on this sub- | are expecting another kind. 

ii ) 
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How i Freep Dairy Cows. 107 

Economy. too much grain and it not be observed 7 

To produce milk as economically as|5til she refuse tc eat, when it will ; 
possible I try to provide the neces- probably be too late—her digestive or 2 

sary elements in that food which will|ams permanently injured. When I 4 

cost the least, having due regard all the | Wish to instruct anybody how to feed my 
while for the likes and dislikes of the | Cows I have to go, taking him with m@ 
cow herself, for I believe her pleasure | #24 show him, and show him more than F 

should be consulted as much as the | 0nCe, too. F 
housewife consults the pleasure of her| I willsee what I can do to further ; 

family when providing food for them. | give an idea of how I feed. If lonly i 
If oats are cheaper than corn meal and | had my cows here I believe I could show 3 

bran, I feed oats mainly for a grain|you. IfTIonly had you down there it , 
ration; but if two tons of oats will buy | Would do as well, and I will have te 2% 

three tons of bran, then I make the ex- | take you there in imagination. ‘§ 
change. Chemical analysis seems to in-| You may stay just as long as you have 
dicate that good clean wheat bran is|® mind to, if you only treat the cows , 
fully as good as oats for milk produc- | well. Now, just imagine yourselves all 
tion, but my observation seems to prove | down at my house three years ago, be- 

that oats are, at least, a little better. |fore I hada silo, because silos are not 
Corn is usually a very cheap grain tood,|Very plenty yet, and I want you to 
but itis too carbonaceous and should | know howI fed them then. You will 
not be used for more than about one-| have to get up at half past five in the 
third of the grain ration. Corn ensilage | morning, and go with me to the stable: ; 
made from well eared corn is the|I shall take some good clover hay and 
cheapest food I can provide for my|PUt it in the manger. You observe “ 
cows, but it is not of itself a perfect that I give more to one cow than I do to 
ration but needs to be balanced up with | another. I know just about how much 4 
bran or oats and clover hay. they will eat, and I want to give each . 

cow all she will eat up without leaving 
Carefulness is Profit. any to breathe on. 

Ihave been trying to tell you how I ye 
feed my dairy cows, but I am sensible that Order and Regularity. ® 
T have failed togive more thanaslight| After the clover hay is fed the milk- x 
general idea of it, for each cow has her|ing is done. Every milker has the 
own individual capacity which differs | same cows to milk each time. He com- 
from every other cow, which must be | mencesinthesame order, and milks about : 
studied by close observation and ac. | the same rate, never hurries and never 
quaintance, before the feeder is able to| lags, but as near as possible every time 

do the best that can be done. I never| alike. Ifthey are going to talk at all 5 
could tell anybody just how to feed my | they must talk all the time. Sometimes 4} 
cows. Inever dare give instructions to | we have had a boy and agirl out there ‘ 
have as much grain fed as I feed, for no| milking. Now then if they are going x 
one who is not intensely interested in it|to do any sparking, they have got te : 
and in ful! sympathy, I might term it,|k-ep it up, but asa rule that does not : 
with the cows, willbe able to feed just | work very well. The best milker I ever 3 
right. Some cow might be fed a little | had was a very musical fellow. He used 4 

a 
C 
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| I to sing, but he had a different tune for) most starving; what ails you? I have 
; ia each cow. Now if he should have! peen feeding you 9 pounds at a feed 

1 ‘ changed his tune and sung Old Hun-|twice a day and yet you don’t act 
5 ie dred to the Yankee Doodle cow you see | gatistied. You are all right, you make 

. ia the motion of his hand would have been | good use of it. Here goes two meas- 

cs | slower, the milking would have been| yres, I don’t know but there’s ten 

4 Ve different, the cow would not have} pounds. Never mind, you shall have 
a been pleased at all, would not have) as much more as this at night if you 
at given so much milk, and it would not} want, you are making good use of it.” 

: have been as good. After the milking|] want you to take alook at this cow 
\- is done I take a basket with some grain | and see how bright her eyes are. She 

a which is 3g bran, }{ ground oats and 4] has a long face and strong jaws, she can 
| Bi corn meal by weight, and I-come along} crunch an ear of corn down with per- 
mt to the cows. You will have to allow me| fect ease. 

, to forget that Iam here. Iam going to] “Qh,” but you say ‘How sharp her 

| be down there and I shall talk to my} backbone is.” That is true; it sticks up 
th. cows just as I do there. Now here is|six inches. But come around here and 

i Beauty. ‘Beauty, you are a pretty nice}see what an immense girth she has; 
Hl cow. I don’t just exactly like you be-|such a capacity for eating; how broad 

“HH cause you are a little bit dainty, you|sheis. “Yes,” you say “how her hip 
| can’t eat quite enough to suit me. You! bones stick out.” I tell you those are 

i don’t act very bungry, you have been / points of beauty about this cow. Her 
i having six pounds of grain ata feed,/ hams are thin, there is a place for an 

Mt - here goes five pounds, that willdo for|immense udder, and she has one. 
Ht you now.” The next one I come tois|}«] don’t see as that is much of an 

a Mollie. “Well, Mollie, you act a8|ydqder.” Yes, but I have just milked 

| though you could eat; you are a fair) twenty-one pounds of milk, and that 
) cow, but there is considerable short-| milk has one and a half pounds of but- 

th: horn about you, you are taking on flesh;| te, in it. Think. of that. Now, this 

ea that won’t do, but then I cannot starve | Lizzie cow is the delight of my eye. 

ban you, I can’t do that, hereshe goes,|But you say. “Is she hardy?” Ain't 
ii seven pounds, you can eat that, and | a cow hardy that will make 3 pounds of 

i Hi Mollie you will go to the butcher in the| butter a day? But she can’t stand 
ih 4 spring. If you want to live with me) hardship, she can’t stand cold; the fact 
i you musn’t put your food into flesh.” is I don’t believe she has ever been 
i Next is Jane. Jane acts hungry, she| where it was cold enough to freeze. In 
i wants more thanI will give her. The Sep ember as soon as there are frosty 

it fact is she has been giving milk about! nights she and all the rest of them 

H! ten anda half months and she hasgot|are put in the stable, and kept in 
i todry up. “Jane, I am sorry for you I| nights if the weather is cold or stormy. 

| can’t give you much. If I give you all| I let them out to drink in the day time, 

i you want you will have the milk fever} but they drink and come right back. 

Hii! when you come in; be reasonable and | Lizzie will be just crazy to get back to 
Hi} satisfied.” Now, here is Lizzie. How| the stable. This feeding and milking is 
i good I feel every time I see Lizzie. all done before breakfast you under. 
I “Lizzie, you act as though you were! stand. After breakfast, say eight or 

it! 
i 

i 
HH
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nine o'clock we go and let the cows] Question—How long does it take to 

out to drink and they drink pure water | milk? 

that is warmed up, to say, fifty or sixty} Mr. Gooprica — It is done as quick 

degrees, so that the chill is off, and if it} 48 °an be without bothering the 

is cold weather only a few are let out at|Cows. I have held the watch on the 

a time so they don’t have to wait. If it | boys, and it averages about six minutes 

is pleasant they stay out in the yard a| to the cow. 7 

little while and have some marsh hay.| Quxsrion—How do you break a 

At noon they are given a good feed of cut | heifer? . 

pont fodder, and at night about four Mr. Goopricu — There’s very little 

o'clock they are turned out to drink breaking to be done. I have very little 

again, and what is left of this corn énonble, 

fodder is thrown out for bedding, and i 

by the way, every time they are turned | . Mr. Porrer—If one of your cows has 

out there is a good lot of straw put in so injured a teat do you recommend a mille- 

they have good bedding all the time: |'"& tube? 
The last thing at night the mangers are| Mx. Gooprrca—No,I think you are 

filled up pretty well with good clover | likely to do more damage than good. 

hay. All this is gone through with Mr. McKrrrow—If a cow kicks the 

every day until they go out to grass. hired boy, which do you discharge? 

They have good pasture and all they] Mr. Goopricu—If a cow kicks the 

want to eat besides, and they will eat | hired boy I blame the boy every time. 

just about half as much grain in the} Qursrron—Do you ever try to harden 

summer as they will in the winter, ex-| your cows by letting some one have them 

cept those cows that are nearly dry. who would abuse them? 

DISCUSSION. Mr. Goopricu—-Three years ago on& 

farm I own, a little way from whereI 

Mz. Conver--How do you salt? live, [had a tenant who was to furnish 
Mr. Goopricn—I intend to let them | half the stock. My cows didn’t do 

have what they want, all the time. I}. 

don’t want it mixed with the food so ve tae ate er et eae 
die and I took them away, those that . 

= ghaea get aegis salt than they want, were not so hardy. The cne I left there ; 

Now, I give ensilage twice a day in-| 7 thought could stund it. After a while 
eet ot ng dry ose fodder. I a boy came down and suid that the cow . 

= ot a Shier pounds was sick. I went over to see and she 

ie enetlage at = Seed Gwinn 2 day: to\6ech was just breathing her last. That is the 
. cow. , 

way my cows stand hardship. 

Mr. McKerrow—Do you have any bet-| Qurstron—What age do you prefer to 

ter results? have a heifer fresh in milk? 

Mr. Goopricu—I think they hold out| Mr. Gooprica—Two years. 1 want 

better thar they did. I feed them|toset them at work at the business of 

cheaper. Of course I don’t feed as much | their life when they are young so they 

grain as I did. I feed about eight| can develop a good capacity for giving 

pounds, and there is four pounds in the | milk. I think I can develop them inte 

ensilage. | better cows coming im at two years old
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ee when they have been forced right along little while the boy would say, “Well, I 

ES and get good growth. guess it will clear up pretty soon,” but 

i If they have been under fed they won’t | it didn’t. 

ae be any better developed at three years} I bad twenty cows that were making 

| i than they ought to be at two. twenty-eight pounds of butter a day 

fe Quesrion— What breed of cows do you| regularly. I knew to a quarter of a’ 

a. keep? pound how much we were going to have, 

a Mr. Gooprrcn—I have no full|It dropped right down to twenty-five 

1 \ << blooded cows of any kind. My cows| pounds a day and never was gotten fully 

i” nearly all descended from Ayrshires, back. I couldn’t help it by feeding for 

: i but they are graded up pretty well with I was feeding to their fullest capacity 

| yy Jerseys. already. You can believe they don’t 

| ie Question—In case the milker sings|stay out now in storms. 

| = the wrong tune do you lose in quantity] Now, suppose they had been left out 

Ae = or quality? in another cold rain and another shrink- 

Wh Mr. Goopricu—A little perhaps in]age had occurred. And then the next 

i quantity, but more in quality. I believe|day suppose they had not been fed all 

is that the variation in the butter from] they wanted, still more shrinkage; then 

We day to day is due to some excitement or | after that suppose I got a stranger who 

at disturbance to the cow. If she can be] wasa little rough with them to dothe 

: i kept perfectly quiet, and contented, the] milking, there would have been still 

: 1g flow of milk and the amount of but-] more falling off. 

ae ter fat will be almost the same, other] You see I couldn't stand but a few 

WL. conditions being the same. such before the cows would not pay for 

‘ iW Qurstion—Do you think that being} their feed. I went away from home 

AM: out in alittle storm injures a herd of|once for a couple of weeks, and 

a cows any. left a stranger to milk the cows I had 

; i . Mr. Goopric —1 know it does. I} milked, and there was a shrinkage of 

ay: know that whenever the flow of milk is}ten per cent. in the whole herd. The 

F I i checked it cannot be gotten back again | shrinkage in the cows I had been milk- 

A i} : without very much trouble. It cannot | ing was 20 per cent. 

fs i x be gotten back to where it would have] Mr, Evererr—Did you ever have a 

3 Hi iz been had not the shrinkage occurred. cow il! used by hired help, and while 

i it My youngest son, about 21 years old, | there would be a good flow of milk there 

| i i has charge of the farm, and as he has a| would not be any butter fat in it? 

i good share of the money that comes} Mr. Goorrrcu#—I have found that ill 

ei from it, he is pretty careful. usage reduced the per cent. of butter 

j | Last October one morning they were | fat. 

HE turned out of the stable, and there came} Mr. Witson—How do you warm the 

. one of those drizzling rains. I suggested | water? 

i to my son that it was rather uncomfort-| Mr. Gooprich—With a tank heater. 

i , able weather for the cows to be out. He Mr. McKerrow—Can you take marsh 

' i ; said, “Yes, but I guess it won’t rain a| hay and straw and feed them and get as 

1h great while.” Now 1 really hoped it| good results as if you feed ensilage and 

) i : would rain all day so he would learn | bran, and cotton seed meal and al! those 

|, i something by it, and it did. Every | things? 

Vt 
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Mr. Gooprrc —I never tried it. to their progeny with reasonable cer- 7 

Mr. McKrrrow—Do you think the| tainty. In this way you would estab- 3 

milk would be just as rich on poor feed |lish a breed. Somebody over here a 

ason good feed? objects to stanchions. My cows are put 7” 

Mr, Goopricn —I don’t know. Iean in stanchions before they are six months ; 

tell you some things I do know. I know | 0/4, and they are brought up to them ES 

that feed will make a difference in the and do well. < 

composition of mil, and I don’t care Quzsriox — Do you milk with dry or 3 

how many scientific Germans or Ameri- wet hands? & 

cans say to thecontary. IknowIturn-| | Mr. Gooprica —Dry hands every ‘= 

ed my cows out on grass one spring, but | time. 
4 

gradually stopped feeding grain, When| Mr. Burxman—Do you believe it is a 

they were having both grass and grain | well to have them dehorned? a 

15 cows had given four hundred pounds} Mr. Gooprice —The horns are of no ‘ 

of milk a day, making 18 pounds of but-) use that I know of. 3 

ter. In two weeks after I commevced| Mr. McKerrow—Do you keep up & 

stopping off the grain, on the good|your herd of cows by selecting the 

grass, mind you, the quantity of milk | heifer calves from the best cows? 

had not shrunk at all, but the amount] Mr. Goopricu— Yes, every time. I 

of butter had gone down to 15 pounds 8] feed them new milk for about a week. 3 

day. Ifed the grain again, and after @| Then it is partly skimmed, and in about 

while brought it back to 18 pounds. I] three weeks they are on full skimmed ; 

simpy watered my milk by withholding} i), Then I give them a little oats, é 

the grain. bran and clover hay. I keep feeding 

Mr. Burxmax—Is there any benefit in| them milk until they are seven or eight 

feeding grain when you send your milk } months old. “ 

to a cheese factory? Mr. Appotr— What do you consider 

Mr. Goopricu—They ought to test} skim milk worth for feeding purposes? 

the milk and pay for what they get. Mr. Gooprich— For feeding pigs I 

Mr. May—Do you have any trouble|have experimented and a hundred 

with cows leaking milk? pounds of skim milk made as much “7 

Mr. Goopricu—No, I don’t. My cows| growth asa half a bushel of corn. It is . 

are nearly all descended from one cow, worth to me this year twenty centsa 

and that don’t run in the breed. hundred. It is worth the most fed in 

Mr. McKerrow—You evidently think | connection with corn to hogs. 

there isa good deal in feed. Do you) Question —How much do you get $ 

think there is anything in breed? out of your cows on an average? 

Mr. Goopricu—I believe that breedis}| Mr. Goopricu— Last year 1890, we 

produced originally by feed and care. | milked 20 cows and the average was 320 

believe that after a great many genera- pounds of butter. 
‘ 

tions of good feeding, feeding for rich Question — How much in dollars and 

milk, you would have slowly but gradu-| cents. 
i 

ally developed a type of cows so that a| Mr. Gooprice — $76.00 for the butter, 

character for giving rich milk would be-| then I counted the skim milk $10.00 

come fixed, and they would transmit it | and the calves $3.00, that makes $89.00. 

«=
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Bl eo My butter netted me twenty-four cents | has ice on it all winter it won’t do. It a for the year 1890. I eslimate the food| ought to be warmed up to fifty or sixty. fn for a cow costs about $30.00. I figured] I know they drink more. 

BR about $20.00 for the labor laid out on Quzst10on— Don't : E = you think that A 6ach cow and the making of the butter, some breeds of cows make a firmer but- : a That is $50.00 per cow. That gives me ter than others? 
a a profit of $39.00 besides the manure. | a ae Mr. Gooprico—It may be so. I i enn — Ghee ee peer See eee ee ; f Mx. Goonmsm— Rusty pomndeohae make firmer butter than others. ; 
a if silage a day for two-hundred and fifty} Ms. Burtoy—How would you pick : io days makes five tons for the year. That |0Ut @ good cow from astrange herd? 

mh is worth $1.00 a ton, that is $5.00;aton} Mr. Goopricu — Ihave failed in go- 
cif of clover hay worth $5.00 and one acre|ing it so many times I don’t think I 

i ' of pasture tv run on—I will call that} could tell anybody else. 
2 $5.00, though I think it is too much.| Mr. Convey—Does a heifer from o : s Then one ton of bran at fifteen dollars. good cow always prove to be a good 
at Mr. Evererr— Does the quality of cow? 
4 food and water effect th it 2m spaconae wate eeeoe a Mr. Goopricu— Not always, if she 
3 F Mr. Gooprica — It certainly does. has a long line of ancestors that were 

Question —Isn’t well water good good milkers she will stand a pretty 
i enough without warming? igen ' k Mr. Gooprica —If I could have water| Mr. McKerrow — What would you Wh at fifty degrees I would not be at the| cross a Jersey with to make a good ! trouble of warming it, but where it is| cow? 
iW pumped by a wind-mill into a tank, and| Mz. Gooprica — More Jersey. 
A 
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AFTERNOON SESSION—MARCH 18th. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P. M. Sup’t Morrison in the chair. 

SWINE HUSBANDRY. 

By A. SELLE, Mequon, Wis. 

Pooling Experience that the prices of hogs again begin to 
in presenting to you this paper on | rise next year. 

swine husbandry, it is not my intention} The same price fluctuation we also ob- 
to teach you anything new, neither do|Serve with the little piggies. Some- 

I claim that I aw an expert, but simply | times they are almost unsalable, while 
to give you the benefit of my experience, | at other times they readily sell at $3 a 
in this branch, and I hope that it| head and more. 
may be of some value to those who like 
myself, look for improvement by com- Mrveting tock: 
paring their own experience with that of} In the raising of hogs, the most im- 
other farmers. portant part is the proper selection of 

No branch of stock raising is subject | breeding hogs. The old long legged, 
to such fluctuations of prices from one|long necked and shy animal that is 
year to another as hogs. The price|known under the name, country hog, 
often doubles itself inside of two years, | razor back, Missouri hazel splitter, and 
and again declines 50 per cent. of itself | when scared at almost anything, laid its 
m tke same period; one reason for this|long ears well back, and went off in» 
is, that hogs can be increased and de-| grunting gallop, with aspeed that puts 
creased quicker than any other stock. &common race horse in the shade, is 
When hog raising on account of fair| now a thing of the past, at least in our 

prices and cheap corn, this year in-| region. 
creases, then the next year’s market{ No other branch of stock has, in @ 
will be flooded with hogs, anu prices!cumparatively shor time, experienced 
will certainly go down considerably. | such genera! changes as the hog, and 
Now, the corn crop may be: failure wir success certai: y depends on .he 
fall short of the expectation and its proper :election of breeders, and care 
price advancing in consequence then | has to be exercised te breed animals 
most farmers will rush to get rid of|that combine a quick developmant of 
their porkers, sell their corn in its|body with capability of fattening. 
natural state, or use itforother purposes| The region and locality also has . be 
more profitable than feeding it to the|taken into consideration in selecting y 
hogs, the consequence of this may be, breeding avimals, also whether pastur-
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rf age or pen feeding will be their princi-| the better, in order to be able to nurse 

pal reliance. a large number of pigs. 

It has further to be considered,| Wild and unruly sows, andsuchasbave 

: whether the market calls for meat hogs, | the bad habit of killing and eating their 

: or for lard and bacon. young, should be entirely discarded for 
breeding. 

: Clean, Healthful Pens. 

Fc From the description of suitable hog- Perconienn: Mires: 

pens, I may as well abstain, as far-}| Of more importance than the sow, is 
mers will not easily make any alteration | the selection of a breeding boar, as he 

; in such existing institutions; and if|may be mated with hundreds of sows 
they in general suit the purpose, often/ during his life-time. A young boar 
the simplest and cheapest are the best. | should not be stinted in food, and should 

But the hog-pen ought to be in such | be kept growing till he is a year old, 
8 condition, that no one need be afraid | but at the same time, must not be al- 
to go into it himself. In dirty mud| lowed to get too fat. Now some per- 

holes in which we can only get around | sons who have never kept but common 
with alantern in broad day light, and| pigs, are very apt to think, that their 

where we get the liquid manure into/| full-blooded boar is getting too fat; as 

the boot-tops, no bog can exist decently, | the roundness of the body with the 

much less can it thrive or grow fat. small growth of bone and offal parts, 

Daring summer and fall, or whenever | leads bim to believe that the pig is not 

the weather is dry and pleasant, any | growing as fast as he should. 
building is good enough for hogs, and} When a boar is full-grown, he will 

God’s green earth, for a floor, and the} not require rich food, but enough to 

clouds and blue sky for a roof, is just as/ fill his stomach and keep him in good 

good a pen as the best. Although the/strength. A boar should not com- 

hog likes to wallow in the mud during | mence to serve, until he is at least ten 

hot weather, it will look for a dry place | months old; one service is sufficient; al- 

to sleep at night. lowing more is only wasting the strength. 
In selecting the brood sow it has to| When heavily worked, I feed according- 

be well observed, to select one with well| ly; a daily ration of oats is very good. 

developed characteristics of the respec-| In winter I feed corn ensilage, clover 
tive race or stock, in order that these| hay cut fine, scalded or steamed and 
will be transmitted to her progeny, and | mixed with some middlings and skim- 

to select one that is born in spring and! milk. Some persons think when they 

from a mother that has distin-} buy a thoroughbred pig he could live 

guished herself in raising namerous|on a smaller quantity of food than a 

pigs in each litter. Only the soundest | mongrel, and the consequence is that 

and strongest animals of a litter should | the animal goes backward and the pur- 

be selected for breeding. Besides the| chaser begins to growl against pedi- 

general characteristics of a sow the! greed stock. 
following points are very desirablg Daily exercise with enough of plain 
A light head, a long deep body and at | food will keep the boar in good health 

least twelve developed teats, the aa and vigor.
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Care of Sow and Pigs. advisable to feed the sow too heavily By 

When well provided with food and during pregnancy, for she will either 2 

stabling it is best to have the sow breed | Stow too fat, or develop the young ones , 2 

pigs twice a year, and to let her take the | too much, and both cases will tend to ae 

boar in November and April, so that she | Tender birth difficult. Exercise in the i x 

will bring the pigs in March and Sep- | PD air is very beneficial to pregnant a 

tember. In spring the pigs may be al- sows. 
5 x 

lowed to go out into the pastures right Farrowing Time. é 4 

hand sit _ are therefore A - ~— previous - — the i 

If September pigs are raised, they en be separated from the rest, C 

will be well developed before severe and put ina scparate pen. Long straw é 
should not be used for bedding, as the 7 

cece came, and any one who has @ young ones will easily hide in it, and a 

dairy and makes butter. can make good are liable to get smothered; a few a 

oe of the skim milk, and next spring | baskets ‘full of finely cut straw is the 3 

will be found 8 fine market for6 or7 | jest for bedding. The sow should not “ 

months pigs. bs fed with anything the first day after " 

Without milk, proper food and a dry | <he has given birth to young ones, and 

pen, the young pigs easily get stunted, | fo, the following three or four days only : 

and anybody who does not have these | sloppy or liquid feed should be given. . 

things, had better leave hog breeding | Care has to be exercised, not to overfeed x 

alone, at least in the fall. the sow, in the first three or four weeks. a 

“The sow should not be let to the boar and the quantity of food should be in- we 

at the beginning of the heat, but when | creased gradually. Mouldy feed, dam- ‘. 

the sexual desire has reached its height, aged grain and sour swill should & 

about 30 or 36 hours from the begin- | never be given to breeding sows or pig- = 

ning, as its duration is generally three | gies. I have observed that the sow 

days. 
likes salt very much at this time, andI 

The advice of many breeders, to have | always keep on hand a mixture of good 2 

a.sow only once a year with young, can- wood ashes, salt and some chaik, and Fi 

not always be followed, and it is best in | give a few spoonfuls of it daily. 3 

my opinion, to be guided by nature. As| To prevent the accidental or careless ; 

arule the sow will get into heat again | smothering of the young ones by the 

about six or eight weeks after she has | sow, round poles should be fastened x 

given birth to pigs, and when nature is | ground the walls of the pen, about eight ‘ 

not satisfied, then again in three weeks. | inches from the floor, and one foot from ¢ 

Many sows are very restless at this | the wall, behind which the young can 

period, and it is not unusual that stable | escape. But if the sow is a natural _ 

doors, fences, ete., have to be fixed every good breeder, all these precautions may > 

few days. It is best at such times to | not be necessary. 
‘ 

confine them in a pen by themselves un-| At the side of the pen of the sow, I - 

til the paroxysm of heat has passed. have erected another small pen, and ‘ 

The day of coition of the sow should | both connected by smail openings, 

be carefully noted, to determine the | tbrough which the young pigs can slip; ‘ 

time when pigs will be born. It is not |in this I put shallow vessels, as old pie * 

; 

aaa 
:
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FA 4 plates, etc., with sweet milk, also soaked | hogs, that will produce a nice, tenaer 

] wheat or corn, to induce them to learn | meat, streaked with fat, I select from 

4 eating. early developing stock, at the age of four 

Bi When the trough of the sow is long | to seven months. 

Bs and shallow, so that the little onescan| On account of the rapid digestion, 

a easily reach in, and the feed is prepared | hogs cannot assimilate all the nourish. 

: a in a proper manner, lukewarm, and| ment from the dry food, and this should 

a ee : mixed with sweet skim milk, the young | be prepared in such a manner as to make 

4 pigs at the age of three or four weeks | the loss as little as possible, either cook- 

ht will commence to eat, without having |ed or bruised. To feed the hogs until 

: this little side pen. all partshave changed to fat I do not 

2% Sunshine is very beneficial to the lit-| consider profitable, for the fatter they 

| tle pigs, and doors should open to the | grow, the slower they increase in weight. 

5. ia south. It is a good plan to have a mix-|To begin the fattening with rich food 

} ture of clay, salt, ashes and charcoal, in| from the start, is a wasting. Corn or 

| a trough, so that they, the sow and pig-| peas should be left for the latter part of 

Te gies, can get it whenever they want it. | that process. Some rules have to be ob- 

i | The most prevailing disease of little|served in fattening, to insure success. 

We | pigs is diarrhoea or scours, caused mostly | The best rule is to have the provision 

. il by improper food of their mother, but; food succeeded by one more nourishing, 
7 i another principal cause is a wet and| and when the appetite begins to dimin- 

. dirty stable, and the foul effluvia rising | ish, to feed less in quantity, but more in 

ia | from the liquid manure that has gather- | quality. 

‘ ed below the floor. The time for feeding should be kept 

Wn! To prevent this, the stable floor should | as regular as possible, else the hogs 

4 be made solid, say cement, and have an | grow restless. The pen also ought to be 

ih inclination or fall to one side, to drain | kept somewhat dark, and provided with 

te the liquid manure. Also admit plenty | dry bedding. As much as the breeding 

ay of air, and scrub the floor with fresh| animals need exercise for their pros- 

a lime water, once a week. Sometimes|perity, the hogs for fattening, need 

at it is sufficient to change the food of the| rest and quietness. An old proverb cor- 

; ee | mother, and so give a spoonful of pow-| rectly states it thus: “Rest and quiet- 

A i H dered caroway, anise and fenugreek | ness is half of the fattening.” 

a twice a day. To encourage appetite and digestion, 
i. If the stable is as it ought to be and aI give daily some salt-ashes and anti- 
A little care is exercised in proper feeding, | mony. 

: H then all this is needless. Always try to raise the best and what 

i 4 Fattening. the market calls for. Raise hogs when 

Hilt The hog fattens very quickly compar-| they are cheap so you will have some 

: Mi ed with other animals, but it requires a| for sale when they are dear. 

i corresponding amount of food in quan-| With alittle care and when well pro. 

Ht tity as well as quality. A cheap and| vided with proper food, stabling and 

HH quick fattening depends greatly upon | pasture, in order to give them exercise, 

Nt the health and age of hogs, as well as|hog-raising is no trick at all, and it is 

Hi upon the season, and the condition of | almost as easy to raise a litter of pigs as 

Wr the food. For the fattening of meat | itis toraisea patch of Canada thistles. 

Tah 

Hie 
HH 

qh 

Ht
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HOG PENS. 

By Geo. Wy.iz, Leeds, Wis 

Comfortable Shelter. hon found to the large expensive hog 
In order to realize the best results in| house where any considerable number of 

raising swine, something in the way of swine are kept under one roof isa diffe 

comfortable shelter is an absolute culty in keeping it clean. Insuch a pen 

necessity. Occasionally we find a far- itis hard to arrange ventilation to keep 

mer with the idea that an expensive the air pure and healthy. At farrowing : 

hog house is necessary to the profitable time with ten or twelve or more sows, : 

handling of swine. Where we find one | all in adjoining compartments, if one 

such farmer however, we are liable to’ sow steps or lies on a pig, all the others 

find a dozen strongly imbued with the spring to their feet and pandemonium 

idea that a straw stack ora wire fence! ensues. If one sow that necessarily 
conserves every purpose or perhaps, must be fed is given anything, others 

present circumstances forbidding the | that should be kept quiet or fed very 

outlay considered necessary in that { little, get up and expect the same treat- 

direction, they allow their swine just | ment. The tendency of the whole es- 

for the present or until something turns |tablishment is toward irritating the 
up, to shift for themselves on the old | tempers of the brood sows, which should 
root hog or die principle. After anex-|be avoided at farrowing time. The 
preience with almost every method of | Jarger the hog house the colder it be- 
sheltering and feeding swine, we have|comes in winter and in summer itis 

: come to the conclusion, that an expen-| difficult to arrange for sufficient access 
sive hog house at least is not one of the | to pasture; Another strong objection is 
requisites necessary to the profitable|that the expensive hog house must be 

production of pork. Your blue-blooded | a permanent fixture, and where many 
aristocrat of the human family is} hogs are kept, any one who has had ex- 

satisfied with nothing short of a| perience knows that the ground sur- 
modernized Queen Ann with a| rounding it after a year or two becomes 
eut stone foundation. But your filthy andimpregnated with the drop- 

blue-blooded aristocrat of the porcine] pings of the animals. They are also 

species with a gilt-edged pedigree trac-| liable to make unhealthy wallows 
ing nowadays through ponderous] in close proximity with the pen and these 
volumes of hog lore is satisfied with | wallows are almost impossible to keep 

4 any shelter that keeps him warm and_| filled up when the ground is used per- 
dry. manently for swine. All this tends to- 

A Well Filled Trough, ward an unhealthy condition of the : 
in a “pigs eye,” is more appreciated than | stock, and health above everything else 

the grandest design in architecture ever | in raising swine is of the first import ' 
invented. In practice the objection we|ance. In fact the only point I have
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FH za been able to discover in favor of the ex-| desires, Iam talking to farmers who 
a es pensive hog house is that it is a little | may think as I used to, that an expen- 
et more pleasant for the feeder in a cold or | sive hog house is necessary to raise fine 
a eS stormy day. pigs. And while recommending cheap- 
( - Inexpensive Pens, ness andeconomy in the way of hog- Ae 

= s oa The pens that have given us the best lee sic noe ae bd Re maderaoaes 
“a satisfaction are small inexpensive insig- | 2™%8 sea anyshing ts pond eon | F 2 26 a el tora hog.” The essentials to be secured A E nificant affairs, costing from $5 to $10 are health, comfort, warmth and cleanli- ; each. , The strongest point in their ness and any outlay of money that goes 
. e favor is health, fewer *hogs being kept beyond this must be regarded in about 
n E under one roof; this one point of health the same light as a prominent breeder 
me = should oyet-pslna00 a oP regarded his experieive 30x60 hog house. 
mi jections that might be urged against Said he: Its not much account forswine, 
iA them. When the ground around the but 1ts awful nice to show to visitors: : pen becomes foul by continued occupa- 

‘ e tion, these pens are easily moved toa ee 
i | fresh location, and the ground pre- Era 
; , viously occupied by them plowed up SRO 
By and a crop or two raised from it, there- Fa ERAN 
de by purifying the soil. After two or te du BPS 

. three years it can be again seeded to sie eee Er oe eR 
HY. grass and the pens returned to their Bacia Re ak NS 
at original location. A rotation of hog- eer 
ie pens once in two or three years goes| Bill of lumber for this pen is as fol- 

H i farther in the direction of maintaining | lows: 256 ft. inch boards 1x12— 16ft; 
| fertility than anything I bave ever tried. | 6-2x4— 16 ft. 12 bats 16 ft. long 4 inch 

ht With this kind of pen, or as many pens) wide. 
i ft of this kind as may be necessary for the 
il t number of hogs kept, the original out- 
i Hie lay for pens is reduced to a mere noth- 
i f ing in comparison with the large hog 
Mi house. They will pay for themselves 
i ; every year they are used. With this 
Ws: system, less than half the labor will 
Wis keep the pens clean; they are warmer, i 2 
‘ia the air is purer, the young pigs are Bill of lumber for this pen 502 ft. HHI healthier, and large numbers at any 1x12 —16; 8 2x4, 16; 20 bate 16 ft. long 4 Wi) season are prevented from piling up to-| iach wide. 

i le gether. At farrowing time each brood A Brasting Bow, | sow is isolated from the others, thereby| Nine-tenths of all farmers throughout jl Ie being removed from anything liable to j the country make use of young boars and WH | make them irritable or restless. Bear| sows for breeding purposes. A boar i f in mind I have no wish to prevent any |six to ten months is used one season Mt k farmer with plenty of money from | and then discarded and another young HH F building as expensive a hog house as ro put in his place; this is a mistake, Hi 
1 | 
Wa 

Hf Hi 

Ht Y tk 
re aes
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capecially when the boar proves a; width when closed, but when clear open 2 good breeder. Whena very prepotent|is about double that in width. The 
sire is found it will pay to buy brood | steps on both sides can be made adjust- 
fows to be bred to him. The objection | abie if desired, but I have found that an 
usually urged against keeping a boar is | adjustable stepon one side makesa fit 
that he gets too large and heavy for ser-| for almost any sow from 200 to 500 Ibs. 
vice. With the breeding box illustrated | or heavier. 

<~S | " a 
< BA rs 

2 TR a vA 

Poke ee pe Ns 

ee en | 
herewith any sized boar can be bred to! We have used this bor for nearly all 
any sow. our sows, old and young, this season, 
The difference batween this breeding | and we find that a young boar will serve : box and any box of the kind that I have |a large sow much more easily in the ae ever seen is that this can be adjusted | box than out of it. For a young boar s almost instantly to fit any sized sow | and an old sow a small platform for the a after she is in the box, both as to width, | boar is placed behind the sow. The ¥ height andlength. The front end is bet- sides at the rear end are made slanting s ter if boarded up tight. A four or six because the height of the steps are : inch board nailed across the top four or | more easily adjusted in that manner i five inches back from the front end and there are no sharp’ corners in the a would effectually prevent sows from way for the Loar to fall against in get- is getting out over the end. The “chin ting off. 3 rest” for the boar so often seen on other The iron rod to hold the sow in the 3 boxes is not necessary with this as the] box isa piece of gas pipe one and a quar- 5 adjustable steps for the boar’s feet ef-| ter inches thick. The boards through © 4 fectually prevent his feet from slipping | which this rod passes must be good 4 down between the sow’s body and the sound fencing six inches wide. On the = step, so that his weight is at all times on inside of these boards and up tight 3 the steps and not on the sow. The | against the shelves or foot rests, @ piece a adjustable step or shelf is six inches in of 2x4, about two feet in length should a
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a be nailed to strengthen the shelves or | short time. But 1 don’t believe in pen- 

ih foot rests, asa heavy boar will some-|ning up much. Hogs need plenty of 

: times place nearly all his weight on | range to keep healthy. 

¢ them and they must be stout. The| Mr. Arnotp—Tell us about training a 

S| ; two straps of iron that make the steps | hog. 

ff adjustable are eight inches each in| Mr. Wytrg—lt depends on the man 
Be length between the screw holes, one | whe handles it. You can train a hog to 
a quarter inch thick and one inch wide.|do almost anything if you use him 
Bh Two small bolts through the shelf with | kindly and don’t try to force him. I 
| iz the nuts up (or twoone and a quarter | don’t approve of ringing hogs on general 
iB inch wood screws will do) and two wood | principles. If hogs are fed on the right 

| Screws at the other end hold them. The | kind of rations, they won’t root much. 
mt pin and pin holes at the upper end al-| If you are only going to keep them a 

Ht | low the step to be adjusted to the | few weeks and turn them to market it 
: ‘| width of the sow in the box. At the | might pay to ring them. I raise hogs 
i. front end of the box are two pins, one largely to sell as breeders, but I would 

| on each side with different holes for | not pen them up too closely if I were 
at the raising and lowering of the front | feeding them for pork. 
5 IF : ends of the boards supporting foot-rests; Mr. Monrap— How much do you 
3 H | the method of raisin z and lowering the | yajue 100 pounds of skim milk for feed- 
: | rear ends will be readily understood. ing hogs? 
A I The floor is put on crosswise; two laths Mr. Wyse — Under ordinary con- 
f HF on the bottom lengthwise make it slide | ditions skim milk is worth about 20 cts. 

, Hi easily in moving. a hundred pounds, that is, when fed 
WE! The adjustable step, the method of | alone; but it is worth more than that 
s | | fastening in the steps or adjusting them | feq in connection with something else. 

ay as to height, the slanting ends of the box, | t¢ ig worth more fed with corn than 

TBE and the application of the gas-pipe rod | with most any other ration, skim milk 
Hl | in connection with the same are what | and soaked corn for young pigs can 
i f i is new, and so faras I am aware have | hardly be improved on if cost of produe- 

Elev or ce he hl | YY 80) enoug’ 
ie breed in this box. ‘The diminsions are | ,CVESTON Are pa a ne 

AM 2tt.4 in. wide; 2 ft. 6 in. high; 4 ft. ee ee ee 
ii | : long on top and 6ft. long on bottom—all | M8. Wytre—The oats would be better 

I | Eee inban eiabeck cian ie ground for young pigs and even then 

HL you are not getting the right kindof a 

Wh ——- ration. You know skim milk 1s one of 

HM Discussron. the best bone and muscle feeds there is, 
Wh and so is oats. After a pig is past a cer- 

| } Es Mr. McKerrow —How would it do to | tain age, if you will give him all the 

Hit ‘ have a movable yard that you could | skim milk he can drink, and give him 
it | put in front of either one of these pens | plenty of exercise, you can safely give 

WAR) if you wanted to pen up afew brood | him all the corn he will eat, and have the 

WA |e hogs? best ration of any. That is working on 

Hl | Mr. Wyu1e—That is all right for a | the principle that the profit is in the 

Bh | 

i 
HHH 

i 
| 
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first 200 or 250 pounds. It needs judg- | Qurstion—How old do you have your 
ment to feed right. Wehave had some pigs before you wean them? 
mighty good hired men at our place,) Mr. Wytie—I never wean them. The 
but they never make a success as pig| whole success of swine raising is right 
feeders because they lack that interest | there in the matter of weaning pigs. A far- 
in the business that ownership gives. mer sees a brood sow getting kind of thin 

Mr. Fremmyc—At what time would | When the pigs are about four weeks old, 
you advise the farmer to have his pigs | 82d he says, “Those pigs have got to be farrow? weaned,” He goes to work to construct / Mr. Wxtze—Not much before the | @ little 8 by 10 pen and catches the pigs 
15th of April, generally. Thereare very and puts them in there, and the sow 
few men in this state that can raise two| turned out, and in one or two weeks litters of pigs with profit. The first lit- they are pretty effectually weaned; the 
ter must be too early in the season and profit has been all weaned out of them. 
the second must be too late. There is A pig never should realize that there is 
nothing so detrimental to a young pig such a thing as being weaned. It never 
as cold weather. If any man can do it | Should know when it Ceases to depend 
in Wisconsin, it is the dairyman who|°" the dam and begins to depend on has lots of skim milk. you. All the feed that you can get your 

: pigs to eat after two or three weeks, 
Mz. Haywarp—How is rye for your when they should begin to eat, is just pigs? . so much saved on the dam. They will 
Me. Wyure—First rate. wean themselves if you feed them right. 
Mr. Haywarp—How would you care Scarcely any of them will be suckling at 

for March pigs? ten weeks old. 
Mr. Wyt1e—I would rather take care} Quxstion—Did you ever weigh your of ten brood sows littering the first day| Pigs when they were two or three of May ‘han two the first day of March. | weeks old and then in one week after- 

The trouble is they don’t get to the| ward, tosee how much flesh taey had 
ground. The young pig needs fresh | taken on? 
earth aad grass and warm sunshine.| Mr. Write—My only experience with You will have too keep March pigs shut | weighing was with a litter of eight. We up. You can only give them fresh dirt| weighed that litter the morning of the 
every day and see that they have ex-|day they were eight weeks old. They 
ercise. weighed exactly 400 pounds, an average 

- sty of 50 pounds each; these pigs, however, 
Pa ae “bg you feed vegetables to a pigs and were better cared 

‘or than the average. 
Mr. Wyre — Yes, I feed a certain Mr. potion what particular amount of mangelwurzels. age or size can you make pork the cheap- 
Question—How many pounds of pork | est on them? : : can you make from a bushel of corn? Mr. Wyr1z—A well bred pig handled Mr. Wri1e—That is a great big ques-| rightly, will give you as large returns 

tion. Twelve is possible, fourteen may | for the food he has consumed along be- 
be made. The average Wisconsin far-| tween fifty and one hundred pounds as mer makes between six and eight. he ever will.
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| oo Mr. McKerrow—Then at what size|don’t any more. The atmosphere in 
| 5 will it be most profitable to dispose of | our kitchen used to get hotter than the 

, ree him? water, and we had to quit. We warm 
fe: Mr. Wyire—He is making gain right | the water with a tank heater in a water 

q Per alcng and doing well, up to 200 or|tank. We start the fire in the morning 
J - 250 pounds, On general principles, when | and by noon it is up to 70°. 

3 : a hog gets to be about 250 pounds, you| Question—If pigs have black teeth, 

i & had better let him go, and put the feed | does it hurt their health? 
wh over into a younger pig. Of course,! Mr, Wyrre—No, that is on a par with 
nm the market and other things have to be| hollow horns in cattle. 
nl considered. He ought to weigh that} Mr, Brmis—I butchered pigs this 

Bh when he is seven or eight months cld.|fall at seventeen months old, that 

my A pound a day is very good gain. weighed 350 pounds. 

nm Qurstion—How would you care for} Mr. Hyarr—With a well balanced 

hi brood sows prior to farrowing. ration in the winter do you feed ashes? 

Bi Mr. Wyrre—Iwould have mature| Ms. Wyt1e—My hogs always have 
bo brood sows in the fall in rather thin con-| ree access to salt and charcoal and 

a dition. I would begin feeding gradually, wood ashes. Our sows are fed roots 

Ht start them to gaining and keep them | about this way, one meal a week during 

wih gaining through the entire winter clear | December, two meals in January, three 

dB |. up to farrowing time in the spring, when | i2 February and four in March, and 
i. I would have them in good strong flesh | Clear up to farrowing time they get 

tah | and heart. Now if that flesh that you| four meals. Clover hay might do as 
: a put on during the winter is put on with well to a certain extent, but I would 

1m corn, the pigs won’t amount to much, rather have the roots. i 
i Pk so we don’t put it on with corn, we h a it pay to winter 

TH put iton with a combination of oats, | 2°88 ‘°F P ‘ 

; i 4 shor's and corn in about equal parts. ee * oo 

i We feed the oats the first thing in the |“ ee ee ee 

: H | morning, spreading them out thinona winter anything but his breeding hogs. 

Wa dry floor so they cannot bolt their food. Mr. Ousen — What = the cause of 

ih} i . They can only pick up a few grains at a brood sow eating her offspring? : 

We) time and masticate their food. Atnoon| Mr. Wynre—A diseased condition 

We we feed them the shorts made into slop, | of the system. If she is fed plenty of 
Hi H. and we feed it warm. Ihave found out| roots previous to farrowing time and 

vi) | by experience that a pig's stomach is a| gets plenty of exercise, she won't do it. 

ii il very expensive place to warm ice water.|Then again at farrowing time they 
H You can better afford to warm that|should be fed something laxative, and 

uh i water with cord wood. Two bucketfuls| very light at first. 

Hh of hot water will warm nearly half a bar-| Question—Do you breed from 

iit} 1 ; rel of slop and you might warm it on the| mature dams? 

HAE kitchen stove, but that will dependa| Mr. Wyt1e— Yes, mainly. 

i Hi t- good deal on the disposition of your} Quxstioy—How long do you keep 

nh | wife. We used to warm the water for| them? 
We) | the pigs on the kitchen stove, but we] Mr. Wire — Usually not longer than 

HH 
HATH | 
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four or five years. When you have| have been wintered a run of a month or i 

something as good or better to take her | six weekson grass alone will put their 
place let the old sow go. system in the best possible shape for 

_ Question — Is it possible to keep the | utilizing the corn to the best advantage 
dam from losing flesh rapidly while | when you begin to feed it. 

suckling her litter? Qaxstion— What is s good daily 

Mr. Wrz —I don’t like to say that} gain for hogs on pasture? 

it can’t be done, as most farmers don’t Mr. Wyitrze— On grass alone a hog K 

feed their brood sows enough; and | will make little or no gain whatever; 

take it for granted that she will lose flesh | grass as an exclusive food for hogs has 

anyway. With a mature sow and not| been greatly over estimated; as far as 2 

too large a litter it can be done. Young] gain made is concerned about all there 

sows and old ones, too, with good sized | is to grass for swine is that it keeps the 

litters will be apt to lose some flesh | system in shape to utilize the grain fed 

even if fed all they will eat of the best|to the best advantage. If you ‘feed 
kinds of food, good brood sows always | grain to swine on grass the amount of 

get alittle thin while suckling. In fact} gain will depend entirely on the amount 

a fleshy sow is never a good suckler. | of grain fed, the more grain you feed 

The feeder however should do his level | the less grass they will eat, this is why 

best trying to make them hold their] I favor a run of a month or six weeks on 

own. grass alone for hogs that have been 
Qurstion—Do you feed dry or wintered, and then putting them ona 

soaked? full ration of corn to finish them up 

Mr. Wytre—We soak corn for| quickly. 
spring pigs until the new corn is ready Question —In what manner should 

to feed. What little corn we feed brood | corn be fed to hogs? 
sows while suckling is usually fed in the} Mr. Wrrm—I usually feed mature 3 

ear dry. Shorts we always soak between | hogs corn in the ear; for pigs shell and 

feeds except in the winter. soak, I don't think it pays to grind corn 

Question — What is the best pasture | if it can be soaked? ; 
for hogs? Question — Does it pay to grind oats 

Mr. Wytrz—I think white clover a| for hogs? 

little the best, but red clover isgood| Mr. Wyrie—In feeding oats to 

enough and easier to get. young pigs ifI had plenty of shorts to 

Question — When should hogs be} make slop I would soak the oats. In 
turned on clover, at what stage of| the absence of shorisI would grind the 

growth? oats and make slop with them for 

Mr. Wyire — When about 4 inches| mature hogs such as brood sows during 

high. gestation I would feed the oats dry 

Question —Should grain be fed to| without grinding. 

hogs while on clover pasture? Question—Isit advisable to cook 
Mr. Wyuix— Spring pigs and brood | food for swine? 

sows should be fed about all they can| Mr. Wyire — An occasional meal of 

eat in addition to the clover. But if | cooked food is good by way of supplying 

you have some shoats or old hogs that a variety. But the conditions under 

BIO dal Sik Mak 2: > i
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: , S which it will pay to feed cooked food | of water, give each pig a teaspoonful three 

| yt exclusively are very rare. A large crop|timesaday. Another good remedy is to 

et. of pumpkins or potatoes that there is no | parch wheat flour until brown, and mix 
L market for would justify the feeding of | with skim milk and feed in the same 

fy considerable of them cooked and mixed | way, or if the pigs are old enough to eat 

: | with meal. feed ina trough. This last is an excel- 
bd Question—Which is considered the|lent remedy for scours in calves or 

in 4 cheaper wheat or barley at the same | young colts. 

| | price per pound? Question—What is the comparative 
| ; Mr. Wyx1e—I would take the wheat | value of a bushel of corn fed in June or 
BL and grind it as it makes the best kind of | July when the hogs have the run of a 
j ; : slop. good clover pasture or fed in January or 

He Question—Can you make hog raising | Februarry with the thermometer 20° be- 

Pe ft a success without dairying? low zero? 

rE Mr. Wyire—Yes, but dairying makes| Mr. Wyt1m —Over 100 per cent. in 

; : it easier, that is if you are making but- | favor of summer feeding. 
He ter. Question — Under what conditions 
i Question—Can you tell us anything | may corn be fed exclusively to hogs? 
q | about the feeding value of whey? Mr. Wyi1e—When they are being fin- 

a Mr. Wynie—As whey is usually fed it | Shed up for market. : 
Le has no value infact. I think it an in-|. Questiox—How many breeding sows 

| jury to feed sour, acid whey to young | Should run together during gestation? 

by pigs, and even fed sweet I don’t think it | Ms. Wrx1e—With plenty of room we 
| much value, unless a certain amount of | low 15 or 20 during the first halt of 
L| shorts or meal is mixed with it; fed in | Sestation, but later we divide them up, 

| this way it has a feeding value, but not | Putting those of the same size and dis- 
t half as much as skim milk. position together as near as possible. 

| Qursriox—Have you had any experi- The last month four or five old sows is 

Fh ence in raising fall pigs for fattening the as many as we allow together. = 
; Question — Is it essential that pigs 

next summer. . 
. ‘ should have any corn until 60 days be- 

; Mr. W yie—Yes, pigs farrowed after | 5,14 marketing? 
| the middle of September as 8 rule o-| te Werse—Under certain nda 

dom pay for raising in this latitude, | i, may not be necessary, but you should 

SORE Pas BLO Vy difficult to make| pomember that corn is cheap feed us- 
thrive in cold weather, and we should ually, and I always feed some corn from 

H for eee them = = —. the time a pig is old enough to eat it. 
H conditions as possible when weather is Qurstiox—How many pounds of pork 

S| — can you make from a bushel of ensilage? 
: H Qvestiox—What is your treatment in] Mr. Wyt1e—That will depend entire- 

a case of scouring in young pigs. ly on the amount of corn in the ens lage, 
i Mr. Wyire—There are several reme-|If there is no grain in the ensilage I 

H dies- first hold up on the feed of the | don’t think your hog will get very fat on 

i dam cr change it to something else. If | it, and if there is grain in the ensilage, $ 

H this does not stop it take a lump of alum | the hog will eat the grain and leave the 

ie the size of a walnut, dissolve it ina pint | stalks and leaves, 
b | 

Ht 

H ai
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Question — Does barley make good] Mr. Wyrie—I think thereis not much food? difference, the progeny will as a rule be Mr. Wyx1e—I don’t like barley to feed | a compromise between the two as re- : by itself, pigs get tired of it very quick | gards size. 
unless you are very careful in feeding it,| Quzstion—How do you kill lice on * 
it is best mixed with something else, | swine? 
such as bran or shorts. If I had only} Mr. Wvyiie—Take kerosene and lard, bran to feed it with I would grind the equal parts, melt the lard and pour the 
barley and mix the bran with it, if I had kerosene into it, make a swab by tying 
shorts, I would make slop of the shorts rags on a stick and apply at once. Two and soak the barley without grinding. applications, allowing a week to inter- 
Question — In the absence of skin ven will unusually be sufficient. Crude 

milk what is the best food for young | petroleum oil will answer the same pur- 
pigs? pose of the lard and kerosene, but is not 

Mr. Wrire—Good shorts, middlings always so easily obtained. or ground rye made into slop and fed in Question—What is the size of the 
connection with soaked corn, small pens, that you gave the bills of Question—How about rye for brood lumber for? 
sows during gestation? Mr. Wyutt—The A shaped is 8 ft. by 

Mn. Wrure—I don’t think it a safe 8 ft. on the ground and the roof is the 
feed for brood sows at that time. same. The other is 16 ft. long and 8 ft. Quest1on—In increasing size which is wide, 7 feet high in front and 31 in the preferable, 8 coarse boar or sow? back. ‘ 

Se earaee eae —— Se 

SHEEP HUSBANDRY. 

By Mr. Gro. McKzrrow. Sussex, Wis. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: | understand meas advising you to keep 
Knowing that I cannot do this subject | sheep on brush and weeds, for if you 
justice in the short time allowed me, I| do, you will not have success. 
will strive to bring out what I consider} There is no animal on the farm that 4 a few of the important points in the| will do more in keeping up the fertility 

business. of the farm. 3 First, I will speak of the advantages; Iam not here to raise a question of 
of sheep husbandry. Sheep, for the! breeds. We have many good brecds of 3 food consumed, the money invested, and sheep. The American Merino cannot 7 the care expended upon them, will give|be beaten in the world for wool pro- ; as good results as any line of live stock. duction, and yet its breeders are 
There is no animal that can be kept | changing their tactics. * They must 5 upon the farm that will assist in clean-| breed larger, stronger sheep with more 

ing it up, freeing it from weeds and mutton qualities, sheep with more con- 4 brush as well as the Sheep. Yet don’t| stitution, so that their progeny will be ;
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‘ stronger and need less care, and the; Nowastothe money to be made in 

= dams will be better fitted for providing | this business. 

br for their progeny. Located as we are Good Prt 

r in Wisconsin, near some of the largest P Z . S 

2 cities of the west, and upon high priced - = i. end = ae = zone — 

2 5 lands, to make this business succe-sful, a = oie pes cones eaeey 

BE we must turn our attention more to the ae eee See a Ee aad His 

; mutton side of this question. There is bead ay “get vee r, $5.10 

Ee no class of meat produced that is cleaner an . €. ay gees something -_ 

Ee or healthier than mutton; the people of ‘ es S . out six weeks ago I 

P our cities are growing in their apprecia- sent a fow fat wethers, two years old to 

A tion of it. Milwaukee, and they were sold, one in a 

e Se place, to leading butchers of that city to 

, as et SIS Me hang up befure their meat markets. One 

: 5 - — a ' ae brings F of the best, dressed one hundred and 

~ — eel berg a seventy-five pounds; he was sold at nine 

4 ees A ran e cents a pound, and his pelt was sold for 

bp cag tol ae Ss = ae two dollars giving a total on that one 

f ronare . | sheep of $17.75. That 
+ This has been proved by experiments oat = — ea pened ~~ 

ae —— station and at the} months that I had kept him, about $13. 

Pp ntar ation. 
: ec 

\ We bave many good mutton breeds of = : ine = = — + 

24 7 ss em as long as id. If ad sold 

a oe Persie ae them at eleven months old, when they 

5 ae zone o is: Saisie averaged 140 pounds each, I would have 

Shropshires, Oxforddowns, Ham shires gotten six centsa pound for them and ai | 

; 4 a i ‘i ae Z P x would have brought me $8.40 each, and 

i Bn mae Ss ape ne ae would at that time only have cost me 

i s about $5.00, giving me a net fit of 

i}. Leicestershires and Lincolns. These) $3.90, Pee kept et eae 

{ breeds all have their good qualities. It] leven months brought on the average 

ie 
H you wish to start in sheep husbandry, $13.20, and so I only made about 20 cts. 

i study these breeds make up your mind | on gach sheep on the average. 

H which suits your soil, climate, and 

Hk. conditions, and follow that breed as Profitin Early Maturiey. 

| long as you can get any satisfaction out} We get the most profit if we sell our 

y of it. If you are going into mutton | sheep before they are a year old. IfI 

i production you must make up your| were starting to breed with the object of 

i mind to be good feeders. You cannot | mutton production in view, I would not 

HE handle these mutton sheep that have | go to some breeder and pay him $30 and 

1h been developed by high breeding and | $40 per head for pure bred registered 
pe! 

i high feeding and think that you can | ewes. J would start with the best common 

| feed them as lightly as a grade Merino | sheep I could buy in the country ata 

it that you are only seeking to get wool reasonable price and with a good pure 

i from. If your go in with you mind made | bred sire would raise up @ flock in afew 

i up to give them a good chance they | years which would be just as good for 

! will give you good returns. 4 practical purposes as pure breds, but 

! 
i
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you must startin with a clear idea of In housing our sheep we don’t want 4 

the line you intend to follow. warm quarters for them. In building 2 

In caring for our sheep we must use|sheep houses or barns there are two ae 

judgtbent coupled with liberal feeding. | points to keep in view. One is to have ‘ 

In the summer they must have plenty | them well ventilated, and another is to ~ 

of pasture which will be best not to be have them free from draughts, so the 3 

over one and a half or two inches high | wind don’t blow in directly on the flock. 3 

and the flock should be changed often | It is all right to have it open on one side. ; 

from one pasture to another. They | Have it so plenty of sunshine can get ‘4 

should have access to water and salt at/| into it, facing the south if possible. I a 

all times. Late in the summer or early | believe ticks are costing sheep breeders 4 

in the fallis the critical time in the|in Wisconsin thousands of dollars every “3 

sheep business, because it is the weaning | year. It don’t pay to keep ticks and we 3 

time, when our lambs must receive no | don’t need to. If we will dip our lambs : 

set-back. To wean the lambs put them | from seven to ten days after the sheep 4 

in a good pasture with one or two old|are shorn in some of the patent dips or y 

sheep as leaders. Put in some grain|strong tobacco water, we will have 

troughs, but don’t feed too much grain;|no more trouble with ticks for a year. 

a quarter of apound of oats is plenty to} I believe the great majority of our 

commence with. When the cold rains] sheep have grub in the head during the ; 

of the fall come be careful to house your| winter and then blow it out in the 3 

sheep. Don’t allow them to dependon|spring, and if they don’t bave the u 

the frozen grasses of the fall; if you do| strength todo that they will be very 

the wool will stop its growth, and the| likely to die. ; 

next season you will find a week place} A neighbor of mine sent fora Scotch- 

in that wool, and your fleeces will run} man tolook at his sheep, and the Scotch- 

from two to four pounds less than if you} man said, “What is the matter with 

keep them in good shape and they will|them.” “Ob, they have grub in the "| 

not be as well and strong as if properly | head.” He said, ‘You think they have ee 

fed. Inthe winter be sure that you| grub in the head, and I think the mat- : 

have a variety of feed of the proper kinds. | ter with the flock is they lack grub in 3 

Clover hay is excellent. the stomach.” 4 

Well cured corn fodder or oat straw are 

good. Ensilage in many places is taking ea 

the place of roots, and giving good satis- DISCUSSION. 

faction when properly fed. 

In feeding don’t spread out your hay Mr. Rice—Can you rid your lambs of ? 

3 or fodder; too much is wasted that way. | ticks by once dipping? 

Havearack to feed in, and don’t give] Mr. McKerrow—Yes, so that I have 

them any more than they will eat up| no trouble unless I buy in lambs that 5 

pretty clean. Feed regularly, the same | have ticks on them. I have been using : 

amount at the same time every day |achemical dip. We think that it gives 

Give your flock plenty of exercise, es-| a better lustre to the wool than tobacco 

pecially the breeding ewes. Without | water which will kill the ticks and the 

ex-rcise the lamb crop will not be satis-| nits. 

factory. Hr. Hyarr—After you wean your ‘
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lambsis it necessary to look after the ,and put them on the March or April 

; breeding ewes? market. Then there is lots of money 

: Mr. McKerrow—Yes, they should be init. For lambs to put upon the mar- 

‘ E gotten up every forty-eight hours and ket during the summer I would not ad- 

Be milked until dried off. vise the average flock-master to, have 

; Qvrsrion — Will sheep do well pas- lambs dropped before the middle of 

turing with other stock? April. _The early lamb makes the best 

; 
sheep in most cases, but costs a good 

a Mr. McKerrow — Yes, they will do| geal to raise him. 

: better than the other stock. Mr. Town — Have you ever used com- 

; Mr. Hemminvay -- Would you recom-} mon rock salt for your sheep? 

sz mend raising lambs early in the spring! Mr. McKerrow —I never have. I 

to keep over or sell? believe it is a good thing. We havea 

Mr. McKrrrow—I would not advise trough in the edge of the field where 

| - anybody to breed early lambs unless | they can always get salt. I feed sul- 

: they had good buildings and a good sup- | phur during the summer along with the 

| ply of succulent food, (roots and en- salt. I believe it is good to keep 

| silage), plenty of clover hay, bran and parasites out of the lambs’ stomachs and 

| cil-meal, everything to make them grow, lungs. 

| ‘| 
ha eee 
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f| PROFIT IN SHEEP HUSBANDRY. 

i {4 

ii By W. L. Ames, Oregon, Wis 

; the Advantages. continue, so persistently, in the sheep 

1 
: ‘ lines.” In the hastily prepared thoughts 

Fortunate conclusive wording! Had | that follow I will endeavor to answer. 

it been profit in beef making. Profit | r¢ is needless to mention to this audience 

| in pork making at the present time. | that we are agricuituralists the same as 

t Ah me! Ishould have had to admit a8|they. Striving first, to obtain an honest 

| in schoolboy days. “I can’t spell it,” |]iving as agreeably to ourselves as 

Hy and thus have been delinquent in TY | possible, and secondly to make some 

i duties here or else have had to remain | provision though but scant, for a wet 

WH at home, and to remain away from &| gay ahead. 

i farmers’ gathering of any kind within} Jy pursuance of this idea we have 

Ml ten miles of my home would surely be a] had considerable experience with dairy- 

i i cross to me. 
ing, beef and pork making, grain rais- 

Wk} But, I am called on for a practical | ing and sheep husbandry, and from the 

i i discussion of our favorite line, in which | pioneer days of this country, the latter 

ee the idea of profit is to figure, or placing | line has seemed to have become wedded 

I 1 it in a little different wording, ‘ Why | to us as @ factor in the most of our farm 

NH have we in the past, and why do we | undertakings, that have approached to or 

He 

i 
ft 

Wt 

i 
"
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merited in any degree, the tittle of suc-| sheep, previous to the recent dry sea- a 

cess. sons, the same acres would have pas- 

It seems to me that we have tested | tured nearly double that number, thus 

them in nearly all practical ways, and in | reducing the cost of their summer keep- a 

this far exceeding any kindred line, | ing nearly half what it has cost the last : 

first in clearing new land of sprouts and | two or three dry seasons. “Do we have te 

under-brush, and later in keeping the | buy bran or other grain to feed our sheep 

same and other lands clear of foul | inorder to keep up the fertility of the : 

weeds, in exterminating Canada thistles, |land our sheep occupy?” Wé never 

in renovating exhausted lands, in shirk- | have had to neither do we expect to. / 

ing for themselves to advantage, on |Our richest returns thus far in the 4 

forage, that nothing else in the animals |hee p line have come from our indi- : 

line would live on, and in feeding them |rect income. And what is that? In 

with a generous hand, and in every | most of our operations on the farm we 

case proving our most economic | think we do well if we get a little direct . 

factor in successful farming. In fact,|income. If through the agency of our 

I do not hesitate to say that |sheop,on grain impoverished lands, we 

they are the ome line, in which | can so recuperate those jands within the 

profit may be considered, regard- | space of a few years, that their produc- 

less of a direct market value.|ing capacity is nearly or quite doubled, 

It is said of them, that they never | and in the meantime harvest from those 

die in debt, and if such can be truth-|lands a remunerative crop of mutton 

fully said of anything, I believe it can | and wool, we look upon the renovating 

be said of them. effects of the sheep on these lands as an 

Cost of Keep. indirect income, and with us the most 

satisfactory. What other liae can the 
In the first place, the real cost of | same be said of? 

keeping them is comparatively much 

less than that of any other farm stock, Renevaters and. Roouporaters, 

for, to make pork a great proportion| Incomparing sheep with clover asa 

of the food consumed must be.cash grain, | renovator of exhausted lands, I would 
and to make beef, butter and cheese, | incidentally suggest, that the man who 

agoodly proportion, while to grow the | sows and raises clover, carries on a sort 

sheep and place it on the market re-|oflegitim‘ate robbery on his neighbor who 

quires least grain of all, and exclusive of | neglects or fails to utilize this more use- ; 
preparing him briefly for market, his|ful plant, it being one that draws much 

living consists very greatly of nibbles | from the air, assimilates and materializes 

here and there, which the bovine and| much of its drafts from the elements, 

porcine race would never find, much less | and then leaves them as permanent de- 

make use of and which would other-| posits in the soil through its roots. 

wise go entirely to waste, Perhaps my theory is not well ground- 

I am often asked the question, “What | ed, but after several years of observation 

is the cost of keeping a sheep a year?” | in which the workings of the two agents, 

the cost varies with each year, for|clover and sheep, on exhausted lands, 

while on the “about 100 acres,” that we | have been so similarly beneficial, I am 

generally use for pasturing 450 to 500|inclined to think that the principles 

9
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| E that underlie those agencies, are inj The average grain producer truth- 

Be some respects similar; at least to the|fully declares that, one season with 

Phe extent that the sheep too, perhaps, in-| another, besides the fertility drawn from 

| a hale and retain elements from the air, | his farm, his crop has little if any more 

(3 and often completing their use for them, | than paid the costs of producing it. 
He leave them as permanent acquisitions te} These items though remote from my 

Ph the soil. The fluctuations in the price} subject are preseated merely by which 

i of pork, beef and mutton of from 2 to] to contrast, for as the poet hassaid: “We 

i 6 cents per pound, and almost as great | learn by contrast to admire,” etc. 
iy extremes in tho dairy business from A Constant Source of Profit. 
ce time to time, indicates that all agrical-} Then we confer briefly with the sheep, 
Be tural lines have their ups and downs, | ang seeing by our looks that we are in 

i. and under the exhilarating influence} g discouraged and fault finding state of 

Be of their ups, are well able to take care | mind, they with a unanimous bleat re- 
[> of themselves and those engaged in them. | mind us that even though our direct in- 
oe Butit is when the other extreme occurs come from them may not have been 

f and the bottom seems to have dropped satisfactory, yet we must remember 

I out of them as far as remunerating us in| that we pastured them most of the 

Ee any way for the time, labor and atten-| summer on that hill land that we did 
Pi. tion given them and the food consumed | not want to plow, and in that wood lot 
Hy in their production is concerned, it is]}that was so full of wild plants and 
ch then that we begin to wonder what is to| second growth sprouts that nothing 

Ht: be done next, and even to conclude that] else would eat, andon that lot we bought 
. the promise of a living is not very flat-] and seeded, that grain wouldn’t grow 

: tering from these lines of business, on any more, and finally turned them 
4 We take our books and look the pork | into that pasture that the cattle couldn’t 
|, account over and we find that the most | live on any longer, and yet that they 
Ee of that 2}¢ to 3 cent pork has been made | attained to and continued in prime 
if from cash corn, to produce which,| mutton market condition on this style 

Ete called for a big outlay of labor on each | of living. That early in the spring at 

Pais: acre engaged. The honest steer looks! least half of them presented us witha 

ce us in the face and meekly acknowledges | lamb that did not have to be taught to 

He that for similar reasons, he too has cost | drink skimmed milk nor be dehorued. 
3 us every cent that there isin him. The] That after we turned them out to pas- 
2 cow in the seasons of depression in the | ture in the spring, we did not have to : 

} dairy business, as we sit down to milk | again bring them in till about shearing 
Pe her at regular intervals of twelve hours | time, when they each gave us their old 

each, (except the Sunday morning lay | coats that sold for a trifle over $2 each, 
» off of half an hour,) for ten or eleven| and that at a time wher there was very 

ay months in the year, affectionately | little else coming in, and that from this 

[ switches her soiled tail tassel in our| time to the close of the season they re- 

A face and occasionally sets her foot in| quire very little of our attention. And 
our lap, to express her gratitude to us| then they went right on and reminded 

a for continuing in her line of business] us that it was just in those years of the 

; when the remuneration is so unsatis-| most serious depression in their direct 
/ factory, product that we were keeping them 

t 
|
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mostly on that grain impoverished land | handle the grain from which the most that our predecessor in ownership had! of our pork and beef is produced Partly abandoned, because he could not | calls for a host of common laborers, raise grain on it any longer, but that while to attend, provide and care for Utilizing it for their pasture for four or | the sheep requires the least, and thus 
five years so completely renovated it| seems to fit the prevailing economis that it nearly doubled in value and was ideas of the pre-ent time, of employing again ready for profitable cropping, thus | as litile farm help as consistency will. most emphatically demonstrating that| admit of. 
— income that we mentioned be- Care and Attention. fore. 

Thus having fairly carried conviction| othe sheep, there are times wher ; witk their argument they again quicted | W¢ expect to give our untiring atten- down, and we were left to but one | tions, preeminently during the lamb 
honest conclusion, and that was that if|barvest and at shearing time. But to our sheep business had been unprofi-|us those are of such importance that table what line of agriculture had not| We plan for them in thé season as much been even more so? But we were again | as we do for sowing cultivating or har- reminded that to secure its best results| vesting our grain. But those once over 5 Wwe must be continuous in it, as it is the | We are again relieved from conferring line that though its market and com | daily attentions for the green feed sea- mercial value be depressed, still as 2/800. In the winter we feed in the morn- % factor in successful and independent | ing, shortly after sunrise, again at about 3 farming it is still as valuable as though | te0 o'clock. Water at noon, and feed ; on the markets it were enjoying a| last about one or two o'clock, boom. 

In general, the expert workman 
should not be detained at common Hired Help. labor. It is not economy. The far- The question of “ hired help” on the | mer also, who finds himself in pos- tarm is one worthy of careful considera-| session of an inexhaustably rich soil, tion and one in which our “new coun- may put it to a better use than produc- é try” differs widely from the “Old.” ing wool and mutton. But we all know 3 That man who would seek to develop | that this last mentioned condition of : labor on his farm for the unemployed, | soil does not Prevail in one farm ing é more than what seemed absolutely | hundred throughout our state. And we : necessary for the handling of his crops| also know that there are thousands of t would surely be a novelty, and this per-| acre being plowed aad sowed or culti- 4 haps, is justifiable under the Present | vated, for a few expensive bushels of x apportionment in which the employed, | grain, that would yield the owners an ; if paid as per agreement, are thought to| income fully as good or better, without 4 get fully their share with the employer. | the labor of annually tilling, if it were 3 Then as this question relates to my sub- | seeded and pastured with its capacity of ; ject, the dairyman must have as help, | sheep. 

4 good milkers, with which, however, this Surely it was not old sheep pasture a country does not abound. that gave rise tothe “New England” 5 To plow, sow, cultivate, raise and | story Concerning a settlement ig the #
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+ territory, of Scotch Presbyterians among | unobstructed as in this case, whom shall 
Hf whom it was the custom of the elders,|I hope to convert from the follies of 
| deacons and stewards to make the|some. of their ways by standing and 

4 rounds of their circuit and offer prayer | talking here to-day. But I am at least 

1 for its successful maturity over each | satisying the conviction of the lady who 

' seeded field. { recently heard asked this question: 

1 , Coming to one, that, although seeded, | “If people will not learn that fire is hot 

looked very barren and hungry, the} by being burned with it, how shall we. 
) elder stopped, took in the situation at} convince them?” “Why, by continu- 

* one sweeping look, and then started on | ing to tell them that it is hot,” she re- 
| again with the remark: “is useless to| plied. 3 
F stop and pray over that field until more} In the instance above mentioned, I 
i: manure has been applied.” know that A. often, as he folds his arms 
i That elder had almost enough of the | and contemplates the two cases, while his 
1 practica about him to make him a good | sheep are doing his field work, concludes 
‘| farmer. that if B’s. management is satisfactory 
i Verily sheep husbandry is essential to | to himself 1t ought to be to him. While 
H the prosperity of the nation. If any | I suppose that B. as often looks over the 

other nation would give us our wool and | fence at “sheep farming,” while he turns 
] woolens, it would be the poorest bar- | his hill overand over again year after year 
1 gain we could make. and concludes: “Well, that kind of 
*f My faith is such in sheep, that I be-| business of letting sheep farm your hills 
4 lieve that nothing short of 100,000,000| may suit you, but I prefer to plow mine, 

| will maintain a healthful condition of | even though my income from the same 
our agriculture, and we have but about | is not equal to yours.” These certainly 

iy 45,000,000. are the indicative conclusions to a look- 

Sheep— Prosperity. = 

I have in mind an instance in our lo- Utilize the Hay Crop. 

eality that I wish briefly to note. A.| Another point to be considered is our 

! and B. join farms. The portions that| “hay crop,” which by the way is one of 

i join are similar, being hill but not} oursurest, cheapest and most easily and 

rough land, the line fence simply divid-| hastily secured crops on the farm. In 

ing them. A. has for years pastured | this we have not known a failure within 

his hill land with sheep, at least six| the scope of my memory. And there is 

years out of eight, and thereby without | no animal on the farm that will utilize 

manual labor, secured an income from|a good hay crop to better advantage 

those lands more than equal to B’s., who | (nor I believe as good), as the sheep. In 

having no help of his own, has to hire| fact, good clover hay is almost 

all doue except what his own two hands|a perfect food for sheep. Al- 

ean do, and who hus during thissame| though for best results they should 

term of years, plowed and cropped his| have more than one kind of food, but 

hill land each year, and if the crop has| the cheap, bulky clover hay, may con- 

amounted to sufficient to pay the ex-| stitute their principal winter ration. 

pense of itself, it has done well. Ifmen| Gratifying feeling of relief! in these 

will thus continue, with observation as | days of 50 cent corn and 35 cent oats. 

| 4 . 

i 7
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Wonder how the swine herd would ignored, and it is growing day by day 4 thrive on it asa principal diet. * in profit, just in Proportion as system, . 
Again consider for a moment the vast ra = = becomes mixed with 

amounts of meats that this country is| it as ingre: pense A producing, not only enough for —— ‘speek e s i ing] ugh for vers ee a Casta des, that generally get mixed with either, I 
that cannot produce for themselves. a the chances are best with the How about wool? We produce but about Te putohanee of our last clip of wool 
faly wee ee eal, Sia other, half amounting to some over 4,500 pounds, eee se be imported — of ree a pronounced it the choicest Ict of wool countries that can produce it cheaper ist hetthed avecvasea' tn produaais 
as oe a vo — zi hands, and was willing to emphatically Eepeent, paces, — a wager that we would never again pro- Profitable, as our meat doeswieees Re duce its equal. But, when the time a re ee er oeneoous eae: comes that we loose faith in our ability tions connected with its production over to not only equal, but to aanroed on 
that of meats. our past efforis, then will ‘Fairview One Hundred Per Cent. Profit. Farm” take down her shingle and her 
Our sheep business datas back farther so pptheesh pt _ — than Ican remember. Its origin on the | 9” ep iis 

mother’s side was three superlatively Conclusion, 
native ewes, that sheared about 214 Then in conclusion. Why do we 
pounds of wool each. We have never | keep sheep? Certainly not because we bought a ewe since, but have sold have no experience with other liaes of probably upwards of 2,000 sheep, all of stock, as we are continuovs producers our own production, and our stock in of sheep, hogs, cattle and grain. And . 
trade to-day numbers 475 all told. A they prove most remunerative to us, all year ago last May we sheared 360 sheep, things considered, in the order named. , last May 430, so our flock for the year! The dairy business, though disagree- : averaged about 400, from which our ably confining seems to be overdone, 

books Show adirect income of $1,700, especially in the production of bitter, besides the surplus numbers we have solid, rubbery and indigestible cheese. on hand over our average numbered While for the near future of the beef flock, and an improvement over the question, we are with everybody else, A i S 
; original stock with an average of 21¢ hopeful. Still the discouragements of i pounds of wool per head, to an average the present and near past need no men- : for the 430 last May of 101g Pounds per| tion Of the grain fed to the hog, the i head.* ‘ ¥ : _ |fewest fertilizing elements ever get 4 The dairy business of this country is back to the land from whence they assuming too vast proportions to be came; while the living of our sheep ‘shave ‘wats Gaul poectau wince ce costs us the least, they do the most joTe—For year ‘oul e : statement that for every dollar we have put into | toWard keeping the farm clear of foul our sheep they have returned us two, weeds, tax the soil least that feeds them 

Bie aii
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i 5 and strengthens it most; are the least| Answer—Not with plenty of exercise. 

he confining to attend; cause us the least | But a certain amount of feed with exer- 

He trouble are the most quiet, contented} cise might be seriously detrimental if 

i and easily handled. Keep the farm in| fed and the exercise omitted. 
FE the best producing condition, and the Quesrion—You speak of exercise be- 

* dollars that come tous through them, ing necessary with ewes to insure suo- 

come the easiest of any that find their} cess with lambs. My ewes had the run 

. way into our languishing purse. of a 20 acre field adjoining their yard, 
i DISCUSSION. , and yet the lambs were inclined to be 

| ke sluggish and dish-raggy, and showed 

4 oe en will sheep kill Can-| onciderable lack of vitality. Can you 

ie Answer—Always salt them on the ar = eee 2 

thistles and the effect of the salt and| ANSweR—I can assign a cause, wheth- 
: continual gnawing of the sheep, kills|™ #bsolutely the cause or not I cannot 

q the thistle. say. In our own case, breeding up- 

: Qvustton—Why do you think the ward of 200 ewes, were our ewes to have 

; sheep can be more economically handled only access to exercise, during the win- 
j than other stock? ter months, I should look forward to the 

: Answer—Because he needs less grain lambing season with considerable sus- 

than either hog or dairy cow and can be|Picion and dread, expecting many rep- 
i fenced in or out cheaper than horses or | Tesentatives of the above mentioned 

. cattle, and needs less of the farmer’s | °!assof lambs, but a goodly portion of 

| time in caring for him than any other | UF ewes’ rations, or an important por- 
| stock, and he renovates worn out lands tion, during the winter months, is a cer- 
+ quicker than any other classof stock. | ‘ain amount of exercise daily, except 

Mr. Syyper — How many sheep can| When it storms, given or forced upon 

i you keep on an acre? them, by drawing a shock of corn the 
| Answer—A difficult question to an-| itst thing in the morning, about half a 
i swer, as capacities of acres vary so with | Mile away from the buildings. They will 
h seasons. Can better give the cost of |&° there after it. They soon learn it 

| keeping our sheep (500 in number), a| #24 need nodriving. Thus, with quiet 
| year, or the past year, and let each ap-| handling at the buildings, average treat- 

plyit to acres. For the pasturing sea-|™ment otherwise, vigorous sires and this 

ih son, allowing $3 per «cre for the land|@*tra exercise busine:s, our lambs al- 
Hh: thus used, which, however, is doubly |™ost without exception, come to us 

a just allowance compared with land let | Vigorous, and needing but little extra 
i for cultivating purposes, and computing | care. 

i | _ Value of food consumed during the close| Question— What about washing 
i season, our flock has cost us practically | sheep? 

I 3900, while our income from them has| ANSWER—It is a thing of the past. It 

| veen doubled that amount, while the|is beathenish to both man and beast, 
i flock in numbers and quality is unim-| and at best furnishes but an imaginary 

i paired. and unjust standard by which to meas- 

! Quxstion—Is corn a detrimental food | ure the values of other wools by. The 
i for breeding ewes? sooner it is abolished the sooner will s 

i 

| ) 
1 | 
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basis just be established for marketing | grain. You will find that ewes fed a 

wools. little grain will give you a heavy clip of 

Question —Have you fed silage to sound wool and lusty lambs. k It the 

sheep? ewes go into winter quarters in good 

Mn —Yes, I have fed corn condition in the fall do not give them 

i . any grain until a few months before 
and clover silage to breeding ewes and laine 2 1d sather feed good onl 
fattening wethers. Corn silage gave ei ee ee 

. : 5 straw and some grain than any other 
good results in each instance. When adore ft and ‘ 
fed with cut corn fodder and whole corn ee ees 2 

a pound of gain with fattening wethers| _QU=5T0N — Would you aires ay 
cost only 3.7 cents. At odd times the oar jewe lambs ‘for ‘breeding: per 
wethers seemed to care little for the 

silage but that may have been due to eee series rae leap 

the lack of variety in the ration. It is | STV twenty or Shinty once, Maret 
doubtful if silage can wholly take the Sat apaber weit! Olseok the promt Cee 
place of turnips for wother feeding. ordinary ram lamb. I have used aram 

Both these foods should if possible be |/#™> to serve as many as sixty ewes 
available to the shepherd. For breed- and had an excellent crop of lambs the 

ing ewes I found silage a capita! food = ae eb es om inet 
being fully better, all things coneidered, | 1° *9¥ Way. He was fed during service 
than turnips. While feeding it the ewes Zor 8 pounds good hay § poundsigt 

were thrifty. The clover silage was kee ee ee sees bee 
cliched Gy both the kaeeding ewes aud using a ram lamb on alimited number 

fattening wethers. When put into the ot epeeyor do as = eee ae 

silo uncut and fed so, the sheep will ae = ee = oe setting 

leave considerable refuse; more of it arg eee nex) spring betes bn 
ican wiih fad clovse hay. him on all your flocks. I do not think 

- ._ | it good practice to breed ewe lambs un- 
Question — Does it pay to feed grain | jogs they are very early and forward in 

to the breeding ewes? growth. 

Mr. Crarc —I believe it does, Let me} Questioy —How long may a ewe be 

tell you of the experience of two| kept in a breeding flock? 

breeders in this matter. One had a} Mr. Crarc—As long as she con- 

flock of 150 ewes. He stinted them, | tinues to raise a good lamb each year. 

giving them no grain whatever. A car-| There is a greater range of variation in 

load of oats was shipped from his farm | ewes than in any other of the domestic 

because he considered them too good} animals snd hence the possibilities of 

for sheep. From these 150 ewes only | selection are exceedingly great. Some 

fifteer lambs were raised last year. | ewes will continue to be protitable until 
That is an extreme case but it shows] they are ten years old; others become 

in a strong light the relation of grain unprofitable at four years of age. I 
feeding to profitable lamb raising. | know a grade ewe eight years old that - 

Another breeder in the neighborhood | bas yielded her owner $100 in lambs and 
had 47 breeding ewes and from these he | wool and when in her eighth year she had 
suceeded in rearing 57 lusty lambs. | triplets and they were all fairly well 
His ewes were well fed and received] nourished. By keeping a record 

ae Sewer
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: each ewe of the flock it is an easy mat- | quiet place. Do not attempt to assist 
ter to cull out the the unprofitable ewes | her until you are convinced that she 
each fall and fatten them for the | cannot deliver the lamb without your 

butcher. aia. When dropped dry the lamb and 
Question — What is your system of | above all things see that it gets a good 

keeping a record? drink of its mother’s milk. If it is the 
Mr. Crata— We number all ~ our | first lamb the ewe has had it may be 

sheep with small metal ear tabs. | necessary to hold her to give the lamb 
The ewes are all entered in a book—j|a drink. Sprinkling a little salt over 
opposite the name of each ewe we have | the lamb is a good idea to get the ewe 

acolumn for the time of service; then | to lick the lamb thoroughly dry. 
' another for the time when due to lamb Quesr1on — What points would guide 
and another for the actual date of lamb- you in selecting a ewe for breeding mut- 
ing. We number and weigh each lamb ton sheep? 

S| ces = dropped and sheso) are Mr.Cratc—Just let me tell you the kind entere | with the sex in three columns 5 

foilowing the others. The weight of = lamb Tlike to have to feed and then 
hie wool clipped! by cach ews eats you will understand why I want certain 
noted. In the place left for remarks points in the ewe. T have noticed that 

we note the conditions of the udders the broad faced thick necked lambs 
of the ewes at the time of lambing and with long even bodies make the most 

determine their milking qualities by regres Progress. Some admire the short 
two examinations at different periods, 7 lamb but I would rather have 
and the growth of the lambs. When |°?°® . ae Saad long between the 
fall comes we cull closely with the facts | ¢88 It is desirable also to have them 
we “have gathered as a guide. Age plump behind and well filled out in the 
alone cannot be relied upon. inner thigh. You can fill out a fairly 

ne long bodied lamb better than you can 
Qursrion — When is it best to have | 9 short bodied one. The butchers like 

the lambs dropped? such length between the legs as this is 
Mn. Crata—If you have good dry quar | the most valuable part of the carcass to 

ters for your sheep you can hardly have |them. Now the ewe that will produce 
the lambs come too early for profit. If/such a lamb, when served by a good 
the lambs come strong they do not re- type of mutton ram, is long and low, 

quire warm quarters. They must be | straight and broad backed with all the 
kept dry above and under foot. As &/ indications of good milking qualities. 
general rule I like to have them dropped | 4 ewe can, during the time the lamb 

a week or so before the grass is ready | ig with her,do more to determine the 
for them. You can rear a larger per- | profitableness of the lamb than you can 
centage by having them dropped in the | afterwards. A good milking ewe with 
shed as you can attend to the wants of | the sympathy of the mother strong 

the weaker ones easier. within her will always raise a profitable 
Question — What treatment do you | jamb. 

give the ewe about to lamb? Question — What course of treatment 

Mr. Craig—As soon as due tolamb put | do you consider the best for destroying 
the ewe ina small pen by herself in a | ticks on sheep?
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Mr. Crara—After the ewes have | could dip more lambs with this quantity 

lambed I would shear them as soon ag/of fluid but it is better to change it 2 

the weather would permit. In addition | often and keep it clean. It is claimed ¢ 

to aiding you in getting rid of the ticks | for the tobacco that it will kill the nits ‘ 

early shearing is a good practice for the | as well as the lice and my experience 

reasons that the ewes will nourish their | appears to justify the claim. For scab, , 

lambs better and moreover the wool! tobacco and sulphur are also strongly q 
will be of a better quality —and you| recommended used in the proportions 4 
prevent it from dropping out. You are|of 1 pound of tobacco and 1 pound of 4 

safe in concluding that two weeks after | sulphur to 5 gallons of hot water. ’ 

the time of shearing the ewes, the/ Question — It sheep are fed sulphur ‘ 

lambs that run with them have become | wij] it kill the ticks? 3 

the hosts of the ticks that were before Mr. Crate —No, I thinknot. 1 used § 

shearing on the ewes. Thoroughly | ¢, feed our flock sulphur with salt but 
dipping the lambs in tobacco solution, donot does now: if scomed tomets 3 

under this system of management will bring on an openness of the system that 

completely destroy the ticks. ; Do not gave rise to frequent colds. 
delay the lamb dipping as the ticks may Question— At what age would you 

seriously check the growth of the lamb? win iae? 

Question — How do you make this! Mr. Craia—When from 12 to 15 

tobacco solution for dipping? weeks old. Often when a ewe has 

Mr. Crate — As a dipping fluid I use | twins and she cannot supply them with 

tobacco and sulphur. Some of the the milk they need for growth it is ad- 

manufactured dips are good, others! visable to wean one of them as early as 

vary in strength, a few are more or less| possible. The milking qualities of the 

dangerous to use and all are expensive.|ewe will have most influence on the 

AsIsaid shear your ewes, as early as|time of weaning. When you wish to 

the latter part of May if possible. Then| wean the lamb early they should be 

if you have about 50 lambs to dip take | taught to eat grain as soon as they can 

ten pounds of tobacco stems and boil| be induced to eat it. A nice piece of 

them thoroughly for a day. From |aftermath clover with some oil meal 

these you will get about six pints of |and cornmeal (1 of oil meal and 2 of 

very strong tobacco juice. In a pail|cornmeal) will give a good unchecked 
of warm water stir three pounds of | gain. 

sulphur until it becomes of the thick-| Questiox— Would you feed grain to 
ness of cream. A tin lined tub or box | jambs before weanin, ? : 

will do for thedipping. To this as Mr. Cratc—Yes sir. In an experi- 

juice as it is being used add during the ment we carried on at the experiment 

progress of the work four or five parts station I found that it paid to feed 

of very hot water and also addsmall|grain to the lambs as early as they 

quantities of the sulphur. This hot/| would eat it. I put two lots of lambs 

water besides diluting the juice en-|(threein alot)on good blue grass pas- 

ables you to keep the temperature of|ture with their dams. To one lot of 

the dip at 102° to 104° Fabr. at which | lambs we fed grain consisting of 1 part 

temperature it is most effective. You|bran,1 part cornmeal and } of a part
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of oil meal night and morning. The] of bran instead of the oats. As coarse 
other lot did not get any grain. The | fodder I would advise feeding oat straw, 
grain fed lot made again during ten [corn fodder and bay. Three pounds a 
weeks of 27 pounds more than the other | head per day will be about the quantity 
lot at an extra cost of 57 cents. The|of these that a ewe will eat. More 
figures gathered from the experiment | corn fodder will fatten them too highly. 
showed that the lambs made the| Along with these it would be well to 
greatest gain on the least food during | feed three pounds of roots or ensilage. 

the first half of the period so that it} In any event never feed much roots be- 

pays to feed the grain just as soon as|fore lambing time. With a ration of 

they can be made to eat it. oat straw roots and the fore mentioned 

Question —How do you teach the] grain I have been keeping part of our 

lambs to eat grain? flock of grade Shropshires in good con- 

Mr. Cratc— When the lambs are| dition at a cost of less than one cent 
about two weeks old if they have been | Per head per day. 
dropped early and are yetin the shed| Qrestion—Is it not so that sheep 
we divide off a corner with a lattice | will do well only on high rolling pasture 
division made so that the lambs may | land? 
pass through but the ewes cannot. In Mr. Crara— Some breeds will thrive 

the corner so partitioned off from the| only on high land but just the opposite 
rest of the pen we place a small trough | conditions are most suitable for others. 
in which a little grain is sprinkled. If|It is commonly thought that a farm 

the lambs do not begin to eat a little | must be of a certain aspect and soil tex- 

themselves we take one of them and/ture to become a successful breeding 

force a little of the meal into its mouth. | ground for any sheep. There are about 

If the grain mixture consists of oil meal} ten breeds of sheep in America and 

and cornmeal it will relish it and soon | each one of these will thrive best under 

this one will be leading the others to the | special conditions of environment so 

trough. Inthe field we make asmall| that it may be said that there is not 

latticed pen to keep the ewes from the| any district in America but could fur- 
grain trough which is placed in it and | nish a home to some one of these breeds, 

this we put where the sheep are in the| For instance such breeds as the large 

habit of gathering to get in the shade / Lincoln and Leicester do best on heavy 

* or for other reasons. low soils. Others such as the Cotswolds 
Qurstion—For feeding a flock of|and Downs thrive best on lands of 

breeding ewes during winter what foods | medium altitude while following these 
would you recommend? come the Merinos and for the highest 

Mr: Grars_—-My ayetem’ of ananaon table lands and mountain sides the 

ment, where the conditions are suitable | Cheviot and Highland breeds are most 
for following it, is as follows: As soon | Suitable. To the best of my knowledge 

3 as the ewes are put in the sheds in the | of our conditions and the characteristics 
fall I would feed them pound whole | breeds every section of our continent 

oats per head. When the season is half | may hope to become a profitable breed- 

ever and lambing time approaches I | ing ground for sheep. 
would feed to each ewe daily 14 pound| Qussrioy—Have you any experience
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with the English rape at the experiment the feed for fattening sheep and lambs a 

farm? 5 the fall. Just now most fortunately oa 

a deep interest is being awakened im i 

Pror, Henry — Yes, we had a emall | English breeds of mutton sheep. If we a 

field that Prof. Thomas Shaw of the | are to keep these animals to the high a 

Ontario agricultural college pronounced | standard at which we find them and a 

a fine crop and equal to that usually produce mutton equal to that of the a 

produced in Canada. While further ex-| English markets we must improve our : 

perience may show that this crop will | present methods of caring for sheep, : 

not generally succeed with us it certain- | and add to our very limited list of feed z 

ly promises most favorably in this first | stuff suitable for them. Our limited 9 

trial and a thousand Wisconsin farmers ‘experience shows that rape may pos a 

should experiment with rape in asmall gsibly become a valuable crop for sheep- 

way next season. It is par excellence | feeding in this state. 3 | 

4 
4 

POULTRY FOR THE FARM. % 

| 
By Mrs. Ina E. Titson, West SaLem, WIs. 

4 Host of Questions. therefore, be relegated to dealers and 4 

It is said a child can ask ques- shippers. 

tions that a philosopher cannot an- Worm Quarters. * 

swer. Reverse positions, and how will Nothwithstanding our amiable and a 

the tyro succeed when an expert is progressive weather prophets, there are % 

inquirer? There were sent me, by our usually long winters, at this latitude, 4 

superintendent of institutes, several | hence the hen-house, whatever its style, 4 

pages of poultry questions, and an es-|Should be warm. My houses are double R 

say requested that I should classify and boarded, one filled between with saw- é 

answer them. Satisfactory replies to | dust, the other having tarred paper in- Ff 

inquiries virtually ranging from grave termediate. The former building, with 4 

to gay, from scientific to practical, and its thick absorbent walls, is both warm 3 

from “banty” to shanghai, might require and dry. Paper arrests all breaths, and , 

“Wood’s Natural History,” “American | their accumulated moisture frequently og 

Standard of Excellence,” and “Encye. | freezes in hoar festoons, which weep ; 

Britannica” combined. My department themselves away on ‘thawy’ days. A 4 

of the poultry business is egg produc-|hen, merely beholding such frost and ’ 

tion for food, and my affairs are con-| dampness, will shiver. But that kind 

ducted not as a professional fancier, | sawdust, which, instead of biddy, takes 3 

but as any farmer’s daughter may do.|the moisture into itself, is slowly at- j 

Incubators, capons and packing will, | fected by dry rot, while tarred paper ; 

4 

“4
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certainly repels insects, and “as snug 8s; tured hens need rather be sought than 

a bug in a rug,” is no greater bugbear to perfectly marked ones, since, happily, 

housekeeper, than as snug 48 tn insect | dress does not govern ability in either 

in a crevice, is to poulterer. With saw-| brute or human form. All varieties of 

dust and paper linings it is evidently a| Leghorns are unexcelled layers. Evi- 

case of paying your money and taking | dently Mr. Grimes’ legendary hen was & 

your choice. Satan surely findssome mis- | Do
minique Leghorn. 

chief still for idle hens to do. A floor- ssfor ten long years she lay. 

less house, well sanded, permits biddy ‘At morn and eve, old Grimes an ¢g&, 

to ‘kill time,’ and to secure exercise by But none the Sabbath day. 

F scratching, and may keep her in prac- Her back was brown and speckled o'er 

tice for the spring flower-bed. A floor ‘With spota inclined to gray 

affords rats and insects another refuge. As general-purpose fowls, none stand 

¢ Good stone foundations secure safety, higher than Plymouth Rocks, closely 

and outside feeding, under a shed, at. | followed by Wyandotes, less hardy and 

tracts rats away from the house proper. jr bat. ers stylish, — 

| Simple interior arrangements, movable tler, and very delicate eating. Both 

} nests and roosts, and a judicious use of these and Cochins ure excellent sitters 

| coal oi], and pyrethum will free and mothers, when not = heer & 

i house-cleaning of its terrors. Saw- Plymoth Rock may be rather independ- 

i dust has been my only nest fill- ent, but let her have her own Way, | 

} ing for some years. To pack hay or and it will generally prove the right 

| straw so it will not become ‘humpy,’ is way. Instead of removing sitters toa 

more than packing a Saratoga trunk. | Separate room, Tnow allow each to re- 

Round perches resemble tree branches, tain her chosen nest, protected from in- 

i Nature’s roosts, and present no sharp | truders by a temporary door, consisting 

H angles to piddy’s feet. Flat perches | of ashingle, held in place by & brick, 

wide enough to support her whole body, | resting on the little platform which ex- 

i: are comfortable for a heavy fowl. Sum- tends in front of all the nests. (Patent 

Hi mer nights, the ideal hen house will, by | 20% applied for.) A dozen hens can be 

| arrangement of doors and removal of | Set at once and every morning be taken 

i windows, approach a draughtless shed. off together for food and water. — ‘Two oF 

i In midwinter, little outside air is needed. | three substitutes are kept in training on 

iy For intermediate seasons, I have aper- glass eggs, and if not needed to replace 

Hi tures at the base, because top ventila- ugly or restless sitters, are duly dis- 

iH | tion is more apt to call down roup than | charged. After a few days firm disci- 

Hi blessings on chickens’ heads. A build-| Pline, all learn regular habits, and no 

\ | ing 12x10, with open shed same size at- further watching * necessary. Some- 

i H tached, will accommodate forty and even | thing like Tennyson's brook. 

iB fifty fowls, perhaps as many as can agree | Men may come and men may £% 

Ne and thrive in one place. Houses are for But they sit on forever. 

Hi roosting and laying, for repose and Intelligent Selection. 

ii i thought. Sheds are invaluable for sun-| Since “like produces like.” neither 

I ghine and sociability. 
the largest nor the smallest eggs are 

i i 
Good Layers. best for setting, because neither giants 

. To get layers healthy and early, ma-| DOF dwarfs are desirable. Medium sized 

iit
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eggs should be cultivated, as they best humane cure is confinement in s com- 

fill shipping boxes and cooking rules. fortable jail; without vestige of a nest, 

A flat or ill shaped egg will break easier | but with just enough egg-producing : 

than the perfect oval, Nature’s arch. If food to make her scratch and long for ” 

asitter accidently breaks an egg, her} more. i 

nest must be repaired, andsmeared eggs Het Always Successfut. . 

washed in warm water and wiped, as| Once I raised all but one of 200 chicks ! 

closed pores will suffocate the embryo | hatched, and generally being successful, ’ 

chick Iam as expeditious as possible} was inclined to think othe:s careless 

and otherwise never disturb a nest, not| when they complained of weasels and 7 

even to test the fertility of eggs. To] rats. After a long procession, however, : 

sprinkle eggs may be necessary when a of right-minded, rat-hunting cats, which 2 

sitter is so confined that she can never| slept in the hennery if they chose, my 

bathe her feet and trail her wings in| dear kitten proved an aristocrat, fond of 

dew. One enterprising hen made a| spring chicken. Later three hawks 4 

stolen nest of a disused horse eollar, ly-| selected my downy darlings for family | 

ing on-a bare board shelf, and presented supplies. Grown thin and almost de- 

me 18 chicks; another proud mother} mented, from long watching for them, I y 

marsbaled 16 from the hay mow. Both| called in my neighbors and acquaint- 

locations were certainly high and dry.| ances, and sold 150 fine chicks “How : 

Even if that skin lining the shell, dries, | are the mighty fallen!” Had I owned a 

in incubation, the shell itself grows| harp, might have hung it on our willow 

brittle, and it would seem that any | tree, but instead, girded on my big 

chick worth raising might make his own | apron, that was at hand, and raised 25 

way out, and we have “the survival of | more chicks, which survived, protected 

the fittest.” The eggs of amature hen, | by the higher grass. i 

two years old, are more satisfactory for The Best Feed. 

hatching than those of a pullet, and/ ‘There are no safer foods for lit- 

I prefer the layers not to have been un-| tje chicks than milk curd and bread 

usually stimulated. Though fresh eggs} ang milk. Hard boiled egg perhaps 

are siways preferable, they will retain} once every other day is good,. but 

fertility for six weeks, if packed in bran | the cheaper corn meal must gradu- 

and set in & cool place. Our grand-} ajy replace these. Soon, one-third of 
muthers said points down, philosophers bran, ground oats, rye or beans, and 

say heads down, and biddy leaves her) two-thirds corn meal will be relished, 
egg side down. My own experience re-| To neither chickens nor hens do I ever 

vealsno great difference in resulta. Some give any sort of meal without scalding 

recommend that the infertile eggs left} j,, Salt, pepper and other spices, when 

after hatching, be boiled and given to used, are mixed dry through the dry 

the chicks. Other poulterers pronounce} j,9,] before wetting. Wheat is a safe 

them very unwholesome. They always | tooq, to be fed as soon as it can be swal- 

seemed to me a dangerous subject for} jowed, and meat may be given with care 

investigation. Until every hen-house| ty at it does not prove laxative. Corn is 

has an almanac, and biddy is educated, preeminently the fattening food. 

she will sometimes sit unseasonably. A} Wheat, buckwheat, rye, vegetables and
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ey F meat, are bone-forming and egg-produc- | the same privilege, because digestion is 

a ing. Barley is a favorite in England,| helped and comfort imparted thereby. 

“a because standing midway between|Whya hen will drink filthy, stagnant 

: ib wheat and corn, contrivuting somewhat | water, I do not know, unless because she 

Bi both to eggs and fies. I feed little}lacks a scientific education, and has 

P chicks five times a day, larger ones| never heard about germs and microbes. 

4 three times, and grown fowls twice. Aj Prevention meets this case better than, 

= quart of grain per day for every ten| philosophy does. When hen houses* 

= hens, has been found a satisfactory win-|are opened mornings, their thirsty, 

a ter ration. To this I add, each once in; hungry inmates rush in all directions, 

Ee three days, chopped vegotables and fine | eating and drinking where they can, un- 

ce charcoal, next cooked meat and gravel, | ess water dishes and feed troughs are 

rs followed by meal pudding and bone previously filled and conveniently placed. 

E- meal, forming a circular, rotating pro-| Early and habitually satisfied with pure 

P gram. Picking the kernels froma few water and proper food, hens certainly 

ac? ears of corn daily, will furnish amuse- | #7° less ravenous for impure water and 

Ee ment, and variety not only spices a hen’s rubbish. The Douglas mixture, 24 I, 

ee life, but is indispensable for building |S"!Phate of iron and 1 oz, eulphuric acid, 

Be her frame and fame. Oat hulls are so/| ‘issolved in 2 gals. of water, one tea- 

eS dry and harsh, they are rather indiges- | SP00D of this mixture to every pint of 

y tible. Whole oats, though an excellent drinking water, was formerly very popa- 
at summer food, cannot, therefore, be rec- lar as a tonic. Decapitating rather than « 

Say ommended during winter’s trying con- doctoring sick fowls, seems to be the 

e finement. Raw bone is bone, with its | @odern tendency, since $2 worth of 

i phosphates. Burned bone is practically time and medicine _— generally requir- 
Bs a good but expensive form of lime and | °¢ for curing each 25c. bird. Decapita- 

charcoal. A half ration of grain will | tion applies also to scaly-legged, egg- 

t sufiice for summer with its insects and | ting, roaming fowls, and all morbid 

3 grass, but particular altention must be |Conditions. It eggs are gathered often, 
: given food in moulting time, when I|tbey are not only fresher, but if in ad- 

Ke feed more pudding than usual, as it is | dition, glass nest eggs are used, the egg- 

a easily digested, and add sunflower seed |@ating habit probably will never be 
le and corn for their oil. i learned. a egg gourd, = 

grown only toa proper size, on groun 

1s 1 ee not too rich, isa cheap and good nest- 

a Milk, if sweet, is 8 perfect fvod| egg. It is thought that a wet location 

: and model drink. A fermented sour | develops scaly legs, and no doubt poor 
Me is not identical with a natural acid, | fences tempt roamers. But Polands and 
He like fruit juice, hence sour milk freely Hamburgs, 

Ae: used, needs a little soda added or sy euuuier mes 

4 aslight scalding, else it may prove 
ae too laxative. Lime water can ve oa sages eras 
a in excess, but tried fora day or so at a|and wander for the sake of wandering, 

y time, is an excellent regulator of the| unlike Leghorns and Plymouth Rocks, 
ie bowels. I would allow poultry warm | which are merely good foragers. Cochins 

iL water in winter, just as I would folks|and Wyandottes, comparatively hght
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feeders and easy keepers, can be recom-| to retain her another year. Could we 

mended for confinement. put our hens asleep through the winters, 

Which Shall it Be? © bears and coons, no doubt summer 
In both France and China, where | &&&8 would be most profitable and popu- : 

cooking has been brought to great per- | lar. Since our hens do, however, wake 

fection, black-legged and white-legged | ©afly and eat often through cold weath- 
fowls take precedence of yellow led. we may as well, by judicious feeding, 
Although yellow meat looks tempting, produce some eggs to pay forour trouble, 
nothing can be more delicate than the) frozen comb must be painful and § 
white skinned Houdan, or jucier than debilitating, and hinder egg-production, | 

the dark skinned Lan Shan. Perhaps| though I estes’ dared tu try any remedy, 4 
methods of fattening and cooking are | ©X°¢Pt sometimes a very little glycerine. - 
as important as tints of flesh. Poetry Keep an Account. SS 
and music have entwined themselves By all means keep an account with 7 
about the delightful subject of fresh the hens. It will prove that all the 7 
eggs. Shakspeare knew a poor from | way from nothing to $1 a hen per an- ’ 
good egg, while Mozart in one of his! num,can be made. For the first time, : 
minuets, and Hayden in his Twenticth | the balance on my books is against me, 
Quartet incorporated the joyous notes! My pullets, purchased instead of raised 
that announce a new-laid egg. But! by myself, are fine: looking birds, but ’ 
there are eggs and eggs, and each vari-| evidently, were not early impressed that j 
ety can, like a colt, best be valued after | their mission should bs to lay. Or, per+ e 
broken. The white-shelled are attrac-| haps, the Guinea fowls kindly given me, 4 
tive for boiling, but the dark shelled | and the peacock loaned me, for hawk 5 
have more substance, and two dark extinguishers, have scared the hens . 
eggs will generally do the work of three | themselves. 3 
white ones in cakes and custards. My} Mike an old-fashioned minister who BS 
Leghorn and Wyandotte pullets usually usually preached twice a day from the 
lay well when five or six months old, | same text, informing his hearers in the “4 
while Plymouth Rocks are about a| morning that he could not exhaust his ; 
mouth la‘er; when a pullet has reached | subject then, but would try to do so in : 
this period, she is in her prime, and for| the evening, I must leave some topics : 
two years thereafter should lay over a| untouched, though without any promise : 
hundred eggs per year. If active, ct to where and when I shall exhaust 3 
combed and bright-eyed, it may be best| them. a 

a 
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Z EVENING SESSION—MARCH 18th. 
. 

s The Institute met at 7:30 p. m. The institute is the farmer’s oppor- 
E Prof. W. D. Parker in the chair. tunity, and will do more to educate and | 
‘ Music. Mixed quartette. encourage him than anything hereto- 

Bs Pror. Parker—The Farmers’ Insti-| fore offered. 1f every farmer and his 

f tutes of Wisconsin, have now been in| wife in Waupaca county could attend 

progress five years. These institutes | an institute and give their lessons of ex- 

| are free for all, no one is restricted from | perience, if successful, all would receive 

participating. They have become a/ the benefit; if a failure, some one would 

great educational factor in our state.| perhaps point outa remedy. We must 

. Educating the farmers, popularizing | banish the isolation of the farm, it is 

' our state university and advertising the | fatal toadvancement and progress. Every 

bountiful resources of Wisconsin. school district should have a co-opera- 

Any organization that wil! bring far-| tive institute, which should meet once a 

: mers together to discuss better ways and| month and maintain the interest and 

methods upon the farm, will be fraught | prepare the way for the annual county 

: with good. We see all other vocations | institute. An organized educated force , 

; assembling together in convention, |of the best thinking, progressive men 
¢ using their brain as well as their brawn | and women scatterei throughout your 

; in eager efforts to keep abreast of the|many townships, would uplift and ele- 

sharp competition of the times. The | vate agriculture to its proper position. 

farmer who laughs and sneers atthe! It gives me pleasure to introduce as 

farm institute, refuses to study, read | the first speaker of the evening, Prof. 

: and think will have a chance to act as | Henry, Director of our experiment sta- 

“rear guard.” tion. 

WISCONSIN SYSTEM OF AGRICULTRUAL IN- 

STRUCTION. 

By Pror. W. A. Henry. 

The system of agricultural education;from near and far, and I sometimes 
adopted by the University of Wisconsin | think has been more studied by non- 
posseses features worthy of consideration | residents than by those who give it their 
by all citizens of our commonwealth. | support and enjoy its benefits, 
It bas attracted the attention of educa-| Perhaps the reason that it is not bet- 

e tors and others interested in progress | ter understood and appreciated at home,
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\ 
is insome measure chargeable to the though we did not establish the first 
University authorities. We have not al- one, we certainly may be classed among ways used every opportunity possible to| the pioneers. Recognizing the great Present the advantages of our system | need for a better study of our agriculture, 
and make it understood by those who|the general government in 1887, very are in position to receive its advantages. generously donated $15,000 annually to The institute platform and the institute each state in the union for investiga- 
Bulletia offer a grand opportunity for tions in agriculture. This sum, and informing our farming population of | the appropriation from our own state just what we are doing for the advance- form the fund which maintains our ex- ment of agricultural investigation and periment station. With unrivalled gen- agricultural instruction. erosity our state prints annually 15,000 Our system as now developed, is | copies of the station report, and 10,000 triune, the three factors being: copies each of the quarterly bulletins. I. To develope agricultural science. | These reports and bulletins are free up- 
IL To educate youth in agricultural | °° 4P! plication, so long as they last, to soins. every farmer in the state. We now 
Ill The spread of agricultural have the names of over 8,000 farmers on 

knowledge throughout the whole farming | °°" mailing list, to whom the reports community. and bulletins are regularly sent as soon 
ee as issued, The first division of the system comes 

under the title of the Experiment Sta-| "at the Station Workers Are Doing tion. Through the publication of its} The station force consists of a director annual reports, our station has already | with four professors, two assistants, a 
become quite well known to all reading | farm superintendent, and more than a farmers of the state. Its origin dates | half dozen other employes. The lead- back to 1866, when Dane county secur-| ing features of our work may be describ- ed a grant of lands made by the general | ed as follows: 
government to the State University, by Besides general oversight of the station giving $40,000 which was used for the | work, the director has chosen pig feed- purchase of land for a farm and the erec- ing for his special line of study. Ex- tion of farm buildings. Upon the farm | periments have been conducted to note % purchased through Dane county’s gen- | effects of feed upon the flesh and bonesof erosity, experiments were started at an pigs, the quantities of different feed re- early date, Prof. W. W. Daniells having | quired to make a pound of pork, the direct charge of the work. The first aid | value of cooked and uncooked feed, etc. to investigation was by the legislature of | More than a year ago a long investiga- 1881, when $4,000 were appropriated for | tion was begun to ascertain, if possible experiments with amber cane and theen- | the amount of food required to main- silage of fodders, In 1883, the legislature | tain a pig at different ages and weighta, increased the income of the university, | and the additional amounts Tequired to and provided for the establishment of produce a pound of gain in weight. an experiment station. At that time Although we have enough figures on there were not half a dozen experiment | hand to fill a large book if all were Stations in the United States, and | printed, some years must yet elapse be 

10
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{ 
tf fore we dare strike averages which | footing. The motto of our station is | 

sy will give the conclusions permanence 3,000,000 sheep for Wisconsin, without 

Be and value. ‘ driving out a single horse, cow or pig. 

"4 : Dr. Babcock, besides having charge Mr. Woll bas given his time largely to 

Ps : of the chemical laboratory, has thus far | a study of the silo and its effects upon 

BS given most of his time to milk investiga- | milk and butter production. He is also 

a tions. His discovery of fibrin in| studying the sugar beet. This spring a 

Fe milk attracted the attention of scient-| thousand pounds of sugar beet seed 

Bs ists, and helps explain some of the pe-| were distributed to as many different 

F- culiarities of this most complex fluid. | farmers in the state, and when the sam- 

i s The doctor is best known through his| ples come in this fall we shall know 

invention, the Babcock Milk Test, which | pretty well which portions are b st 

ss I believe to be the most valuable inven- | adapted to the production of sugar beets. 

: tion ever brought out by an experiment | I do not believe there is a better state in 

S station, and one which will be worth | the whole Union, for producing beet 

c millions to our dairy interests. Every | sugar than Wisconsin, and if we only 

farmer who keeps a half a dozen cows, | proceed judiciously, I am sure capital 

ee cannot afford to be without the Bab-| will seek to locate sugar factories with- 

es cock Milk Test. in our borders in due time. 

¥ Prof. F. H. King is working faithfully | Mr. J. W. Decker, the latest addition 

: studying the movements of water in| to our station force, gives his time 

. the soil, how much water is required by | largely to cheese investigations. 

; growing crops, and how it ean be best Though the range of subjects under 

conserved to them, He has a most dif-| investigation by us is small compared 
'§ ficult problem, and we must be patient with the whole list, I think it will be 

: in looking for resvlts. His investigations conceded by every thoughtful person 

on the construction of barns has re- that each line we have in hand is an im- 

ceived favorable attention, while Bul- | Portant one, and that it is wisdom to 

letin No. 28, upon the construction of study a few subjects carefully, rather 

; silos, has received praise on all sides as| than lose ourselves among a multitude, 

i most timely and well written. The Instructional Work. 

| Prof. Goff has planted an orchard} ‘The second division of our system 

i of hardy fruits, the trees coming| calls for the education of youth in agri- 

from Siberia and other parts of Asia, | cultural science, and to accomplish this, 

t ss well as Russia. To these he is} we have laid out several courses. Our 

I adding all of the more promising hardy | jong course is the equal of the other 

fe varieties originating in this country. university courses, and prepares a young 

} Mr. Craig has just come to us, and| man in agriculture by broad, liberal 

t will take up the very important subject | training. It is especially helpful to 

of sheep husbandry. When we learn| young men who may wish to take up 

that in 1880, Wisconsin had 1,300,000} the teaching of agriculture or the work 

sheep, and in 1885 less than 900,000, I| of experiment stations. There are 

think you will agree with me that it is} scores of young men who intend to be- 

4 time something was done to place the| come farmers, but first desire a good 

sheep interests of our state upon a firm college education, and can find the
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means as well as the time for securing | care and management of cheese factor- 
it. All such should carefully investi-| ies and creameries. When the dairy : 
gate the merits of this course. school building, almost a college in it- . 

The Short Coursein Agriculture. self, now under construction on the 
._, | University grounds, sball have been je 

Our short course calls for the special completed, we will have the finest dairy < attention of all farmers’ sens who desire building in the world. I neéd not tell 

the largest amount of agricultural train- youthat this is the Wisconsin way of ing in the shortest possible time. It is doing things. She tales second place to 

especially designed to help those young | none whenever a movement is made to 
men who can spare a couple of winters advance her agricultural interests. ; ' — — but — cannot ey the The instructors for the educational 
ae nee the ay — you department are drawn from the experi- 
me imagine a farmers’ institute lasting ment station force for the most part. I 3 
mer daya ae two winters, held at the believe that a good investigator is us- : state university, : with its books, ap- ually a good teacher, provided he in- 

PoEeens, i —— oe = the par- structs on those subjects in which he is po:es of illustration and helping those deeply interested, and is not called upon 

= ee eee get =o ides Se do too much work as a teacher. The 
— = Possible for a bright young ee young men who come to us for instruc- : to obtain who may come to us. This | °. i = 4 n . = tion are brought into close contact with < course is attracting attention from far 7. 

men who spend the greater part of their and near, and educators have come long ‘tins ki ieuiteral ccokl 
distances to study more carefully its <a shure nS a es : = a -3 
peculiar features. Its merit attracted oe ar a ae ah aa See 
the attention of the Hon. John L. Mitch- | #7 : aes eat at ed ay ee 
ell, of our state, who in his love for ates ? a employed especially ji 
agriculture, and his desire to benefit his | £°* that work. 3 
fellow men, has generously provided The Farmer's Institutes. é 
twenty scholarships of $50 each in the The third feature of our unique 4 short course. Thi holarshi t i eee ese Scholarships go to | tem is the spread of agricultural knowl- ’ the graduates of our country district edge throughout the whole community, 5 
schools. It is impossible to calculate at through the medium of the farmers’ in- ” 

this ee the far-reaching good of Mr. | stitutes, The institute is just as much ‘ 
Mitchell's splendid gift. a part of the University and the agricul- % 

The Dairy Course. tural department as the experiment ‘a 
The dairy course has become exceed- | station, or the teaching of agricultural . 

ingly popular. Though established but | studies within the college walls. Every ¥ 
two winters ago. January, 1891, brought | person who attends an institute is a 44 
to us 72 young men from as far west as | student of the University as much as a 
Kansas, and as far east as Canada and|though he had registered with us at 3 
New York, the majority, Of course, be- | Madison. The institute system is based ey 
ing from within our own borders. This | upon the idea that knowledge should be a 
course lasts twelve weeks, and promises | as free as air and water, and that our Ee 
to be of the highest value in helping | farmers are anxious and willing to avail Z 
young men to perfect themselves in the | themselves of everything that is useful ¥
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: and will help them to better follow theirj the institute has its place among our 

vocation. Many years ago the farmers | educational factors. My only fear is 

s began coming together each winter for | that interference may come from those 

the purpose of discussing agricultural|who would rather farmers should not 

, questions, and making themselves bet-| gather in meetings of this kind, and 

ter farmers and better citizens. These | grow intelligent in the discussion of all 

gatherings were under the name of| things that work for and against them; 

grange meetings, farmers’ clubs, meet-|or, perhaps trouble may come through 

ings of various state organizations such | the jealousy and enmity of a few who 

asthe State Agricultural society, the | would ruin where they cannot rule. 

State Dairymen’s association, ete. Each} And now in closing let me review 
of these filled its mission and has done { briefly the salient points in Wisconsin 

agreat work, but theinstitute managed | educational system. 

. as it is from the University as a central The System Summarized, 
point, gathers together all the great ag-| At the State University there is 

ricultural forces of the state into har-| Situated the experiment station with 
mony, and carries more information and|its corps of investigators busy upon 
distributes it better than was ever be- |S0me of those problems of great im- 
fore possible. portance to our agricultural advance- 

ment. Associated with these are other 

Flos Enatitecten Alone Yeme teem teachers, and the whole make up 

When first started there were those|the instructional faculty to help 

who expressed the opinion that, though |such young men as may go up to | 

popular for a time, the farmers’ institu-| Madison for the study of the art and 

i tes would soon die out, and there are | science of agriculture. From this same 

| those within our borders to-day who | source, reaching out all over the state is 
1 stil! believe it short lived. From the|asystem of instruction in agriculture 

i first I have affirmed the contrary, bas-| carried right to the very homes of 

‘ ing my reasons upon my knowledge of| the farmers themselves. Through this 

d Wisconsin farmers and human nature in/system every farmer in the state be- 

general, and I have seen no cause to| comes a member of the University, re- 

‘ change my opinion. When the horti-| ceiving help and encouragement from 

f culturist ceases to care for horticulture, | it year by year. Through the institute 

; when the horseman ceases to care for] bulletin and the reports of the experi- 

i the horse, when the stockman’s eyes | ment station, the latest scientific facts 
grow dull as he listens to some practical | and the best practices in agriculture 

paper on the care and management of | are at once brought to the attention of 
our domestic animals; when men are so| the farmers, instead of waiting the slow 

well posted in the growing of farm crops | process of sifting down to them as was 

‘ that no better methods can be employed | the case in earlier years. Our system 

and no larger yields obtained; when the | in its whole and in its parts stands with- 

. owner of 160 acres of good Wisconsin | out an equal in any state in the Union. 

: soil is content to doze over the winter | Wisconsin farmers are already proud of 

} fire and care for nothing outside bis | it, and when they come to understand 

‘ boundary fences, then there will be no = better and learn more fully its benefi- 

demand for the firmers’ institutes in| cence, will appreciate it more highly 

Wisconsin, but unti such a time comes | than they have in the past.
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By Dr. T. O. CHAMBERLIN, PRES. OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY. 

The District School. plants with which, as a farmer, he must 
Ladies and Gentlemen: I regret very | deal; he does not study the animals he 

much that Mr.W. H. Chandler isnot pres-|must care for, he does not study the 
ent to discuss the relationship of the|earth beneath, or the sky above; his 
cowmon school tothe farmer, for Ithink | School work is eatirely apart from the 
there is no more important question be- | work of the home, and of the field, and 
fore this country to-day. I know of no|they do not vitalize each other. The 
subject within the range of educational | Study of the life and purpose of the 
problems that more strongly commends | plants should be followed in the rural 

itself to the careful consideration of | Schools, the same of animals, of the soil, 
educators and citizens alike than the | and of the air—all those things that the . 

proper development of the common dis-|Country boy comes in contact with 
trict school. We have in our cities)every day. In these things are re- 
fairly well developed systems of educa- | Sources that will vitalize and enliven 
tion. We have a complete gradation | his intellectual processes and give him a 

from the primary to the intermediate , new view of life. When I hoed potatoes 
school, from the intermediate to the| upon the farm, I thought myself merely 
high school, from the high school to the | dealing with homely plants. In my 
university, but until the present year; maturer judgment of to-day, the potato 
there has been no such definite succes-| plant is a more wonderful production 
sion of courses before the boys and the|than Niagara Falls. Those tubers on 
girls of the country. exhibition there are developed in a pe- 
Any system of education, to be en-|culiar way, they are neither root nor 

tirely satisfactory, must have consider- | fruit. They are things in which children 

ation of the relationship of the child to| are inherently interested, if explained, 
his future occupation. Education must | and a study of such things wiil vitalize 
be adjusted to the environment of the | the otherwise dull work of cultivation. 
child if itis to have the highest degree} When Iwas a boy I used to go 

of vitality. through the cornfield and pull out the 
There should be a vitalizing relation-| beautiful silks and carry them away by 

ship between the work of the sbop,!thearmful. In the fall I noticed there 
the field and the school-house. This is|were many cobs partially filled with . 
being partially brought about in our | kernels but I never put the two together, } 
cities by the introduction of manual | Fortunately forms my father did not 
training, but in the country this has/either. But if I had known the func- 
been neglected. tions of that silk, I would have seen in 

Knowledge Leads to Better Work. ita beauty that I never saw. The pe- 

The boy studies his grammar and | culiar economy that it performs would 
geography, but he does not study the/| have been of great interest to a boy of
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BS my bent —far beyond the spectacular | terest. It may even be in the books 

interest that I felt. And so in all plant} but the personality of the teacher is 

- life. We bewail the going of our boys | necessary to give it shape aad force. 

os to the cities, but that does not stop | Now, to put that teaching force into the 

i them. One of the remedies, in my judg- | minds of six or eight thousand teachers, 
2 ment, lies in making farm life interest- | is an enormous work. 

} ing. They must have somehow this de-| Beyond that, the community must be 

e. velopment of the inner thinking life, and | developed to an appreciation of this 

i: if they do not get it upon the farm they | work which will lead it to encourage 
| will go elsewhere. We have left our|and demand it. Necessarily the prepa- 
| boys and girls lives upon the farm bar- | ration will be more expensive. The im- 

ren, because we have not put into them | proved talent will command higher 

P the interest that is really there. We do| prices in the market, and it must be paid 

rp not associate our children with us in| for at its worth. 

| rc the management of the farm, we do not| 7, Country School and the Universtay. 
take them into our counsels, and we for- s : 

get that tbe interest that we take in Now, the University has been en- 
t : carrying out our plans, is entirely ab- deavoring during the past few years to 
o ant tecan seus develop a system of courses of study | 

| It is the function of our schools to| Which should connect the country 
L put a vital interest into the lives of our |®°b0ol with the highest reaches of the 

ia children: University, and this last year, there has 
P been announced an intermediate course 

t The Untowrsty ant OS Se which is to make the final connection. 
i; This leads me to the subject upon | This course admits to its classes those 
" which I am to speak, the relationship of | who have completed the full curiculum 

F the university to the farm. We must|of the county school as laid down by 
find a remedy for this state of things. | the state superintendent so that a gradu- 
Wherein shall we find that remedy? | ate from a country school may be ad- 

i Frst, we must find the knowledge of | mitted without examination to this mid- 
5 these things to impart to the young to| die course, then two years after, he may 

vitalize their lives and put interest into | be admitted to a college course in agri- 

fe their work. That knowledge must be | culture of indefinite length. 
produced, and it is the function of the] But the University has other relation- 
University to produce it. ships to the farmer than those which I 

Secondly: It must put that know!l-| have indicated. It has too long been 

} edge into a form that is adapted to|theimpression that a college is a place 
the young. Scientific knowledge must] where a few young men—and lately, 
be simplified, and formulated and this] young women—may gather and go 
must be done by the higher institutions} through a prescribed curiculum. The 
of learning. better idea is gaining ground that a 

: Then comes the third requisite, and| university is an institution that will 

therein lies the great difficulty. We] promote education among all the peo- 

must develop and equip teachers that! ple. In three different ways is that idea ~ 
can go into our country schools and} carried out. First in the admission of 

carry this lesson, this vitality, this in- | adults to the classes of the University. 

i
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During the past year there have been |of knowledge, and to more and more 
some sixty in attendance at the Univer- freely communicate that knowledge to 
sity who are 21 years old and upwards, | the people, so as to make the University 
several who are past 40, Such adult|more and more an institution of the 
students can study in the special lines people, devoted to helping them in all 
in which they desire to inform them- practicable ways, and to lifting them up 
selves. But the most important benefit | into those higber spheres of mental ac- 
to the farmer lies in the line that has tivity which are most wholesome and 
been so well represented from this plat-| profitable, practically, intellectuaily, 
form to-night by Prof. Henry, the dis- morally; which are advantageous financi- 
covery and formulation of agricultural ally; and serviceable to our whole civi- 
knowledge through study and experi- | lation. 
ment, and the giving it out to the com- 
munity, thereby making it possible for 
those who can never goto the Univer- Prov. Parxer—Our present secretary 
sity to receive the benefits of the work! of agriculture, Hon. J. M. Rusk, who we 

done in that institution. remember as a farmer, a soldier and 
Again, through these institutes the governor of our state for seven years, 

University is endeavoring to do a class | who is always asuccess and never for- 
of educational work with which you are | gets his vast army of friends in Wiscon- 
familiar. It is our hope to extend these sin has kindly sent Col. F. B, Parsons, 
educational endeavors, to put morejas a representative of the department 
work into the discovery and formulation | of agriculture. 

ee prea near? encanta ‘ 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

By Cor. F. E. Paxsons, 

I come here as a representative of / state, you will have more pride for Wis- 7 
the Department of Agriculture, and | consin, than you ever had before. It is 
I came because I was wanted, I sup- | not long since the time when we could not ‘ Pose, at both ends of the line. I| have gotten together such an audience 4 
heard what Gov. Hoard said this morn-| as this to listen to agricultural subjects, “4 ing. He said he had been abroad in| but the farmers are wide awake, they 3 different parts of the country and Can-| are tryingtolearn the very best methods, ada, and he returned home with a feel-| and everywhere I have been, from Ne- a ing of shame when he learned what|braska to New York, from Mason 
attempts had been made to weaken this| and Dixon’sline to the lakes, whenever 4 great work of the farmers’ institute. | they found out I was a citizen of Wis- 
My friends, if you will do as Gov. Hoard | consin they have praised the methods, i has done, and as I have done, go out and the doings and the laws of Wiscon- 3 and realize the position of this great ‘sin, until I felt proud indeed. I did not
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blush, because I knew all their praise | your good cheese and butter up against 

was true. Wisconsin has the lead and | old stuff that is not fit for food. We 

when other states plan their farmers’ | have aright to be protected. There is 

institutes they send their representa-|no one who can give protection to us 

tives to this state to your superintend- | who consume your food, but you pro- 

ent to get their lessons from him. In| ducers. 

all the states where they have not far- You Feed the Nation. 

mers’ institutes they are passing resolu-| ‘The voice of the farmer has become 

tions in every farmers meeting to call | potent in the land; you must unite for 

upon the legislature to establish institu- | the purpose of protecting your own in- 

tes, In Iowa some of the best men have | terests and not suffer other people to 

passed resolutions to go down to their | walk over you. Let me tell you some- 

next legislature, and demand that far-| thing, the farmers of the country num- 

mers’ institutes should be established, | ber, I suppose, in actual workers about 

: and they allsay, “When we get them|eight million people. Well, that is @ 

we want them just like Wisconsin.” good many. You should get your minds 

. Farmers’ Institutes. made up as to what is right, and you 

If anything kas ever huppened in the should ask for it gently but firmly. You 

state of Wisconsin that has given ita have to figure out with intelligence 

name far and wide itis these farmers’ | °7° of the greatest undertakings on 

institutes. Ihave been around and I earth, and that is = feed sixty-five mil- 

have heard the verdict, and I say if the lions of people with good wholesome 

i farmers of Wisconsin permit this instu- food. That is the job you have on your 

: tion of learning which belongs to them hands, and the nearer — can come to 

a to be weakened by any party or any doing this, the more independent you 

i politicians you ought to be ashamed of sae Look maewery direction, and = 

h yourselves, and you never ought to have what will be for your interests in make 

: a good thing in the future. There ing a market and then see toit that what 

ought to be no politics about it and you have is fit to eat. 

b} there never has been, either, in its work- The splendid show of potatoes over 

| ings. here shows that the farmers in this part 

hd 
of the country have put intelligence in- 

i Dairy and Food Commissioner. to their work, and learned what they 

N Then again, I have been told in these | can raise to advantage. 

y other states, “One of the best things you| I have heard many things in this 

H bave ever done in Wisconsin was estab- | room to-day that would be of great value 

\ lishing that office of Dairy and Food | to me if I were farming. We get a great 

| Commissioner. That was the cleanest deal of instruction, my friends, in one 

Hi cut thing you ever did there.” Do you | way and another, but the trouble is we 

i know, my friends, your cheese is dis- don’t apply it. The questions and sub- 

graced in Europe by the stuff that is be- | jects that come up here are of much 

\" ing sent out from this state, just the | consequence to you. I know you 

i fellows that your food commissioner is | come here to hear, and I believe that 

| after, and if you farmers of Wisconsin | you are going to learn, and | believe we 

| let that office be abolished for the sake shali all go home with the determina- 

Hi of $3,000 or $4,000 you will have to put tion to do all in our power to promote 

| 

i 
ty 
if
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the welfare of the farmers’ —o banner, leading all other states in \ 
and the name of this state will still! agricultural knowledge, and in agricul- 
stand proudly in the foremost rank, and | tural advancement. . | 
your children will rejoice that they carry 

7 
eens : ee eee 
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WAUPACA. 

By Mrs. Lizzie Stetson. 

The Potato ts King. and words will fall on mellow ground— 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: | Seed sown will spring up and bear rich . 
It was with reluctance I consented to|teward. 
take part in the exercises this evening. | Perhaps it would not be amiss to make 
I consider it a great compliment to be| YOU gentlemen, who have and will ad- 

invited to address so intelligent an audi-| dress us during the series of meetings, 

ence as I find assembled here this even-| better acquainted with your surround- , 
ing. Although I may not do my subject | ings. Itis scarce two score years since : 

justice, will try to paint Waupaca in its the barrier was thrown down by our 

true colors. Beautiful are the footsteps | @overnment, and civilization seized upon 
of those who bring glad tidings, for hath | the belt of country nown as the Indian 
not potatoes been crowned king? and is|/and, lying west of the Fox and Wolf 

not Waupaca the capital? and donot the Tivers. It wasin the fall of 1852 that 
pricces of commerce come from all ends|0ld King Osbkosh led away from this 
of the earth, to do him reverense and | country what was left of the once pow- 
pour down at his feet the silver drawn |erful band of Menomonees— the very 
from the inner recesses of the western | tribe who, under the command of Mon- 
mountains? Hath he not made his sub- | signeur De Langlade, met and defeated 
jects happy, and made hayseeds’ pockets | Gen. Braddock and Washington at Fort : 
resemble the “horn of plenty” ? “He| Du Quesne. 
hath clothed his sons in broadcloth and Zan Shoneere. 
his daughters in fine linen.” Westward the star of empire takes its 

This evening we hold high carnival in | way. It is the men who meet here this 
the tribe of Agriculture. To the many ,¢vening, that have swept back the wil- 
wise sachems, who honor us with their | derness, and built beautiful homes, ex- 

presence, we give kindly greeting. We | tensive farms, and added another county 

have heard of your fame, of your great|to those which already formed proud i 

wisdom. Waupaca asks you to com-| Wisconsin. You have developed its re- 

mand, and we are proud to do your bid- | sources and demonstrated that the light 
ding. The little Gem City of Wiscon-| soils of central Wisconsin can be worked 
sin, nestling in this beautiful vailey, | at a profit — that even here the queen of 
surrounded by it: coronet of hills, would | horticulture looks with favor. It was 
do you honor. Your advice, escape | wtih emotions of pride that an old citi- :
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j zen of Waupaca stood beside the fruit | skimmed over our many clear and crys- 

‘ collected from all parts of the state, |tal lakes. On yon range of hills are 

: spread out for exhibition in the horti-| many of their quaint-shaped mounds. 

" cultural rooms at the capital, and beard | Although Iam not able to solve their 

the answer to the inquiry: «Where did| history, of one thing I am certain: 

y those beautiful apples come from?” | Those bills with rugyed front, dotted 

F They formed the center plate, the nicest with majestic boulders, have been there 

e ornament of the display. The attend-| a very long time; and some antiquarians 

7 ant replied: “ Waupaca.” Yes, Wau- have been heard to say, that it was on 

paca can and does raise the finest fruit|Mount Tom that Noah’s Ark rested 

: of avy county in the state. Millions of | after the flood. Wise men have held 

a timber swept by the woodsman’s axe| weighty and protracted discussions on 

be from its bosom, have been the source of | this subject, but it still remains unset- 

: wealth for the many Croesuses of the|tled. No wonder we are proud of our 

2 state, and have furnished the material | history, proud of what has been accom- 

By for many acity. plished in so short a time. It was but 

Waupaca, noted for its beautiful scen- | #8 yesterday, our young men rallied to 

ery, is as well noted for its high rank in | the call of Abraham Lincoln, and the 

F all business enterprises. In regard to tramp of armed companies going to the 

E educational interests we are second to front was heard along our streets. Are 

none. A short time ago & prominent not their brilliant acts, their heroic 

; citizen, being asked why he dido’t send | achievements, written in history? On 

t his son to school, said: « Well, my opin- most every field of Battle in the wide 

4 ion is, the fellow without the education | area of strife, were found the sons of 

is the one that ‘ gets there.’” Of course Waupaca; their bones lay bleaching on 

there are exceptions to all rules. Wau-| many @ battle field. § 

: paca is willing to come under the excep-| Waupaca again comes to the front in 

tion, for we have a well graded school, | the triumphs of peace. Just over that 

under the supervision and control of an range of hills may be found a memorial 

ie able instructor and disciplinarian. of a grateful people to the defenders of 

J must not forget to mention the nur- their country. Thera is home and a 

sery, located south of the city. Al- place to rest for those to whom forture 

| though yet in its infancy, it is quite an | has been unkind. There they will be 

| advancement in the way of horticulture. provided for until they have fought their 

The proprietor, though not well posted last battle. That such an institution 

F onthe names of house plants—haviag exists, was due to the generosity and 

} been heard to call a beefsteak begonia a | patriotism of the prominent citizens of 

| & peefsteak bologna ”— however, is well Waupaca. It was in this county origin- 

} versed in the culture and names of trees: | ated the plan for better care of the in- 

| small fruits, etc. 
sane—tke honor of which was fraudu- 

| Old Indian Mounds. lently claimed by the board of charities 

and reform. The plan was successfully 

If time would permit, 1 might im-| carried out, without state aid, and in- 

| dulge in some thoughts of the race of |sane were being eared for from other 

; people who once held possession of our counties, long before the measure was 

valley, and whose boats must have passed giving state aid to counties.
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I have read that the question of doing | probably for the reason my father was 

sway with farmers’ institutes is being | once a farmer, whose boast was that he 

agitated by our legislature. I think I|had cleared more land and improved 

can illustrate our position with a little| more acres than any man in the county. ; 

story. In earlier days, when rapid speed| But I shrewdly suspect, he did it as ( 

upon railways was being discussed, a| some patriots served their country—by ; 

member of the British parliament asked | a substitute. 

Stephensen, the famousengineer: “What| I have worried your patience too long. 3 

if a cow should get on the track?”|If I have not done justice tomy theme, ‘ 

Stephenson replied after thinking} I would advise you to do as a legislator 3 

awhile: “That would be bad for the|didthe other day—my informant was 3 

cow.” If there are any politicians who, down to Madison on a free pass—you <8 

try to stop the car of progress, in which | can move to amend the title to suit the : 

the farmers are pushing to the front, I| pill. 

must say I think it will be bad for the 

mules. Syne 7 

Thanking the managers of the insti-| Music—Male quartette. 

tute for the honor they have done me,| The institute then adjourned to 9:30 

by giving me a place on their program—| A. M. next day. 
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MORNING SESSION—MARCH 19th. 

The Institute met at 9:30 P. M. Geo, McKerrow in the chair. 

——__—— 

INSECTS AND DISEASES OF THE POTATO. - 

By Pror. E. 8. Gorr. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: , ago have exterminated the potato from 

It has been the history of nearly all cul- | culture in this country. 

) tivated plants that for a considerable| The Colorado beetle isan insect that is 

. time after their introduction to culture, familiar to us all. The insect passes the 

they have been comparatively free from | winter in its perfect state, the last brood of 

destructive parasites. But as the area} beetles entering the ground after the 

. devoted to their culture becomes greatly | potato tops die. With the first warm 

extended, and vast numbers of the | days of spring, the beetles emerge from 

plants are crowded together in close | the ground and the female lays her eggs 

/ proximity, insects and diseases appear | upon the leaves of the young potatoes. In 

among them, which often prove very | about a month after the eggs are laid 

| destructive, snd sometimes threaten to| the first brood of larve are matured 

exterminate their culture. and enter the ground again, then in ten 

The history of the cultivated potato | or twelve days another brood appears 

offers an excellent illustration of this} and this in turn in about a month at- 

, truth. About the year 1845, the potato| tains the perfect form and again en- 

. disease for the first time assumed a very | ters the ground to appear in due time as 

alarming character in Europe, and in|, third brood. Thus tbere are three 

| _this country, and for one or two seasons | broods of the potato beetle in the north- 

the crop was almost annihilated, in con-| ern United States. 
| 

| sequence of which a literal famine oc} Ibis probable that you are all familiar 

x curred in Ireland. Up to about 1864, | with the methods of dealing with this 

: the potato plant was almost free from | insect. You all know that certain com- 

injurious insects. At that time the cul-| pounds of arsenic, as Paris green and 

ture of potatoes was extended to the|{,ondon purple are specifies for it, and 

mountains of Colorado, and the native | you are all probably familiar with the 

Colorado Beetle machines that are being used for dis- 

becoming jntroduced into our po- tributing these poisons. It is not, how- 

tato fields, swept like a prairie fire | ever necessary to provide ourselves with 

t across the continent, and but for expensive machinery to handle the pota- 

the fact that we have learned how beetle, asthe object may be accomplished 

to ‘successfully combat it, would tone fin a satisfactory manner in the average
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potato field, with an apparatus that A few other insects are injurious to ; 

costs but a dollar or two, and which is | the potatoat times, but hardly enough 60 ; 

described below. to merit discussion here. The flea bee- 

How to Apply Potsons. tle has been reported as doing damage E 

in different parts of the country. It is ; 

We can apply the poisons dry, diluted | similar to the cabbage flea beetle, and 

with some cheap powder, as common | like the latter, does not appear to be 

land plaster or air-slacked lime, or we | susceptible to arsenites. It does not eat 

can apply them with water. I have | the foliage much, but subsists upon the 

found the dry method more satisfactory. | juices of the plant. Strong tobacco 

Of course water costs less than lime or | water is perhaps the best preventive, 

plaster, but the trouble of using it is} but does not form a complete remedy. 

greater. While connected with the ex- |The white grub sometimes injures po- 

periment station in New York, I made a | tatoes to some extent, and the cut worm z 

careful series of tests to find out the | is also troublesome at times. For these 

smallest amount of Paris green or Lon- | insects I can at present suggest no prac- 

don purple that would answer. Tried | ticable preventive. 

1 pound of Paris green to 100 pounds of 

plaster, and found that was quite effi- She Patate Bot 

cient. I next tried 1 part to 150and| The most common disease of potatoes 

I found where the mixture was perfect is what is known as the potato rot. This 

this was also efficient. I next tried 1 disease always appears first upon the 

pound to 200, but found that with so | foliage of the plant. Its life history has 

great a dilution some of the beetles | been the subject of much study and 

would escape, and I settled on the con- | some dispute. Doctors, however, agree 

clusion that 1 part to 150 is about as that it lives from one year to another 

small an amount of poison as it is wise |from what are called resting spores. 

touse. Anold barrel churn is a good Two kinds of spores are produced, one 

thing in which to mix the materials. maint:ins the life of the fungus during 

For applying the powder I find noth- | the summer, the other during the win- 

ing so good as a hand sifter, asort of |ter. These resting spores are formed in 

pail made of galvanized iron or tin with | leaves that have been destroyed by the 

a pe: forated bottom, a rigid handle and | fungus, and also in the decayed tubers. 

atight fitting cover. We simply have | In wet weather and on wet soils these 

to give the pail a shake over the plantto | spores are in a condition to germinate, 3 

cover the foliage with the mixture. A Some are deposited by the wind or other 

man can use two of these pails at once, | means on the foliage of the plants, and 

if he chooses, and thus take two rows. | being in contact with a moist surface, 

Of course this applies only to those who these very minute spores germinate and 

have not a large area of potatoes. Where send alittle mycelium through the epi- 

a man raises ten or twenty acres, he dermis of the leaf into the interior. The- 

would require some horse machinery for | disease, when once it has obtained a 

distributing poisons. When applied in foot-hold, spreads under favorable condi- 

water, I have found that one ounce of | tions with great rapidity, and one day is 

the poison to ten galions is a good pro- | sometimes sufficient to blast a whole po- 

portion. tato field as if fire had passed through
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7 t. The spores being formed on the ,of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) mm | 

i 2 leaves are set free and fall to the ground | four gallons of hot water, and in another 

Sa and the rains wash them down into the | vessel slack four pounds of fresh lime in 

a soil, where they come in contact with | four gallons of cold or warm water; then 

- the tuber, and thus it is that the potato | when the two solutions have dissolved, 

FS rot begins. Unfortunately, no positive |add them together and dilute with 
o remedy has been discovered for this | water until the whole makes 22 gallons, 

i. disease. ; when it is ready for use. We apply it 

, How to Prevent Potato Rot. with a force pump or any other appara- 

: Perhaps our best preventive measure | *US for applying liquid mixtures 
Fi is to plant early; this brings early ma- The Potato Scab. 

a turity. The disease always prevails The potato scub is a disease with 

.. worse in the latter part of the season. | which we are all familiar. There appear 
p We can do something by thoroughly | to be several different causes for this 
= draining our soils, as the fungus is al-| trouble. It seems that almost anything 
5 ways worse in wet soils and seasons. In | that corrodes the surface of the tuberin 

; order to lessen the chances of the disease | the soil will cause the potato scab. It 
i the following year we should burn the | appears that the planting of scabby seed 

a tops of the diseased tubers. tends to increase the disease. 

Prof. Weed, of the Ohio experiment Some years we find that after harvest- 

et station, made a test during the summer | ing our potatoes and storing them in the 

:- of 1889, which promises to be of some | cellar they are destroyed by rotting. 

ES value. He sprayed the tops of potatoes |There are several different fungi 

b with a mixture of sulphate of copper |that may cause the rotting of the 

: and lime, what we call the Bordeaux | potato in the cellar. I know of no posi- 

r. mixture, and found that the rot wascon- | tive remedy for this trouble. While 

' siderably less on the area sprayed than | connected with the New York station we 

t on that not sprayed. found by careful test that slacked lime 

Ancther Disense of the #uhate: did not prevent the trouble. 

i There is ano‘her disease of the potato esas 

iF Ss 7 — or August = DISCUSSION. 

‘ : ac! ight on the foliage, causing the 

f tops to die as if a fire had passed t!:rough Mr. Fisner—If you can bend the tops 
ie - the field. It was very prevalent the past | °V¢T and hill them up pretty well, is not 

} season in the southern part of Wisconsin | ‘bat @ partial preventive of potato ros ? 
is and in Illinois and Ohio, This disease | PRO? Gorr — That has been’ tied 
| has not even been named. It is being | Pretty thoroughly in England and found 

\- investigated, and we shall probably soon | be beneficial, bat it is = generally 

i know more aboutit. Experiments have practiced, wbether boosuse +19 7 

i shown that the Bordeaux mixture is a | Pepsive, or for some other reason, I do 
ih. preventive of this blight. not know. 

: Qvuxstion — Can‘ you tell from the 
i How to Make the Bordeaux Mixture. |iooks of the plant whether the tubers 
i I will now tell you how this Bordeaux | re going to be affected with rot? 

! mixture is made. I dissolve six pounds| Pror, Gorr—We can. The fungus 

fi 

1 

i | 
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sppears first as blackish spots on both | difference what it is if it only dilutes the < 
sides of the leaf, and on the under side | Paris green. 3 
we find a silly or wooly appearance sur- | Question—On what does the flavor of 5 rounding the spot. The spot increases potatoes depend? Is it upon the starch ; around the borders. content, or is the flavor affected by the i ‘Question —When would you apply the soil? 

: Bordeaux mixture? : Prov. Gorr—Mr. F. A. Heubner, a 4 Puor. Gorr-—I'should begin to apply Very intelligent potatospec ialistof Mani ; it as early as the middle of June for towee. tells me that the flavor of pota- ; 
early planted potatoes. in the | ‘°8 is not necessarily dependent upon 3 Prov. Henry —Do you ae one their starch content, and that tubers % whole of the lime, or do you just let the grown from seed ave always inferior in 4 lime settle and take the lime water? flavor for the first eneration or two, 3 

Pror. Gorr—We let the lime settle though their content of starch is as high 4 and pour off the — and afterwards the first year from seed as it ever is. I “ we can add more water if we choose. We believe it is perfectly well established 3 a cra sn so that the water is that the quality of potatoes of the same a vost : s F variety grown on different soils is often Mn. Frost—Do y sm aoa see me very different, and until recenily, I had to use hot water in preparing Paris ascribed this difference to a variation ir = green water? » the water supply of the soil, which pro- : Pror. Gorr—I have never used it, and | duced a corresponding variation in the : know of no advantage init. Paris green starch content. But I have since met . is insoluble, and we do not wish to ren- samples of potatoes that cooked dry and ce der it soluble even if we could, because mealy, which no potato poor in starch 3 this would endanger the foliage. can do, and yet the flavor was very infe- 3 Mn. Harrman—What is the result of | 0. I may add that Prof. Voorhees, of 3 too much Paris green? the New Jersey experiment station has 3 Pror. Gorr—It will blight the foliage. been investigating the influence of dit. <4 
Tt will not injure the tubers except ferent manures upon the quality of po- 4 through the foliage. toes. He found that those raised with on Mr. Rosiyson—Is there any advan- sulphate of potash were finest in flavor, 4 tage in plaster as a fertilizer for po-| those from farm manure next, those from 3 tatoes? muriate of potash next, and those grown 3 Pror. Gorr—On some soils plaster is | with kainit were poorest. % found quite beneficial. On others it has Question—How can we prevent pota- . 4 no effect. toes kept for summer use from sprouting? 4 Mr. Bracc—Is there any advantage in Pror. Gorr — A French method has a mixing plaster and Paris green some recently been highly recomm -nded, 2 time before using them? though I do not know that it has been Pror. Gorr—No, sir. tried in this country. It consists in ; Questioy—Would ashes be asustitute soaking the tubers for ten hours in a for plaster? very dilute sulphuric acid, turmed by Pror. Gorr—Any light cheap powder adding two parts of commercial sul- will answer. It doesn’t make much phuric acid to 100 parts of water. The i 

a 
? 

4
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. acid is said to penetrate the eyes suffi- | may be used any number of times with 

f ciently to destroy their vitality, while it; equally good results, and a barrel or tank 

has no effect upon the skin of the wie any kind will do for the treatment. 

: tato. The tubers must be ge ac method is worth trying, but I 

dried before storing. The same liquid | would advise a test on a small scale first. 

| ONE YEAR’S EXPERIENCE IN GROWING PO- 

TATOES. 

By E. D. Frost, Almond, Wis. 

but injury may be done with the culti- 

pean g vator late in the season if the bills are 
Last season I planted thirteen acres | disturbed. 

of potatoes on the home farm,onground| Bugs were killed witb Paris green, put 

that had been pastured the year before.|0n with water. Two applications were 

I had spread over this piece a light|Tequired. Hand sprinklers were used, 

dres-ing of barn-yard litter. It was| With spraying nozzle and plunger. 

plowed about seven inches deep, dragged For some reason, perhaps excessive 

once, marked both ways, and planted | hot and wet weather, potatoes planted 

with spades. The spade is handled with | the first week in June showed many 

one hand, pressed deeply into the| missing hills, and later in the season, 

ground, tipped forward, seed dropped blight injured the fields more or less. 

down behind the spade, which is then | Parts of this field suffered by rotting of 

withdrawn and the earth falls on the| the seed, and also from blight. We dig 

potato. In this way the seed can be put| with six-tined forks and haul direct to 

in deep, and we have fewer missing hills | the cellars. The yield was 2,000 bushels 

than by most methods. I dragged once | from the thirteen acres. 

before sprouts showed above ground, Expenses. 

and partly dragged a second time, but} figuring expenses for plowing, plant- 
stopped because I thought I was doing | ing and caring for the crop, I find the 
more injury than good. I gave this | crop cost $150 in the cellar. The 2,000 
piece nearly level cultivation, but the bushels then cost less than 10 cents per 
ground must be kept very mellow or | bushel, or $11.50 per acre. The cost put 

the tubers will push above the ground | into market was about fifteen (15) cents 

and get sun-burned. They got injured | per bushel. 
in this way. Hilling with the cultivator| I planted another field. It was late in 

would have been a great benefit this | the season and I plowed the potatoes in» 

season. The more cultivation the bet-| dropping in every third furrow. The 

ter, and most fields suffer for lack of it, ! land was light and did not yield so well
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but there was very little trouble from | that are being built have no cellars, as a ; 
bugs. The potatoes were very smooth | rule, and the heaviest buyer and shipper 
and fine. It cost 7 cents per bushel to|I know of said to me this winter that he 
raise these potatoes and 10 cents to dig | would rather pay three or four cente 
and putinto market. Yield, sixty bush- | more storage to have the potatoes kept 
els per acre. I did not figure in the|above ground. But I think the trouble 9 
rent of the ground in either case. with him was a lack of ventilation in his 

DISCUSSION. oe 
E Quest1on—How deep did you plow in 

Mr. Rosinson—What time in the year | those potatoes when you planted them? % 
did you plow that land? Mr. Frost—About five inches, thougk 

Mr. Frost—The home crop I planted|I would have preferred more shallow 
the first week in June, plowing just be-| plowing on account of digging. 4 
fore planting. The second field, from| Question — How did you cut your 
the 13th to 17th of June. seed? 

Question — What was your loss on| Mr. Frost—Down to about two eyes 3 
those 2,000 bushels when you came to| to the piece. Sometimes we split a po- 
take them out to market? tato, and sometimes cut it in four pieces. 

Mr. Frost—It was 10 per cent. from I like to cut it immesiately before plant- 
black rot this season. If potatoes are | /8- : 
well ripened the shrinkage will be very] Questron—Do you advocate early or Eee 

little. late planting to get a good crop? 
Mr. Arnotp—Won’t they shrink more} Mr. Frost—This depends “pon the 4 

kept above ground than in the cellar? | season. I shall plant some early an¢é 
Mr. Frost—The potato warehouses| part late this spring. 5 

3 esd Re BS : 

See ee 3 

POTATO RAISING. 

By Gzo. W. Martin, Hudson, Wis. : 3 
Potato culture, like all branches of made to produce a good paying crop of 3 

agriculture, has to be learned. I have} good potatoes. ‘i 
been growing potatoes for several years,} Our much exhausted soil must be re- : from ten to eighty acres per year, and it generated before a good crop can be 3 
is what I do not know about growing |grown. I have tried different methods 3 
them that troubles me. and find barnyard manure the quickest, 3 

Necessary to the production of a good | best and surest way of preparing land 
yield of potatoes is good soil, good seed, | for a potato crop. : good cultivation, and having them well| Clover sod is good, clover sod and 4 protected from bugs. barnyard manure are betier. “Timothy : Nearly all soil in this state can belsod is not good.” Do not plant the 

HW bs 3
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. same piece of land twice, my experience| Bugs must be kept off, as the full fo- 

: having been more trouble with bugs and | liage is necessary to the plant. 

more liable to scab. Two pounds of Paris green to six 

I prefer to plant in drills thirty inches rages pas — to yearn 

4 apart, five to six inches deep, and ten to nae = lestroy bugs; one e Pp 

: twelve inches apart in the drill. plications as the case may require. It 

o P is much easier to destroy them when first 

Seed to be cut to cne or two eee ane: I use a six barrel tank, the 

and not too small. Potatoes for seed | teamster sprinkling two rows at a time 

‘ should not be allowed to heat or sprout. | and a boy to stir to keep the Paris green 

Move them or turn them, which will | from settling. 

. prevent sprouting, Most of the bug killing can beavoided 

: Temperature for all vegetables should by heavy fertilizing and late planting, 

; be thirty-two to thirty-five degrees. Keep | #2d much labor can be saved indestroy- 

: a thermometer in your root house. Cut | ing weeds by late planting. ; 

. seed one or two days only before plant-| Do not plant until the ground is 

; ing, as much seed fails by being cut and | Warm, that the plant may come up vig- 
then piled or sacked. orous and strong. It is the small and 

I plant with a planter, which Serre plant that is destroyed by 

’ makes its own drill and does its i z 

own marking. Plant or make rows per- Some —— r asked Mr. J. M. 
: " Smith what he used to kill the cabbage 

ectly straighton acco unt of ease in cul- re a 
‘eal aC oa worm. He replied, “Nothing,” and 

tivation and sprinkling or bug killing.) _. 
T fg said: “I force my cabbage so that the 

‘o me it is a pleasure tosee a neat, clean, * ; 
z worms cannot harm them.” This led 

straight planted field of potatoes or any 
me to try the same method on my pota- 

other crop. I use three 1,200 pound ‘ 
| toes. Last season I did not use ten 

horses and a good man, The machine ; 
pounds of Paris green on 50 acres. The 

does perfect work. 
i z year before not any on the same amount 

Roll the ground immediately after) of jand. On land adjoining they used 

planting, to pack or firm the dirt, that | 199 pounds on 15 acres. 

the soil may be kept moist. Never open} J plant for winter use from June 10th 

drills ahead of planting. Kill all weeds|¢. 90th. My best crop last year was 

by repeated harrowing until the plant is | pjanted the 20th of June, on clover land, 
visible, then cultivate, turning the ei al manured. I harvested on this 

to the plant. Harrow and cross bar-| piece 295 bushels per acre, early varie- 

row. Keep weeds down by repeated) ties being used of course in all late 

cultivation until the plants begin to planting. 

blossom. Dig when ripe, and not until ripe. 

Cultivate, level and hand pull all| Potatoes are not ripe or fit for market 

weeds left, which costs me about $1.25) when the skin will rough in handling. 

per acre. Potato and all hoed crops | Green potatoes are not profitable to the 

should be clean and free from weeds,| grower, the buyer, nor the consumer. 

as it pays at harvest time and for fu-| Our prices are badly demoralized every 

ture crops that are to be grown on the|seasun by the greem stuff sent to 

land. | asian:
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Asa rule sell from the field when dug. | growing because you have been growing 7 

Avoid the commission man as you would | wheat for thirty years, nor because the 

a pestilence. signs are that the season will be cold 

I dig with a machine, drawn by | and wet, not favorable for chinch bugs, * 

six good sized horses, which leaves} which, by the way, I consider a blessing ¥ 

the potatoes clean in the row and | instead of a curse to the general farmer, f 

the land in perfect condition for| thereby forcing him to abandon un- 

the next crop. Assort from the| profitable crops. Diversified farming 4 

ground, picking nothing but good size| must be taken up at once, now, this ; 

table potatoes. There cannot be too/ coming season. i 

much said about the assortment of po-} Do not wait till we are driven from : 

tatoes for market, On most farms any-| our farms and homes. Form new plans ‘ 

thing bearing the name of potato must |for 1891. Tell your family, tell your 4 

be sold. This is a great mistake. The | neighbor, that you are going to produce ; 

Fs second picking “about one-fifth with |a little of everytbing. Keep a few cows, 

me,” will make, when assorted, good |hogs, sheep, chickens and turkeys. + 

feed and seed. Raise a few choice colts, grow a few 4 

The above first assortment will bring | acres of onions, cabbages, beans and ; 

more money in any market than the | potatoes, which I from experience van 

whole crop. In short, offer for sale such | assure you will materially change the 

as you yourself would buy. general appearance of your farm and ; 

Farmers near any one market should | your bank account. 3 

plant one variety. Select some kind ee ; 

that is well quoted on the market and 
1 

that is well adapted to your particular DISCUSSION. , 

locality; by so doing you can get a much Questiox—How did you apply that 

better price. Keep plenty of help; there cikcuena® : 

is no economy in trying to see how little| ifn. Marrm—I have been plowing it : 

help youcan get along with—put your! der IT have used both well rotted 
brains to work and see how much help} ..4 green manure. 

you can work to a profit. Keep stock Quesriox—Did you get the best re- : 

enough to work up your coarse feed 80! .Wits from manure applied some time 
that you will have enough barnyard ma- previous to plowing, or immediately be- 3 

nure to go over your farm once in four | gor, plowing and planting? 

or five years—thereby your farm will} Mp, Martin—I have got my best re- ‘ 

grow a good crop of potatoes or any | syits from rotted manure applied some 

other crop. months before planting. i 

Agriculture, like all other branches of] Mn. Core—Tell us something about 

business, has by necessity become a/ potatoes rotting in store. a 

science. Mr. Martiy—Last year I had consid- 

The time for hap-hazard, go-as-you- | erable trouble with my potatoes rotting. | 

please farming has passed. Close, care-|I had a foreman working for me that 

ful attention, with much study and good | knew more about potato culture than! | 

figuring, are necessary to success, did, and when we dug our potatoes it 9 

No more guess work, no more wheat | was pretty late, and he thought it was f 

sii ‘ y
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: all nonsense in pitting those potatoes. | from the same kind of potatoes all my 

I allowed him to put them into the cel- potato life, as you might say. I do not . 

F lar as we took them from the field. In| take a small potato, I take a reasonable 

ty February I had to sort them. They | potato, the size of a hen’segg. Ihave 

were rotted a good deal. This year the | looked up the experiments at the ex- 

3 price didn’t suit me exactly. I took the | periment farms, and they show just as 

time and sorted them and pitted the | good results from one as the other. 

; good potatoes by themseives and the} Pror. Henry—Do you find any differ- 

others by themselves. Of course the po- | ence between seed potatoes where they 

tatoes were thoroughly cured. I put into | have sprouted before planting, and those 

the cellar nothing but very dry, smooth | that have given out no sprouts? 

stock. About the middle of February) Ms. Marrmw —I find that a potato 

went in and turned avout half of them, | which has not sprouted grows a much 

| and they were still dry and dusty as/| stronger and thriftier vine than one that 

they were when they went in. I sprinkled | has sprouted. 

a very little lime on them as I put] Quxsrion — Are potatoes more likely 

them in. to be seabby which are grown near the 

Qurstion—When potatoes are worth | top of the ground than those grown 

adollar a bushel would you plant scab by | deeper? ; 

or small potatoes for seed, if youcould| Pror. Gorr—I don’t know why they 

get them for nothiig? should be. 

F Mr. Marrin—I would not plant ascab]| Mr. Burtoy—Can you prevent, and if 

by potato. I would plant a reasonably | so, how, the seed from sprouting before 

small potato for seed when they are | the time of planting? 

high or any other time. I would cutit.| \_. Marrin—Not entirely. And yet, 

: Quesriox—Is it better to plow your |on second thought, I might say yes. If 

ground in the fall or in the spring? you keep a thermometer in your root 

Mr. Marnx—It I should plow my | house and keep the temperature as close 

manure in I would plow it in the spring, | to 32°, the freezing point, as you can 

just before planting. if your potatoes are dry when they go 

Mr. Parxs—What variety do you con- | into store they will sprout very little. I 

sider the best? will say this. As soon as I see that my 

Mr. Martix—I am running on Early | seed potatoes are going to sprout in my 

Rose and Hebron. cellar, I take them to the stone base- 

Question—Do you recommend level | ment in my warehouse, where it is rea- 

culture on clay soil as well as on sandy | sonably dark, stir them, and occasionally 

soil? turn them. 

Mr. Martix—Ihave had no experience} Questo — Do we understand Prof. 

on clay soil. I think if you should cul- | Goff to say that he got at the experi- 

tivate level in a wet season on clay soil | mental station as good results from small 

you would meet with trouble. potatoes as from large ones? 

Mn. Hyarr—Have you any certain] Pror. Gorr—At the New York experi- 

knowledge that the little potatoes are | mental station, our results were very 

just as good as the big to plant? perceptibly in favor of large seed. 

Mz. Marriy—I have been growing! Mz Hyarr—I said several years ago
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that I would select my seed potatoes as| Pror. Gorr—While connected with 2 

I would my cow. In digging, I would|the New York experiment station, we ; 

take a basket along, and if I found an | carried on various experiments, through 3 

unusually prolific bill, and could see no | five years, based on a selection of seed. 

cause for it, I would put them in a bas- | We selected seed from the most pro- ‘ 

ket by themselves, and if potatoes were ductive hills, also from the least ‘pro- A 

not more than a dollar a bushel, and I | ductive hills, and planted them sepa- 3 

had a choice kind that I didn’t want to| rately. We found that throughout the a 

run out, I would plant those potatoes | five years, the yield from the most a 

whole, and I wouldn’t expect them to productive hills was decidedly better e 

run out, any more than my cows do.|than that from the least. We found 2 

Prof. Henry’s results and my own were| that the smallest potatoes from the Si 

alike. most productive hills yielded better 4 

Mr. Fisner—I think it stands to rea- So a i siees oe ee! i 
son that large potatoes will produce a productive hills. I think we can in- ; 

large crop. If you look in a bin of — the vigor of the plant by select- ; 

sprouted potatoes, you will see where ing from the most productive hills. The 

the big strong sprouts come from, and question of the size of the potatoes I 

they don’t come from the little bits of think depends very much wees ee: 
potatoes. Five years ago, I didthe same stances. If our soil is tich and we have 

as this gentleman speaks of. There |® favorable season, I think the small ; 

were five diggers. I had one boy that seed planted closely will yield just as 4 

was not big enough to dig, and I gave well as larger seed planted farther apart. t 

instructions to the diggers, whenever Mr. Martin—If I were fixing the 3 

they found a perfect hill, to throw them awards on potatoes, I would not select a ; 

together, and the boy picked them up. large potato to give the premium to. 44 

I got 50 bushels that way. I calculate And I did not, in fixing the premiums 

to doitevery year, because I think it | this morning. I picked out the potato 

would pay. The next year I planted which I considered would sell best on 

those, and I also planted some of those | the Chicago market.. It is not the larg- § 

that Mr. Martin claims are just as good. | est potato that brings the most money. 3 

Ihad three plants of the big ones and | It is not the largest potato that gets the ; 

two plants of the little ones, and when | biggest yield. If you select large seed, a 

Icame to dig those potatoes, I went} you will grow a large overgrown potato, 

down to do the same thing again, and alarge knotty potato, and irregular in 

looked for the perfect hills, but it was}shape. I will venture to say that the 

that year the weather was so exceed- | potatoes that received the premium were 

ingly dry, and then wet afterward, and | grown from medium sized potatoes, 

Icouldn’t find a perfect hill on any of} §upr. Morrtson—Now, I know agreat 

them. many of your people will go away from 

Mr. McKerrow—I would like to ask| here and will say that Mr. Martin has 

Prof. Goff if it is not his opinion that advocated planting small seed. As I . 

the large selected seed will keep vp the understand “small potatoes,” they are : 

vigor of potatoes better than the small| generally picked out about this way. 

ones? We put our potatoes into the cellar in
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the fall, and the good housewife picks | or the bottom ones that lay right on the 

that bin all over during the winter, and | damp earth all winter? 

when spring comes you have got & Mr M. All who bury potatoes 

whole lot of small potatoes, which you} 1 ust have noticed that the damp ones 

plant every year, and every season YOUT | 4 .°the pest. 

crop is degenerating and running out. : 

As I understand, that is not the kind). Quesr1ox—What is the use of excess- 

Mr. Martin means. ive, or in fact, of any drying then, when 

Mr. Martix—I would say about the the soil is in seasonable condition for 

size of ahen’segg. I sort in the field, digging? 

and pick up nothing but whatI con- Mr. Martrx—I wouldn’t handle pota- 

sider good marketable potatoes. I throw toes at all when they are wet and 

out about one-fifth of my whole crop, muddy, but when the soil is in fair con- 

then I re-sort those left, so that Ihave an dition for digging I would like some 

average smooth potato the size of hens’ brother to prove to me that there is any- 

eggs and upwards, for seed. thing gained by drying the potatoes. If 

Question—Are we not justified in they can lie damp and fresh in the soil 

raising those large potatoes for starch? without injury, why not put them into 

Mn. Martix—Any good table potato = cellar or heaps in just, the same con- 

3 ‘ition? Spreading out in thin layers 

will make good starch. also is nonsense, practically. We do not 

Question — What do you consider] want to dry them, and a circulation of 

those small potatoes worth for feed? air through them is worse than useless. 

Mr. Marrix—Twenty cents, if they Of course, it goes without saying that all 

are cooked, not raw. light should be excluded from cellars or 

Question—What is the relative ex- buildings where potatoes are stored. 

| pense of digging by fork and by machine? psd — —— a 

= q ‘a store them right on the cool cellar 

| a aries one ranges : ae dig | ,ottom or on the basement floor of the 

es eaper with my Gguer bara, three feet deep in August, and 

| and put them into a car or store room, - 

than I can with a fork, charging the four or more feet by the middle ot Sep- 
tember. We are careful to avoid bruis- 

| eepamse ot my soe ing in handling in hot weather. They 

Qusstiox—In storing potatoes must| will heat up a little sometimes for a few 

| they be entirely dry, and must they be | days where large quantities are stored, 

} spread out thinly on slatted floors? two or three hundred bushels per day, 

Gro. Mantmx—A slatted floor is good | but they soon cool off and have the tem- 

and sensible, any way to let the cold air perature of the cellar bottom. We open 

under and around them so they will not | UP at night and let the cool air through 

sprout so early in the spring, but for where they are stored and shut up early 

temporary storing, for fall or early win-|in the morning, thus keeping the tem- 

ter market, they are all nonsense. perature quite even. I prefer to make 

Question—When you winter potatoes early contracts and draw from field to 

ina pile outdoors, which do you find | CTS and ship at once, thus avoiding 80 

the soundest and best in the spring— much handling. 

the dry potatoes on the top of the pile| Por. Gorr—I was recently told by & | 

e
t
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merchant who has had many years’ ex- | that it is not necessary, if it is desirable, i 

perience in handling potatoes, that po-|to have the outside of potatoes thor- 

tatoes dug before they are fully ripe and | oughly dry in the cellar, but 1 think 4 

put up immediately in close barrels will | some cautions should be given against ’ 

be very short lived. I have observed | storing potatoes in bulk during warm ; 

that the barrels of new crop potatoes, | weather, and especially, before they are "| 

that the merchants receive early in the | fully ripe. Of course the need for this 2 
season, are always provided with ventila- | seldom occurs. 7 

tion. [agree with the former speaker ¥ 
4 

AFTERNOON SESSION—MARCH 19th. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P. M. Supt. Morrison in the chair. : 

STEPS IN THE PROGRESS OF EXTRACTING 4 

THE BUTTER-FAT FROM MILK. : 

By J. A. Suirn, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

The Past and Present. However butter fat was extracted 

It is related of alawyer whose beard|from the milk of bovines by the an- 
was yet limber, that in pleading his first | cients, and by all modern peoples, it was 
case before a circuit judge, that he be-| not until after our present nineteenth 

gan way back to the period “when time|century had passed its “high noon 

was young,” and that during the first | mark,” that it was obtained by methods 

hour he had covered the history of the| other than raising cream by the gravity 
world from creation’s dawn, to the time | processes, and through concussion of it, 
of the reputed flood; when the bored|or churning the whole milk, the fat 

judge called a halt, and told the lawyer | was extracted from it. From time im- 

he might skip the next 2,000 years—as | memorial, of course, the lighter butter ' 

there were a few things that acircuit ; globule has sought to rise through its 
judge might be presumed to know. own levity, and disengage itself from the 

I will try to profit by the sarcastic ad-| heavier watery serum. It is this char- 
monition of the judge—assume that you | acteristic that makes the extraction of 

know a good deal about butter making, | fat from the milk possible by any process 
and net go too far back, or dwell too whatever. This characteristie has made 

long, upon the earlier methods em-| the foundation for all the claims that 

ployed to extract the fat from the milk|have been made for merit, in ali the 
of bovines, for the use of man. The crocks, pans, pails, creamers, and centri- ‘ 

things of now, and here, are those that | fuges that have successively appeared 
chiefly concern us, to-day, and have heroically fought for succese
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and pre-emience, from the first to date. | where, to know it as a dairy savior? It 

It is that very meagre difference in the | seems nobody followed out the sugges- 

specific gravity of the butter globule | tions of the revelation, and so the incip- 

and the rest of the milk emulsion as it | ient revolution slept, 

comes from the cow, that makes a thea- Yankee Ingenuity. 

y tre for all these systems to get in their The first of these was only a suggestion; 

elaims and work. and the second, after a partial trial, was 

New Methods. yoted into the limbo of “innoccuous 

‘ . . desuetude,” as a dream. It remained 

It is true, too, that the simple discov: for a live Yankee to do something that 

ory of methods 8 to how a principle led to something, even if he did not do 

= — not always wor oe = Invent much of the leading that really solved 

revolution there really is in it, in the the problem. The Rev. HL F. Bond of 

oe of its discovery; for sepa = se0™M~| Massachusetts, did it with a rude, crude 

F ingly 80 vast, so far-reaching in se hand machine, that was simply a wooden 

scope, that it naire the world eome time bar, balanced on a pivot, to the ends of 

to comprehend their usefulness 60 as to which two glass jars containing milk 

utilize them. We see this verified in the were bound, when the bar was made to 

fact that the truths involved in centri- sevaiveras the astonishing speed of 200 

fuging milk with a rude machine were revolutions per minute! Compare that 

actually known, and demonstrated, sev- with the speed of the peripbery of the 

= gees no many—before ne centrifuge drum, or bowl, that revolves 

revolution came in extracting butter fat at the rate of from three to five miles 

from milk through the ice-cold, deep- per minute, and makes from 4,000 to 

| setting, and submerged systems. Per 7,000 revolutions per sixty aconilal 

} haps these, just named, ought not to be| ” 
| ee 3 » OuB) But it took out the cream, or rather 

| distinguished as separate systems; for, separated it from the skim millz, in one 

in a sense, they are only “parts of one stu- a - 

“a hour, even at that slow motion; and thus 

| ee oe = really are only snd confirmed the faith of those who were 

| fae a ms — intent upon solving the question of 

| va of Prot. Fox of Germany, that in| ‘® —_— ease a TP 

| 1859 he suggested testing the richness of m= é cota 

| milk by swinging test tubes holding sam- = 

| ples of it. In 1864 a Munich brewer,| But the revolution, though born, 

| Antonin Prandtl, tried, but not with | and nurtured more or less through 

| much success, to get cream from milk the succeeding six or seven years, did not 

| by putting it in vessels in an ordinary | prevent the coming of another revolu- ! 

} centrifuge used to abstract the water tion in extracting fat in the form of 

| from syrup, so as to obtain dry sugar. It is | cream, from milk, through the aid of 

| even recofded that through the virtue of | ice. Though deemed rank dairy heresy, 

long swinging of the vessels, he obtained, | and an absurdity, when compared with 

| not orly cream, but actual butter. Is it | all the gravity methods up to that time 

\ possible that right then and there the | —about 1874-5—it had a rapid march to 

| extractor was born, and there were no the front, and holds its own to this day as 

| “wise men,” either in the east, or else-} the acme of all that has been attained 

$ 

} 
: ou iil prem
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on the line of the gravity process, for | ice to be had, and some of which were ig 

raising cream, through the watery part| problematical, if not snares and delu- 4 

of the milk, through its own levity. The | sions—but the vital principle stands, I q 

reason it succeeds so well, is, that the | think, after some of the phantasies are ; 

intense coldness of the ice water more | gone; and it only takes second place, a 

quickly condenses the water in the milk|when in competition with absolute, 

than it does the oily part; and thus sud- | forceful, mechanical power, exerted upoa 4 

denly widens the difference there is in | a centrifuge. ‘ 

the specific gravity of oil and water as Centrifugal Creamer. ¥ 

they exist in the emulsion. Add to this, % 
the coldness keeps the milk liquid| 1 return now to a consideration of the a 
longer—especially in warm weather,— steps in the progress of developing the 3 

and so keeps open longer the passage- centrifuge creamers of milk, that were a 

way for the smaller globules to travel to | being taken while the newer innovator . 
the top. Chemical analysis of the skim |—ice-cold, deep-setting, submerging pro- 3 
milk shows the ice-cold process, on the | °¢s8e¢—were revolutionizing the busi- f 

average, is more exhaustive, as a skim-| "ss of raising cream, and greatly im- 
mer, than any other gravity process; and proving the general character and qual_ 
for the milk of some peculiar cows, it|ity of the butter of the world. What 

has taken next to all the fat, leaving no| became of Dr. Bond’s invention, more 
glory to be won, even by the centrifuge, | than to lead others on, I have no data 

in separating such pecauliar milk. With | that tells. Prior tothat D. M. Weston, of | 

average milk, however, the power in-| Boston, that is, in 1868, had the skeleton ’ 

volved in the natural levity of cream is|of a separator in his brain enough to 
no match for the overwhelming force of | get a patent on something, and have his ; 
the centrifuge that brings to bear upon | name immortalized in the hyphenated 

the milk at the periphery of the rapidly | name — Danish-Weston —that now is 

‘ revolving bowl, a power equivalent to | known as one of the standard separators 

the weight of more than a score of tons|of the world. Something he had was 

to the square inch. It makes all the| utilized on the other side of the ocean, : 

difference between may and shall, about | by those who made it a success, and 5 

the cream starting from the skim milk; | gave it its compound name. At that 

all the difference between doubt and | time, however, not one of them all had 

certainty; between conditions that may | solved the problem of making a centri- 

not be entirely overcome, and “getting |fuge a continuous skimmer; to evolve 

there” with both feet. that, was what the savants and ingen- : 

In saying this, I am drawing no essen- | ious engineers in Europe aad America 

tial distinction in creamers that use the | were working at, and trying to mature, 

ice-cold deep-setting process, submerged | while the ice-cold method was going : 

or unsubmerged, but paying my respects | ahead to possess the dairy world. Unty 

to the naked principle, itself, that takes | continuous skimming was made asuc- 

milk warm from the cow, and cools it | cess, it was one almost futile struggle to 

rapidly. We have had dreams and vis-| get something practial and valuable, by | 
ions of substitutes for this vital princi-| changing the method of construction to 

ple, some of which were aids, part of the | use machines that had to be filled at 

year, and sometimes when there was no | starting, and stopped to be emptied of
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; the milk and cream separated, fill up; while the machine was in motion, and 

Pa anew, and get up speed again. Such | were justified in shouting “Eureka!” 

i machines were used until 1874. They| It was afterwards learned that a con- 
| had detachable vessels on revolving |tinvous centrifugal skimmer was in- 

5 arms. vented in 1875, in Frankfort-on-the-Main, 
H stoner aie. by Prof. A. Prandt; but it was never 

“a matured enough to get a foothold in 

| In 1874, the idea of a centrifugal | the dairy world, and I suppose was aban- 
} drum into which the milk was run and|doned asa toy, or because it found it 

f whirled, was conceived, and a rude ma- | was superseded. 

qt chine was made by Mr. Winstrup, that The Cream Separator. 

i was successful enough to inspire a hope;} But no matter about the early strug- 

| and Prof. Segeleke, of Denmark, encour-| gies of the inventors. The separator 

i aged Mr. Wins‘rup, and others, to go on | was perfected at last, and marched like 
Hl with what light and facts they had, and | 9 cunquering army to take possession of 

H see if they could not solve the problem. | the dairy world, to a great extent, and 

f But not till after the middle of 1876, did | so far as to making the factory butter 
a machine that was almost a living en-|that is made from gathered milk. It 

i tity come from the struggling brain and | gig this because, after great tribulations, 

E deft hands of the men chosen to mature | jt proved it could make more butter to | 

and embody the idea. When it was|the hundred pounds of milk than any | 
z tried it marked a new erain the progress gravity process known to man. It will | 

3 of extracting butter fat from milk. It/ qo go, if the separator, and best creamer, 1 

; was far from perfect, and the cr2akers | are put side by side, near the cows, and 

, gloated and fattened themselves on the | both using divided milk immediately 

| same east wind they have been breath- manipulated at the proper temperature 

A ing and blowing about the butter ex-| tor each system; and the separator will 

“ tractor for the last two years; butithad)qg much more, comparatively, with 

: in it the living germ, anditgrew. They transported milk. I have tried to do 

; had got down to something solid, atlast;| my best with getting the fat out of 

something that could be run at a great| transported milk with the best of iced 
; speed, and not be adeath-dealing engine, | creamers, and never succeeded in get- 

by going to pieces. ting more than 344 pounds of butter 

Another party of inventors, Messrs. |from 100 pounds milk, except when I 

: Lefeldt & Lentsch, adopted the cen-| heated the milk to blood heat, before 

trifvgal drum, and modified it; bringing | setting, when I did get a little more 

5 . outa machine in 1877. But they still|than 4 pounds. But the heating of 

had to fill, start and stop, and fill anew. | somewhat aged milk damaged the pro- 

This party have the honor of establish- | duct of partially skimmed cheese, made 

4 ing, at Keil, the first public butter fac- | therefrom, because the heating pro- 

tory that separated cream from the|moted rapid acidification in the cheese 

milk with a centrifuge; and run a regu-| vat. As to how the centrifuge affects 

lar factory to make separator butter, | the yield, as compared with average grav- 

i which they did the same year, 1877.| ity setting in our best iced creamers, I 

| They soon there»fter constructed a de-| will give you Dr. 8S. M. Babcock’s facts 

vice to remove t’ ¢ skim milk and cream, | and conclusions, to fortify those made in 

1 
1
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our own factory. I take the data from A Loss of 25 Per Cent. 
@ communication of the Doctor’s, to] Qan dairymen, worthy the grand 
Hoard’s Dairyman, printed May 2d, avocation, afford to feed and milk 1890. cows and only get about  three- 

4 i Ten. fourths of the most valuable ele- The test was made with what the/ment in their milk? Not unless they chemists call “split milk,” which is} have the Almighty to fiat gold for them! ; simply well-mixed milk, divided; one| Now if these statements are true, and ' part being subjected to one process, and | the conclusion warranted, it would fol- the other tu another. Of course, nothing | low that there is scarcely a creameryman 
could be more fair. In such trials the in the country, in a location where a skim milk from the separator had in it good creamery can live at all, on, say, 
‘31 of one per cent. fat; and the iced 20 to 25 sections of land, who could not creamer .72 of one percent. The dif-| afford to gather the milk, and return the derence is .41 of one per cent., which | skim milk to the farmers, and take as means, if it was all recovered in the| his compensation, the excess of butter churn — with the customary foreign | he can make with a separator, over what matter added to it, to make commercial any gravity process can get out of either butter of it—a loss of 4.71 pounds of | the farm churn, or the churn of the butter in each 1,000 pounds of milk; or, gathered cream factory. I believe he in a factory receiving 10,000 pounds per | could do it with any good separator. I 
day, meuns 47.1 pounds of creamery | have not a doubt he could do it with an 
butter per day otherwise consigned to extractor, that saves the losses of fat in the pigs and calves. Rather expensive churning. & food of which to make from 3 to 5 cent Some of the readers of Hoard’s Dairy- 
meat! And the worst of it is, this loss man may remember that last May, Ihad attaches to all the milk of the average | quite a spirited discussion with Messrs, common cow on the farm, that is not Wm. Beard & Son, of Iowa, upon the 
put through a centrifuge, of some kind; | merits of the centrifuge versus the gath- and even worse than that comesto those ered cream system, in which they : who use the gravity creamers that are stoutly defended what they were doing 
not equipped to use ice, or very copious|in the latter line. I tried to be a floods of very cold water. I have the “Father in Israel” to them, and to ’ * authority of the Iowa Creamery Jour-| their patrons, in showing them the errors 

nal for the statement that the average | of their system; but confess I had no 
gravity creaming that produces the hopes of their changing their immense 
gathered cream of that state, does not business, quite so soon. It is not likely 
extract more than 3 per cent. fat fiom | that I converted them, but the cold facta 
the milk, during the usual creamery did; and it was announce. about the 1st ; season when three-fourths of the milk | of March, that this large and able firm 
is made; and that winter milk, there,| had put centrifuges into ten or twelveof g does not yield by the gravity process | their factories, for the work of 1891 I more than 4 per cent; when it is quite|do not mention this to gloat over their 4 probable there is a little more than 4| action, because they act as then wrote; 
per cent. in it—yearly average—that the | far from that. But to show again, that 
centrifuge would get out. the truths of the arithmetic are mighty _
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; in the dairy business, and must prevail; | chinery to turn it, the room it takes on 

and that instead of gloating, there is | the factory floor, that is occupied by one 

joy in my household over. any poor sin- | or more, of each of these dairy imple- 

ner who repenteth and puts his feet in | ments; thus necessitating the building 

; the paths of righteousness, and dairy | of larger, more expensive buildings to 

good sense. 
manipulate them, the same pounds of 

The Goal Ahead, Eurekat milk that can be run through the ex- 

tractor, which machine makes directly 

; But solid as the business has become, | and continuously, only two products— 

when conducted in accordance with the | to-wit: Butter ready to be washed and 

principles involved in the use of the| worked, and sweet skim milk containing 

thousands of cream separators, there | 95 per cent of the yolume of the whole 

was a goal ahead to reach; another | milk, ready to be fed to animals, or 

height to scale; another step to take “in | mixed with whole milk for cheese mak- 

the progress of extracting butter fat ing, as may be determined by the oper- 

from milk,” as the title of my paper sets | ator or patrons. 

forth. That step involves the introduc- 

tion of the butter extractor, that goes a The Winat Sees. 

step further than the separator in de-| The crucial test for the use of the ice- 

nuding the fat in milk of substantially | cold, deep-setting, or submerged system, 

| all the other elements that form an was whether they decreased the cost of 

emulsion with it. However mighty was production; whether they increased the 

; the revolution achieved by the separator, | quantity, and improved the quality of 

in instantaneously and continuously | the butter made over that of the old 

transforming 75 or 80 per cent. of the| methods. The trial was made, and the 

volume of the whole milk, into almost | creamers won. The crucial test for the 

| completely skimmed milk, the machine | separator was whether it cheapened pro- 

| did not so far complete the work but | duction, whether it could make more 

i that it had to have the cream-vat and butter from the same milk than either 

| the churn, to aid it, or rather finish the | the farm or factory churn, and make 

| work of extracting the fat from the re-| that of equal or better quality. The 

i sulting 20 or 25 per cent. of the milk in | trial was made, and the arithmetic and 

‘ the form of cream. The use of these | the chemist said “yes,” on the points of 

fl dairy implements — the churn and the | cheapness of production and quantity; - 

1 cream vat—prolong the time of getting | and private opinions differed, and yet 

| the butter package from the milk—in- | differ, on the point of quality; but the 

| yolve the perils of cream-holding, if it is | world’s “market judgment,” and price, 

| not churned sweet, and the churning of | said, and yet say, it won on quality, too. , 

} either sweet or sour cream, for all of Both these systems have the weak | 

| which nobody pays a cent. It involves point that they have to commit the 

| the cost of, and the care of, the cream|cream to the tender mercies of the 

vat, and its equipment of steam and cold | churn; and it is conclusively proved, al- 

water pipes to warm and cool the cream; | ready, that concussion to abatract the 

| involves the cost of, and care of, a/ butter fat is not physically equal to the 

f churn, the filling and emptying of it, for | task of making churning 60 exhaustive 

f which nobody pays; the special ma-| but that it leaves in as much, and 

\ 
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usually more, fat iu the buttermilk, than | they must make sour cream butter—and 3 

there is in an equal volume of skim milk when so used it will separate 50 per 7 

that comes from gravity creaming, and | cent. more milk in an hour than the 4 

from separator cream. How to save medium Danish-Weston — the one of 3 

that luss, as well as the losses involved | that kind in common use— and as com- 3 

in cost and use of the cream vat and pared with the largest size De Laval, or " 

churn, is the feat the butter extractor|common Sharpless separator, it will 7 

addresses itself to; and, as far as heard separate 60 per cent. more, in the same “4 

from its limited ase, it wins easily on time. 
. 

that line, as the separator won on the Ite Advantages. Ee 

creaming line, when compared with 5 ‘4 

gravity processes. The gain at this point, the dairy 7 

Be farmer can see at a glance, augments = 

the per cent. of sweet skim milk he may % 

We have then, at last, all the butter | take home each morning, that is rescued 3 

fat there is in milk, without waste of | from the sour milk tank, and a stay of g 

any through the weakness involved inall | 94 hours in such a tank. Bear in mind, 

concussion churning. The butter comes | too, that the extractor does its work, 

from one spout of the extractor, and| when making butter direct—which it 

from the other comes all the sweet skim | soon will do for all the milk that comes : 

milk there is in it; thus putting the val-| to jt—at a temperature of 60 degrees F., 

uable part of milk by itself, and the|or customary churning temperature; 2 

cheaper elements by themselves, and n0| while machines that are separators, and s 

damage done to, or waste of either. nothing else, have to do their work at 
The far-reaching scope of this later | 75 or 80 degrees, and thus nearly every 3 

revolution, to be even partially compre-| day in the year require the milk to be 

hended, has to be illustrated by applying | treated with artificial heat, while in 
the figures and facts to the manipula-| warm weather the milk to be run 

tion of large bodies of milk, such as OUT] throngh the extractor, must be cooled ’ 

factories are daily handling, and which | instead of being heated, and only re- 7 

are computed by the million pounds. quires to be warmed when the weather : 

The Extractor Ahead. isso cool that warming the milk to 60 

Bear in mind that the most potent} does no damage. There is an immense : 

fact of the separator is that it can ab- | saving in the feeding value of skim milk 

stract some more fat from any normal | involved in these practical facts. Bear ; 

milk than any gravity process can—|in mind, further, that another potent 3 

both using the well-mixed milk on the | fact of the extractor, when used as such, 

farm, as it is milked; and it can abstract | to make butter direct, is, that it has no 

quite a good deal more per cent. from | vse for either cream-vat or churn, and 

* gathered milk, at the factory. Bear in|that it saves from souring about 20 ‘ 

mind, also, that one of the potent facts) pounds of milk in the cream that comes ‘ 

of the extractor is, if desired, it can be| from each 100 pounds of milk, and at the : 

used as 8 separator to make cream for| same time rescues from the buttermilk oa 

family use, or to peddle im cities, or to| in sour cream 2 hundredths lbs. 25-cent a 

make cream in the factory to be soured | butter from 4 hundredths lus. the churn 

before churning, for those who yet think | leaves in it. Apply these two savingst 

i a i 2. +
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one and a half million pounds of milk, | again, if cream is churned at all, the ex- 
fe that comes to the year-round-operated pense of the cream vats and churns 

fe factory, that has 10,000 pounds its best | comes in, and also a more expensive fac- 
es day in early summer, and computing| tor still, comes in, if the cream is 
2 that 20 pounds of sweet skim milk is} churned sweet—that of losing still more 
3 worth double the same weight of sour | fat in the buttermilk, unless it is centri- 

buttermilk, and that the milk is worth fuged over again, as the plan of Prof. | 
é 4 cents, and the buttermilk 2 cents, then Meyers, of the West Virginia experi- 

Fe in the 300,000 pounds of buttermilk] ment station, involves. 
there would be in 1,500,000 pounds of| In any event, the use of a separator 
whole milk skimmed, there is a loss of | involves the handling of the cream 

: $800.00 in the feeding value to the through the cream vat and churn; and 
Bi farmer, and of 600 pounds of 25-cent| if the cream is churned sweet, the addi- 

. butter, worth $150.00—the two losses| tional expense of handling and centri- | 
A combined being $450.00—just the price | fuging the buttermilk by itself, has to 

of the wonderful machine that may be be incurred, or the yield of butter runs 
used to save both losses, and thus pay|down. I will not say that plan involves 

5 for itself, every time it ran through so the re-churning, by itself, of the cream ob- 
much milk. tained from centrifuging the sweet but- 

Sweet Skim Milk, termilk, for I suppose that can be safely 
I go to Prof. X. A. Willard, to get the mixed with the cream of the next 

relative feeding value of sweet skim | churning. 
milk, the solids of which are about half A Revolution in Butler Making. 
and half caseine and sugar of milk;| Now compare all these frantic, labori- 
while in sour buttermilk the sugar of | ous, and disagreeable efforts to save the 
milk has dropped out, or, in other] feeding value of the by-product, and 
words, turned to acid—the stuff that| save the waste and costs of churning 
maxes animals grow poor. either sour or sweet cream, with 

But perhaps some bewildered farmer | the steady pegging away of the ex- 
who has worshipped all his life at the | tractor, that draws from 1,200 to 1,300 
shrine of a sour swill barrel, and thinks | pounds of milk per hour—according to 
there is virtue in the sour fumes that/|the richness of the milk—from the re- 
come from it, may ask, “Has not sour | ceiving and storing vats, and finishes the 
buttermilk some feeding value in it?” | job of getting partly washed granules of 
Why, yes—just about half as much as| butter, as it goes smoothly along, and 
same volume of same article, sweet.|you will then see and know the far- 
Don’t understand me to say it is worth- | reaching sweep of the impending revolu- 

| less. tion in butter-making, that is surely 
; I aim to be, and will be fair; and there- | coming, and is nigh. It will require less 

fore will say that this loss in feeding | power to propel the lesser amount of * 
value on the sour buttermilk would not | machinery, less square feet of floor room 
occur, if the cream from the separator |in the factory building, and so less cost 
was churned when it was sweet. But/| to build, and less high-priced skill in the 
the loss of fat in the buttermilk in butter-maker; for the most intricate du- 
churning sour cream, would occur, and | ties of butter-making with a churn, 
I know of no way to recover it. Then | those requiring the most skill, experi-
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ence and judgment, as well as the hard- Babeock Milk Tester. 
est, most disagreeable part of the work,] We had not then a Babcock milk 
lie between the time of obtaining the/ tester, so as to make analyses 
créam, and the “coming” of the butter often; but we had the milk of » 
in the churn; and all that the extractor day’s run, of substantially the same kind 
does automatically, while the operator| of milk, tested, and found it had in 
looks at it, does some other part of the| it 3.7 per cent. pure fat, and the butter work, or reads his newspaper. had in it 8167 per cent. fat, and 18.33 : 
Some of this, you may say, is theory—| Pet cent water, salt, caseine, and ash. 

opinion, merely, or a computation of | From said 50,014 pounds of milk there what may be. Give us facts— results—| were made of cured cheese and packed i : yields from milk of a tested or substan-| butter, as sold, 852 pounds of butter, 2 tially known quality. Fortunately, | and 4,416 pounds of cheese. The yield, 
though the running of an extractor by | therefore, was 1.70 pounds of butter, and 
our firm, is comparatively a new busi- | 8.83 pounds of cheese, or a total yield of ness, sot up Dec. 22d Jast, and we have | 10.53 pounds from each 100 pounds of . tun it to do practical business with and | milk, of the quality stated. Milk of earn money, rather than to make reports | that quality would have made 4.36 
about, still I have a few facts I will give | pounds of commercial butter to the hun- e you for what they may be worth, and| dred, and given the patrons back 95 say that now that we have a mili tester | pounds of sweet skim milk. The same i in operation, we can make, in the future, | milk would have made not more than 10 
more valuable reports than we can now, | Pounds of full cream cured cheese, and : 

some better whey than it did make. You Winter Dairying may ask, how I account for more yield 1 The patrons of our factory did not|of butter and cheese, than for full 3 “catch on” long enough ago to the great| creams? I reply, in two ways: First, advantages of winter dairying, so as to by using an extractor to get out part of | have many of their cows come in, in the | the fat, the milk was left so that the a fall, as more than half of them should. | rennet could impart a holding power to : 4 But they have got fairly started, and the caseine, so that all, substantially, of a will do better in the future. The result the fat left in the milk was saved; and is, yet, that we gef our best and richest second, had the rennet not been applied milk, in November and December, from | to cold milk, there would have been a the “stripper” cows that have been| loss in the whey of part of the fat that ‘ milked all summer. A few have their | was caved. F 
cows come in, in the fall, but quite a ‘ number have cows that are fresh, soon Per Cent. of Cream in Cheese. 4 after the Ist of January, having moved| I know Iam confronted at this point so far towards winter dairying. The by the claim of some who have been to a result was that many of the stripper | school long enough to have learned bet- : cows dried off about the first of Janu- | ter—that all the fat, even in 5 per cent, ary, and the fresh cows came on, in few milk, can be incorporated in a cheese A numbers, to take their place, But the| without using so much rennet as to ‘ sum total of milk for that month was damage the flavor; but with me a Fair- x only 50,014 pounds. banks scale says it cannot be done, and 4
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so I don’t believe it can be, unless | the battles of life, and enjoy more of the 

more skill than I have, is brought to| blessings that an honest prosparity will 

bear upon it. But even if it can be| put within your reach, then I shall be 

done, by ever so learned and wise a pro- amply rewarded for coming, and looking 

5 fessor of cheesemaking, I say distinctly, | into your “speaking eyes” while I have 

it is financial stupidity to do it; for 4 per | endeavored to tell you wholesome truths. 

cent. milk is rich enough in butter fat |I have, during the long years, now gone: 
y to make the finest, highest selling cheese | to the returnless past, sought to know 

: of the world; and the other pound of |the basic truths of the dairy busiuess, 
butter is worth more, as butter, than to| with a heart inclined to take a step up 

: be half wasted in an extra buttered|and on, wherever the head and judg- : 
: cheese; for it is neither so palatable or| ment led the brightened way; and in 

aes: healthful to eat, nor will it keep the| that spirit I have given you to-day, of 

: kind of flavor that brings cash, so long: | the very best I know. 

Comparatively No Loss. _ 

Further: At the time the said test of} There being no time for discussion, 

milk, was made, we were running the| Mr. J. H. Monrad of Winnetka sent in 
; extractor at the speed of 5,800 revolu-| the following remarks; 

' tions per minute, and the analysis} J listened with great interest to Mr. 

showed there was .3 of one per cent. fat | Smith’s paper (read at Waupaca Round 
left in the skim milk. That is pretty | Up Institute), and as I was present, I 

close skimming for any centrifuge, doing | cannot let it go on record without a pro- 
regular, practical work. But we have|teston a few vital points which may - 
since speeded it to 6,200, and found that | mislead those not posted. 

the skim milk contained only .lof1per| First, Mr. Smith claimed as an advan- 

cent. of fat. Such saving, if it can be} tage that the milk for the extractor need 
is; regularly effected, means 2 pounds of | not be heated up as high as for the sep- 
| fat saved from each 1,000 pounds of milk, arator, but forgot to mention that in 

and escapes all the perils of churning |summer, when we receive the bulk of 
: besides, as well as saves losses in .butter-| the milk, it must be cooled down to 58 

I milk. or 60. And allow me to say that ia 
E Summary quite a job, and practical creamery men 

| Having given you a review of the facts | will rather heat milk 15 than cool 5 de- 

* involved in the successive “steps that | grees. 
Ye have been taken in the progress of ex-| Next, Mr. Smith forgot to mention the 

{ tracting fat from milk,” I submit these | extractor buttermilk at all. As this 

views and facts, to your candid consid- | forms from 8 to 10 per cent. of the milk, 
eration; and if they shall lead you to| and contains from 1 to 4 per cent. fat, it 
employ means to get more of the valua- | must be run through again, thus leaving 

1 b'e elements that are really in your| 1,000 pounds extra to manipulate in a 

milk, out of it, and the avails into your | creamery with 10,000 pounds of milk, 
pockets, and so enable you to make of | leaving again another 100 poundsof but- 

yourselves abler, and broader, and better | termilk to be reworked, and so on. 

i men and women, because youhave more| Thirdly, Mr. S. claimed advantage of 

| of this world’s goods with which to fight | saving room for and cost of churn; yet 

i: 

i 
| ha 
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it seems to me something like a churn | insist upon educating consumers to use 3 

is needed to wash the butter in. cheese made from 3 per cent. milk only. 3 

Fourthly, Mr. 8. left the impression | may use it without re-extracting the ¥ 

that there was a present demand for ex- buttermilk, as they can use it in their a 

tractor butter. This is not so as far as | cheese, but Ideem it asorry day indeed 4 

our western market is concerned. While| when Wisconsin cheese makers first 3 

perhaps a private trade might be worked commenced that kind of “education,” z 

up for such butter to the tune of a few|and trust to see the day when they will : 2 

hundred tubs a week, the bulk of our | 20t be afraid of making cheese from 3,7, a 

creamery men and dairymen cannot af-|oreven 4 per cent milk. As yet few 3 

ford to “educate the consumers,” as factories will average more than that. P 

friend Goodrich rightly remarked. But! TI also challenge the attractive but de- 4 

even if the market would take sweet/|lusive picture of the operator of an ex- 3 

cream butter, practical creamery men | tractor “reading his newspaper” while ’ 

will find it better to run the machine as | he is running it. : 

a separator (and a good one it is). As the loss in buttermilk from prop- . 

The very fact that the extractor can | erly ripened cream is not more than 0.4 s 

manipulate 2,300 pounds as a separator, (at least I would dismiss a butter-maker 

but only 1,200 pounds as an extractor, who left more), I fail to see how Mr. 8. 

proves the fallacy of combining in one | ©? lose 8 cents’ worth of butter, as 0.4 

two machines (which require different | per cent fat in 16 pounds of buttermilk 

temperatures to do their best work), and (from 100 pounds milk) cannot make 

as to saving in the cost, Mr. S. seems to | more than 0.073 pounds butter, which at 

forget that one machine run as sepa- 25 cents only makes 1.83 cents. If he 

rator will do the work of nearly two run | does lose 8 cents’ worth of butter in the 

as extractors, and thus leave at least | churn from 100 pounds of milk, I pity 

$400 to pay for vats and churn, etc. the man indeed. 

Cheese makers who, like Mr. Smith, 

oO | 

CHEESE MAKING. 

By W. H. Paturrs, Waupun, Wis. 

The first thing to be considered in| those who care for the milk before de- 

any undertaking is the foundation we livery will set at naught the most skill- 

lay,and in nothingis this more important ful maker and the most approved 

than in making cheese. We may give methods. 

yolumes of instruction on the way to| Great care is necessary on the part of 

handle milk after it is delivered at the| the farmer in order that the milk may 

factory, but the beginning is not there. | be of the best quality and in the best 

Some trifling neglect on the part of! possible condition when the cheese 

12
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maker takes it in hand. Let us notice | wish to emphasize this: It is of the ut- 
q some of the steps by which this result is| most importance that the cows be in a 

obtained. healthy condition in every respect. To 

Proper Food. this there are no exceptions, nic 
. First, then, let us see that our cows 

have proper food, avoiding anything Clean Stables. 
which will give a taint to the milk.| I wish to say further, that the 
Especially in the spring is this caution|Stable in which your cows are 
necessary, for if cows are turned out on|kept and milked should be clean 

f low bottom lands they are liable to find|and neat. We want milk which 

leeks, which ruin the flavor of the milk. | will not remind us, by its flavor, of the 
Stagnant water is another most fruitful | barnyard, and public opinion is slowly 

cause of torment to the cheese-maker. | arriving at the point where perfect 
If you have pools of stagnant water in }-<leanliness will be required, not only of 
your pastures, by all means fence them the stable and its surroundings, but of 

in, and do not on any account allow your the milker himself. If you enter a 

cows to have access to them. Pure | cheese factory, you desire, and rightly, 
water is as essential for your cows as for | t9 see the maker clean as to his person 

yourself. and his hands. The man who handles 

Salt Regularly! the milk on the farm should also 

Another point which we must by no be clean and have clean, dry 
means lose sight of, is the regularsalting hands. A stable, even if kept rea- 
of the cows. Salt seems to be a physi- sonably clean, will still have some i 

: cal necessity of some animals, and for bad odors, and therefore, as soon 

none of them more than the cow. It|#% you have finished one cow, take the 
has been proven by experiment that the| Milk to the can and empty it. The 
salt given to cows has an important ef- milk-stand should be at some distance 

fect upon both the quantity and quality from the barnyard, in a place where 

: of the milk produced. Au Haglish dairy |°"2 0 00, 0ad odcma “All utensils 
authority gives these figures as the re- should be carefully cleansed each day. 

sult of experiments in feeding cows ee iced a he oe = 

salt: “Cows without salt for the period a = ae Deen oe ee 

of a week shrank from 14% to17 per) rere eo 
cent. in the quantity, and the milk was Filthy Cans. 
of an inferior quality, which on an aver-| Ihave this summer examined cans 

age turned sour twenty-four hours | where I could scrape quantities of dried 

sooner than milk drawn from the same | milk from the seams, and this when the 

cows receiving salt every day.” Then| housewife supposed she was washing 

by all means let your cows have salt|them carefully. I run some risk in the 

every day. I wouldrecommend keeping | statement I am going to make—for I 

rock salt where the cows can have access | have incurred the wrath of more than 

. to it at all times. They will be sure to| one farmer’s wife by saying it—but the 

taste it, and the effect on the milk will| fact is, that a great many do not know 

: be to improve both quantity and quality. | how to wash cans properly. If the good 

Ihave touched on but a few points | housewives will bear with me I will give 

P regarding the care of the cow, but I| them my way of washing cans. First
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then: Wash them at once, as soon as|stir it again. Then leave the cover off 

they come from the factory —do not from the can, so that the air may have 

allow the milk or whey to dry on, as it | free access to it all night. 

wil! then be almost impossible to remove The Ordinary Factory. : 

it. First rinse the can with cold or luke- Supposing the milk now to be ready 

warm water—never hot at first, as that| tor delivery at the factory, let us look at 
would cook the whey on. After rinsing, | the building which is to receive it. The 
wash thoroughly with hot water—I do| ordinary Wisconsin factory is a wooden 
not think it necessary to use soap, Cer-| structure, guiltless of paint, or else f 
tainly not soft soap, as that leaves an| painted a dingy red. The surroundings : 
odor difficult to get rid of. Especial at-| are uninviting, and your nose gives you | 
tention should be paid to the seams, as} notice of the presence of the factory by 5 

there is the hiding place of the imp that | the odor which comes from the neglected 

spoils the cheese. A small brush for| whey tank and drain. I have in my 
the seams would be a good idea. Fi-| mind’s eye factories which, for dirtiness 

nally, scald with clear hot water and| and uninviting exterior, would suffer by 
turn in the sun to dry. comparison with a well-kept pig-pen. 

You may object to my spending s0|T,et us enter and see if the prospect 

much time on these points, but it is of! brightens. We meet the maker at the 
the utmost importance that these things | door, with clothing smeared with grease 
be attended to. For some years past we | and whey. and if he is without a pipe, 

have heard much of bad luck in cheese | which shall shed its ashes over the curd, 4 
factories. Cheese has been sold at 5, 4,| we will thank our lucky stars for this ; 

and 3 cents a pound, or has been taken | grace, 

out and buried, until if welivedinolden| The interior of the vat-room corre- 

times, we certainly should have said that| sponds to points already mentioned— : 
the milk was bewitched. Anditis. Little} floor covered with whey and dirt, flies 

elves lurk in the milk-can, in the pan,| féstooning the ceiling and the various ‘ 

in the strainer, waiting to catch the un-| ytensils, and meeting untimely fates in 

wary and ruin the best milk ever pro- | the vat itself. 3 

duced. We are tempted to “drop into poetry” @ 
Cooling and Aeration. and exclaim: * 

A very important point in the care of| vine is q monster of such frightful mien a 

the milk is its proper cooling and aera- ‘That to be dreaded, needs but to be seen; 
tion, especially the latter. Milk should But seen too oft, familiar with her face, ‘ 

be aerated until all the animal heat is We first endure, then pity, then embrace.” 

out of it before cooling witb water, asis| Imagine one unused to such sights, 

the custom of most farmers brought face to face with some of : 

The best means to this end is the|these “awful realities,” and you ¥ 

aerator, which can be obtained at a rea-|see horror on his countenance. A 7 

sonable price. If you have not an aera-|slight acquaintance causes him to A 

tor then the next best thing isa gallon| pity those who must endure, but i 

dipper, with which you may bale the|if the acquaintance is followed up, we j 
milk for 15 or 20 minutes, then let|find him “embracing the flies,” or im | 

it stand for half an hour or an hour,| other words becoming like the average t 
after which place water around it and! cheese-maker, who at best looks upos 4
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| the flies as a necessary (?) evil. A word|/young man, whois able and willing to 
about this cheese-maker. He is proba-| keep abreast of the times. When this 

; bly one of those who learned to make} maker labors with the farmer in regard 

cheese about twenty-five years ago, or| to the proper care of his milk he sends 
oo else had one of the veterans for his} him home resolved to improve, for the 

f teacher. He is wedded to old methods, | cheese-maker's speech is oily, and he 
oe and if he is here to-day will sniff at the | backs up his sermons on cleanliness and 

idea that there can be anything about|care with such steady practice on his 
; cheese-making that he does not know. | own part that his arguments are unan- 

swerable. 
The Future Cheese Factory. 

But let us turn from this picture to intelligent Cheese Making. 
look on another. Behold, then, the} I will give you now the method by 
model cheese factory as the future shall | which I believe this model cheese-maker 
see it, and as indeed there are a few! will make his cheese. We do not claim 
bright examples to-day. This is a neatly | that the method is perfect. We hope 
painted building, and its surroundings | and believe that many improvements 
are neat and tidy. I should not be sur-| will yet be made, but this is the result 

: prised, nor at all displeased, to find a/ of our experience so far. Before putting 
flower-bed near it. No foul smell from | in the rennet, ripen the milk by the ap- 
the whey-tank greets us, for that is so | plication of heat to such a degree, that 
arranged that it can be scalded out each | not more than three hours will be re- 

day after the last patron leaves. The | quired between the addition of the ren- 
whey also is scalded and kept sweet for| net and the development of acid suffi- 
patrons’ use. cient for the removal of the whey. The 

” We find screens at every window and | ripening may be hastened by using a 

door of this model factory, thus prom- | “starter” of milk which is slightly sour. 
ising cleanliness within, for many facto- | However, loppered or thick milk should 

ries are kept reasonably clean but for| never be used for this purpose. Enough 
those pests, the flies. Within, we find | rennet should be added to coagulate the 
the best apparatus, for the owner has| mill ready for cutting, in from thirty to 
learned by experience that a poor/ thirty-five minutes, at 86° Fahr. The 
article is dear at any price..|rennet should be diluted by using one 
This factory has a sink well sup-| gallon of water to one vat. After curd 
plied with hot water for cleansing the| js firm enough to break clear over the 
various utensils. I take pleasure in in-| finger, cut as fine as kernels of corn. 
troduving you to the cheese-maker, for I| The application of heat should be de- 
know he will win yourapprobation. The | layed for at least 15 minutes after the 

successsul cheese-maker 1s an intelligent | stirring has commenced. The tempera- 
- man. He has some brains and knows/|ture should be raised to 98° and kept 

. now to use them, some ideas and ade-|there till the whey is drawn. Care 

° sire for more. He is not afraid of work. |should be taken to so apply the heat 

* He 1s anxious to learn and willing to|and perform the stirring that the curd 

, help others. It is more than possible | particles will be so dry before the devel- 

tbat he has seen the inside of our excel- | opment of acid is perceptible, that after 
es; lent dairy school. In short, he is a live! being pressed in the hand, they will fall
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apart easily. After the whey is drawn) that 60,000,000 pounds of cheese are 

off, the curd should be kept at a temper- | made annually in Wisconsin. I believe 

ature of 98°. Colder than 94°, the de-|I am safe from contradiction when I 

velopment of acid will be hindered, and | say that on two-thirds of this there 1s am ; 

moisture will be retained in it during | average loss of from 1 to 14¢ cents per 

the souring process. The presence of|pound. At 1%¢ cents this means an an- 

such extra moisture in the curd at this} nual loss of $600,000, to the farmers of 

stage will leave the cheese witha weak | Wisconsin. 7 

or pasty, or tallowy body, according to Various causes might be assigned for 2 

the degree of acid development per-| this, I will speak of but three. First, 

mitted. After drawing nearly all the| then, the reputation of Wisconsin cheese 

whey, tilt the vat and shove the curd to has been injured by unscrupulous men 

the lower end. Place the racks in the up- | whose greed for gain has led them to 

per end and throw the curd upon them to put filled cheese on the market, and so 

mat. After the curd has matted, cut it| injure the sale of honest goods. By wise 

lengthwise of the vat and in strips 8 laws, carried out by our excellent dairy 

inches wide, then turn it over to mat on and food commission, we hope to remedy / 

the other side. After five minutes, turn| this. It remains, then, for us, as farm- 

again and pile it two layers high.|ers and cheese-makers, to see what we 

Watch closely, and as soon as the whey | can do to help ourselves. Two other 

begins to collect in pools on the surface» | causes may be assigned for our loss of : 

turn again and pile one layer higher, credit. First, the unskilled maker. Sec- 

and so continue until it is all piled in| ond, the careless farmer. I believe that 2 

layers. Constantly turn and re-turn| the cheese-maker should use every pos- 

urtil the curd is ready to grind.|sible means to make himself master of 4 

After grinding, air the curd well | his business. No maker should be em- . 

before salting. After salting, let | ployed unless he is known to be thor- 

the curd lie in the vat until the harsh-| oughly competent. He should, if possi- 

ness caused by the salting gives way to|ble, have had a course in our dairy 

mellowness. Then put in press with a|/school. But granting all this, it will 

temperature of 84° F. still be impossible for him to make No. i 

It would be impossible, in the time I| 1 cheese from poor milk. The farmer, 4 

have, to enter upon the details of cur-| then, should see to it that his part of 

ing the cheese. I have briefly sketched the work is carefully and conscientiously 

our method of making, and if there are | attended to. 

any questions upon it I will answer to Finally, let not the farmer and the 

the best of my ability. maker continually blame each other if 

‘ oo do not go right, but. as partners 

a aving a common interest in the success 

A few words now concerning the pres-| of the business, let both pull together 

ent prospects of our business, and ] am | and be equally anxious to do anything 3 

done. By referring to the annual report | and everything that will contribute to 33 

of Food Commissioner Thom, you see! the desired end. 

<4 a
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. By Tuomas J. Fiemine, Watertown, Wis. 

-¥ Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:| What is it that makes the real suc- 
% Iam very glad that my friend from} cess of cheese production? It is some- 
i Waupun, who has just preceded me, has| thing more than the two elements of 

“1 most effectually covered the ground rel-| its composition, namely casein and but- 
| ative to success in cheese making. I| ter fat; to these must be added, skill. 
: 4 simply want to say that I earnestly be-| It is skill largely we sell when we sell 
s4 lieve every word of what Mr. Phillips|our good cheese. You see before you 
Bs has so ably expressed on that subject, | two cheeses, they kave the same per- 

Fourteen Hundred Cheese Factories, | centage of butter fat, the same per cent. 
: Cheese manufacturing in Wisconsin is|of casein. One of them sells for seven 
, not receiving the attention that, in my|ceats per pound, the other for ten, 
| opinion, it merits. There is no branch| Why? Because the man who made 
€ of agriculture that has developed such | that cheese for ten cents a pound has 
i a rapid, permanent and profitablegrowtb | Coupled with those two ingredients, 
Hd during the last decade, as that of cheese | skill, thought and study. 
a production. That being so, it behooves Flavor Important. 

ie every one of us to give toit that thought! What are the points which determine 
Hs and study that it deserves. his indus-| the value of cheese next to the proper 
i try is represented in Wisconsin by four-| per cent. of butter fat? They are these: le teen hundred cheese factories. Or, ex-| flavor, texture, color and salt. And of 
i pressing it another way, by ao these, flavor is the important one. It 
He thousand of our farmers. represents two-fifths of the entire value, 
hs I believe that the future success rs oi it is the difficult thing to get. What 
Hel this industry will not depend so much | is necessary to get that good flavor? It 
Hy upon the quantity of cheese we manu-| is necessary to closely adhere to the aug- 4 facture, as it will upon the quality of| gestions that have been made by my is the same, because it is the quality that | fellow cheese instructor, Mr. Phillips. 
fs is going to affect the consumption. In my opinion, the most important 
E Give to the cheese consumers of this} element in this matter is the water that 4 country a cheese at the time and in the|the cows drink. The water enters im- 
ia condition that they demand it, and con- mediately into the stomach, and it car- 
iB sumption will inevitably keep place} ries through her system the elements 
i with production. of food, which enter first into the 
ta Wisconsin, a Dairy State. stomach, undergoes the process of diges- | 4 Isometimes think that we, in Wis- tion, then into the blood, then into the | | consin, do not realize the natural adap- mammary glands, and from thence into 

i tion of our state to this line of work. Ij the pail. In 100 pounds of milk, there | 
1 believe that it is one that will not meet | are 87 pounds of water. Now, do you | 
1 with formidable competition from the | think it possible that your animals can 

4 broad and fertile west. go to a stagnant pool or any other place 
P 
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where the water is objectionable in color, | erection of factories that have cost at 

; smell and taste, and takes 87 pounds of | least one half more than they should, 

that water into their stomachs andj and in some localities that will never 

evolve from it 100 Ibs. of good milk. receive sufficient patronage to make * 

Another point is to see that the milk- | them successful. 

is done cleanly, and do not cool that} Mr. Hyarr—I am convinced that 

milk so quickly as you have in the past. | there is no practical way for farmers to 

The general practice in Wisconsin is to| control their milk until it goes directly 

take the milk as quickly as drawn from | to the consumer. 

the cow and put it into cold water. That} Mr. Puriurs—I do not believe that 

is an objectionable practice. The milk | it is a good idea for the farmers or any 

before being sent to the cheese factory | one else to listen to every gentleman who 

should be well cooled and aired. comes around to advertise these cream- : 

> epee eries and cheese factories. 

Questioy—How expensive a factory 

DISCUSSION. would you put up, if you were going to 

Question — Will that same process of | puild for, say a capacity of 20,000 pounds ‘ 

cooling have the same bad effect upon | of milk, a combined factory? 

butter? Mr. Freminc—It hadn’t ought to 

Mr. Fuemie — It is not objectionable | eost over $3,800. 

for buttermaking because we utilize only Mr. J. A. Surra—Make it $3,000. 

the butter fat, the lightest solid of the] Mr. Fremme—If that was my line of 

milk, which rises to the top, away from | business, I think I could doit, and make 

the objectionable elements. Indeed, we | fair wages, and it would be as it ought 

would advise you to put the milk into| to be. 

cold water immediately, for butter mak- eee. 

ing, because it seems to cream in that 

way better than in any other. But when RESOLUTIONS. 

we undertake to manufacture cheese,| Mr. Allen in the chair. 

we have to go down into the bottom of Mr. Row offered the following resolu- 

the can, and utilize the serum of the tions, which were unanimously adopted 

mill, in which we find incorporated by the Institute: 

these objectionable odors. Wuereas, The State Board of Re- 

Mr. McKrrrow—lIf you have very gents kindly selected Waupaca for the 

rich milk, do you consider it a good fifth annual round-up Institute, and 

plan to skim itdown to the level of three} WHEREAS, Supt. Morrison and his 

per cent? corps of Institute workers have given 

Mr. Fuemma—I am decidedly op-| the people of this section the best In- | 

posed to the use of the skimmer. I be- stitute ever given in this state; there- 

lieve that it is one of the curses which | fore, be it 

have fallen upon the cheese industry of Resolved, That the upanimous and 

Wisconsin. I believe that the question | heartfelt thanks of the people attending 

of economy in the erection of cheese|the Institute be and hereby are ex- 

factories is a very important one. There | tended to the State Board of Regents 

are many places in the state of Wiscon- | and Supt. W. H. Morrison and his effi- 

sin where farmers have gone into the! cient corps of workers for their earnest
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F: and successful éfforts in making this In-; Wauereas, The hospitality of the good 
stitute the success it is. Beit further | peopl> of the city of Waupaca has made 

f Resolved, That it is the sentiment of | the visit of the Institute force both 
the people of Waupaca, Waushara and | Pleasant and profitable; therefore be it 

be Portage counties that these Farmers’ In- | 20W 
P stitute courses should be continued so| Resolved, That the sincere and heart- { long as the sun shines and the govern-| felt thanks of the institute workers and 

fb ment reigns at Madison. of the farmers and their wives and chil- e 2 as dren from abroad be extended to these 3 Mr. Thom offered the following reso- several committees and to Waupaca for 
lutions, which were adopted by the In- making this round-up one that has been 
stitute: one of the most interesting and instruc- ia Wuereas, The several committees of | tive in the history of Wisconsin Insti- iy Arrangements, Exhibits, Programme, tutes. 

}- Music and Finance, have put forth their Supt. Morrison—I wish that I had 
3 best efforts to make the fifth annual time to thank you for the resolutions round-up the signal success that it has| which you have passed, but I cannot 3 been, find words to do so, and you know my he Wuernas, The persons whohave taken | heart. You know that I do thank you * part in the musical programme have per- | from the very bottom of my heart, and I formed their duties in a manner most ac-| and as we have considerable more work, { ceptable to all who have been present, | without any more thanks, we will pro- : special mention being made of Miss|veed to the remaining business of the 

; Belle Smith and her “ reserve farmers,” | Institute. 

. — ; SS 
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ADVANTAGES OF THE CREAMERY. 

, By N. G. Wituiams, Bellows Falls, Vt. 

| Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: Dairying in New Eugland, 
| I came here for the purpose of visiting] You may be interested to know some- 
| your institutes and seeing how you con- | thing of our methods of dairying in New 
| duct them. Thus far I have been very| England, which differ from yours in 

much pleased, and I have wished that|™any ways. There are in New England 
many of my Vermont brethren could be | Something like 250 butter factories, three 

! here and see how they do things in Wis-|quarters of which are run upon the 
iy consin. You may be aware that Gov. | cream gathering system; the remainder 

U Hoard was with us at our annual meet-| being whole milk factories using separa- 
ing, and I can assure you we enjoyed| tors. The rest of the dairying is private 
him very much, and hope to have him|or farm dairying. In the northwestern 

again. part of our state, in Franklin county, is
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sgigantic institution with a capital of | few weeks the product has been selling s 

$100,000, running centrifugal machines, | at between 35 and 40 cents at many of z 

which is hoping to absorb the whole of | the standard factories. 
BS 

the miik of that county. Itisto begin | We do very much more private dairy- 4 

operations in a few days. ing, proportionately, than you do. A ‘i 

very large proportion of the private | 

Co-Operative System. 2 

There are about seventy cream gath- dairy butter is put in prints and sent to é 

ering factories in Connecticut, which are tro = oat oe ee ~~ a 

run upon what is called the codpacative near the large cities it is possible for the 2 

a that ia the fi dairymen to find their own customers & 

ix arene Se eee ae and get handsome prices. Some of our 4 

me to coo aocuee mde o Saney Dutta nanan *r? getting as high 

: 70 80 d, although: ; 

laws of the state, furnish the capital, = ee aie ae at . 

hire the butter maker and cream gath-| yy a aa % the 

erers, and sell the butter and divide the ro ee aieymen coakety ae 

ayn Ta iil the-aveeige pcioe <6- butter at 25 cents the year round. Some 

ere deliver the butter on the cars at their 

cVeived = re at the _— fac- | station, while others deliver in the cities. 

» snl oa eee ae ye Others get 30 cents and even 40 cents @ 

= a 

round. The cream is taken at the far- — Abandoned Farms. a 

mers’ doors and there is no expense to| You have heard about the worn ut 

the patrons for gathering. Another | farms of New Hampshire and Vermont. 

+d ee _ a -_ — = It is true that there are farms there that 3 

of whic ave heard very little here | can be bought for very much less than 

is the value of the skim-milk, which is|the buildings cost. The young men 

kept at home, Many of the farmers) have gone west; but foreigners are now 

ae cogil oe mae coming in, partly through the exertions 

: ” seer? of the state commissioner. These new 

eer ee cents comers are reported as doing well. They 

£ a — S ogs that bring | have the advantages of near-by markets. 

- — — ee —. weight, the | Pertilizers have to be bought the first 

ee . ich they have been able to| year, at least, but if a man runs a dairy 

sell the them past year. So much for | he makes his own fertilizers after the 

the cream gathering system. first year and he is bound to makes 

The Factory System. good thing out of his investment. 

The factory system with whole milk) In regard to the cost of creamery 

is found in a fewinstances. Usually the | buildings, I will say that the dairy com- 

factory is owned by a firm or by an in-| missioner of the state of Connecticut 

dividual who buys the milk at the best | has compiled a report showing the cost 

prices he can and sells the product. | of the creamery buildings of that state. 

Many of the factories stamp most of the| Most of these buildings have in connec- 

butter into pound prints, wrap in parch- tion with them a tenement and the but- 

ment paper, and ship in return cases, | ter maker’s family lives in the second : 

and this is one reason why they get| story. I believe, however, they are 

larger prices than you do. Within a| abandoning that plan now as not the 

. " 
. ‘
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| E: wisest course. The average cost of the] West, and have picked up some 

+ creamery buildings in the state of Con-|facts here which I shall be glad 
Zi necticut, taking all the creameries in the} to carry home with me. One of your 

1° state, was a trifle under $3,000, including | speakers stated that his potatoes cost 

; the apparatus and paraphernalia neces- | him seven and one half cents pér bushel 

| sary to do the work. Factories without | to raise and harvest; and another gave 
; tenements are built and equipped for| the cost as eleven cents, including the 

| less than $2,000. Several as complete |intereston hisinvestment. Being asked 

and substantial buildings as there are| the net profits, they replied, from sixty 

| in New England were constructed for|to seventy cents per bushel. One of 

; less than $1,000. these speakers raised from 5,000 to 6,000 

, weak bushels, the other from 9,000 to 10,000 
4 bushels, and sold them for from seventy 

7 DISCUSSION. to eighty cents per bushel. These same 

Mr. Fiemmc—What would be the| farmers, no doubt, were among those 

cost of a separator creamery with an ice-| who used to make such complaints of 

{ house and a capacity of 6,000 pounds of|the great profits on sewing machines 

: milk? that they had to provide their wives and 

Mr. Wiut1ams—They can be put up| daughters with. Machines that retailed 

for $2,000 and upwards, There is, in| fur $50 to $60 cost to manufacture from 

Saratoga County, New York, a creamery | $10 to $15. It will be seen that the 

| building, 72 feet long, 26 feet wide, con- | manufacturers’ per centage of profits 

taining an ice-house, refrigerator, cream-/ were very much less than the potato 

room, wash-room, and engine-room, | raisers’, I shall go back to manufactur- 

the building so arranged that the cream |ing New England and tell them that 

runs by gravity from the place where| the profits of farming are very much 

it is received until it reaches the churn. | greater in Wisconsin than the profits of 

That building, above the foundation,| manufacturing in New England, and 

with the apparatus, cost $2,000. With| therefore they had better aispose of 

the foundation, the cost was about| their shops and go west and raise pote- 

$2,500. This does not include a separ-| tues, as their gains will increase much 

ator. faster in Wisconsin than in the east 

I have heard a great deal about| running manufacturing establishments. 

| the poor returns of farming in the 
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CREAMERY OR CHEESE FACTORY. | 

By §. Favituz, Madison. 

Humber ef Cows. cows, so in either case the factory will 

Shall we build a co-operative butter lose the support they expected from 4 

or cheese factory? I answer yes, in any him. It is not necessary that I should, j 

community where there is a fair pros-| in this paper, go into the details in this i 

pect of sufficient patronage so that it| matter. Every business man will under- 

will prové a financial success. stand that a concern of this kind will 

How much encouragement will war- need its officers, such as president, sales- a 

rant the starting of either? The milk | men and directors, etc., etc. Of course, 

from at least 300 cows to start with, and the plan I propose is not the only one. 

areasonable certainty of increasing to They may be started as a private enter- | 

500 or 600 in the near future. Why de-| prise, and may succeed fairly well, but 

mand so large patronage? So that you the experiment is hazardous for the 

will be enabled to employ the best} man putting his money: into it, as I 

skilled labor and to purchase the most | know to my cost. 
; 

approved machinery, instead of cheap 
3 

labor and imperfect machinery, as you sdennenge. 

would be obliged to do with a small pat-| What are some of the advantages of : 

ronage. How shall the factory be built? | the factory when started? 

By a stock company, by all means. The tirst, and perhaps the most im- 7 

Make the shares small, so that every portant;isthat it puts the emall dairy- 

one intending to furnish milk (though | man on an equal fvoting with the large 7 

it be ever so little) may take one or one. It enables him to put his product A 

more shares. In that way you secure a in shape so that it commands as good a 

large number of stockholders, and each | price as the large dairyman’s. This he 

one is interested in the success of the could not do if he made his butter at j 

enterprise to the extent of his stock, and|home. The reasons for this are so plain 3 

their united influence will make su2cess that I do not need to repeat them. And 

almost a certainty. And then, again, |then it puts all, both large and small 

when the average man becomes a stock- | dairymen, in shape 80 they can get the 

holder in a concern of that kind, he will | very highest price for their goods. Not 

stand the discipline necessary to make | only the average quality will be much 

him an intelligent milk producer. But | improved, but it is a rule in commarcial 

when he is not, but has only the interest | transactions that small quantities have 

at stake of the amount of milk beis fur-|to seek a market, while to large ones 

nishing, and any attempt is made atdis-|the market comes, and at better 

cipline, or even positive instruction, he| prices. This is an advantage that is 

will coolly advise the cheese or butter | very important. Every farmer who has 

maker to go and make his satanic maj-| tried trading his butter at the corner 

esty a visit and he will take himself off | grocery for other goods will fully appre 

tosome other factory, or will sell his|ciate this when he tries it.
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: And another thing. The factory re-| not once in the winter, but every day in 

lieves the already over-burdenad house-| the week. And the address that is de- 

wife of the labor of making the butter. | livered to them by the scale beam when 

The problem of how to provide the in-| their milk is weighed is one that they 

; door labor is becoming so serious and 80 | are compelled to heed. Supsrintendent 

difficult of solution, that anything that | Morrison may send a man that will dis- 

tends towards light on this subject is|course ever so eloquently and truth- 

well worth our consideration. Farm | fully about the benefits of the silo, and 

machinery has done very much to lift] the average dairyman will shrug up his 
. the burden of out-door work, while 80 | shoulders, and if he don’t say “Bosh!” 

far very little has been done to make the | out loud, will think it and go away and ~ 

house-work lighter. Almost everything | act his disapproval. But when the 

has to be done much as it was in our | scale beam tells A. that his neighbor B. 

mother’s day. Ido not forget that we | is getting one-third or a half more milk 
have the sewing machine, with its won-| from the same number of cows, he be- 

derful ability to add stitches. And 1 gins to open his eyes and look for the 

al-o remember that the demand for | reason of the difference. Then will fol- 
; added stitches in the ladies’ ward- | jow a discussion of the ways and means, 

robe (in the. way of ruffles and the care, feed and treatment of the cows 
such things) has fully kept pace with | come in for consideration. Ihave known 
the ability of the machine to furnish | discussions of this kind to last for an hour 
them. So that it really amounts to but | or two, especially on a rainy morning, 
very little as a burden lifter. And then | and out of them will come a strife to see 

; there are some other things, like the| who shall get the best results. I have 

washing machine (which, by the way,|iknown the strife to be so earnest ina 
would be a good thing if with eack one | few cases that the pump handle was 

: you could send along a good strong man | caljed in to help out when the cows did 
%4 or a steam engine to run it), and other | not quite come up to the mark. 

things that are some help. Yet the what wheee ae 
fact remains that the house-work is the — : 
most serious labor problem that con-| One other thing, and Iam done. The 

fronts us to-day, and the butter factory | system of paying for milk according to 

comes in to help us out to some extent. | the butter fat that is in it, that is just 

And then the butter or cheese factory is | now being adopted by a good many of 

asort of a farmers’ institute. the factories, will senda large number of 

cows that are now being boarded at the 

ne expense of the rest of the herd, to the 
I believe that one of the im-| butcher. The man that finds his milk 

7 portant benefits derived from the | deficient in butter fat will set himself to 

institutes that have been held in | work to ascertain whether it is the whole 

the state these past years comes | herd, or only part of it, that makes the 

from the farmers getting together and | shortage, or whether it is in his feed, cr 

talking over their business and compar- | what it is. You will tell me this ought 

ing notes, comparing methods, discuss- | to be done, factory or no factory, and 

ing the ways and means, etc. And so | that is true, but the average dairyman 

the factory calls the farmers together, | will not do it unless he has some extra
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stimulus to do so, and the milk test is{and much better, and because the in- 

going to awaken thought and action on/ creased quantity to be found in one 5 

this subject that I am quite sure will] place will bring the buyer to the factory 3 

result in great good to the dairy in-| instead of being obliged to hunt a mar- Be 
terest. ket. Secondly, the relief it will bring to - 

Recapitulation. the already over-burdened housewife. 3 

To briefly recapitulate some of the ad-| And thirdly, the convincing education = 

vantages of the factory system: First, to| that will come from the lecture that é 

place the large and small dairymen on an | will be delivered by the scale beam when % 

equal footing as regards the price théy| the milk is weighed, And the fact that ¥ 

will obtain for their goods, and to enable | the Babcock test will demonstrate that a a 

both to get a better price than they | large number of the cows are not paying ~ 

could without the factory, first because | for their keep, and so will result ia send- ‘2 

the quality will be much more uniform ' ing the unprofitable ones to the butcher. 

a 
£ 

BUTTER-MAKING ON THE FARM. ; 

By ©. P. Goopricu, Fort Atkinson. 3 

Private Dairies. : which it is usually judged is a scale of 

I don’t wish to say anything to dis-|100 points; 45 points for flavor, 30 for ii 
courage any man from patronizing 8) grain, 15 for color, and 10 for salt. You BS 
factory. I believe that the factories | see, the flavor is reckoned a great deal 3 
have been a great blessing to Wisconsin; | the highest, and perhaps it is because it : % 
they have lifted a heavy burden from] is the hardest to get. The most im- ; 

many a tired housewife and put thou-| portant point in the whole matter is to ah 
sands of dollars into the pockets of the | know how to get a good flavor that will a 

patrons. But there are those, who, be-| suit the market. y 

cause they live a long distance from the evaeer 2g 

factory, and for other reasons, tind it ee 2 a 

best to make their butter at home. Now where does this desirable flavor Z 

Now, those who are doing so, or intend- | °°M° — Tt comes mainly from the 5 
ing to do so, of course want to carry on food, modified in some small degree by ¥ 

the business so as to make it as profit- the individual character of the cow. ah 
able as possible. ‘They are desirous of For winter food the best things to give Ht 

making an article that will bring the good flavor are good clover hay, good a 

highest price in the butter market, and | corn fodder, good ensilage, good bran, a 

also to get the most they can out of | good oats and good corn. There should ¥ 

their milk. The butter that brings the| be fed no damaged forage of any kind. z 

highest price in the market is judged by | Damaged ensilage will make damaged $ 

an expert dealer, who knows the de-| butter; moldy corn fodder will give a ; 

mands of the market, and the scale by! bad flavor to the butter; so will musty a 

Be 

‘
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/ be grain. Cows that dridk impure water | said, “That is it.” That milk was kept BB. will make bad butter. out from the rest and fed to the pigs, pt In summer the best flavored milk is| and the butter was all right. That was a produced from upland pastures contain-|in June, when we should be making is ‘ ing a variety of grasses—clover, timothy good flavored butter from good grass. 24 and June grass. Marsh pasture is not Consult the Commission Man. 
ia > good, capoctally eae. Te) a sees dak Was Pa Et weeds give a decidedly bad flavor to away, to be gone two or three weske. anil af milk. In the season for them _ on my way I passed through Ghicagn ig nothing that will: make better flavor and of course I stopped at the commis. 

P| null than pumpkins. sion house. Some of my butter had 5 F Condition of the Cow. just arrived, and as I came into the store 
‘ Then the condition of the cow has got = ee = ee — FL to be taken into account. Fresh milk- eae oe ails your butter? ¢ f ers give a better flavor to the butter = im I didn’t know as anything ailed | than strippers, and cows in an advanced it. He put a trier in and handed it out J 2 " ; : and says, “smell that.” Well, by hard é stage of gestation will sometimes give a . : ° trying, I could detect a faint flavor that : Soeeuy pee = bate: ee was not just right, and I told him go. | is in bad health, it will damage the He says, “I don’t know as anybody ; flavor of the butter, even though it is would notice it, but you know we are : scarcely noticeable in the appearance of selling your butter at a high price, con- 
) as cow. “We must: tiayes 8 healthy “OW | siderably above the market price. The kept ina clean, well ventilated stable, customers are very particular, and Isup- | milked with clean, dry hands, in a clean posed you wanted to know, did you?” i pail To ihasieate to you whet eile: |e J eas ae knew what { ence the condition of the cow makes iD | that flavor meant. It was the same 

the product, I will relate some things thing as it was the year before. I wrote that happened at my place. My wifo = right home then and there, “Stop milk- the expert on our farm, in dairying. ing Jane and Molly, their milk is hurt- She can detect a flavor that none of the ing the butter.” These were the same 
rest of uscan. She aad oS neces day two cows that made the trouble the year that the butter was not = right. She before. About three weeks after that I examined all the utensils, everything came through Chicago again, and I 
— = a nothing asked the commission man how the but- cou ‘oun at could in any way i i account for the trouble. Then she eee eee eon 
said something must be wrong with Eternal Vigilance. the cows. I did not know of| And another time, my wife discovered anything wrong with the cows or | that the butter was not quite right, and 
with the feed. But the milk of each | as Ihad been away I asked my boys cow was brought to her separately to| what kind of feed they had been giving 
examine, and finally she found it. There the cows, if there had been any damaged were two cows that had been giving | ensilage or anything of that kind. No, . milk about ten months and a half. As | the feed was all right, first rate. I askeds soon as she examined their milk she! whether they knew of any of the cows 

a a - ”
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being out of health. No, they were all|in cold water, he was making thirty ae 

right. I told the boys to try to think of | three pounds of butter a day from forty “ar 

anything that could be wrong, and fin- | cows, twelve of them two-year-old heif- “i 

ally, one of them, the hired boy, remem-| ers. Since he used the separator he ae 

bered that one night when he went to| gets thirty-eight pounds of butter daily is 

milk one cow, a quarter of her udder | from the same cows. You can calculate Oe 

was a little inflamed, and a little clotty | how long it will take him to pay $150 H 

milk came out. Of course, he didn’t|for the separator. He has a contract at & 

put that in he said, but he put the rest twenty-five cents a pound for his butter a 

of the milk in. Now that was gargetty | by the year, delivered at Sioux City, dis- f 

milk, and that is what did it. My boys|tant 24 miles. There is $1.25 a day, and 4 , 

would have known better than to have | in one hundred and twenty days he will Be 

put it in. There wasn’t to exceed four| have saved enough money, to say noth- “at 

pounds of milk of that kind in the whole | ing about the saving in labor, to pay for as 

lot, and still in that was seeds of decay |it. And in one year he will pay for the a 

enough to taint the churning of fifty the machine and have $180 besides, 1 

pounds of butter, one thousand pounds Now, the deep cold setting is set on } 

of milk. When that butter was first| the principle that the falling tempera- i 

made it seemed all right, but we kept | ture facilitates the rise of the cream. j 

some of it for use in the family and in| Now if it isset at a temperature of 90, f 

jess than a week it was decidedly bad. | right from the cow, in cold water at 40, wa i 

That small quantity of milk that was| you get a fall of fifty degrees, and by } 

: diseased before it was drawn from the|the time the milk has cooled down to a 

* cow did it. the temperature of the water, you have “a 

So you see that “eternal vigilance is practically all the cream. If the milk * 

the price of” good pure milk, and with-| gets cooled down too much in cold 1 

out good milk it is impossible to have | weather before it is set I have always Bt 

good butter. put in hot water to raise it up to 90 or 1 

How Shall We, Manufacture? 100 before I set it in the cold water. It + 

Now that we have got good milk, the makes a surer thing of the cream rais- h 

question is how to manufactureit. There ing properly. 4 

have been, for some years past, two ways An Old Fogy. q 

of getting the cream from the milk,| I am considered by some as an old r 

namely, setting in deep, cold setting,|fogy, and my practices are condemned A 

and in shallow setting. There is a| by some of our most advanced dairymen. 4 

newer way of which I shall speak a|I have aset of pans I have used forsome a 

little, which appears to me, from what|time. I can get just as good an article : 3 

T have learned of it, to be a good thing. | asI could by deep setting, and I can save 

I refer to the use of the hand separator, | labor by it. I set my milk in broad 

or, as it is called, the Baby separator. | shallow pans, each one large enough to 4 

My son, in- northwestern Iowa, who has/| hold the milking of the whole herd, the “4 

a dairy of forty cows, purchased one| pans are five feet long, two and a half i 

in January. He runs it with a tread| wide, and six inches deep. The milk has “ 

power and he thinks well of it.| never been over four or five inches deep, : H 

Before he commenced with this sep-| usually about three. They are so ar- 

arator, he was setting in deep cans! ranged that water runs under and around | 

4 i 
\ 

, | 
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oe the pans in warm weather, so as to keep|some power that He hasn’thim. But I 
ep the temperature of the milk down to 60. | don’t know as I have any better success 
7 ; I don’t use ice, I have got a well of very | than Mr. Babcock in that respect. 
ope cold water, and the wind mill pumpsthe| Supr. Morrison—Your average of 357 
E water into a reservoir which is so ar-|pounds of butter from your herd has 
oY ranged that it keeps the water moving | been the result of long years of thought- 
a around the pans. Faucets are arranged | fulness and care. It has not been luck. 
, ~ 80 I can regulate the flow of water. In|The good Lord loves akind, considerate, 

ps the winter time we have a coal fire in| industrious, systematic man, and will 
| ae the room, keeping the temperature al-| shower blessings and success upon him, 
to ways at 60. After. standing thirty-six | and I know Mr. Goodrich so well that if 
+ hours the milk is skimmed and it is just | Prof. Babcock’s test will show him that 
x beginning to turn acid. The cream is| there is a fraction of an ounce of butter 
Vo put intoacan that holds 20 or 25 gal-| fat left in the milk he will go for it. 
j lons, which stays right there in the} Mr. Gooprics —If there is more 
Mic Toom at a temperature of 60 until we| there, I am going to have it. 
oy ehurn, which is four times a week, and| Questron—How long do you churn 
3: then the temperature is raised to 65 in | this cream? 

& the winter and 62in the summer. My! Mr. Gooprica—Till the butter comes. 
: churn ruus with a geared wind mill if | It takes from thirty to forty minutes to 
i the wind blows, and if it doesn’t, it is|churn. It is churned until the granules 

Ee run by a geared up man. are about the size of grains of wheat. 
4 Then the buttermilk is drawn off and 
: about a pailful of water to say 15 to 20 
if. DISOUSEION. pounds of butter is put in, the churn is 
ye ‘| Mr. J. A. Smrra—Did you ever have] revolved two or three times, and that 
a7 any of your skim milk analyzed? drawn off, then as much more water put 
ep: Mr. Gooprich—I never have, unless |in, churn revolved, then that drawn off, 
ay it has been donesince I left home. I pre- | and that is all the washing it gets. You 
¥ sume ithas been. I have got a Babcock will perceive that I do not wash the but- 
a tester at home, and if there is a great | ter as thoroughly as many recommend, 
; f deal left in it I will have a separator | because the granules are larger and I 
Hs sure. use less water. If I should wash thor- 

Supt. Morrison—Do you think there | oughly with brine till it run away per- 
is any perceptible quantity of cream | fectly clear when the butter was as fine 
left? as clover seed, I know what would hap- 

P Mr. Gooprrca—It don’t seem to me | pen soon after it got to market—because 
I there can be a great deal, when I get|I have tried it. I should get a letter 
f five and a half pounds of butter from a|saying: “The last lot of your butter 

| hundred pounds of milk, from not very | lacks favor.” “Oh! but,” you say, ‘that 
' high grade cows. is buttermilk flavor.” Well, suppose it 

Mr. Suira—Why should you have|is? If customers want that flavor and 
iy any better success than Dr. Babcock | will pay a better price for butter having 
a creaming milk in that way? it, I am going to give it tothem. Iam 
« Mr. Gooprico—I couldn’t say. It|making butter for them and will suit 

‘ may be the Lord has endowed me with|them if I can, notwithstanding some 

t . 
{ 
{ 
i 
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scientific crank may say I am practicing | am going to ship butter to you every 4 

wrong methods. But I am not at all sure | week in the year just as long as I live, 

that excessive washing and brining does | and now if you will do as well as you 

not take out some of the fine flavoring oils | can for me, you can rely on its coming, 

as well as the last vestige of buttermilk. | and I will suit customers if Ican. You 4 

I used to bother about setting the cream | send me two stencil plates, one with my ; 

can in atub of warm water, raising the | name on, and another with some device 

temperature by degrees, but now we | that you will xnow that it is mine and 

pour it right from a teakettle, carry it nobody else knows, so that if I have any 

to the churn and pour it in, at the same | butter that it is not just perfect you can 4 

time stirring the cream vigorously. The {sell it on its merits and not as mine, and . 

butter is taken out and weighed and put |it won’t injure the reputation of my 

on a butter worker, and an ounce of salt | brand.” I have got two such plates. 

to each pound is worked in, and itis|One of them, I am happy to say I 

left on the butter worker from two to|haven’t been obliged to use very much. 

four hours. Then it is worked again,|My butter has gone down there with 

and packed in boxes holding eight|my name onit. Aftera while the com- 

pounds, or presumed to. I pack it that| mission man began to find customers 

way because the customers want it that | who would be sending back after my 

way, and if the butter that I packed in| butter, and he could get a little more 

that box (holding it up) tasted or smelt | for it, till now for a year it has averaged 

go that I couldn’t eat it, I would doit \from 5 to 7 and sometimes as high as 8 

that way just the same if they wanted | cents above Elgin quotation. I don’t 

it. Todo the thing up nice, I line the| want you to think that I think that this 

box with parchment paper, and that| butter isso much better than yours, I 

prevents the box soaking, which gives only tell you this to show you there ie 

an untidy appearance to the box, and | skill in marketing. My commission man 

makes it come on to the market just as| writes to the many people whe are com- 

bright and clean as the day it was made. | plaining that they don’t get as gooda : 

It also prevents the butter tasting of | price as I do, something like this: “We 

the wood. have handled Mr. Goodrich’: butter for 

Question—How do you market that|a great many years. There is a set of 

butter so as to get such a good price? customers who are able and willing to 

Mr. Gooprich—That is the main] pay a good price in order to have that 

thing that I was after all the time. It| particular brand, and we can’t satisfy 

is one thing to make good butter, and|tnem with anything else. We charge 

it is another to get a good price for it.|them an extra price as a penalty for 

I have seen butter that ought to seli for|their indulgence.” Then he goes on 

30 cents a pound sell for 15 because it|further and says: “ We see no reason 

was not sent to a butter market, reach-| why you or any one else who will use 

ing the customer who was willing to pay | the same care and skill in manufactur- 

for it. I have tried a good many differ-| ing, and the same methods in marking, 

ent plans, but finally about eight years | cannot do the same,” and I don’t either. 

ago, I settled down to business andI} Mx. Taom—I think it is the sense of 

wrote to the commission man that han-| this convention that all honor should be 

dled my butter, and I said to him: “TI] given Mrs. Goodrich. In view of that I 

13
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I; would like to enquire what percentage | him for it, and I get as good a net price 
of the profits of that butter she obtains? | as I could get in any other way, without 

Mz. Goopricu—She has it all. She| any trouble at all, and the money inva- 
allows me to live down there part of the tiably comes the same week the butter 

time. is shipped. 
: Mr. Marrry—What are you getting] QvestTiov—How do you ripen your 

for your butter now? cream? 
: Mr. Goopricu—It brought 32 centsa} Mr. Gooprica— It just ripens itself, 

pound from the Ist of November up to| but if I could tell just how acid it is, I 
two or three weeks ago. Then it brought | would like to, but that is something I 
me 37 cents. The Elgin price runs from | cannot describe. You see it stands in 
25 to 28. 1t cost me last year 13 cents aj the pan until it begins to ripen, then it is ‘ pound to make this butter. It netted | put in a can and kept at sixty degrees. 
me, taking out freight and commission | Some of it will be kept forty-eight hours, 
and package, 24 cents. There is one part of it thirty-six, part twenty-four 
thing I want to emphasize. If you are) and part twelve. That is just right and 
gcing to get a good price for butter when | the conditions are the same every time 
you have got a market like that, you] or very nearly thesame. Inthe summer 
will find it will pay you to bethoroughly | time when it is very warm we set the 
honest and careful. When you put a4/cream in a reservoir of water some- 
brand on a package of butter, it is just] times. 2 
the same as saying, “That is just such Question —Suppose the cream should 
butter as | have been sending you right | get thick before you churn? 
along,” and if you are telling them a lie} Mr. Gooprica — It does not get a0 
you will soon get paid for it. Then| but what we can churn, but if it did I 
there is another thing, if you begin at| would thin it with water or warm it up 
all, you must supply them right along. | if necessary. Of course cream can be .- 
It don’t do to have an over supply this kept too long. 
week and run below next. 1 have Question — What makes cream foam? 
shipped butter every week, and nearly} Mr. Goopricu —I believe it is be- 
the sameday in the week, to the same | cause it is too cold. It it has been frozen 
house, for over eight years. Some fami-| it will foam. 
lies have used my butter during all that Question— Do you use salt in the 
time. They rely on my sending it regu-| water you wash the butter with? 
larly, and I rely on their taking it. This} Mr. Goopricu-— Not usually. My 
condition of things is mutually satisfac- boys salt the butter in the churn but I 

) tory to us. I don’t want they should| don’t. I take it out and weigh the but- 
get a taste of any other make of butter | ter and salt, and salt it on the butter 
for fear I should lose them as custom-| worker. Inthe churn they have to es- 
ers, therefore mine is there for them | timate the amount of salt necessary to 
every time they want any. The com- put in and cannot get it every time 
mission man finds the customers for me, | alike. 
and deals with them. He knows how| Qvesrion—I looked over a package 
high a price it will do to make them pay, | of butter in the exhibit room that se- 
and they pay it. He does the business, | cured the premium this morning under 

: and the five per cent. commission pays! Mr. Goodrich’s judgment. I noticed if
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_ one would look carefully there were cer-| it, but I am afraid your hired man 
tain white specks in that butter, slightly | wouldn’t. In less than half an hour he 

mottled. What causes that? would begin to get tired and the speed 

Mr. Gooprics—The salt had not|would slacken. A one-horse tread- 

been evenly distributed. power will run it perfectly and separate 

Mr. Toom — Would nota little salt in | as fast as three or four men can milk. 

the. water you wash your butter with,|Commence milking, get two or three 
make the work go easier? pailfuls and then start the separ- / 

Mr. Goopricn — Yes, that is a good | ator. The milk coming right from the 
way to wash butter if you are going to | cows is at the right temperature; and in ; 
pack right from the churn. - ten minutes after the milking is done 

Mr. Hyatr— Could you make as good| you have your cream separate and ; 
butter from common native cows as you | your skim milk perfectly new and sweet 

make from your herd? to feed. 

Mr. Gooprica —I do not believe there | Quzstion—Why work butter a second : 

is a man living that can tell by the flavor | time? | 

of the butter what the breed of the cow; Mr. Gooprica—The second working __ ‘ 
is. is done after the salt is dissolved. The 

Question — What do those boxes cost? | salt has cut or dissolved some caseous 
Mr. Gooprich—These boxes cost! matter and other impurities that were in j 

down at Fort Atkinson a dollar a dozen./the butter. These run off with the 
They are made at Sheboygan Falls. brine that escapes at the second work- 4 

Mr. Martiy—I wish to say that I|ing, and the result is you have purer, 

think Mr. Goodrich’s theory as to setting | drier, better keeping butter. The opera- 

the cream, the time of ripening, etc., | tion has taken out not far from five per 

will make better butter than any cream- | cent.of the weight, but leaves an arti- 

ery on earth, and I believe that the|cle that suits the consumer better and 
private dairy is the place to make money | he will stay by you. Care should be 
in butter and that there is no industry | taken not to work too much. The first 
in the state of Wisconsin that will give|time just mix in the salt. The second ‘ 
you the quick returns that butter mak- | time just enough to take out the streaks. j 

ing will. Up where I live in the north-| That will show that the salt is evenly 
western part of the state dairying has | distributed. 

come up since the farm institute was} Questron—What other ways of mark- s 
started there five years ago. The banker | eting have you tried? 
at our place said to me a few days ago,| Mr. Goopricu—I used to ship to dif- 
“George, the dairy interests are helping | ferent markets—Boston, Philadelphia, 
out St. Croix County.” New York and other cities—trying to 
Question —Do you think it practica-| strike the highest market. Then 1 

ble to turn the hand-separator by hand? would change from one commission 
Mr. Goopricu —I hardly think, from | man to another in Chicago. The result 

my present knowledge, that it is practi-| of all this changing was that I did not 
cab'e, though I know, of course, that it | secure consumers who were looking for 
is possible. Todo good work a separa-|and expecting my butter, who could be 
tor must be run at a perfectly uniform | induced to pay anything above ordinary 
rate of speed. You might be able to do! market rates. ‘ 

I a i he
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‘ Then, at one time, I worked up a/atlast. But this proved unsatisfactory ae trade with private families in Chicago. | and vexatious. They sometimes wanted 
I thought that by supplying them —|all and more than I could make, and ; dealing directly with the consumer, I/ sometimes I had a surplus left that had would save some of the protits made by | to be disposed of some other way. Then | ; the middle men, and the butter reach there was higgling as to price, etc. But the consumer in a fresher, better state. my present method obviates all these I thought when I had the arrangements | vexations and I am satisfied. : made I had just struck the right thing 

ee en ——————————————— 

: 
ADDRESS. 

By Cou. Parsons, 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: , has issued bulletins which will give you 
Iwas sent for and then ordered to| remedies for the treatment of certain 

come here for the purpose of speaking | diseases of apple trees, pear trees and 
about the department at Washington, grapes, which you can get by writing | which belongs to you. The department|for them. You know something about 
of agriculture at Washington was made | the statistical department, sending out 
because the farmers of this country | bulletins in advance to give you an idea 
asked for it, prayed for it and worked| of the markets and to keep you posted 
for it years before they got it. as to where crops are heavy or light and 

{ They wanted to raise the office of| the state of the market. 
| agricultural commissioner up to a cabi-| The bureau of animal industry, with 

net official as a secretary, so that your | which I am connected, deals with the 
voices would reach the administration, | diseases of animals. This department 
whatever it might be. You have re-| has done grand good work by stamping 

: ceived this department and you have a| out the pleuro-pneumonia, and hedging 
right to know something about what it| in Texas fever, by quarantine and other- | is doing. Now, that department has a wise, and opening up the markets of 

} main building entirely inadequate. | the world to American cattle. 
Another poorer one, the seed division,| The disease that is carrying off thou- 
and the third, a wooden shell, under|/sands and thousands of hogs can- 
fease, and these are crowded todiscom-|not be handled in the same 
tort. The department has many divis-|way, and you should use forceful 
ions, each presided over by one expert, | arguments with your legislature, to get 
in all embracing every feature of land | a law which will compel you and every- 
tillage, as well as the diseases of plants | body else, to bury every hog that dies 

. and animals. The object is to bring out | of hog cholera, to quarantine your prem- 
| information and give it to you by bulle-| ises and thoroughly disinfect them, ac- 
. tins. For instance, Prof. Galloway, | cording to the rule that will be given 

chief of the division of plant diseases, ! you from Washington. Then you will
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be in co-operation with the national honor to the state, and it stands asa 
government in this matter and this dis- bright star that all the states of this 

ease will be checked. ‘country can look at. Wherever I go, 

There seems to be a suspicious feeling east, west or south, it is known and 3 
towards veterinary surgeons, but I tell praised. In Iowa they said they had 4 

you they are in demand now; every but one thing against Prof. Henry, and , 
skilled one is needed to carry on this that was, that he would not come t& , 

great work, but he must be learned, and Iowa to live. ; 

it takes more study than it does to be | I will tell you what the department 

an M. D. | wantsof you. It wants your encourage- 

Now, my friends I have told you ment,your advice, your co-operation, and 

briefly of some of the work that is being it wants you to tell the legislators and 4 

done by thisdepartment. Wecome and congressmen that this department 

ask you to put yourselves in touch with should be sustained by reasonable ap- 
the department that belongs to you. propriations, enough to carry out ite ' 

Your agricultural departmont in this great work. 

state as it has been carried on, is an! j 

———— 

EXHIBITS. 

The Wisconsin system of farmers’ in- .M. T. Allen, first premium - - 95.00 

stitutes, in addition to the regular ses-| Henry Dunbar, second premium - 3.00 

sions, when short papers and talks by the | C. E. Constance, third premium - 2.00 

most successful farmers are given, fol-| W.C. Baldwin, potato dealer, offered : 

lowed by questions and a general dis-| $5.00 for the best half bushel of Bur- 

cussion, have invited the exhibit of |banks. 23 entries. Jacob Hansen re- 

samples of farm products to be made by | ceived the premium. 

the farmers in attendance. At this| A. M. Penny, potato dealer, offered : 

closing institute a large vacant store near | $5.00 for the best half bushel of any va- 

the hall was well filled with exhibits,| riety. L. Miller received the premium 

and the public spirited citizens of Wau-| on Beauty of Hebron. ’ 

paca offered many premiums to encour- Butter—17 entries.—C. P. Goodrich, 

age competition. Ft. Atkinsoa, Judge. . 

M. T. Allen, chairman of the commit-|J. F. Faulks — First, scored 97 : 

tee on Exhibits, made the following an-| points, - - - - + $5.00 

nouncements of premiums: A. Custard — Second, scored 95 

Potatoes —44 entries.—George Martin,| points, - - : - - - 4.00 

Hudson, Judge. G. R. Lindsey —Third, scored 94 

The Waupaca Starch and PotatoCo.| points, - - - - - 30 

offered $10 for the best display of Bur-| Cheese—J. T. Fleming, Watertown, : 

banks, Beauty of Hebron, Early Rose | Judge. 

and Peerless, “Spring Hill” factory, M. T. Allen, x 

pita 4 eee aaa
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L Proprietor, A. D. Allen, maker, received premium, a copy of Waupaca Post and 
Premium, $3.00, 94 points. “Lind” fac- | Ladies’ Home Journal, both for one year. 
tory, C. Gibson, proprietor, Mrs. West, |S. Taylor received second, a copy Chicago maker, received second premium, $2.00, Weekly one year. 

j 84 points. Fruit and Miscellaneous—M. A. Thay- 
Corn—Geo. McKerrow, Sussex, Judge. er, Sparta. Judge. 

| Wm. Brooks received first premium,a} Apples—Mr. Springer received first { copy of the Waupaca Republican and premium, 44 dozen apple trees, offered | Mrs. Logan’s magazine, one year. H.|by A.D. Barnes. J. C. Green received { Hanscn received second, a copy of the |second, 4 dozen apple trees, offered by i Orange Judd Farmer one year. A. D. Barnes. 
k Oate—Premiums offered by C. EB. Hol-} Vegetables—Wm, Shaw first premium, | man. oil painting 22x36, offered by E. B. | Benny Penny, first, 2 bushels Banner Knapp. 
| oats; A. L. Rowe, second, 1 bushel Ban-| Peas and Beans—Jessie Bemis first | ner oats. premium, $1.00, offered by Wm. McIn- Wheat—Premium of 1 bushel choice | tire. No second offered. | winter wheat offered by A. Custard. Canned Fruit—Mrs. ©. Rogers re- | S. Rasmus received the premium. ceived first premium, 1 dozen currant | Roberts & Oborn, proprietors Crescent | sets, offered by A. D. Barnes, E. Town- 1 roller mills, offered 1 barrel patent | send second, 1 dozen blackberry sets, of- | flour for best display of wheat, oats, rye, | fered by A. D. Barnes, | corn and buckwheat. Hans Larsen re-| Wool—C. E. Constance received first, | ceived the premium. $3.50 flannel pattern, offered by J. W. a Honey—O.Q. Harrington received first | Evans, of Waupaca woolen mills. 

| 
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EVENING SESSION—MARCH 19th. 

The Institute met at 7:30 p. m. topic of the farm. The educational é 
Geo. Wylie in the chair. value of these farmers’ gatherings is be- 
Music—Male Quartette. yond estimate, and our material proe- ¥ 

Recitation—Miss Jessie Donaldson. _| Petity as a state and the advancement of 1 
Re cians ‘Wa ncaa tothe the horticultural, dairy — live stock 5 

x z interests is due in no ema!l degree to 4 
closing session of the most successful Sela = 

: their inspiring and educating influence. s 
institute that we have held in the state, rG: : 

If the farmers of each township could 
and nearly 400 have been held in the : : 4 

= 2 ._|only be induced to organize, to study, , 
several counties during the past six z i " a; 

read end think how to make their busi- 
years, and for fear that a better oppor- : i 

. 3 A ness more remunerative, we would hear 
tunity may not present I wish to im- 1 iouk the a 3 " iculti 

prove the present in thanking the citi- et ee ae ee : 

zens of Waupaca and vicinity for their] CHarrman Geo. Wyite—It gives me 
hospitality and for their active assistance| pleasure to introduce you to @ 

in making this closing institute acom-|graduate of our State University, a 

plete success. The bulletin that will be | farmer, who is proud of his profession; 4 

issued reporting fully the papers, ques-|residing and working the farm upon 

tions, answers and discussions, will be a| which he was born, in La Fayette ; 

publication packed full of the solid meat | county. A badger, proud of Wisconsin 

of practical experience and scientific in-| and her bountiful resources—Mr. T. J. 
struction in reference to every leading | Van Matre. 

NOW AND THEN IN FARMING. 

By T. J. Van Marre. Fayette. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: I think it] feel much as did Belshazzar at that im- 

very unkind in Supt. Morrison to place an | pious feast when he beheld this ominous 

unsophisticated granger like myself upon | hand-writing on the wall: “Mene Tekle 
the programme with H, C. Thom and|Upharson.” I feel weak in the knees. 

Prof. Freeman, gentlemen whose literary | However, I am glad to be here to-night, z 
ability is known and recognized, not|not because I expect to say anything 

only in this state, but throughout the | which will instruct this meeting, but on 
nation. It must have been done to! account of the instruction I expect to 
show to you the contrast between the | derive from the gentlemen with whom I 
sparkling diamond and the unwrought | am associated. When these institutes 

granite. And occupying this position, I' were first organized Mr. Morrison wrote ;
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and asked me if I would prepare a paper | where might be seen the smoke ascend- 
bh to be read before the La Fayette county |ing from the Indian wigwam, and the 

P institute, to be held in the city of Dar- | wild fox dug his hole unscared. So you 
iington. see I am a badger born, and to the 

: Swine Husbandry. manor born. I was born and bred a 
e farmer, and have never had the least in- 

a4 Patel cea clination to abandon my life work or 

: had always felt a sympathetic throb for See to a milder clime. Thaveseen - " the hog, because he had helped me out Wisconsin grow from a territory of less 

of two or three very embarrassing finan- than 20,000 souls to a state of — than 
: cial difficulties. So when the time came|® Million and a half. I have zieeee for the institute T came thes aith the development of her agricultural 

tay paper and I gave the hog the very and mineral resources, until to-day 

: best possible send-off. That is, I gave they are second to none in quality and 
: him the best send-off it was possible for high above the average in Basa 

me to give him. As the saying is, I tity. I have seen the primeval 
painted him red. This was one of the forests denuded and the stubborn 
best attended institutes ever held in La glebe subdued, until a far 
Fayette county. There were a great | °° the eye can reach = the proper 

. many men and boys there, and quite a | S459 may be = cultivated fields 
few ladies, and for a year after that |S™8Ure under their weight of agricul- 

| when I would be passing through the tural products which find a market in 
t different towns and villages of my county the most remote parts of the civilized | I could see the men and boys pointing world. I have seen the patient bovine 
| and hear them say: “There goes the which was used as a beast of burden to 
| hog man.” Now this didn’t sound ex-|*Tansport the agricultural and mineral 
} actly right, nor to my ears polite, So products of southern Wisconsin to the 

pe when Mr. Morrison wrote and asked me | 8Teat metropolis of the state superseded 
i this fall if I would prepare a paper for | bY the more fleet and agile equine, and 
} two or three of the local institutes | he in turn superseded by the iron horse, 

i wrote back that I would, but I would whose labored breathing and frantic 
| not take for my subject the hog. neigh may be heard through the length 

and breadth of this great commonwealth. 
| Wisconsin. Education. 

} I would take the subject which yousee| I have seen the educational system de- 
i upon the printed programme, “Now and | veloped from its primitive, crude form to 
i Then in Farming.” And I believe, la-|the almost perfect system of to-day, 
| dies and gentlemen, that I might be| which makes it possible for every son and 

| permitted to speak with some degree of | daughter to receive an education which 
} assurance in regard to farming, because | shall fit them for future usefulness. I 
| I have watched the rise and progress of | have seen the old log school-house give 
| agriculture in southern Wisconsin. Fifty | way to the more neat and attractive 
} years ago my eyes first beheld the light|stone and frame buildings, which 
| of day upon the same farm which Inow|may be seen at every cross- 

t own and cultivate. At that time Wis-|roads. State normal schools, semi- 
' consin was almost a trackless wilderness, |naries, academies, and colleges of 

} 
1 4 
i
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the highest order may be numbered | the grave.” Taking a retrospective view i 

by the hundreds, “Benevolent institu- | of American agriculture, I say we must 7 

tiong may be met with wherever their | educate, we must educate, or short will / 

presence is required. And here and|be our race from the farm over the hill : 

there all over this land may be seen|to the poor house. And Ido not mean Ce 

churches whose spires, pointing heaven- | that kind of an education which will en- ‘ 

ward, seem to admonish us to raise our| able a man to sit in a comfortable room « 

eyes from earth to heaven, that mysteri-| surrounded by all the luxuries of life fi 

ous source from whence cometh every | and farm upon paper, neither do I mean 

blessing. But in the very shadow of|that kind of an education which will a 

these sanctuaries may be found the li-| enable a kid-gloved farmer, backed by | 

censed grog-shop, placed there by| his inherited thousands, to make farm ; 

and with the consent of  the|operationsa partial success. But I do % 

Christian manhood of this land. I} mean that kind of an education which ; 

say, shame! shame! I have seen this | will enable the hardy sons of America to 

deadly Upas tree strike its roots deeply | buy stock, improve and pay for 160 acres 

into the earth and spread its poisonous | of American soil. 

branches all over this state, until its 

baneful effects may ‘be traced to every Sage ene eee ee . 

village and hamlet, and its blighting And the most hopeful rm of = 

influences too plainly written upon the education which I see along this line is ‘ 
countenances of helpless infancy and de- the organization of these institutes and : 

pendent womanhood. the endowment of agricultural colleges 

Swe Kinds of Farmers. by the different state legislatures and 

¥. ipdink. and oan pla.ing them under the supervision of 

ae eee geD-) .ach eminent instructors as Prof. San- 4 
tlemen, that there are two classes bos ‘ . 

; rne, of Missouri, and Prof. Henry, of 3 
of farmers in this country, namely, Wi 2 : 

oi isconsin. There are gentlemen pres- 

the yeomanry and the kid-gloved fi 
ent at these meetings who have told you 

class. The former class may be : c 
what constitutes a true ration for your 

represented by Mr. Everett, Mr. Convey stock, there are others who have told : 
Mr. Wiley and myself. The latter class aia ‘ ; 

: you which is the best kind of horse to : 
might be represented by ex-Gov. Hoard, . a 

breed and raise, and still others who 
John G. Mitchell and Prof. Freeman, 

pha bave told you how to follow the golden 
gentlemen who have grown rich in some . 

er aed butter tub to success. And I am here, 
other vocation in life, and now follow Bs 2 = 

' ss , | and at the risk of being thought egotis- 
farming for pastime. And I know how dif- tien), arill (pay: something 0 as 

oult a task it will be for one of the former acy he cee s 7 — 2 

class to say anything which will enter- ao ee en - 
- cs F as I said before, my intimate connec- 

tain or instruct this latter class, and un- | ,. a - 

fori * tion with the farm and farm operations 
oriunately for me, a large proportion of Sethe l: fit itl 

this audience seems to be made up of ee = ae v on rem es me. 60 

Gees enlaneteaeet ee ee 

man, years ago, taking a prospective Distress and Depression. 

view of our American institutions, said] Allover this land may be heard ascend- 

“we must educate, we must educate, or| ing the cry of distress, not on account ; 

short will be our race from the cradle to, | of the terrible destruction of the storm,
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or the cyclone, not on account of the ex-| west and mark the extreme appearance 
tended ravages of the parasite, but on| of negligence and unthrift which pre 
account of the general depression} vades the surroundings. You will see 

; in the price of farm products, | thousands of dollars worth of expensive 
/ the consequent hard times and in-|farm machinery, yet unsottled for, lying 

debtedness of the farmer. Now as| in the fence corners exposed to the driv- 
5 farmers it behooves us to inquire/ing storms and bleaching suns. You 

Ff into this matter and if the cause can} will see the fences broken down, the 
4 be discovered, apply the remedy. Every | gates off the hinges, the hogs iadustri~ 

cause produces an effect but it is some- | ously cultivating the door-yard, and the 
times very difficult to take the effect and | low grade cattle without sufficient food 

| trace it back to its legitimate cause. We | or shelter, leaning up against the fence, 
have hard times, low prives and conse-| trying to muster sufficient strength to 
quent indebtedness, but it is very diffi-| utter one faint protest against the in- 
cult to trace back and discover the true| humanity of man. Enter the home if 
cause of this condition of affairs. This| you can find the way despite the hog- 
gentleman will say it is the result of our | pens, stables, woodpiles and other debris 
protective tariff. That one will say it| which occupy a prominent position often 
is on account of the extravagance in gov-| in the front yard, and listen to the an- 
ernmental expenditures. And a third | athamias pronounced against the drudg- 

| will affirm it is on account of the trusts, | ery of farming by the parents within, 
combines and railroad monopolies which | who have prejudiced the minds of their 

| infest our land. Now these gentlemen | children against their life work long be- 
having discovered the cause would apply | fore they are able to take up the bur- 
the remedy. This one says change the | dons of life. 
national administration. That one No Love For Thetr Vocation, 
would advocate the governmental con- 
trol of lands and railroads and the single| From force of habit and early 

| tax system as advocated by Henry education these children become 
George, and a third would say give us| Chronic grumblers, and = raising 
an equal distribution of the property, | UP generation after generation of grum- 
This class, ladies and gentlemen, is a} blers. Hence the truth of the statement. 
class we want to look out for, they| Farmers are as a class, chronic igrum- 

| would rob labor of its hard earnings, | blers. Last year we raised an abundant 
spend it in riotous living and in ten|¢Top and we grumbled because prices 

years call for a re-distribution. were so low. This year we have sus- 
- tained a partial failure and prices are 

Largely Our Own Fouts. high and now we grumble because we 
Now I belong to a class who believes| have nothing to sell. You say this is 

that the difficulty rests very largely | an overdrawn picture and does not rep- 
with ourselves and may be traced | resented the true state of affairs, I say 
almost directly to our own step-| in far too many cases it is literally true 
stones. Go with me if you|and the truth of the statement is borne 
please, throughout the farming dis-| out by the facts. Now I would advise as 
tricts of southern Wisconsin, which is|a remedy the adoption of better meth- 
enly an index to all of the great north-| ods, move onor quit. The haphasard,
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slipshod methods of a generation ago| their own conceit than seven men who 

will not do now. If a farmer does not|can render areason. They will not read 

keep step with the advancing progress Prof. Henry’s farm bulletins, because 

of the age, he may as well throw up the | they say he is a kid-glove farmer, hence : 

sponge. It is useless to sell out and | his methods are not practical. They 

seek some richer soil or more favorable | will not attend these institutes, because | 

climate because the same methods will | they say they are run in the interests ot 

produce the same results the world over. | certain political party, and not in the 

‘And there is much truth in the old saw /| interests of agriculture. Such men are 3 

“The rolling stone gathers no moss.” | affected with a complication of incura- ? 

Iudustry Brings Thrift. ble diseases—ignorance, superstition and 

Work, constant and intelligent, is re-| bigotry. If you wish to make farmers ‘ 

quired in every climate and land, and he of your children beautify your home and 

who lies supinely on his back waiting | it surroundings. Place here and there 

for a fortune to roll into his hands will | 8 evergreen or & flower bed; and above 

enter eternity a pauper. Cultivate hab-| ll, have a well-kept lawn. There is 
its of greater economy. Stop the leaks nothing on earth which will attract the 

and wastes. Competition is more press- | ©Y® OF captivate the senses so perfectly 

ing and intelligent than in days past. as a well-kept lawn interspersed with 

Remember fine clothes, fine carriages flowers. If your boy manifest a little 

and expensive musical instraments do | More than an ordinary degree of intel- 

not help to raise the mortgage off the ligence, don’t educate him and put him 

farm. Breed and keep only the best into some of the professions, but educate 4 

kinds of stock. For such are always him for the farm. : 

kept at a profit, while poor and low More Brains and Less Brawn, : 

rade stock is kept at an actual loss, “ 

Provide warm and clean quarters for See eelesy 7 needs of agri- 

Se ek hi ee wee Se eee ae 
available, Much valuable food is and less muscle. A farmer cannot know | 

wasted each year by allowing the corn ae Padi =. x a oe 

to ripen and bleach in the fields. Prof. ae ole, bat Sere a . 
Henry estimates 40 per cent. of the telling how much greater fools these 

value of the corn crop is found in the Ree te one ee = ont ace | 
coske end wick cation. It is not the men with knowl- 

edge, but the men who assume to know 
We can only succeed by making every ahi that’ dimcoat 40 sd: aad | 

thing count and carefully counting every a ere — oe : - — oe 

thing. On a farm or elsewhere a man the farmer who knows it all is just as . 

seldom rises higher than his aim. Ifa a eS as the other follow whe 

farmer gets ahead and wins, it is because are . ee a rage | 

he is a business man and directs his his agricultural’ pepers; Keeps lis orem | 
Peciou Wonnent uetuotlen and ears open, and learns something 

: from every body and every thing with 

Ignerance and Bigotry Beget Failure. | which he comes in contact, is a farmer 

One great trouble with many | who will grow and broaden into « wise 7 

farmers is they think they know | and wealthy man, making a better neigh- 

too much; they are wiser in bor and a better citizen. I claim you
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can only judge of a man’s ability to farm | meal, as it is to know how to play the . 7 
by visiting his premises and noting his| piano or dance the latest fashionable 
methods. If you find growing this year| glide. Do not think me indifferent to 
two blades of grass where but one grew | the accomplishments of life; do not un- 
last year, you may very safely conclude | derstand me to say it is a woman's place 

; the man who has brought about this| to milk the cows, feed the pigs, or even 
condition of affairs is a successful farm- | attend to the kitchen drudgery. ButI 
er. But there is a vast difference be-| do say the mother who raises her daugh- 
tween the words and works of men, and| ter up in ignorance of these matters 
it takes some time to become thorough- | makes a grand mistake. Because cir- 
ly acquainted with these tongue-tied | cumstances in life may render such a 
gentlemen. I mean gentlemen whose knowledge necessary, and the success in 
tongues are tied in the middle and both |future may depend very largely upon 
ends flap. I once had a neighbor who|such knowledge. If there is a proba- 
could make the best agricultural speech | bility that your daughter will become 

: to which you ever listened, but that was|the wife of a farmer, then a thorough 
all on earth he could make. He couldn’t | knowledge of the details of farm life 

| make a living off the best farm in the | is absolutely indispensable. And if she 
state of Wisconsin, because I saw him|should chance to become the wife of a 

5 try it for forty years, and he finally be- | business man, this knowledge will make 
F came a bankrupt. Let your children | her noless aimable or attractive. Teach 

see the bright side of farm life, remem-| her to be a lady of brains as well as mus- 
| bering “All work and no play makes | cle, teach her her rights as an American 

Jack a dull boy.” Boys early in life| citizen; teach her to demand the right 
. manifest a liking for some kind of sport | of the ballot and to use it for the Pro- 

—hunting, fishing, base-ball, or some| tection of her home and her family, 
kindred amusements; guns, dogs, boats| against the arrogant and supercilious 
and balls should be provided, and time |demands of the ever increasing rum 
given for their enjoyment. traffic. Teach her the man who would 

All Labor is Honorable, deny to her this right is unworthy the 
Teach your boy that it is just|sacred name of husband. 

as honorable to haul manure, plow 
corn or dig potatoes, as it ia | 22" One Demarco ier Tone Ooty: 

is to stand behind the counter, measure] Now I would say to any young 
off calico and ribbons, and with asickly|man, if you don’t like to farm, 1 
smile cater to the whims and capricesof|don’t farm, for I never saw a 
the senseless butterflies who come to|man follow a business he didn’t like 
buy. Teach him it is just as honorable | with any degree of success. But if after 
to raise a perfect specimen of the bovine | mature deliberation you make up your 
or equine as it is to stand at the bar| mind to follow farming for a life work, 
of justice and plead the cause of some | be sure’and begin right. “A batcle well 
worthless vagabond or soulless corpora-| begun is half won.” Select a farm 
tion. Teach your daughter that it is|adapted to the particular kind of farm- 
just as honorable and much more useful | ing which you propose to follow; and 
to know how to milk the cows, feed the| after the selection ofa farm the next 
pigs and prepare a good, wholesome | most important thing pre-supposing you
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have already selected a wife, is the se-| monument to which succeeding genera- 

lection of a site for your building.|tions shall point and exclaim, alas, be- 

Choose the most eligible and sightly| hold the benefactor of mankind. This 

spot which you can find, and be sure and idea has obtained for ages, if I have 

let it be upon the public highway, the| neither eense nor capital with which to 

simple fact that your buildings are in| enter other fields of industry, I may en- 

sight of the passing public will stimulate | ter the agricultural field. This mistaken 

in you a desire to beautify your home idea has led to many failures. A reas- 

and its surroundings, which add much | onable amount of good sound judgment 

to the value and comfort of your home, | and a few hundred dollars of capital is 

and enhance the value of all adjoining | just as essential to success in farming as rt 

property as well. Situate your build-jin any other department of businzss. 

ings upon an eminence and never in a| And he who enters the agriculcural field 

hollow. Many people suppose it warmer | relying upon muscle alone, may have his 

in the hollows than upon the hills. No|epitaph written with that one single 

greater mistake can be made. There is word failure. 

always a cool, damp atmosphere in the 

hollows which makes it uncomfortable Educate the Farmer. 

and unhealthful. Protect your buildings : - 

on the north and west with a plentiful The — object of these in- % 

supply of evergreens which will surprise stitutes is to educate the farmer 

you with their rapid growth and beauti-| °° he shall have a just appreciation of 
ful appearance. the importance of the work in which he 

is engaged. And men who oppose an 

Plant Trees and Beautify the Home. | a-ricultural education will generally be 

When I built in 1875, I or] found opposing a literary edcation; such 

rounded my home with Arbor Vite,! men are entirely out of sympathy with 

Norway Spruce, Hemlock and American | the advanced American idea, and should 

Spruce, many of which are now forty be at once relegated to therear. NowI 

feet high. All of these evergreens/have farmed during my entire life, and 

named may be pruned in any conceiv-| I want to say to you people assembled 

able shape, 80 the beanty of your sur- here to-night, in all candor, I would not 

roundings will depend upon the develop-| change my chosen profession with its 

ment of your taste. Don’t concludethat| pleasant home surroundings for any 

your decision to become a farmer also} other business on earth. As farmers, 

inciudes a decision to become a careless | we are entitled to the fat of the land, 

drone, but rather an active working bee. | and if we fail to get it we alone are to 

Make your home and its surroundings a | blame. 

yy NE A 
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THE FARMERS’ READING. 

By Franx S. Gruss, Superintendent of Schools. - 

How te Make More Meney on the Farm! Fora way of doing things that in one 

Those of you who have been in attend- | family might make the home the center! 

ance at this institute during these two |of the universe throughout the period of 
days and have listened to the papers and | childhood and youth, and leave a potent 

discussions, have noticed that the | influence for good in after years, would 

interest centers on the financial | be impossible of application in another; 

success of the farmers. The ques-|or, perchance, if it could be applied, 

tions that have most concerned us were, | would prove a total failure. Yet there 

how to make more money out of our|is no doubt but that a few general prin- 

cows; how to produce higher priced | ciples based upon the natural workings 

horses; and how to get better marketable | of our minds could be laid down, which 

swine. These are the things that al-| all might utilize in outlining a course of 

ways interest us when we meet.at farm~| action. 

ers’ institutes or gather at farmers’ As the Twig is Bent the Tree Inclines. 

meetings. Norisitatall unnatural that! J¢ can safely be laid down as an ac- 

they should; for whether our farms pro- | ;nowledged axiom that our young peo- 

duce much or little is purely a question ple are what our homes ake am 

of method, and as the conditions are) Just asa well trained and enthusiastic 
alike in all cases, our conclusions in re- teacher, surrounded by right conditions, 

gard to the best methods for the differ- | insures the success of the school in gen- 

ent kinds of soil can safely be based | 973) and of the scholars in particular, so 
upon a digested analysis of our com-| goes a well regulated home to a large 

bined experiences. degree solve the question we have 
To Become Intelligent! raised. If we would secure for ourselves 

But there are other subjects, with | the desired results we must look to our 

which we all come in contact more or|homes. It is the home that makes the 

less, that are of quite as much import- | boy, and it is the parent that makes the 

ance as the one we have been discussing. | home. 

“How to make intelligent men and} While not with the same spirit, yet 
women of our boys and girls” is a ques-| with as much skill and dexterity as the 

tion more troublesome to us than “How | spider shows in casting his web in such 
to produce salable cows and horses from | a manner as to retain the fly, must the 
our calves and colts.” Our specific rules| parent cast an unseen web about the 

in regard to the quantity and quality of | young folks that will continue to bind 

food and exercise for our boys and girls} them to him, be they separated by dis- 

are good as far as they go. But they|tances ever so great. This imaginary 

only touch on the physical part of our| web contains many threads. Sincerity 

make-up. They are of no consequence | must be the substance of all of them. 

in treating of our moral and intellectual | Of these threads two are much stronger 

natures. In treating of these, specific] than are the others. These a wise parent 

rules are entirely out of the question.| uses to keep the others in place. The
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one is the unseen love that the parent|@ well-arranged library for the home ne- : 

bears toward his child, the other is the | cessitates a greater expense than most ‘ 

attractiveness of the home that fondly of you are well able to bear; and you ; 

lingers in our memories. Lack of expe- | are not wrong in your opinion. A libra- a 

rience bids me keep silent on the first of | ry that would fully supply the wants of 

these, while a desire to promote our| an ordinarily intelligent family would 

common interests prompts me in enlarg- | cost several hundred dollars, which, with 

ing on the second. most of you, is no small item. : 

For reasons which we can not now lpn aeauial g 

stop to question, we were all made in- 
: 

telligent beings with intellects that Owing to this condition of things the 

want to be fed and eyes that want to be legislature of the state enacted a lews 

pleased. Our love of the beautiful is few years ago that if carefully executed 

not satisfied when nothing but rough will make one library serve the entire 

and barren walls surround our sitting- town for reading purposes, thus giving 

rooms. And a picture skillfully hung, | ¥® the desired reading matter for our ? 

or alittle needle work tastily arranged, homes, and at the same time avoiding 

invariably serves to make them more the enormous expense of repeating the 

home like. Butour desire for new knowl- library for each and every family. 

edge—something to read—is not soeasily| From the time we became a state the q 

satisfied. government at Madison has assisted us 

z BS ee in keeping up our public schools by dis- 

leepapenn, Himparne > tributing annually among our school 

Nothing short of newspapers, maga- districts the income of the state school 

zines and books will here answer our fund. To this has lately been added the 

purpose. I do not mean to say that our | one-mill tax. This is apportioned among 

farms will not produce as much wheat, the districts according to the school 

or that our cattle will require more food | population, and at present amounts to 

without these than with them, but I do | about $1.40 for each child of school age. 

mean to say that without them we are The law which passed a few years ago 

neither satisfying the inate desire for instructs the treasurer of each town 

learning in our children, nor are we mak- to withhold from each school district 

ing our homes as attractive for them as therein ten cents for every child re- 

we might. I think that we will all ad- ported; the same to be invested in suit- 

mit that books and papers serve us this | able books for school and general read- 

one purpose for which it is imprssible ing, selected by the town clerk, who may 

to find any substitute. By furnishing be assisted by the county superintend- 

us with strong and healthy food for our ent. Inasmuch as these libraries are 

minds they become a factor in home at- educational institutions, affecting the 

tractions that can be obtained in no whole community alike, it is bighly 

other way, and if we can succeed in mak- proper that the money used in their es 

ing the home a real home, and keep our tablishment sbould be taken from the 

children there until they are sufficiently | state fund income. Nor will the annual 

matured to leave it, we can usvally suc- extraction of ten cents for each child . 

ceed in making men and women of them. from the several school district treas- 

But some of you, perhaps, think that | uries impose any very heavy burden on ; 

L ia i a 
ell
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* our tax payers. For when we come to reading books and books for general cir- \ compare this small amount with the culation, while the first and second of \g total amount received from the State | these are of great importance in the i and county it seems small indeed; we school-room, the third, or books for gen- if must remember that the $1.40 spoken of | eral circulation, will find its way to the j is but one-half of the total the treasurer | farmer’s home and thus aid in bringing # annually receive, the other half being | about the much desired result, E | . levied by the county board; and what is 449 Town Libraries, 

ee ie a A letter received from the state su- ‘ ; port’! perintendent states that of a total of i i ed in the different towns averaged about 1082 to: d vill in the state, } 400. Ten cents for each child would eee ee amount to about $40 to be invested in = — es oe = nae <e t books each year as lon, pa tha ies as the law is being complied with. In Wau- Ss et an 2 Or a his is not | P28 county the law is not faring as well | eon tome. course this is not! asin other parts of the state. We have 22 much; but we should not expect tobuild towns and village, and, if I am correctly L up a large town library in one year. informed in only 6, have any s‘eps been 
| A Well Equipped Library. taken to comply with the law. Nor has The continued with-holding of the|the law been anything like a failure | money for a few years would give to| where it has been applied, for the letter every town and to every home in the| from Mr. Hutchins who has this matter ; F town the full benefits of a well equipped | in charge says: “The replies from the library. Thus in some cases adding and|teachers and town clerks show that in others strengthening an attraction| where the town clerks have purchased and influence in the home that is con-| books adapted to the needs of the | sidered the most powerful factor in the | scholars, and where the district clerks Proper rearing of children. have placed the books in the school- The method of selecting the books has | houses during term time, that the books | already been touched upon. The town have brought new life and spirit into treasurer is instructed to with-hold the| the district, and the teachers, pupils and | money from the different school dis- parents have all been pleased with the tricts and the town clerk, assisted by the} law and have been helped by the books. county superintendent, selects and pur-| The remarkable results obtained where chases the books. In order that the/there has been proper management books may be the more appropriate for| prove, beyond doubt, the value of the the intended purpose, the state superin-| system as a whole.” I trust that the tendent has prepared a classified list by| people of this county will consent to which the town clerks may be guided. | give a system that promises somuch and In selecting the books it shuuld be re- at the same time costs 80 little, a hearty 

membered that there are three classes, | welcome and a fair trial, and, if it proves namely: reference books, supplementary | 8 success, reap its benefits, 

: 
‘ eo
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SHALL WE HAVE PURE FOOD? ; 

: 

By H. C. Tom, Dairy and Food Commissioner. 

That we should have pure food goes The Horee Jockey not Alone. & 

without saying. There are four reasons Mr. Jones says, with the blandest of , 

why we should have pure food and no| manner, that his gray mare is sound in “a 

reason why we should not have pure limb and wind and is as mild tempered ; 

food. They are: asa lamb in harness, both single and 4 

1st, protection to the buyer. double. i 

2d, protection to the producer. The price is paid and-the new owner ; 

3d, protection to the manufacturer. leads away his prize. The new owner 

4th, protection to the public health. makes no pretensions towards horse lore 

A dairyman pays $18 per ton for shorts and his sense does not run in the direo- 

and middlings. He discovers that the| tion of quadrvpeds, but he knows how 

flow of milk decreases and that his herd|to get a judgment against Mr. Jones : 

is losing condition. An investigation when his friends notify him that his 

follows and the trouble is traced to the purchase is “trading stock,” and has the : 

miller, who is trying to turn a dishonest | heaves and thrush, and that Ginger, the 3 

penny by mixing an inferior article of mate of Black Beauty, is an angel com- is 

mill sweepings with shorts and mid- pared. A 

dlings. There is no hesitation on the So in all matters of barter and ex- 

part of the dairyman as to what his change, the laws of commerce and trade, % 

course is regarding the rascally miller. supported by the common law, protect 

There is a remedy at law and the miller the party imposed upon and furnish him 

loses the dairyman’s trade for alltime. |@ medium of redress Whatever he 

Stone for Toboceo. buys, whether lightning rod or swamp 

There is a stone weighing 60 pounds|land, Michigan hedge or promissory 

in a Janesville tobacco warehouse, bear- | note, the seller must establish, in the 

ing this label: “This stone cost 10 cents understanding of the court, that he has - 

a pound and was bought for Wisconsin | rendered value received, in order to re- 

leaf.” strain the collection, by the buyer, of a 

It was snugly stowed away in the/sum which represents the fraud. To 

heart of a bundle of tobacco and was de- establish the amount of fraud is more 

3 livered by an honest farmer, “who kept difficult in human food, drink and drug 

the Sabbath day and everything else he than in any other department of trade. 

could lay his hands on.” No one pre- The compounds are more occult and nu- 

sumes to think that that man escaped | merous, consequently they require 

the wrath of the tobacco buyer, and it is greater skill to pass upon. 

safe to venture that it will take him a Adulteration. 

long time to explain the matter satisfac-| To illustrate: One hundred and forty- 

torily to the Lord. eight samples of vinegar are upon the 

14
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shelves of the commissioner’s office.|corn starch. The chances are that we 
There is nothing in the syste receive a mixture of cream of tartar, 

which would indicate that but 18 of the | tartaric acid, alum and acid phosphate 
148 are made from apples. There are 70/of lime. Itis the rule, rather than the 

samples of baking powders, 63 of which | exception, that plaster of Pars, acid 
contain substitutes of lower cost and | phosphate of lime and sand are found in 
poorer quality than is essential to a|/cream of tartar. It cuts no figure 
healthful and pure powder. Of the 39| whether an article is intended tosustain 

samples of cream of tartar 10 were found | life or save it, if an opportunity is pre- 
pure. Thirty-two samples of syrup are| ented to compound it, the vicious busi- 
found to conceal 10 glucose substitutes. | ness goes on the same in bread as in 

Allspice contains clove stems, cracker | medicine. 

dust, ground shells, charcoal, corn. Pep-| peoducer and Consumer Alike Interested. 
per contains rice, mustardhull,charcoal,  fyow ig the producer interested in the 

cocoanut shells, beans, bran, corn and | question? If Sacer is. estimate from 

ground olive stones. ae hops and barley and some substitute is 
1 have here for the examination o| found that will take tie place of both, 

those who are interested, samples of | the farmers of our state have received a 
adulterants which are used in PePPeT; | gorry blow. 
cinnamon and cloves. This stuff is sold If bottle washings make vinegar, 

by the ton to compounders of spices,! what inducement has Wisconsin to 
who mix with the genuine articie such | give our horticultural friends $1,000 

amounts as will enable them to sell at | every year? If cottonseed oil and refuse 

prices to suit the purchaser. I invite | peof fat make butter, then the dairymen 

the closest scratiny of these samples, of Wisconsin are $23,500,000 out uf pocket 

and if any one can discover the slightest | every year. 

trace of the article which they are man- | 
ufactured to represent, he can have one | Ohoage Frauds. 
of Supt. Morrison’s reports without pay. If Chicago compounders can make 
What is true of spices is true of all com- ee butter and cheese than Wiscon- 
pounds that will admit of sophistication. sin farmers, and can supply the demand, 
The list might be extended indefinitely. | the gentle Jersey can be shipped for a 
We work for the few dollars we have. is canner” and the dark-eyed Holstein 
and when we pay it out for things which | can be yoked to the plow that she may 

support and preserve life, we have the | dream that she can again smell the salt 
right to demand that we are not de- marshes and hear the swish of the Bal- 

ceived. tic sea. 
Victous Business. If 1,000 men can make in Chicago 

And yet we are paying out every day what 600,000 cows can yield in Wisconsin, 

$1 for life and strength and getting 75) then the churn can be used for a salt 

cents’ worth of life and strength in re-| barrel and our cheese factories and 

turn. For instance: Fifty cents is| creameries mayrot and crumble to their 
paid for a pound of baking powder. For | foundations. It does not take a vivid 
this we should receive about one-half | imagination to foretell the future if this 
pound of cream of tartar, one-fourth | nefarious traffic goes on without con- 

pound of soda, and one-fourth pound of! straint. The farmer who groans under
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the burden of a $40 tax upon a quarter |a medicine that proves to be 8 panacea ; 

section of land, had best be looking for | to suffering humanity, and the “ Trade . 

relief, not in the management of state Mark” makes it possible for him toreap : 

affairs, or the adjustment of the tariff,| personal reward. The manufacturers of 

but in seeing to it that the profit on a} human food have no protection. They ¥ 

pound of butter is not cut m two, be-| may invest millions of money in exper- 

cause an imitation pound of butter has| iments and machineries and factories. ; 

usurped the market of the genuine pro- | They may employ thousands of men in 4 

duct of the cow. The fhost careful es-|making drugs, and drinks and butter 

timates that have been made after years | and cheese, and though we are depend- 3 

of research, that so 25 per cent. of honest |ent upon them for our very life, we ; 

production is displaced by fraudulent| stand idly by and see conseienceless : 

sophistication. Make a rapid calculation | murderers mix up deadly drugs and . 

with me if you please, What is thesum | medicines, compound lime and sand and f 
total received by the producers of Wis alum in our daily bread, and pour entrail 

consin? How many times would one-| 8trippings and cholera hog grease down 

fourth of this sum pay all the taxes on | OUT throats for butter, which makes our 

all the farms in this state? It is wall to | tongues so limber that we can fervently 

have a voice in the affairs of the nation, | pray to Almighty God to prolong our 

but many of us have yelled so loudly | lives and make us thankful for the hum- 

about taxes that our eyes have closed | ble repast that Providence has so gra- 

under the strain, so that unscrupulous |ciouely set before us. There is but one 

manufacturers have charged boldly upon | Other phase to speak about: 

us from behind and carried away hun- Public Health. 

dreds of dollars where we have paid one| Protection of the public health. We 4 

in tax. That we are mentally blind has} have the state board of health, the city 

made this feat easy. Will we not take| boards of health, the town boards of 

kindly to the suggestion that while we | health. Then we have the city councils and ; 

may howl never so hard about the $40|the town supervisors, men everywhere, d 

tax, it is wise to keep one eye, at least, | skilled and eagle-eyed. They look after 

upon the thief who steals our market. | the sewers and back yards; they issue / 

Edison made some great discoveries in| orders that dead horses shall be ore- . 

the use of electricity. The world has | mated, and that defunct dogs and cats . 

been greatly benetited and the United | that have gone before shall be laid away. | 

States has rewarded kim by protecting | They are active in attending to the con- : 

his invention with a patent. tagion of disease. They put red cards 

atic aemetieaons oa sensative doors that warn all fashion- , 

able callers. They burn midnight oil in 
Westinghouse made an air brake that |learning how to take out and repair 

has saved the lives of thousands of rail- | broken down stomachs, and how to check 

road men, and fathers and mothers have | typhoid fever. They know what is the 

gone to their long home blessing living | best thing to do with dyspepsia and how 

sons. It is meet that a man of such | to prolong life under difficulties. These 
genius should be rewarded with the ap-|wise physicians know all about the 

probation and money of the public. A blood circulation and the causes that 
skilled chemist and physician compounds | set the whole business out of joint and ; 

ee ie as
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have at hand the best known remedies. | leaves and branches until their dire-tion 
They are very patient with us, but we is hidden by the soft night dress. The 
pay them to be patient and they call | seventh morning comes. The old doo 

again at the same price and shade the | tor reverently closes the eyes of his 
terms somewhat if we remain long ill. | young friend, and the deadly scarlet 

A village of about 1,000 people who eat | flower slowly changes to a white rose 
much of everything without asking what | and a mother’s tears silently speak of a 

it is made of, requires about four well | great loss, If a man comes into your 
. equipped doctors who know what anti- | town and take® the life of a young girl 

dote to prescribe after they have asked | in his hand and flings it into eternity, 

the patient “what he has eaten?” In | justice is too tardy to satisfy the cries for 
order that over-worked doctors should | retribution. But a cold, level-headed, 

5 be relieved, I would suggest an old saw | grasping business man may deliberately 

that seems applicable here, about an | mix a potion that looks like a drug that 
“ounce of prevention being worth a|is food for fever, but which, in truth, 

pound of cure.” has been so debased and degraded by 
Criminals in Disguise. inferior ingredients that a life slips away 

in seven days, and the mercenary com- 
Then too, physiciansare laboring under | pounder escapes without censure, while 

a greatdisadvantage. A bright littlegirl | the good old doctor wonders if his right 

belonging to one of the best families is | hand has forgotten its cunning, and the 

taken suddenly ill. The good old doctoris | sunshine has gone forever from the home 
called and he finds his young friend tos:- | where the flower bloomed and faded. 
ing upon her bed with a bright scarlet z 

flower painted uponeither cheek. “YesI etapa "anderen 

see,” he whispers; “I understand the case.| To the philosopher it matters little 
I will make you well in a little while.” | when death comes, so that the end is 
He rapidly writes out a prescription and | sudden. But no school of science has 
sends ‘he father to have it filled at once. taught us to look forward to a daily 
The directions are on the bottle and the | visit from the grim angel with pleasure, 
anxious mother sits at the bedside ail | when he looks over his victim deliberate- 
night so that the tiny drops shall be |ly and says: “You are not quite ready; 
taken at the minute. The gray morning | I will call again in the morning.” Ife 
comes at last, then the sun, then the | choice were offered, we all would take a 
doctor. His face grows grave when he | single large dose and there end it, rather 
sees that the flower has deepened its |than wait fora hundred small doses to 
color and has shot out its leaves. |do the same service. There is no gain 
“Madam, did you follow the directions?” | in ranting about an evil if no remedy is 
“Oh, yes sir; very carefully sir. Is Liz- | offered. A man cannot be defeated for 
zie not better?” “No, I am alarmed |a political office by howling about him, 
that she is not better. I hoped that | but some good fellow must be trotted 
the medicine I ordered would drive this |out who can get more votes. No law 
fever away. Something must be wrong.” |can be framed to keep the miller from 

Yes, somethirg is wrong, cruelly wrong. | putting sweepings into the middlings, 
The scarlet flower grows from day | neither can the honest Rock County 
to-day. It spreads out its net work of | farmer be made to leave the sixty-pound
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stone out of the tobacco; nor the every- Dont Look for Immediate Results. a 

day jockey be made to tell the truth.| To unthinking tax payers who want one 4 

“Virtue cannot be legislated into the hundred cents return on a state invest- ; 

people,” but the “dear people » ean be| ment within the year, I will say that » : 

restrained. Robbery, drunkenness and liberal appropriation was made in 1889 to 

manslaughter are of frequent occur- adjust the evils in food adulteration. To a 

rence, but who dare say that these these same tax payers I beg to say, that 

crimes are as common as they would if you invested $7,000 in private business ‘ 

be if all penalties were surrendered. you would consider yourselves very for- ‘a 

That the manufacture and sale of ail|tunate if your enterprise declared a divi- ; 

unwholesome articles of food should be |4end of seven per cent. at the end of 2 

prohibited is clear. That cheap arti- twelve months. Someof the share hold- ; 

cles of food should be manufactured is | ¢tS in the Dairy and Food Commission “Ss 

equally clear. are disgruntled because they do not get » 

100 per cent. on their investment at | 

once. They forget that millions were 

Label Each Package for What It 10. put into the Atlantic cable before a sin- 

Then the only question necessary for us gle message swept under the sea. They 

to consider is that of imitations. This| forget that men put their money into ; 

is especially delicate because so many real estate in Chicago and died before 

men, women and children are trying to land took a jump. They forget that : 

make themselves out what they are not. | France, Germany, England and Sweden 

I venture that there are not a few in | have been studying the question of food 

this assembly who could set up a claim adulteration for hundreds of years, and 

that they did not get what they thought | that they are perfecting their laws every 

they were getting. That this last propo- day. They forget that because the laws 

sition is true makes it easy to call upon | are stringent and severe in Continental : 

you to aid me in reform. In many forms | Europe that it makes the United States 

of food adulteration the manufacturer | the dumping ground for their ostracised 

goes to considerable trouble and expense manufactures. They forget that they 

to make his article appear like the genu- | are expecting of the commissioner to do 

ine. In other cases the resemblance is|in one year what the same official can 7 

natural, In the former I would sugge-t | do in France when the latter is backed % 

that the manufacturer should be re-| by the laws of 300 years. They forget 

strained by law from imitation; in the that our legislature did not know what 

latter, that the manufacturer should be| evils existed, and therefore could not 

compelled to label every package with | apply law remedies. They forget that 

the per centum of each ingredient. If trade and commerce is sensitive and 

these simple suggestions are followed that we have fostered large business in- é 

the buyer need never complain; the pro- terests with our approval. These share- 

ducer can rest assured that his market| holders forget that their demands are . 

is not juggled; the manufacturer can|out of reason when they require the 

figure on honest competition, and if our| commissioner to stand on trial and re- 

stomachs break down at the half-mile | port at the end of one year whether his 

post we can make no just complaint | business is successful or not. What 

against anyone but ourselves. kind of a report do you think the North- 

| 
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western Railroad Company would have| goods at home. A large proportion of 
rendered twelve months after organiza- | our factory products find a foreign mar- 
tion? If a merchant were told that he|ket. The reputation of a state is estab- 
must start his business and bring it to a| lished the same as in individuals, and is, 

. successful issue in one year or shut up| therefore, subject to the same condi- 
y his shop, he would never open it. tions. We can lose in a day what it has 
xo ‘Menest Goole. taken years tosecure. I will call your 
a Busi insies the lied attention to the article on cheese. Note sy siness principles mus’ applie 1 

to state as well as to personal affairs. I ee eee ee: — 1 6 = Exports of cheese, showing decline in : do not advocate that rice should not be|__*P® a id 
E used in the manufacture of beer, that price and quantity. Powsida: iaeaae 

Bi Vinegar should not be distilled, or that |1861.............sessseesu--- 147,095,614 11.00 
.F. cotton seed oil should not be spread | 1882..............e0cc0ce00- 127,989,782 11.00 
: upon our bread; but I do insist that rive te ae = 

beur sina! mot be sold Ser bettay alt, Sp ~~ eae a F that whisky vinegar shall not rob the | 1896.02 cseesccccce, 91,877,935 8.80 
: orchard of its prestige, that cotton seed | 1887 .......ccccc00 cee----. 81,255,094 9.80 
§ oil and tallow shall not pass before the woo sees saint — 

bt Snares pelle oo hater, i ening ee : | of the cow. 
: Store Made Food. Wisconsine Synonym for Valuo Resetved. 

fi These conditions of honesty can never| 1t is useless to emphasize these tig- 
a be fairly maintained without a bureau| ures. A decrease in our export of cheese 
| of enforcement. If one will stop to con-|from 1881 to 1889 of over $8,000,000 

Ct sider the matier he can but see the|speaks louder than words. You ask 
: | growing dangers that beset the health | what has madeit? One circular, issued 
| and happiness of mankind from the con- | by the Liverpool exchange last season, 
£ sumption of factory-made victuals. This | to the effect that Wisconsin was export- 

| is pre-eminently the era of ready-made | ing cheese filled with stale butter, cost 
Ht goods. The home-made article is rapid-| our factories, that then had cheese in 
| ly becoming a thing of the past. This| England, more than enough to maintain 

| change is noticeable in food products, as | the Farmers’ Institutes five years. Not 
} well as in other lines. In the larger| that all the cheese was filled with stale 

cities families seb-ist almost entirely | butter, but poor Tray always suffers 
upon factory-made food, even to pre-|from bad company. Three counterfeit 

1 pared meats, condensed milk, pies and| bills in a community gives a peculiar 
pastry, jellies and canned goods. There-| color to all the bills in circulation. Wis- 

fors the people are becoming more and | consin is a proud state. She hasa right 
more dependent upon the honesty of|to be proud. No state is better than 

‘| these purveyors for the quality and]ours. Shall we let a few unscrupulous 
4 heaithfulness they take into their stom-}| men pull down our reputation? Shall 
| achs. While it is very important that] they be allowed to ruin our health and 

| the public health should be protected, | our markets? Can we afford to live a life 
i we ought not to lose sight of the import-| of constant fear and suspicion? Away 

I ance and necessity of making honest| with the thought. The day is near at 

! 

| 
; } 
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hand when the word “ Wisconsin ” shall | pool shall discover the magic word “ Wis- 

moan hunesty and straight goods; and | consin” upon his invoice from across the 

when the merchant prince of Hamburg | sea, he can say with a sigh of reliet and 

or the artisan upon the dock at Liver-! assurance, “I have value received.” 

AN OPEN LETTER TO A FARMER BOY. 

By B. H. Meyer, Principal of Port Washington School. f 

Porr Wassrnoton, Wis., Feb. 26, 1891. The Example of Two Noble Lives. 

My Dear Karl: The very modest re-| Amosis the only one of the family 

quest, that I write you once each year, who must grow up and go through life 

made in your last letter, is one to which without personal recollections of his 

I gladly respond at this time. parents. The inspiration of two noble 

Your letter contained much of a sur- | lives, the soft whispers of a fond mother, 

prising nature. Uncle Hans’ removal to| the kind words of an affectionate father, 

Elmhurst, Erna’s return, Hugh’s mar- | these are not, alas, for him to remember. 

riage, the sale of a part of the old home- | And the noblest way for you to requite s 

stead—all these were so unexpected. | for your possession of these is to be to 

And then all the questions you desire | him, so far as you can, what they would 

me to answer! Those relating to your- | have been to him. ’ 

self and your brothers I shall attempt| Since Amos is now in his seventh 3 

to answer in this letter, but the queries | year he should enter your district school . 

of Uncle Hans, as well as the many in-|at the opening of next term. And do 

terrogations of Frida and Edna, must | nothing in the line of preparing him for 

be deferred to some future time, lest|school work. No, do not try to antici- 

this letter shall weary both you and me. | pate the teacher’s work. Do not cram 

So uncle has left the old farm in| him with the A BO. Let him say the 

charge of Hugh, and his brothers and | letters of the alphabet neither forward , 

sisters are to be under his care. May |00r backward. Teachers have out 

you all be happy together. You miss| grown the idea of sending jlittle tots to 

Uncle Hans and Aunt Stella? Indeed, | their seats after the first day’s recitation 

you must. How kind they have always with the request that they study the 

been to you! Surely, none but they first nine letters of the alphabet. 

cuuld have occupied so well the two Doing Things. 

chairs left vacant four years ago. One thing, however, that you ean do; 
But enough. I must hasten and an-| nay, but you should do, is to have Amos 

swer those questions. For want of a| continue doing those little things Uncle 

better way I shall take them in the or-| Hans and Aunt Stella had him do, and . 

der of your ages, beginning with one which he loved to do so well for their | 

you ask about Amos. jsake. I know that you would willingly :
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+ and gladly take those little duties off | ough hold ona hoy who is in school one 
ae his shoulders, giving him all his time day and out of school the next day. 

ie for himself; but that would be unwise.| ] shall never forget the remark Miss 
3 The little boy who can call a little spot Cady made about your early school-mate, 

; in the garden, his garden; who can feed | fom Jones. Said she, “Why, Tom was 
the hens and say it is his work; who can | as hard to hold as agreased eel. And 

: bring in an armful of wood and say it is| after months of toil, after he had learned 
A his duty; who can regularly and syste-| to do at least a few things for me, after bs matically do a score of little things, and| | had gained a fair hold on him ”— and 

do them well; such a boy has learned a| now her face saddened and her voice ; lession which will last through life, and became serious—“afte- I had accom- 
. by which many a boy of a larger growth plished that much, h’s mother, who not i might profit. unlike some other mothers who occasion- | 

If Amos continues in such a manner | ally let their piety run away with their | he will enter school with a habit of | judgment, said, ‘My dear little Tom, 
doing things. He will have learned to| poor boy, cannot stand the severe strain 
deny himself of some things. He will| of school so steadily. He needs a little - 

$ have learned to see some proper re-| rest; a little relaxation.’ And the lad 
I lation between will and can, between | was sent away for a two week’s visit with 

work and play. And this is vastly more |his aunt in St. Paul. Well, Tom did 
essential than that he be taught the/come back relaxed. The relaxation 
ABC's, for which no teacher cares; or| which his mother thought he needed he 

{ @ little ’rithmetic, which will rack his|got. And got so much of it that he 
ft little brain quite enough after he has| never got together again, after that. All | entered school. This is the best possi-|my former grip on the boy, his willing- 

ble preparatory training Amos can | nessto do some work, all were completely | have. gone, never to be recovered. And all 
| Regularity. because of & supposed need of relaxation, | . _|Which for Tom meant increased devil- | Then, after he has once begun going try.” 

| to school, he should attend regularly, 
| every day —evsry day. In order that a ent earn Dog, 

| teacher may work to the highest advan-| Pupils like your brother Ed., who 
| tage of his pupil, it is absolutely neces- | have attained some degree of maturity 

sary that the pupil be in attendance, | may, perhaps, lose a day or two with im- 
daily. An irregular pupil wrongs both punity; for they can work more for t himself and his class-mates. He wrongs themselves, and by extra effort may be | himself by failing to get what is neces-| able to make up for lost time. But the 

} sary for him in order to keep up with his | average pupil needs the stimulus of | class. He wrongs his class-mates by jar-| daily recitations, and the vigor gained 
ring the barmony of the smooth, regular by working shoulder to shoulder, with 
work of regular scholars with the dis- pupils who are his equals or superiors. 

Bs cords of bis broken and imperfect reci- Generally, each day’s task is dependent 
tations. He is thus a double, if not a| on the work of the previous day. Itis | triple sinner against school ethics. one link to be joined to that part of the ; 
The best teacher fails to get a thor-| chain forged in days gone by. Losing a
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day means losing a link; losing a link | when the ability of a teacher is gauged 4 

means a broken chain; a broken chain | by her ability to solve the problems with ; 

means being handicapped by those who | which old Mr. Goff so liberally supplies i 

did attend regularly and whose chain is|the big boys. Such tests are relics of : 

complete. bygone days, and I trust Ed. will find 4 

Above all things, then, let this impress | more valuable things to question his 2 

Hough with the importance of sending teacher about. 

Amos to school regularly, every day. Through Equipment. 

Puzsles Will Bring no Mental Growth.| You say Ed. will finish the common ‘ 

I have already mentioned Ed. He school course at the close of this year, 

will probably be disappointed in not and that he has decided not to become 5 

receiving answers to his puzzles. Such | ® farmer. It that is positively settled, ; 

chaffy material may amuse him, but I| he wants to decide upon what he does ‘ 

doubt whether his teacher, Miss Cole, is| W80t to become without delay, and then : 

taken with them as much ashe is. Bd.|Strike out for it at once. Now that 

must remember that Miss Cole’s school | 24. has decided not to be a farmer, he 

duties are heavy, and that she can not should remain no longer than is abso- 

be expected to spend time in solving |]utely necessary. For him to leave as ° 

“sums” which only an expert matha-|5002 45 practicable is much better for 

matician could be expected to do. It Ed. and vastly better for your farm. To 

may be all right for old Mr. Goff to remain and work at farming, after he 

work at them, for his great object is to has determined to learn some profes- 

kill time, and puzzles — and such like — sion, means to live away from his aim; a 

serve that purpose admirably. But Miss to go north, after he has decided to go 

Cole is an ambitious, hardworking young south; to dig a ditch, where he has de- : 

teacher, and finds a thousand and one termined to erecta mound. It means j 
very profitable things to do in her few cutting off time from the allotted three 7 

spare moments. Sbe is well qualified to | °°°T° years and ten. 4 

teach in your district, even though she Take the Up Grade. : 

has no ready answers for big Joe’s que-| Remember, Ed., time is flying fast. 

ries, “ What is the difference between | Strike out for something definite, and 

the number of drops of water in the At-|remember that the first requisite of a re 

lantic and the Pacific oceans ?” ‘ Who| high shot isa high aim. “Don't join a ; 

is the oldest man living?” “What is|dying profession. Take one on the up | 

the difference between the magnetic | grade. Take one that you will have to 

ee pole and a modern electric car?” | hurry to keep up with. Don’t choose 

A man bought a hundred animals for | one that you must needs loiter behind, 

one hundred dollars, paying eight dol-| and hold back, if you stay on speaking 

lars for sheep, fifty cents for chickens, |terms with it. Select as a hfe’s work 
and seventy-five cents for turkeys. How | something that is of the present and ; 

many did he buy of each kind ?” and future; don’t nail your flag to a / 

To an idle person such things may not | sinking ship.” Decide not only on what 4 

be repulsive, but to an earnest young | you want, but also on what you do not 4 

lady, like Miss Cole, they are an abom- | want. It is not so much a question of i 

ination. Moreover, the days are past|what to learn as what to be willingly
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ignorant of. Education has made such | get before you attain your thirtieth year, 
reat progress that to cover even asmall|but that matters not. Forget it all, ' part of the ground is out of the question every word; your early school training with the genius, let alone the common | will still be of incalculable value to you. 
clod, There are a thousand different | But how can it be of value when it is 
roads to travel over, but to approach the| forgotten? Let me illustrate: 
end of one means to be a hero. Acquire a Habit of Study. 
“He who seeks one thing, and but one, My friend, Dr. March, a man of fifty, May hope to achieve it before life is done, left for Northern Wisconsin, one day last But he who seeks all things, wherever he goes, = i Only reaps from the hopes which around him | fall, to go hunting, and after several Fe he sows, days’ absence returned with the follow- | A harvest of barren regrets.” ing, to wit: One porcupine (dead, but And now, Karl, I have come to that | 20t wounded), one cub (quite domesti- | 
part of my letter which specially belongs | °#ted), and one deer (which, by the way, i to you. bad on it the brand of a well-known 

dealer, and which the good Doctor evi- : Brent, Butter, and Duoinses. dently forgot to take off). All this! the 
Two years ago you completed the com- | result of several days’ hardship. Now, o” mon school course—it’s a pity that every | you will not entertain fora moment that 

farmer’s boy doesn’t do as much, at least | the Doctor went for the money there 
—and you say you will be able to com-| was in the game, for you see there was 
plete the course of the Kingston Graded | n't any. 

: schools within a year. By all means The Doctor knew that every stroll, : finish it; you will need itsome day. The every jump, every excited chase, meant : man of the future needs as much of the increased vigor for his muscles, more - three R’s as he can possibly get, in order invigorating air for his lungs, and more 
to contend successfully for the three B’s| rest for his brain. In short the Doctor | —bread, butter, business. Besides, there | went, knowing that it would result’in ; is something in “doing upa job.” That gain—gain in physical strength and | course will give you broader views; it mental vigor; and that meant gain in } will give you an insight into different|the usefulness and effectiveness of hia | subjects, which will be invaluable to you work, 

- in later years. Few, perhaps none, of Apply this. Your game, the few | your studies will bear directly on farm- valuable things you always will re- 
ing; but that is not necessary. Those member, may not be great in quan- you will get later, when you are in a po- tity or so very fine in quality; but | sition to enable you to take advantage | while you are in school getting it you | of one of the winter courses offered at unconsciously gain in strength of mind; 
our University. The branches of the| without knowing it you acquire a habit 
Graded School course will teach you to| of study and application which will last 
think. You will learn to use books; you| a lifetime. And this habit is what con- | will learn to discriminate between the stitutes the inquiring progressive man. 
important and non-important things;|This habit forms the men who move 
you will learn to use your mind.- Much the world. 
of history, geography, grammar, alge- Hard, Concientious Work. 
bra, civics, much of these you may for-! The boy who goes through the country 

ee
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school and does no more is a failure. | useless, not much of an advantage. But a 

The boy who goes through a high school | times have changed. 3 

and stops there is a failure. The boy! gx, gickte— muscle. Self-Binder—In- 

who goes through a college and learns telligence. 

nothing after that but better ways of| The farmer of ten or twenty years 

parading his swelled head isa failure.|ago stands in the same relation to 

Whoever ceases to grow before he enters|the farmer of the future that the $ 

the fall of life, is he not a failure? Suc-|sickle does to the improved binder; : 

cess in life, in any line, means years of | that the backbone of a fish does toa ‘ 

constant, hard, conscientious work. Be}|modern scroll saw. The farmer of the 

it on the farm, be it in business, be it in future will be—must be—quite as much 

the professions, success means work;|@ man of muscle as the farmer of the 5 

work and toil, toil and work. Therefore, |'past, but he must be more. He must 

I repeat, Karl, finish that course at all be a man of business tact. He must be $ 

hazards; gain the power it affords, and |an educated man. The farmer who i 

then you can begin life on the farm in- | twenty years ago, without both learning 

telligently. and money, squatted on government 

The trouble with so many of your | lands, and made a success of it, if trans- 

farmer friends is not that they did not| planted into the future farmer-world P 

learn anything in school, not that they would find the wolf howling at his door. 

cannot learn, but that by leaving school} Why? Because he would have to com- 

so early, or worse yet, by neglecting | pete with men, not only his peers in 

school, they did not learn enough to physical strength, but vastly his super- 

know what learning means. They did|iorsin mental power. While he would 

not gain the habit I speak of, and con-| bold his own at the plow, he would be 

sequently they rarely reach and never | completely out-done in the business 

pass beyond the mediocre. They may | management of his farm The farmer 

become what people call “good fellows,” | who puts into his occupation the same 

but that is all. They are néver to be| tact, the same amount of care and ac- 

found among our most progressive and | curacy in details that the average busi- 

successful farmers. ness man does, comes out ahead every 

Something More than Muscle. time. To use a parody, the farmer must 

in this age of progress and sharp com- | mix the soil not only. with fertilizers but 

petition, to win any reasonable amount also with brains. But you see, Karl, 

of success, means the utmost exertion | that means better preparation. 

on part of every fibre in our bodies. It Read Good Literature. 

means a summoning of our best efforts,| The many long winter evenings and 

and the closest concentration of all our} many an hour on rainy days may be util- 

forces. Notice, I say, all our forces.|ized in -athering useful knowledge. 

There was a time when physical power | Keep some good newspaper. Mind you, 

was considered the only qualification re-|I say newspaper. Read it. If then, in 

quisite for a successful farmer. The | stead of reading, “The Hunch-back of 

man of muscle, he was the man. if he| Hellgate,” “Gypsy the Girl Ferret,” or 

possessed something beyond the mere | others of Tom’s favorite books, you read q 

ability to write his name and read a “ Downing’s Rural Essays” and “ David 

letter, it was deemed, if not absolutely | Copperfield” you will certainly not be 

ane 7
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much the worse for it. You should also| Agricultural Experiment station at Mad- 
be a subscriber to some good agri-| ison issues bulletins several times each 

P , cultural paper, say the “ Wisconsin| year, and sends them gratis to all who 
Farmer,” You may not be able to do ail | will go to the trouble of sending in their 
this at once. It is not necessary, nol/names and addresses. These bulletins 

; even desirable that you should. Begin | contain detailed accounts of experiments 
with one. Then add another, Read] made at the station in the various 
them. Read them again. Think about| branches of agriculture, and furnish 
them while you are out in the fields. | most profitable and entertaining reading 

| Apply some of the good things you read | matter. 
( about on the farm. By pursuing such| For instance, while in Madison last 

| or a similar course you cannot help but|summer, Prof. Henry showed me some 
become an intelligent farmer, and did| tomatoes which grew on stout, upright 
you ever hear of a good, strong, intelli- | stems, probably more than two feet high, 
gent farmer’s failing? quite unlike anything I had ever seen 

The plea so often heard that a farmer | before. These plants were the result of 

cannot afford these things is rather weak,} what is known as cross-fertilization. 
; is it not? Don’t you think that the|The flowers of our common, prostrate- 

farmer who puts off subscribing for a] stemmed tomatoes had been fertilized 

good paper, or buying a good book until] with pollen, so-called flower dust of the 
some future time when he fancies he can| tree tomato of France; and these nice 

: afford it, will never see that day? :Read-| little tree-tomato plants were the re- 
| able editions of our great classics can be|sult. But still more startling was the 

| bought for from fifty cents to a dollar. | account he gave of some melons which 

| A dime will buy, not a dime novel, but | stood in close proximity to the tomatoes. 
well printed editions of our largest and |The pollen of African melons had been 

choicest poems. No one need hunger employed in fertilizing the flowers of 

for the most palatable mental food for}our common musk-melons. The first 

which princes in by-gone days were only |experiment with the melons was made 

too glad to pay fabulous sums. Really, | a few years ago, resulting in over-growth 
| Karl, in these days when the best books |of leaves and vines with only a few 

i and the choicest literature can be had| melons. The seeds of the best of these 

i f for little more than a song, I see no ex-| were planted the following year, and so 

{ cuse for the notable absence of good|on until now, and the professor could 

} books and papers in so many of our| justly point to them with pride— there 

| farmers’ homes. In many cases it means} was a bed well covered with choice 
but a few cents less for an old hay-rake,| African-American melons. ‘Wonder- 

: a broken wagon, or a two-tined pitch-|ful,” you say? Indeed, wonderful, but 
fork at someone’s auction. It means] any farm will produce things equally 

: but a few cents less for some patent} wonderful. Pages upon pages might be 
medicine peddler, a “nigger” show, or| written about what I saw in the garden; 

the man at our fairs with the fortune|let alone the dairy, the fields and ani- . 
| wheel. mals. But why multiply accounts when 

Report of Experiment Station. you may get them in print for the ask- 

: And while I speak of reading matter,| ing? Shouldn't every farmer have 
: another thing comes to my mind. The! enough interest in his calling to study
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these things? For a young farmer to|land of which you are sole controller. 2 

grow up and continue in total ignorance | Then you can probably get your neigh- * 

of all this great work, is not that base |bor’s boy to co-operate with you, thus 3 

ingratitude to the great state of Wiscon- | doubling the work. At definite times com- a 

sin which so generously provides for it | pare results and act accordingly. Care- : 

all? ful experiments, close observation, wise f 

Farming a Great Seience. conclusions and intelligent application, ‘ 

Agriculture is a great study, yet un- these do much towards raising farming 7 3 

developed. Men like Henry and Bub-|to the plane which it is destined to ae 

cock have done great service. And even | °CCUPY- : 

they say, “ We have hardly begun.” The | Hugh does not believe in such work, et 

future will see some heroes in agricul- | 400s he? Well, you go right on and by- Be 

ture. And why shouldn’t you do some and-by he will notice the difference. a 

original work, Karl, and contribute | “One can’t make practical use of what & 

something tothe science of farming? In- | the Farmers’ club does.” “The Farm- ;' 

vestigate and experiment for yourself. | ©TS Institute handle- subjects which do 

Ab, but that recalls to my mind a not help directly on the farm.” 

sentence in your letter. You complain] “Youeat bread, do you not?” j 

that Hugh does not care to give upa! “Yes.” ‘ 

part of the lot back of the barn for you} “ Butter?” * 

to try some of the good things learned} “ Yes.” f 

at the Farmer’s Institute. “Meat?” ; 

Plenty of land lying idle under the “Yes.” 3 

misnomer of pasture. Acres of land| “Potatoes ?” ; 

useless for want of a ditch. Stripsa| “Yes, yes; and lots of other things, z 

rod or more in width stretching across | such as most people eat.” ; 

large fields covered by what once was| “But, pray; show me the meat in D 

and still is called a rail fence. Here|your bones. Where is the bread in your . 

large vacant spaces about barns and muscles, the potatoes in your sinews, : 

sheds; there waste because of an old | the butter in your blood ?” ; 

pile of rails or a half rotten stump, but} “Idiot. How foolish to expect to find 

nothing for an inquiring minded boy to the food you eat in —” : 

use as he pleases. “Ah, ab. Please allow a word of ex- 

planation. These words should not pro- 

ihe Furman Raperiment Matton. voke you, for I am only applying a little : 

I tell you, Karl, what to do; and 1|of the logic Hugh applies to the Club 

warrant that neither Hugh nor any one | and Institute. You might as well expect 

else will find fault with it. Gather the | to see the meat you eat in your bones, 

pieces of wood and stones lying south- |as to go home from the Club or Insti- 

east of the house, condense the size of | tute and literally apply everything on 

the wood-pile from ten square rods or | the farm at once. Just as the digestive 

more to about one-tenth its present | apparatus of our bodies draws nourish. 

area, and use the ground so gained asa | ment from the food we eat; so should 

little experiment farm. That will be|our minds digest and assimulate the 

double gain; an improvement in sur- | various things presented at these meet- 

roundiugs of your house, and a piece of | ings. A wide-awake, vigorous mind al
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; ways finds abundant material for growth] nition in the election of Hugh to the 
i among the great variety of goodly things | directorship; and I hope that he will 
H offered at these gatherings. An occa-| prove true to his trust, and continue the 
i sional banquet brings enjoyment for|good work left undone by his father. 
1 scores of people, but would you condemn | To be director of a country school is a far 
i the banquet because some sickly indi-| more important position than it is often 
i vidual with a deranged digestive appa-| reputed to be. A man of sensible views 
| ratus speaks lightly of it?” and good judgment, in that position, has 
i “ Cracker-Barrel?? Education. abundant opportunities to apply his 

i Old Mr. Goff used to tell the boys who | ™etals se py in ppg Bo ba 
; congregated regularly every evening, on Mei ” Toe ae ‘i beack os 5 
i the cracker barrels of his grocery, that Saran . sins = 1 oe = 

; about all the president of the Farmers’ ce aaa ene is poser ae 
Club did was to draw his annual salary paper. aon? = 
of two bundred and fifty dollars; that ee and emphasizing every one of 

i the whole organization was nothing but care ar cer “Pon” cays = 
a fraud, a humbug, and some other a ? 

{ words beginning with st and r. Mr. _ “our spon ae small one, the 
i Now, Karl, I shouldn’t advise anyone Ee ees cue eae a om 
| to waste time trying to convince old Mr. Mostly pills welll aio, saenicn a 

aie HS ins peewee eco oe, isn’t too steep.” Probably you remem- victions open to reason. He has com- ber, Karl, the rage Mr. Goff was in th 
. pletely fossilized. But if he should wate i . ahs ~ th ‘eek ped — 

ever again attack you on this question, |” i Si ae a ee ay 
| admit what he says. Admit the Club’s el howe he ieiced cil day long, nn 

es fraud, = See ae mee most of the night too, of the fearful ex- j Yes; admit it, but say something more. travaganoe of the t d in hiring one 

The a nan siren aoe ee young gentleman teacher when another 
Mr. Goff’s pet phrase—a chance to catch would teach for less. “ For,” ke contin- 
on-sé aks achomes, and scoop more of ued, quite out of breath, and his right f what there was in them than scores of hand raised high above his head, “ Mr 

» : 
| ape bere een Collins wants forty-five dollars a month, j member of that club has robbed Mother 8 | : while Mr. Bonner says he’ll keep the Earth of loads of plenty that lay hidden school for forty-four dollars eighty-seven 

in her bosom. Every member of that and one-half cents, and I tell you,” his 
| Club bas discovered new avenues by hand gradually descending to the one: 

which to reach Nature’s treasures. New ter, “it ie extravagance, boys; it is ex- 
: and better ways of utilizing the giftsof|~’ 4 : ce 7 . .. |travagance to hire Mr. Collins. It is the soil; new and better ways of living ae ghee ly'e wane” 

upon the fat of the land. eS ee e : 
“Now, is old Mr. Goff quite alone in 

District School Board, taking such and similar stands on 
It was gratifying for me to hear that | school questions? Has he not some com- q 

the many years of excellent service of pany? Mr. Collins was a teacher, Mr. 
your father on the School Board of Dis-| Bonner a school-keeper. But aren’t 
trict No, 13, received substantial recog-' there more men, who like Mr. Goff,
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would waste —I mean literally waste —| and scarred in spite of all that I may do , 

forty-four and seven-eights dollars by | for them in the future. Some of these 

hiring a school-keeper instead of paying | scars mark the places where, if the trees 

forty-five dollars in securing a teacher? |grow up, they will begin to decay. 

In the eyes of Mr. Goff, the difference | Those very marks may weaken them in 

was twelve and a half cents per month. | power to withstand the storms of 

In the eyes of one who knows a teacher | years.” 

and sees the difference between school- Easy to Find Fault. 

keeping and teaching, the difference} But again I ask, “Is old Mr. Goff the 

was a wise expenditure of forty-five dol-|only one who takes such a view of the 

lars in the one case, and throwing over- | question, and is Ed. the only boy who in ; 

board forty-four dollars, eighty-seven | his kind motives of helping Uncle Hans, ; 

and one-half cents in the other. You | takes the pruning knife and attacks the 

know uncle Hans used to say, “De letz-| pear trees of the nursery? Ed. was 

ten fief Dahler hoelt de School uprecht.” | strong enough. He could hold the prun- ’ 

(the last five dollars teach a school), and | ing knife quite as well as Uncle Hans 

wasn’t there sound logic in this homely |could. But he lacked that maturer 

saying of his? ‘ judgment which, with the exception of 

Preparation for Life’s Work. the geaius, comes only with maturer 

And I must refer to Uncle Hans once eee lesson which this teaches is ob- 

more in commenting on Mr. Goff’s state- | vious, and a further opposition of it un- 4 
ment that because the pupils are young ' necessary. How often do we find a Mr. 
and few in number anybody will do. Goff urging an Ed. to go pruning in the 

During the many years that Uncle | nursery! How often do we find the little 
Hans grew trees, not once dia he allow | pabies that should live on milk alone 
you boys to prune them while they were | feq on ham and bacon! And how often 
delicate in stem and branch. Ho well/ ao we find the propelling force of this 
knew that unless the dainty sprout re very urging to be, as in Mr. Goff’s case, 

ceived the tenderest care, and unless/, matter of twelve and one-half cente! 
the pruning was wisely done, the plantlet | 4 14 once more,— how often is this to be 

could not grow up into a beautiful, well- done over again? 

formed tree. “When you get to bea! 
man,” he used to say to Ed, “then you ttn mE raed namepamamaae age 
may help caring for them, but until) sre jeft ;orever in the strings. Better far 
then you must be content in doing such | That heaven's slightnings blast his very soul, 
work as I may give you.” And how sad Seen pessrct = os 

be looked one day when Ed., in his eager- g + coe 
ness to help uncle, had attempted to ee ee ee ee 

prune the young pear trees. “Indeed,| Mr. Goff’s name recalls another inci- 
Ed., you meant well,” he said with a ser-| cident in the career of that most excel- 
ious voice, “ but that is not the question. | jent teacher of your early school days, 
This is work for men, not boys,andI|Miss Cady. After she had recited to 
wish you to wait patiently until you|me the events connected with Tom’s 
grow up a man. Some of those little|visit to St. Paul, she drew from her ; 
pear trees will grow up unsymmetrically | pocket a piece of paper, saying, “Here 

: 
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: is another thing the country school | leaves and common flowers; the study of 
teacher has to contend with.” prevailed which divided the farming 

Ata glance I found it to be acom- common insects and birds. To say that 
munication addressed to your father my school enjoyed these is saying but 
who was at that time schvol clerk. The little; nevertheless, these exercises can | note read as follows: not supplant the regular book work, 

Uniform Text Books. and @ uniform list of text-books is the 
j “Mr. Frepertcx Hanpex, crying need of your school. : 3 i Clerk of District No. 13. There are many more things which | My Dear Sir: deserve immediate attention; such as, { Although I do not desire to teach|the building of a wood-shed, repairing 

| your school another year, in the interests | the fence, etc., but as all these will easily t of education, for the good of those little | present themselves to an observing eye, , ones whose welfare lies so close to my | I shall refrain from enumerating them. 
| heart, and for the good of my successor, Very respectfully yours, 
| whovever it may be, I submit the fol- Harnrrer Capy.” : 
i lowing facts to your serious considera- Reading this ktter to the meeting, | 
i tion; and with the earnest request that when your father came to that part of it 
I you kindly present them at the next an- where Miss Cady mentions the general | } nual mentee, and do what you can to exercises, and the study of flowers and | i change things for the better. | insects, old Mr. Schopmann suddenly in- | | : There were in use in your school, dur- | terrupted him by exclaiming: 4 

| ing the last winter, three different ane » Dat till id ju man feggen, dat i mie wedder Tag 
| inetics, four kinds of readers, two kinds | bethalen do, wenn eene Lebrerin anftellt werd, debe { of geographies and five different spellers, | Sungens wieder nix lebrt al8 Ameijen in die School to } five parents refused to purchase any , dragen und Gommerrogels to fangen, und damit une | book. To add to this confusion and | Mie Tieb in be School verjdnvenden dod.” 

{ make matters worse, Mr, Brown seat (This I will tell you, that never again 
{ word that unless Sam could study in will I pay taxes if you engage a teacher 

Robiuson’s arithmetic he would take him | WB teaches the boys nothing but to 
out of school; and unless Sam’s sister 7 ante to school, and to catch butter- 
Kate was allowed to read in McGuffy’s pad in that way waste time in 

j Fifth reader, he (Mr. B.—) would come | 8°00) — : g . 
to school and sei matters himself,| To which Mr. Goff manifested his 
Mr. Brown’s neighbor, Mr. Wilson, | hearty approval by planting kis feet 

| claimed there were no geographies equal | 8uarely upon the floor and shouting: 
| to Mitchel’s, for they were the ones he| ‘Good, Schoppman; good.” 
‘Ge had when he was a boy, and insisted Guard the Common School. 
| upon my using them in school. Sueh| The matter of text-books brought on 

and similar cases were a source of con-|a profound silence, which was broken 
i stant annoyances and incessant worry | after a period of coughing and side- 

| to me. glancing, by Mr. Goff, who then ad- 
} By way of changing the monotony of| dressed the meeting in his usual elo- 
} these dry-as-dust, old-as-Methuselah quent manner. It is hardly worth while 

| text books, | gave the pupils frequent | to repeat what he said. Suffice it to say 
. general exercises; such as, the study of | that his words on this occasion were 

:
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quite as hollow and emphatic as those | sons she used te hear me recite. What 3 

he gave vent to standing on the cracker | is it? The answer to this question may a 

box; but that there wasn’t a man in be felt, but never can it be expressed in a 

that meeting who dared get up and|words. Miss Cady was a teacher, a true a 

urge the recommendations of the letter. | teacher. There was a something about & 

However, on their way home from tie/her which affected not only you, but all 7g 

meeting, men could have been heard|her school. To give it a name would be - 

accusing one another for submitting so sacrilege. It is some nameless, indefina- a 

calmly. Yet the fact remained, Mr. | ble quality, that unconscious outburat " 

Goff's logic had decided the fate of the} of the innermost soul, which goes forth 2 

school, and Miss Cady’s successor had | as the evangel of purity and the inspira- & 

to work under the same crippling infiu-| tion of justice. It is that quality which “ 

ences that she had worked under. kindles in us the divine spark, to glow “ 

Again I ask: “Is Mr. Goff the only| forever. That is what makes you re- ag 

individual who is allowed to control a| member her. It is that same quality in = 

country-school meeting, and determine | our teachers and dearest friends, which 4 

the fate of a room full of young chil-|challenges us to the good, the noble, 4 

dren? And were those men the only|the true. It is that same quality that 4 

men who have not a word to say at the | arouses in us those latent powers that f 

meeting, but who have plenty of time | develop symmetry, strength and sweet- x 

later to accuse one another for neglect- | ness of character. It is that same quali- a 

ing the school ?” ty which mirrors our inward lives, and 3 

The True Teacher. attracts or repels those with whom we 3 

This letter may have wearied you by ; COM in contact. And it is this same : 

this time; nevertheless, I cannot close | ality which I would have you hold 1 
without saying a word more about Miss far above all the other things mentioned : 

Cady. Youask: “ What is it that makes | in this letter, and have you strive to at- 

me remember her?” It is now eight| tain it. Above all, Karl, strive te be, 

years since she was my teacher. It is throughout your life, a TRUE COUNTRY g 

not the arithmetic she has taught me; | ¢#NTUEMAN. Very sincerely yours, z 

it is not the geography or spelling les- Tux Waites. 
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Py COMMON SENSE IN FARMING. 

: By A. X. Hyart, Sheboygan Falls. 

He That Is Wise Taketh Counsel. ers together, any where, discussing ques- 
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: | tions of farming are learning something, Noah Webster did not define common | the theory of manure, for instance, the 

i sense. Let me try: One hundred com-| successful application of which lies at ee mon cents make one dollar. It takes|the bottom of all good farming; the 
i uncommon good common sense to make | right way of applying it to the different 

bet many dollars farming nowadays. Help|crops and the different soils, has so 
with good common sense is scarce and| many phases that one man is hardly 
dear, and it takes many common cents | able to understand it all, in all its length | } to pay them, and more common sense to| and breadth. By being together, the 
please them. farmers of the county, and discussing { The lack of common-cents in this| the matter fairly and fully, difficulties 

| world keeps many wretched and ragged.|can be mastered that would be insur- 
: The farmer that has been sitting by the | mountable to one. The rotation of crops. 
| stove the long evenings of the past win-| giving rest to the soil, requires many 

ter, sleeping, smoking, or whittling, de-] experiments, and can be proved to be 
void of agr cultural or dairy literature, | correct soonest by the aid of many. 

f has not common sense enough to ever| Bring men together in Farm Institutes, | 
| know what he has been losing. Whetber} Clubs, or even the grocery. Thought 

| we sow turnips, feed calves, burn a coal] kindles thought, and leads to inquiry; 
i pit, or get up a gentler warmth to for-|one successful farmer, or experiment, 
| ward a tomato plant in a hot bed, com-| leads to imitation and improves the 

i mon sense is all essential. whole people. 
H Thought, Kindles Thought. Make the Best. 
. A young farmer may have his head) The farmer feeds the nation. It is 
H full of common sense and his pockets | thought that if all the women should 
H full of them, and yet alone and unas-|leave the world in one generation the 
i sisted he will make slow progress. The} men would all go out after them. If 
iH farmer that expects to be in the advance | all the farmers should leave the earth 
: line needs something like the startling | starvation would stalk the land at best. 
4 blasts of the steam whistle to quicken | Assemble the farmers together, then, 

| his pulsation. Practical farmers can|and impress upon them their import- 
j educate each other, and itis the most|ance to this great people. Let them 
{ common-sensical way to secure knowl- | help each other to explore the mysteries 
j edge. Light, on doubtful subjects, is}of agriculture, each joining in the dis- 
\ what is needed. Any attempt to urge| cussion, and progress must certainly be 
' men forward, even in the right path, be-| the result. Theory, in this way, will | 

4 yond the measure of their light, is very | soonest become knowledge. A thousand ! 
{ difficult. Augment their light and they | bushels of roots can easily be raised on | 

will follow of their own accord. Farm-! an acre of land if one knows just how to | 

.
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do it, and they can be fed to milch cows, | be presented to Robert Bakewell, for the 

and gilt-edged butter be made of the | service rendered his country in improv- 

milk, as I have often demonstrated to|ing the English breeds of sheep and 7 

the people of Sheboygan county. cattle.” A counter proposition was put 

There is a very simple way of having | forth by an ignorant farmer, that “he | 

all our cows give 8,000 pounds of good | was an enemy to his country for trying 

milk a year. Buy a Babcock tester and|to change the best breeds of England 

keep none that will not do it. for arace of rats.” The last proposition 

To make good: butter Monday ard | was carried by anoverwhelming majori- ‘ 

Tuesday and fail Wednesday is conclu-| ity. An attempt to reason with such " 

sive evidence that you are guessing at| men is absurd. The only effective way 

something. The dairyman that churns | it can be done is with asled stake across 

all the evening and his wife the balance | their backs. Whatever improvement we 

of the night on a contrary churning, | make tending to increase the quantity, 

should seek knowledge. Science is| quality or variety of the fruits of the 

knowledge. The scientific butter-maker | earth is a direct enlargement of the 

is the successful one. It is disgraceful | comfort and well-being of our fellow- 

to make any more poor butter in Wis- | creatures. 

consin. Agriculture is Heart and Back-Bone. 

My mother was, in her time, a good} Agriculture is the bone and sinew of 

butter-maker, but I well remember the | this wonderful country. A majority of 

time when the sheep dog and boys were | the people rely upon agriculture for 

all tired tramping the tread-power, and | their subsistence, and derive from it all 

the thirty or forty pounds of cream were the means they have of obtaining cul- 

used for shortening. ture. Common sense would dictate, if 

I presume her best butter would not | s0 important, it should be the most per- 

be called “gilt-edged” now, in the Chi-|fectly developed branch of human in- 

cago market. dustry. 1 think it easier to teach one 

how to construct the most complicated 

Truth Often Dumb-Mouthed Before Igno- | chronometer, to make and operate the ; 

rance and Prejudice. magnetic telegraph, than to inculcate 

Were it not for ignorance and preju- | the rational culture of the soil, agricul- 

dice poor butter would soon be banished | ture being the most difficult, and, cer- 

from among us. We have cases of preju- tainly, the most progressive of all the 

dice yet in Sheboygap county harder to | sciences. No state is fully organized 

cure than “fits” or rheumatism of the | until agriculture has received its proper 

joints. It has always been so. It is|development and its importance fully 

now universally admitted that Socrates acknowledged. In agriculture nearly 

brought down philosophy from the heav- | every science could be called into requi- 

ens to the earth, so to speak, yet he| sition, either directly or indirectly, to 

was accused of “pratling without end”|mix in with good ordinary common 

and condemned to die. Great inven-|sense, to improve its quality. Some 

tions have been made and forgotton, be-| king, I think it was, gave it as his 

cause men could not be induced to use| opinion “ that whoever could make two 

them. An enlightened Englishman at| ears of corn grow where but one grew 

a fair, suggested that “a piece of plate | before would deserve better of his coun- '
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i BE try than the whole race of politicians | mented with 8 decreasing fertility, Eng- 
Hts put together.” land after ages of croping—had arrived, 

Ae : “< Turnip Tewnsend.?? ae the — of the turnip toa ; in : tt This could well have been applied to ai a pat saa a ie ~ lover, Sheep Potatoes. Ae, Lord Townsend of England, who re: With sheep and turnips, soils, light 
nt tired from public life in 1730, and de- a dy like th d W; He: voted the balance of his life to “high |°"° Sandy like those around Waupaca We : 5 2 may be consolidated, enriched and made We farming.” He was the “king of turnips” very valuable. In England, sheep are Hy > of England, as I am of the Unitea| °'Y ee a P We Stat aba cig aee tinea Eat penned successively on every part of a 

ie ee eee Practices that | 501d at night, compressing as effectually 
He: increased the products of his country as any roller, the light blowing sands } : not only two, but, in many cases, two preparing soil that would ly feed 
He hundred fold, ¢ which the world is yet a family of rabbits, for luxuriant corn 
fe oo. hasan — ago = crops. In this way, hundreds of thous- 
ir ee enn Aa A Za © “UT~! ands of acres of the boundless sands of 
HF: nip that he was often called Turnip England were turned to gardens. With | Townsend.” It took over a hundred roots, sheep, clover and potatoes, this 
iF years to establish the turnip crop in county could bicois ike .& xone.,- Masala 

i z England. The farmer would not sow or kill your dogs, stock up with sheep, 
Hh them; or, if he sowed them, he would sow clover, raise roots and potatoes and not hoe them. When common sense iaspuas ee ‘There. cons teas | 

, gave them the drill, it was scoffed at as cieteicn bh farmii without aud 
{ “sowing pepper out of a cruet.” z on = x Bb Es plowing. The first requisite is a good plow, 
. Townsend had “sense” enough to 8 | There should be two good plows. Ido : that the root crop could be made the not believe in a “general purpose plow.” 

parent of all future crops. Without A strong, well trained team is essential. 
them much less stock could be kept, Ikeep one yoke of oxen, they are less 

= much less manure could be made, and expensive, and draw a plow with more 
therefore much less of everything else evenness: and forze. The furrow slice 

. could bs had. The root crop secured a should be no wider than can be com- 
. bare manure heap, and a large manure pletely turned. Not plowing deep 

heap secured a large root crop. Thus enough isa mistake we most often find 
“Turnip” Townsend was a national] in plowing. Stiff, heavy soils, retentive of 
benefactor on = mighty scale, and was moisture should never be ploughed in RS the cause of adding countless masses of the spring. Clay soils should never be 
corn, cattle, mutton and potatoes to the ploughed deep in the spring. Next in 

H resources of England. When we know impoitance is manuring. Common 
that it took 3 or 4 of the brightest lights sense should teach us that always ex- 
of England nearly a century to cure the] tracting and never replacing, will in 3 ; farmers of their prejudice against the| time impoverish the soil, England has 
turnip, is it any wonder that I am not been cultivated thousands of years, and 
succeeding better in the United States. yet her soil is richer to-day than ours. 
Men and brethren, what are you going Thorough drainage, a proper rotation, 

to do about it? While the Roman farmer good cultivation and genérous manuring 
! with all his garden-like care, was tor-| with barnyard manure, and our soil will
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increase steadily in fertility. Common | upon the products of my neighbor's 4 

sense is needed all along. The rule of| farm. That his cows yield abundantly : 4 

breeding only from the best for dairy | does not a whit lessen my own. Be- 

cows, holds good in breeding all our do- | tween his success and mine there need i 

mestic animals. be no clashing. All classes should bid 3 

Select Good Seed. the farmer “God speed,” from the fact 3 

Corn, potatoes and our garden seeds that the products of their labor directly ; 

and small grains should be from the maintain their lives. g 

best that grows. 1 do not believe it Agriculture is the bese of all industry, a 

necessary that a choice potato should therefore ought be on friendly terms i 

“run out” in a few years, if common with all and honored for the beneficient a 

sense was used in selecting seed and relations it holds to mankind. Have the % 

planting. Plant whole tubers from the farmers of this country used good com- ¥ 

most prolific hills and my experience is mon sense for their own protection and 

that they will steadily improve. A farm | Well being? It is universally conceded se 

should be worked like a garden. Why | that they havenot. Well, why not? 

spade our gardens twenty inches, and The people that settled this country 

ploug» our land four or five in the fields? | Came from the monarchies of Europe. 

Why plant our peas four inches deep in In those countries the feudal system 

the garden and most of them on top of prevailed which divided the farming =a 

the ground in our fields? Land well population into landlord and tenant. 

tilled in an unfavorable season will The former, though few in numbers, 

yield more than the same land slovenly through the machinery of the govern- "3 

tilled in a good season. There are prin- ment, possessed the wealth and power of 

cipals underlying all good farming, and the country. No matter what might + 

these must be mastered if one expects be the intellect of the latter he must ; 

to succeed. God made the earth to pro- work the farm of another. He belonged ; 

duce food in abundance for man and |‘ ® subordinate class. From this class 

beast, and human skill will turn wastes mostly was this country settled. 

into gardens. Farmers must compare The opinion prevailed that they could 

notes with men of science, and men of not govern themselves; therefore some 

science learn the wants of the farmer. of the needy members of the nobility in 

Theory and practice will in this way their kindness came along over with 

goonest find their true relations. No| them, to take care of them and govern 

farmer of common sense will be willing them as loyal subject should be gov- 

to plod on as 100 years ago, but every erned. Their pay for this service was fix- . 

new improvement adapted to his wants ed by the common mother across the sea. 

Sraiwill Hiehlen’ hie‘labor and do bis| @S"e—" "77, ATG ie Ee ‘ 
work better, he will adopt at once as 60 They brought their lagaand religion, 4 

much added to his capital and laboring their caste and their prejudices. In this 

force of his farm. country the farmer tilled his own fields, 

yet be was ranged in the subordinate ; 

at ones ontethods. eee class. Not only the official, Lut the law- 

The farmer should meet often and | yer, the clergy, the physician and the 

cultivate social sympathy. The amount | commercial man regarded the farmer as 

I get from my farm depends very little | not of their set. The farmers led by 

i 2) i 2 
;
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; young farmer, George Washington, came | “ He that 5 ra area Have | forth to shed their blood and feed the i 2 
i soldiers, to carry their country through Although the earth is a bountiful 
ie the fierce struggles of the revolu- mother, and can supply all our wants | tion; yet as soon as independence with a liberal hand, we can see that a 
i was achieved and a nation established |‘ is imposed upon all who would en- i the farmer, by common consent, was |J°Y her bounties. She has formed ores il kindly permitted to fall back to his| in the earth, fish in the sea, given to a former condition. Thus they continued seeds their germinating Principle, to | for nearly a hundred years, only as one | 8°ils_ their life-nourishing power, but I was wanted for a governor, a cabinet | be has not given us metals wrought i position, or the like. into forms for use; she has not given us 

| food, shelter and’ clothing; she has pro- | Lan ee Serna eT net Seaee Tae fora deoanel ad her system—they 
| Is it a disgrace to work or be a farmer? ca living on the industry 
ig The great Carlyle said: “There is a pe- i 
i rennial nobleness, a sacredness in work.” When this government is controlled 1 No man is so low but there is bope for by the highly civilized farmer an era if him if he actually, earnestly works. Pro- of high social and moral development | gress can only be the reward of labor. will dawn upon us. We will show the 
i Hence labor is no curse, but one of the ots oe — = ~ = | divinest blessings. I embrace all men | 2°VePed Ld =e RL = See } \ that work in this great brotherhood. oe the position an “ All-wise | He who plies the shuttle at Lowell, Being intended = en suy Dee | works steel at Sheffield, stands swart Sere — When shis a cot i and grim at the fiery forges of Pittsburg, and come it nies, a Ps = ! ee | is not one jot the better laborer than a aos oral eee ee wees | Kane penetrating the Arctic regions, — wal be peshed = Se cole 

Washington, in midwinter, crossing the — aanae an Prejudi seid — much 
Delaware; Milton, with throbbing brain, of its power. The farmer's mind a be defending English liberty; Payne, writ- broadened and elevated, and he will real- ing his Common Sense, that made rulers | 2° his importance and assume places of 
tremble; Tallmage, preaching at Rome trust and honor that have toooften been 
or in his tabernacle; Morrison, running | #2 to the dead-beat and demagogue. 
the Farmers’ Institutes; Fleming, test- “(Aa Ye Sow, so Shalt Yo Reap.’? 
ing some rascal’s milk; or, Hyatt, on his| There is no stopping the wave of pro- 
bended knees, in the burning sun, pul-| gress that has set in. From age to age 
ling the last root out of a Canada thistle | the farmer has worked on, advancing 
patch—these, one and*all, belong to the | but slowly up the heights of human pro- 
great fraternity of labor. Without work gress. They are yet only in the middle 
Adam would have tired uf Eve and Para- passage, but they are looking upwards, 
dise, and continued to have “raised | and we wil] pray God that these toiling 
cain.” All growth of character, all true| hosts will yet stand up, the peer of 
manhood, all noble energy, is the result kings, and all their rights acknowledged, 

| of work. The true nobility of thiscoun-| Brother farmer, do we fully appreci- | try is the untitled nobility of labor. ate our farms, our homes? To acquire 

ii
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land, men have consented to everything, The Pioneer Farmers. 4 

even to the seeing of their native land| There are grave and gray men here ‘ 

no more. They have bid adieu to aged | to-day, who have been soldiers — the ‘ 

parents, loved wives and babes, and emi-| pioneer farmers. The great things that Bs 

grated—gone great distances—with the | have been done by them to acquire land : 

hope of some time owning land—a home. | in Wisconsin would read like a romance; 

The little Savoyard boy became a/|but they went to the charge and would 

slave for ten years, that he might buy | not retreat. It was a battle of Auster- 

alittle ryefield and a scanty pasture on | litz with them; there was no retreating. 

the mountain. A slave for ten years!!|To such men the farmer of to-day owes a 

No watter. Fora few feet of vineyard!his rugged individuality, his robust 

the Burgundian woman has taken her | self-reliance, his strong manhood. 

bosom from her own child’s mouth and} From such fathers have sprung our 

put a stranger’s infant to it, weaning her| greatest jurists and statesmen; men 

own before time. Thou mayest live:| whose wisdom is the glory of the Ameri- 

mayest die, my son, sayest the father; | can people, the pride of American agri- 

but if thou livest thou wilt have land, | culture, and as enduring as the Consti- 

thou wilt not be a hireling—taken to- | tution and Union, to which they devoted 

day, discharged to-morrow. their mighty power. 

ees SSS 

PUBLIC HIGHWAYS. 

By 8. L. Marston, M. D., Hartford, Wis. 

The great problem that economists | of commercial activity, the whistle of 

have been endeavoring for centuries to|the locomotive can be heard crossing 

solve, is that of providing facilities for|and recrossing almost every county in 

transportation with the least possible|the United States, taking from every 

delay, waste or expense, for the various] town and hamlet their surplus products 

articles of commerce, from the producer|and rapidly distributing them in the 

to the consumer; and no part of a com-| markets of the world. The producer in 

munity can be more interested in the | most localities may well be content with 

solution of this problem than the culti-| the facilities for transportation afforded 

yators of the soil. by railroads; but the great expense in- 

. Quick Transit. curred in their construction and opera- 

When we consider the facilities for|tion, together with the short time re- 

quick and economical transportation fur- quired for the complete removal of the 

nished by railroads and steam ships to products of a large section of country, 

almost every part of the world, we are make it impracticable that they ran on 

inclined to look upon the problem as parallel lines in very close proximity to 

solved, at least so far as our own country | each other; so that in transporting the 

8 concerned; for as & result of the energy ' products of the farm to market, there is 

SN ae
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Wy B another factor to be taken into consider- | to every one whether he be a cultivator se ation, and that is, the common wagon | of the soil, merchant, professional man be roads of the country, and I cannot bet-| or artisian; or whether he resides on the i ter illustrate the importance of this fac- farm, in the country village or metropol- | a tor than by reading to you a brief state-| itan city. 
. P ment from a Chicago paper in regard to Good Roads Promote Intelligence. ia the condition of the roads throughout The busi mee = i 3s the northwestern states during the Pres-| op . eee Decanenisy: et Siena: ol commercial and manufacturing com- He. mis edocs ieee oo closely related to the condi- Be 5 tion of the rural highways. When the ha “The bad country roads never were . Fi ; 

tiie 
i & more impressive object lesson to state roads are good, business is << Hee legislators than the present winter, | When they are bad, the reverse is true; Hh Throughout the entire west the majority | and it is to these common country roads, Hee of country roads, as well as of leading their history, present condition and H county roads, have been so nearly im- t = po passible as to block almost every avenue ‘uture Prospects that I respectfully in- . ES < besiness Pap is so much needed | vite your attention. In doing this, I do ES x the comfort and prosperity of the| not Propose to confine the discussion eo west as good country roads. The cities|_- , 1 Q suffer from it almost as much as the seoply to the financial aspect of the ihe rural districts. The Inter Ocean feels | 8¥bject, for the roads of a country have | ae pulse Ee a a eae ey much to do with the social development IP lay comes the cry, “ We can haul noth- js i ing to market this winter,” and the aus Sot ot fo People. as pene | country merchant says, ‘We can not roads promote and facilitate human in- 

sell nor can we collect until the product | tercourse; and it is from that interaction . oe ak ceuee eee legis-| of man on man, that comes the largest H ve Sik i {| special attention to practical meee elements = — condition which we i a ressreet of country roads. People | term civilization. 
cannot go on making sacrifices every! ‘The countries of Europe that have H open winter, and mud-bound farmers ade thi adi will grow discouraged.” Daily Inter | ™#de the greatest advancement in road | Ocean, Feb. 26, 1890. building are, France, England and 

| It is in these country roads that you | Switzerland. In France, the work was 
} have constructed, and for the conditions | pressed forward with remarkable energy H}. of which, at all seasons of the year, you | during the reign of the First Napoleon. 

are regarded by many as being in a|It may be said of him that he was the i measure responsible, that you as farm-| first great modern road builder. His 
ers have the greatest personal interest. | keen economic and military sense saw 

2 It is upon these roads that you|the advantage that would accrue toa 
frequently injure your draft animals,| people and nation from well constructed 
meet with other accidents, and waste| highways. He not only recognized their 
time in your efforts to convey the pro-| importance in war but perceived their 

: ducts of the farm to market; but as| relation to tbe development of a high 
‘5 these roads are the arteries through | civilization. Other European countries 
} which the life blood from the great pro-| soon followed ihe example of France, 

ducing heart of the country flows to en- | but as a result of the local government 
rich the veins of commerce, ail that re-| that enters in the largest. measure into 

; lates to them is of immense importance | the scheme of their communities, Eng 

Bahai. a 3s.) oe eran ee ee ee
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land and Switzerland far outstripped | little time could be devoted to road- 4 

them all. It may be truthfully said of | making; that for years you were com- 3 

these three countries, France, England | pelled to be content with such roads aa % 

and Switzerland, when comparing their | the soil in its natural condition afforded, 4 

carriage ways with those of our own and | after temporarily bridging streams that a 

other countries, that in them only does| were unfordable, and corduroying the 4q 

life have what may be called a free oir-|swamps and marshes through which aM 

culation. they were laid; but with an indomitable i 

160000 Mites of Railway. ow and a soil that produced abund- ’ 

antly, together with numerous cheap a 

i mrp no ‘people of _. cual draught animals, you were enabled by 4 
equal culture who have paid so little 3 5 

attention to the building of carriage taking the advantages of certain seasons * 

of the year, to overcome the difficulties Bis 

ways as those of our own. We have} +) imeeien zona ted to th ¥ 

Bait cskele snd’ one hundred and dixty| Pes ne ee gee 3 
thousand miles of railroads; we have im- carrying of the products of your farms : 

to market and to accumulate wealth, ‘ 

proved rivers and harbors, and done |, tyithstanding the great tax they laid 
many other things in the interest of a 3 aaa a _— 7 5 

commerce, but thus far we have not de- | "PO" Your !ncus — 5 a 

vised and put into practice any efficient The early settlers, in their migration 3 
method of building public highways. from the Atlantic states to the country ‘ 

It is true that we have carriage ways; west of them, took with them to their 4 

roads upon which we have toiled and new homes and into their social lives, ; 

wasted our substance for years, but they the traditions, customs and forms of A 

are as yet very imperfect ways. local government of the states in which 2 

I will briefly refer to some of the cir- they were bred. The communities of 4 

cumstances attending their develop- | te New England states have always 4 
nt made and maintained at the expense of be 

For more than a century after the | the people, free public highways, while ’ 
first settlement of this country, the Virginia, from her first settlement, has i 

communities consisted of small, com- willingly placed her roads under private a 

pact bodies of people, located mostly on control, so that those emigtating from 3 

the sea coast, or not far back into the the old Virginia group of states border- 

interior of the states bordering on the | ‘28 02 the Atlantic to the country west a 

Atlantic. of them, looked kindly upon the toll 

Westward Hot gate, and readily permitted their roads =a 

Then came the rapid westward ex-|to be built by corporations, who ac- ; 

tension of the population to the rich | quired by their construction the per- % 

and far more inviting lands for cul-| petual right to embarrass the commerce ; 

tivation west of the Alleghenies; and as|of the country by a tax laid upon every 5 

many of you are numbered among those | vehicle that uses their improvement. 

who, forty or fifty years ago, came to the 4 

then far west to make for yourselves new Tell Roads. . 

homes, you can, from personal knowl-| At this time the principal roads of the 4 

edge, bear witness that the trials and | southern statesare toll roads. On these ‘ 

difficulties incident to the settling of a| roads the ordinary rate of toll for a ve- q 

new country, were so great that but! hicle that can carry a load of two tons a 

‘ 4 
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1s about five cents per mile, or about ten | required for the necessary commercial 

cents a bushel on wheat which is trans- | transactions; and I am disposed to at- 

ported a distance of ten miles. It has| tribute in good part the retardation in 

been estimated that the peop!s of one of | the economic development which is visi- 

these toll-gate states (Kentucky), are| ble in those regions, where transporta- 

taxed annually by these roads not less} tion is thus burdened, to the effect of 
than a million dollars, an amount nearly | this incumbrance. 

or quite equal to the entire revenue of| In the toll-gate districts of our coun- 

that commonwealth. try, the people have a momentous eco- 

The burden of this toll gate taxation | 20mical problem before them; the vest- 
falls heavily upon the poor and is not |©4 rights in the toll roads are, in most 
without weight upon the richer part of | ©a8e8, yearly becoming more profitable 
the population. The roads are general- | to the individual holders and a heavier 

ly owned by local capitalists. Their | burden upon the people. 
profits go in to but few pockets, and the| Charters should not be granted for 

5 revenues from the investments, often | the construction of toll roads, and those 

relatively very great, are mostly re-| that are in existence should be discon- 

turned to commercial people—bankers | tinued as such by the exercise of that 

and other small capitalists who dwell | Tight of eminent domain which is for- 
in the towns. Certainly, roads so tax- | tunately retained in the organic laws of 

ing the people should be good roads, | °Ur states. 
roads over which heavy loads could be| Throughout the New England States 
transported at all seasons of the year;| there is scarcely a single toll road, ex- 

but that such is not always the case | CPt it be where, as in the White Mount- 
with the toll roads of the south, is shown | #108, ways have been constructed for 
by the statement of a gentleman who| Pleasure traveling alone; and, as,I have 
has recently traveled over that once | before stated, it is a tradition of those 
much used toll road from Central Ken- | States that the roads shall be construct. 
tucky to Cumberland Gap, and thence | ed “ by the people and for the people.” 
southerly to Virginia. He says that: 

“The roadway has been in good part a ere ee 
destroyed by frost and flood, yet I was It 1s exceedingly fortunate for us that 
compelled to pay a toll of several cents the first settlers of the northwest came 

a mile for passing over it, though it was |from nearer Plymouth Rock than Vir- 
necessary to take a pickax and spade in ginia; that they were the descendants 

the wagon, in order to render some parts | Of men who once made Boston harbor a 
of the road passable by wheels. At| teat tea receptacle rather than submit 
times this road is blocked even to horse- | t0 unjust taxation; and that they fore- 
men.” saw in the toll-gate system of roads a 

ectea ea eaeniee perpetual taxation without representa- 

tion for themselves and their posterity. 

It is not alone on account of the bur- | The first settlers and founders of these 

den that toll roads impose upon the in-| Northwestern states were men that 

dustry of the people that they are ob-| would not tolerate that interference 

jectionable; a greater evil is their effect | with their personal rights and liberties 

im limiting human intercourse to that | that would result from having the roads 

' —!
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between their homes and their market | of the public, but private property can- 
places owned by corporations. Rather | not be taken for public use without a 

than submit to this, they would be con- | just and equitable compensation, 
tent with the free ways they had marked| The statutes framed for the main- 

out, even though they were compelled to | tenance of public roads in the west, with 
travel them unimproved as they were; | the exception of our state, Indiana (where 
at times, through mud knee deep. the road taxes are paid to the state in 

The limited means and the immediate | cash or its equivelant, good and faithful 
necessities of a people settling a new|labor), are the statutes with but little 
country require that they economize |change that are in force to-day. They 
their time and money, hence the stat-| provided that the roads of a town be 
utes for the maintenance of public high- | subdivided into roads districts, and the 
ways throughout the northern and west- | taxes be levied to maintain the roads of 
ern states were not so framed as to per- | each district upon the property of the 
mit of the immediate building of roads. | district, to be paid in labor on the roads 
It was believed, however, that they | of the district in which they were levied, 
would ultimately accomplish that work. | under the direction of an officer, to be 
That they have failed in this, I will show | chosen annually from among the resi- 
later on. dents and tax-payers of each district, to 

be known as the overseer of highways, 
Seren wae Lenrene hs ere Statutory provisions have also been 
Under these statutes the alignment of | made permitting appropriations of money 7 

the roads, as we at this time find them, | from the town treasury to certain dis- 
have been made, and in some localities | tricts in which the taxes levied for road 
it is very satisfactory; the roads center-| purposes are not sufficient to make and 
ing, as they do, in nearly direct lines | maintain passible public highways. 
from the different points of the compass 

toward the railroad stations, and in rea- Poeeent Laees: Emprectiontte: 
sonably close proximity to each other;| Taking a brief retrospective view of 
but in other localities, especially where | these statutes, we will first notice the 
there has been manifested an unyielding | impracticability of making an equal tax- 
disposition to make the roads follow | ation or distribution of labor as a con- 
section and quarter lines regardless of | sequent of the arbitrary division of the 
the topography of the country, and the | roads of the town into districts, and the 
increase of distance to be traveled to the | requiring of the working of the road 
station in order to preserve the square or | taxes in the districts where they are 
oblong contour of farms, there is much | levied. 
room for improvement. In many places! In districts whose topography is fav- 

. erooked roads should be made straight, | orable for road making, the most valu- 
while in other localities, where they pass | able farms are to be found upon which 
over sharp hills or soil unsuitable for their | to assess road taxes; but the amount of 
construction, they should not be per- | labor required to keep the roads in re- 
mitted to remain straight when a little | pair in such districts is much less than 
divergence from a straight line would | in districts that may be, and not infre- 
remedy the difficulty. The rights of the | quently are, situated between them and 
individual are secondary to the rights | their market place; districts where the
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Bs g roads pass through swamps and marshes, | tained in a passable condition, are com- 

. or over hill land in which the farms | pelled to take long and circuitous routes 

; must necessarily be far less valuable and | in carrying their products to market. 
: less profitable than in the mors favored Highway © ise ‘ 

focality, that is, relatively free from/ «7, ico statutes {1 is provided thet 
eee Re a and ais so that the the districts should not only furnish the 

; residents of districts in which the roads labor for improving the roads, but thar 

: require much labor to maintain them in | ghey should also furnish road masters o} 
e passible condition, and who are the | overseers of highways, under whose di 

least able to devote time to road work, rection the labor is to be performed. 

have vastly more labor to perform than | There has been ao difficulty in comply- 
. their more fortunate neighbors who are ing with the first requirement of the 

f equally benefitted by the improvements law. Men who can perform labor are 

that may be made. The same inequality | quickly forth-coming when legally called 
that exists between districts, exists in @| upon to do road work, but to find the 

larger sense between towns, man within the bounds of a district who 
Itis true that provisions have been | possesses that scientific and practical 

made for the appropriation of money | knowledge of road making that is re- 
‘ from the town treasury for the accom- | Quisite in order to skillfully, economi- 

plishment of work in districts where a| cally and properly direct labor, and 
sufficiently large road tax cannot be | 4valify him for the responsible office of 
levied to make and maintain passible | Overseer of highways, is in most districts 
highways, but the rule has been that |@2 insurmountable difficulty, so great 

such appropriations have not been suffi- | indeed, that considerations of this kind 
ciently numerous to attract much atten- | have had but little bearing in the selec- 
tion, except it be in instances where | tion of this officer. It has been taken 
large streams have been bridged at the | for granted that the presumption of the 
expense of the town. Frequently, the | law that any resident of a road district 
improvements that should be made, and | Who may be elected at any annual town 
for the making of which, districts re- | meeting, to the office of overeeer of 
quire help from the town treasury, are | highways, is fully competent and every 
so located that a majority of the people | way qualified to discharge the duties of 
of a town feel that they have no personal | that office, so that we find that there 

interest ‘in them, and decline to votea | are but few individuals who have been 

sufficient amount of money to accom-|continuous residents of districts for 

plish the work. Under these circum- | tweaty years or less, who have not been 

stances the burdened district must con- | overseers of highways. It seems to have 

tinue to toil on in itsown interest and in | been a custom to let the office go around 

the interest of the people of other towns, | until every resident of the district has 

and if not in the immediate interest of | had the doubtful honor of trying to fill 

the whole, in that of a large majority of |it, so there are but few districts who 
the people of the town of which their | have not had twenty or thirty or even 

district isa part. In the meantime, all | forty different overseers during as many 

whose immediate interest demand that | years; and it frequently happens that 

the roads should be made and main- | the most competent man in the district
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is displaced by one that is incompetent | true, nor give any just suspicion of favor 

and good work that is done one year is | or disaffection.” 

undone the next. Bearing in mind this teaching of the 

Under these statutes our highways | great orator, let us look into the horos- 

have reached their present stage of de-| cope of the past and take a eursory 
velopment, Notwithstanding their im-| glance of ourselves as we appeareu from 

perfections, something has been accom-| year to year in the capacity of road 

plished. In localities where people have | makers, even though we have to admit 

contented themselves with providing for| with the imigrant from Erin’s green 

the drainage of the soil over which the | Isle, that, 
road is laid, with hauling gravel upon “I was niver much given to road work, 

the road bed, and reducing the sharp It wasn't a gift of the Bradeys."* 

declivities of hills together with remov- Working (?) on the Road. 

ing stone, both large and small, from the) At an appointed time, generally in the 
road track, perhaps all has been done} month of June of each year, the voting 
that could have been done under they population of the several road districts 
law; but as a general rule in most of] assemble on the highways with teams, 
the road districts of our state, the com- ploughs, scrapers, hoes, spades, shovels 

mon roads are constructed and main-| oto, at places designated by the over. 
tained in the most ignoront and inefli-| goers, to work out the annual road tax, 
cient manner. and ostensibly for the purpose of repair- 

The Present System a Farce. ing and improving the roads. Arriving 
; on the ground, generally a half hour late, 

In no other phase of public duties does they proceed to discuss the general sub- 

the American citizen appear to such dis- ject of road making and other matters 

advantage as in the construction of | 4¢ public concern until some one with a 
roads. He in unwilling to admit that troubled conscience looks at his watch 
the peer apes his labor for road main-| 4nq admonishes them that time (which 
Senanee is 8 tariff and not a tax; he they all remember is the equivalent of 

rather regards it as direct taxation, and | yoney) is flying. They are then divided 
this he has a great indispositisn to en- |; 145 squads and distributed along the 

dure, and hence works on the road highway, and as the overseer is not om- 
grudgingly. He knows that with the nipresant, commonly some elder of each 

improvement of the highways, the value squad is by common consent absolved 

of his farm property is relatively in-| trom labor and made superintendent of 
creased, but his ambition to accumulate operations. They then with much de 
wealth does not lead him in that direc- | }iberation, commence to take the loose 
tion. He has not the time to spare for | aoi] and mud from the road side ditches, 
road work. This, together with his in- | i¢ it 50 happens that the way has been 
disposition to acquire the necessary en-| ditched at all, and with it fill up the 
gineering skill, greatly disqualifies him | puts and plaster the surplus upon the 

as a road maker. center of the road. Teams, ploughs 
Cicero tells us that “it is the first and | and scrapers are brought into requisi- 

fundamental law of history that it | tion, and the soil whether it be loose and 

should neither dare tosay anything that | porous, or clay, is scraped or hauled on 

is false, or fear to say anything that is! wagons into the cradle holes or sloughs, 

VS
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and into the center of the road in a gen- | road tax having been worked out, each 
eral way. Sometimes brush is cut and/ man having been credited at the rate of 

laid upon the road in places previous to| one dollar an fifty cents for each day’s 

scraping on the clay or loose soil, all of | work of eight hours, and those who fur- 

which gives very frail support to the | nish teams and tools having been credit- 

wheels of loaded wagons. Insome local-| ed at the rate of one dollar and fifty 
ities at times gravel has been placed | cents for each team, fifty cents for each 

upon the loose soil of the road bed. This | wagon, and twenty cents for each plough 

is commend |')'e, but the successor of | and scraper, the roads are said to have 

the overseer who may direct this, may | been repaired and put in such a condition 

subsequently, perhaps the next year,| that no further repairing will be neces- 

cause the whole to be covered with clay | sary for a year. But not being quite 

a foot deep. content with their work, and not fully 

Mr. Robert Fargo, of Lake Mills, in a| '@cognizing the fact that the whole four 

; paper read before the farmers institute | 70ds width of the road are for the uses 
held in that place, made this statement: | 224 benefits of the traveling public, they 
“Not a mile from this hall not long| Proceed to trespass upon rights and 
since, the overseer covered a good gravel | Privileges by placing obstacles to travel, 

road with clay from either side, making |SUCh a6 stone, small logs, rails, brush, 
it, later on, impassable for a load, and | ©te-, upon each side of the road track, 
the public were forced to take! another | 6° 8 to compel the intelligent and hu- 
road into town.” This is not a solitary | mane traveler—who, for his own comfort 
ease. Such work is not uncommon, and | 42d the ease and comfort of his horses, 
it is an illustration of the fact that good | Would find his way along the road side 
roads do rot come by chance, but are to | —to travel upon the heavy, tiresome and 
be intelligently constructed upon correct | uncomfortable track they have made for 
scientific principles. him. A greater objection to these ob- 

structions to the free use of the public 
a See and | highways, is that they are sources of 

‘ danger, especially in the night, and 
In some localities, where the soil is| serve no useful purpose, And now the 

sandy, it is not infrequent for these | overseer, who, apparently had not learn- 

road-makers to plough on either side} oq the first lesson of roadmaking, to- 

and, with the scraper, round up the| gether with the time-serving crowd, 
road track, thus preventing the conser-| whose chief desire seems to have been 
vation of moisture by destroying the | ¢, get the road tax out of the way, leave 

best part of the road, that which is| the highways, but unfortunately to re- 
partly grass and bush grown, and mak- | turn again at the end of twelve months. 
ing the road almost impassable in times 

of drought. Whatever tends to hasten Mien ef Peters Wee’. 
the drying of sand should be avoided as|_ Isay unfortunately, and I speak ad- 

much as extreme wetness in the case of | visedly, for not less than ten million 

clay. Two or three days or more, hav-| dollars have been worse than wasted in 

ing been devoted to this kind of work] the state of Wisconsin within the last 

(at a season of the year when labor upon | twenty years in hauling into the roads 

the farm is almost invaluable) and the | mud or the material to make it. 

ie
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I know you are asking: “ What is the | of the state of Wisconsin have continued 

remedy ?” We will consider that later | to annually work out their road taxes, 
on; but now having given a description | as required by law. During that time 

as to how the roads have been repaired, | they have expended in this work vast 

I will say a few words in regard to the | sumsin time and money. There are but 
condition in which they are left. In | few towns in the more thickly settled 

doing this, it is only necessary to refer | part of the state that are not assessed 

in a general way to your own experience | annually two thousand five hundred 
and that of the traveling public. You, | dollars road taxes; these taxes repre- 

as farmers, having full knowledge of | sent so much solid cash, and that better 
the time when the road repairing is to | results have not been obtained by its ex- 
be undertaken, generally arrange to | penditure for so many successive years, 

have all the hauling that it may be nec- |is due ina great measure to the fact, 

essary to doon the roads done prior to | that under our system of management 
the annual road picnics, for you have | a sufficient number of men possessing 
learned that it is not until the summer | technical skill and special knowledge of 

and fall rains have in a measure undone | road-making, have not been placed in 

the work, by washing the mud and loose | charge of the work. 
soil from the track, or rather until na-/ The numerous matters that demand 
ture has by a process of reconstruction | consideration by overseers and all en- 
remedied the damage done, that you | gaged in road construction, are of such 
can with ease transport any reasonable | extremely varied nature, that I cannot 
load to or from the market place. The | discuss them at length at this time. I 
experienced traveler, if possible, always | can only indicate in a general way some 
avoids these freshly repaired roads. He |of the factors in the problem to be 
prefers to take a circuitous route, even | solved, but before doing this, I will di- 

though the distance be greatly increased. | rect your attention to what constitutes 
We have no reliable data upon which | g good carriage way. I do not mean 

to estimate the cost to the public, aris- | how such a way is to be constructed, 
ing from our present ineffective road | but rather what are its external appear- 
ways, but if we include with the waste ances, when constructed, and what ita 

of time and money expended in road | capabilities of endurance. First, it 
repairing, which amounts to at least | should be level; and, second, it should 
one-half of the road tax assessed each | present a wheel and foot bed that is 
year, the loss of time and transportation | lasting, that cannot be disturbed in any 
power of vehicles, the wear and tear of | climate at any season of the year by 
wagons and carriages and the beasts | jhe oscillating motion of the wheels of 
which draw them, it is not improbable | heavy vehicles, or by the iron shod hoofs 
that the expenditure will be found to | of the domestic draught animals that 
be greater than the amount that is an- are used to transport heavy loads. 

nually required to pay all the taxes as- Let Us Have Trained Men—Skillful En- 
sessed against you. It will not average gineers. 

less than twenty dollars per annum to It is true that you cannot build per- 
each farmer. fect roads being handicapped in every 

After 40 Years’ Patient (?) Work. effort in that direction by laws that are 

For more than forty years the people | framed for road repairing and not for
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é road building; yet you can in a measure, Good Drainage Necessary. 

: imitate their essential features, andin| It is only by effective drainage that 

: order to do this, careful consideration | clay roads can be made into passable 

zk should be given to three important fac-| ways at wet seasons of the year. The 

: tors of the problem of road construction, | grains of which clay is composed are 60 

together with a careful study of all the| fine that they hold considerable water 
; multiplies of these factors. You should] petween them by capilary attraction; 

3 consider first, the character of the sur-| the contained water expanding when it 

face over which the roadway is projected» freezes, pushes the particles asunder and 

5 which includes not only the nature of destroys all the adhesion which tended 

; declivities but the character and variable | to grow up between them; the result ia 

fF constitution of the soil and sub-soil;} that in the spring of the year, its loose 

A second, the form and action of the vehic- texture, the spaces for the storage of 

, les that are used in transporting loads,| water having been increased by the ex- 

and third, the work done through the pansion of the ice, it is incapable of 

; feet of draught animals. The deduc-) bearing up the wheels of a vehicle, and 
i tions that you will make from a careful] the clay when cut by the edges of the 

i study of these basic facts will not per-) wheels, quickly slips around and grasps 
; mit of the disturbing of a hardened] the spokes and felloes, and creates so 

ee road track in which the rootsof all vege-| great a resistance that it is very difficult 
; tation have been destroyed and the soil,| for a strong team to draw for any con- 

5 by long use, has become impacted to} siderable distance an empty wagon over 
. such a degree that it is in a measure im-| the road. 

: pervious to water by ploughing or other-] Upon clay roads, even though they be 

F wise, but will require that in the repair-| wel] drained, an artificial surface should 
, ing of such a road track, or in the bring-} pe constructed. To accomplish this 

ing it up to a proper level that suitable} with timber or stone is expensive and 
BS material (not loose soil from the road you will resort to the mingling of some 

: side) but gravel or something better if cheap binding material with the clay to 

possible be used. If gravel is used, it} prevent that slipping of its particles 
: should be of a somewhat limey nature,| which would result from the sheering 

for in this kind of gravel, a natural pro-| strain of wheels. To accomplish this 

cess of cementation g es on whereby the| ond, various materials have been used; 

mass becomes very firm. the cheapest and least serviceable is the 

In dealing with clay roads, either on| repeated covering of the road bed with 

high or low ground, you will appreciate | shrubby vegetable matter, the finest 

the necessity of deep ditches each side| branches of trees, the leaves of pine and 

of a1oad track, which should be of no} even rushes have been used to advantage. 

more width than is imperatively neces-| In northern Minnesota, a material is 

sary for the uses of the structure. From} used called excelsior, which is strip-like 

these ditches others should be cut in| shavings cut by machinery from blocks 

such a way as to keep the side ditches] of wood, and is reported as serving ad- 

constantly drained to the bottom. The| mirably to prevent the motion of the 

ditches should extend to a depth which | clay, but more permanent and far better 

will maintain the crown of the road two] results will be ob‘ained by using gravel 

feet above the water level. or shale. Whatever material that may
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be used should be commingled with the | probably meet with the same disappoint- 4 

clay and in the proportion of one-half | ment as the man of old, who built his ; 

and extend at least a foot below the| house upon the sand. 
surface. None but skillful engineers with am- 

Sandy Roads. ple means at their control can build per- 
fect roads; fortunately, for them, sandy 

If you are the resident of a dictrict | soil is not an unsurmountable obstacle, 

in which there are sandy roads, you bave} Wherever hills may occur in a roadway 

found them to be in the best condition} it will not be erroneous to cut them 
during rainy weather, and at seasons of} down, even to the level of the road track z 

the year when clay roads are almost im-| on either side, and if they are of a grav- : 

passible, and the reverse is true. Atj elly nature (and the roads are not sandy), 

seasons of the year when clay roads may | to distribute the material along the road 
be regarded as excellent, sandy roads will} bed throughout the district. Where 

be found to be in a very incoherent} the roadsare laid over gravelly soil, you 
state. The explanation of this is, that} will not trouble yourselves to haul clay 

as long as the sandy soil contains acer-| or sand to make an artificial surface. 

tain quantity of water, the grains, owing 

to ‘dou general irregularity, are held Can Coren oe ements alte marae 
face against face as bits of glass are when The essential features of such a road- 

their several surfaces have a little water] Way as the wealth, necessities and cul- 

between them. Sand of an angular] ture of the people demand, is that it 

character is thus pretty well bound to- should be level or of easy grade; that : 

gether when wet, but when dry the ad-| the road bed should be constructed upon 

hesion is ‘destroyed and the particles] 4 firm foundation and of solid compact 

are free to slip by each other when the} 42d indestructible, material such as 

wheel presses upon them. Itis apparent| gravel and stone; that it should be 

that the principle object in the main- | equally serviceable at all seasons of the 

tenance of this class of roads should be} year. It is claimed that the building 

the conservation of moisture. There] of such a road is very expensive, and 

should be but asingle track with occas-} that it would burden the people with 

ional places for teams to pass. This} heavy taxes. In considering this ques- 
track may be improved somewhat by the tion, the expense of building, their dura- ; 

intelligent use of a little clay. The} bility should be taken intoconsideration, 

growth of plants and shrubbery should and due recognition given to the fact, 
be encouraged along each side and in that when completed but little will be 

close proximity to the track. Shade required to keep them in repair, andthat 

trees that have heavy foliage should be| in the long run, they will be more econ- 

planted on each side of the road; they | omical than our common roads. The 

will not only tend to prevent the evap-| expense of constructing such a road has 

oration of moisture, but their leaves fall-| been greatly diminished within the last 

ing in the road track will be of some| two decades by the invention of stone 
utility. crushing machinery. The process of 

In all your efforts to make a hard and preparing stone by hand-breaking as was 

durable road by mixing material with} formerly practiced, bas now become ob- 

the sand upon the surface, you will] selute. Blakes’ stone crusher, or « 

16 
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modification of it, moved along the|less time. A sum equal to the amount 

road from place to place and operated | of the losses sustained annually by the 
‘ by means of a portable engine, does| farming communities and all the vari- 

| the work with great rapidity and with | ous business interests of the country in 
a. comparatively little expease. The cost of | consequence of bad roads, would un- 
4 grading and constructing double track | doubtedly accomplish the work in con 

roads, one of stone and the other of | siderably less than five years. 

3 gravel, under the direction of skillful] Time has demonstrated that road dis- 

| road masters throughout the greater | tricts and towns cannot check this waste 

4 part of the state of Wisconsin, will not|or build such roads; neither can it be 
| much exceed two thousand dollars a/done by the weak government of our 

“| mile, and as the average number of|county system. All the attendant cir- 

| miles of road in a town is about thirty, | cumstances connected with the building 
; the cost would be equal to sixty thous-jof a vase system of roadways, together 

| and dollars to each town, which sum if| with the nature of the work to be ac- 
| raised on the twenty-three thousand | complished, will require that all existing 

| and forty acres of land that constitute | statutes relating to roads be repealed 

| a township, would be a pro rata of two| and laws enacted for road building, and 
| dollars ove and seven-tenths cents per| the work placed in charge of the state, 
d acre, and as there can be no question| which has the power and the means 

but that wach an improvement would | adequate for the purpose. 
| more than double the cash value of Highway Taxes Should be Cash. 

avery acre of land in a town, it cannot] Your road taxes should be paid into 
be regarded otherwise than as a good| the state treasury, and it might be left 
investment. In order that taxes might] to your option to pay them in cash, or in 
aot be burdensome, many years should | obligations to perform good and faithful 
ve taken for the accomplishment of the! labor on the highways, under the direc- 
work. tion of the state. But you, as farmers, 
Wisk Hats “wis Ges ghee GO should be relieved in part of the burden 

Work? of making country roads. Railroads and 

all other corporations and all that own 
A sum equal to the taxes that have | taxable property in cities should be tax- 

been levied from year to year for road | og equally with you for their building 
purposes would accomplish the object|and maintenance. The consumer is 

in a reasonable length of time, were it equally interested with the producer in 
paid in cash and ite expenditure intelli-| diminishing the expense of the trans- 
gently d-rected. portation of products and should aid in 
The amount annually assessed for | accomplishing this result. The churches 

road purposes will average twenty-five | could not consistently object to a road 
| ‘aundred dullars to each town; this would | tax being levied on their properties, for 

accomplish the work in twenty-four | there are but few human agencies that 

years, and could the amount bave been | present greater hindrances to a growth 

saved that has been wasted during the| in gr ce and in a knowledge of tire truth 

past twenty-four years in useless road | than bad roads. 
work, it womid have accomplished it in 4 State Road Commissioner. 
forty-eight years and probably in much| In regulating and directing th» ex- 
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penditure of money for road construc-, their farms and workshops; work would 

tion, the state would be controlled by the | be given to the unemployed, an impetus , 

same business principles that are prac-| to business of all kinds and a general : 

ticed by corporations in the building of | prosperity would result. ‘4 

railroads and other extensive works.} ‘The most enlightened people in the 3 

There should be a state road commis-} world are those of our country; in the q 

sioner; one will be sufficient, for the| arts and sciences, in social and politica’ _ 

multiplication of offices complicates the | economy, in civil and religious liberty : 

governing machinery and brings confu-| we Jead all others, and as the history of i 

sion and inefficiency. He should be} civilization is the history of good roads, a 

elected every two years and be held re-| | have no hesitation in saying, notwith- 

sponsible to the people for the proper! standing the wise admonition of Hosea 

and economical expenditure of their| Bigelow to “never prophesy unless you : 

money. There should be a corps of en- | know,” that the roads of our country in 3 

gineers selected by its chief, wbo should] the near future will be good roads and 

be appointed by the governor and con- free to the public; that they will be con- 

firmed by the senate. This being done} structed upon the most approved meth 

and proper legis)atiou made in regard to] oq of road building, and will as far ex- . 

the apportionment of road money to Git-| eel the roads of to-day as do the paved 

ferent localities, the work of coud build: | streets of our modern cities, 

ing, together with the maintenance of 

roads in a passable condition until the The Age Demands Better Roads. 

work is completed, should be com menced 

simu!taneously at every railroad station, This progressive age will not much ; 

and such other localities in the state as! longer tolerate roads that interfere with 3 

may be determined by the road commis-|the regular transaction of business at 

sioner or fixed by law. Revenue from | @0Y season of the year. The twentieth 

other sources than the direct road tax | century, the sun of which is already be- 

might be used for carrying on the work. ginning to dawn in the east, will rele- 

‘The large sum that ia due the state | gate them among the roads of the past. 

from the general government on account Political economists are proclaiming ; 

of war taxes could not be better used| loudly that every impediment between 

than for this purpose. the producer and the consumer should 

be removed, and some of them claim toe 

‘Numberless Advantages. have discovered impediments that are 
not visible to other eyes than their own; 

The carrying on of such a system of| but it requires no study of political 
public improvement by the state would | economy or mental philosophy to dis 
inure in many ways to the advantage|cover and fully comprehend the bill- ‘a 

i of the communities. The monies that| and hollows and mud in the time-kili- 
would be collected of them for road] ing, the property and life-destroying 

tuxes would be expended in their midst, roads, over which the farmer is cow : 

and would mostly return almost direct-| pelled to transport his products to mar- 

ly to their pockets for the products of| ket, 
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We es ee | 
ee: ey §=Small Fruit Plants, Grape Vines, Frult 

Nesey ee te Trees, Ornamental Trees and 

ri Pe ae saa Shrubs, Flowering Vines 

eS Rae and Bulbs. Seed 

Nee Potatoes. 

See Fresh Fruits in Their Season. 

EVERY family that occupies a piece of land, whether a two rod garden or a thousand acre 

farm should grow fruit. We mention a few of the leading varieties that are easily grown, hardy, 

productive and every way good and reliable: Z 

STRAWBERRIES — Jessie, Bubach, Warfield, Haveland, Wilson, Crescent, Park Beauty 

and many others. 

BLACK RASPBERRIES-—yler, Souhegan, Ohio, Nemha and Gregg. The new black 

raspberry Older's Seedling beats them all. See our catalogue for description. 

RED RASPBERRIES-—Brandywine and Cuthbert. Shaffer's Colossal:—A red rasp- 

berry that does not sucker but grows like a Black Cap. 

Improved Dwarf Juneberry. 

BLACK BERRIES- Stone's Hardy, Snyder and Ancient Britton, : 

COOSEBERRIES- Houghton, Downing and Industry. 

Fy CURRAN TS-Red, White and Black. 
ay CGRAPES- Moore's Early, Worden, Brighton, Niagara and Concord. 

ae, We also have Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Roses, Flowering Shrubs and 

SES Vines, Bulbs, Etc. 

ie Progressive Farmers find it pays te , 

Sea change their Seed Potatoes frequently. 
at, Ria Vv We are making a specialty of growing at 

APY Ste! fay choice varieties for seed. SHEET, 

- 3% \ ag ; Send for one of our Catalogues which a Pes os 

oh tells all about the varicties of Plants, fo. tee 

‘Trees, Shrubs, etc., that we have to sell Be: 

mm Pe and give prices on them. We will be : Ess ee 

Wi) if] J gid to send it to you free, and should like eg 
Vi to correspond with you if you find any- 5 

thing in it you want. 
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| Freemont, Elkhorn & 

| Missouri Valley Ry. 
| FAST TRAINS 

BLACK HILLS 
CENTRAL WYOMING. 

| THE DIRSGE LINE 

Great Sioux Reservation 
Millions of Acres of Free Land,



ee eo . PE ey te ee MEE 

oe ee eee Oe 3 Pee a Oe , ee 

‘ AND 

RAILWAY 
——_ BY PROVIDING ————> 7 

SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT and TRAIN SERVICE 
HAS ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS 

THE FAVORITE LINE 
BETWEEN ALL PRINCIPAL POINTS IN 

The West and Northwest. 

SOLID VESTIBULED TRAINS BETWEEN 4 

CHICAGO ann COUNCIL BLUFFS, OMAHA, Sr. PAUL, 

MINNEAPOLIS, DENVER anp PORTLAND. 

FREE RECLINING CHAIR CARS BETWEEN 

CHICAGO anp DENVER anp PORTLAND. 

THROUGH PALACE SLEEPING CARS BETWEEN 

CHICAGO anp SAN FRANCISCO. 

SUPERB DINING CARS on ALL THROUGH TRAINS 

For information in full detail apply to any Agent of the Chicago & North- 

western Ry., or to the General Passenger and Ticket Agent at Chicago. 

W. H. NEWMAN, J. M. WHITMAN, W. A. THRALL, 

8d Vice-President. Gen’l Manager. Gen'l Pass. and Tkt. Agent. 

Mention ‘’ Farmers’ Institute — when writing to Advertisers. : 
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JOHNSON FIELD @0., 
f 

iH RACINE wis,, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

| THE RACINE 
FARM AND WARBHOUSE 

t repent OT ee, 

see an ee Ss a S2QM) The Mill is Guaranteed to do 
pigs Ey <meaae aee (Re rag sea more and better work than any a) 2 eb 
me i (f ea | San 2 csi ‘ other. j | ae wae| eats : ; 

i pos ‘ oF a peas Will do more work thor- 
} a \ ee i fy ate i, . oughly and has greater capa- 

: \ es city than any other Mill, 
aa A a : Warranted to give satisfac- 

j PAY i L. tion. Agents wanted. 

| a —— Oe f 
6 PANNING MIRnDAS | ——anp—.- 

The Best, 
Cheapest and 

| Strongest 
a 

Land Rollers eons | in the Market.  —— 4 

Send for 2 
; Price List and 

f Circular : ‘ 
before you es 
Buy. ay a = 

LAND ROLLERS. 
AGENTS WANTED. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
(248)
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TRUESDELL, WISCONSIN. 

OWNED BY UIHLEIN BROS. 

Record 2: 3, foaled 1883. (Si ft Mi 2:29 at ; Reverie, 2:36 at Pe] 
Lopalin, 2:29, eA. 2:28 Zola Zar oT yrs. BY SU LTAN (aire JP asin the 2:30) laty: dam Mentha, 
= of Sweetheart, oo of Redheart, a three years;) Eva 2:23} Alcazar, 2:20}4; Sam 

el, 2:2934, Beautiful Bells, 2:2914, who isthedam of Hinda. Rose, 2:19} at three years; 
Bell Boy, 2:26 at two years; St. Bel, 2:2444 at four years, Chimes, 2:3014 at three years; Palo Alto 

Belle, cs sto tae years). second dam Nettie Clay by Cassius M. Clay 22. Limited to 39 public 
mares at the season. 

MARVIN 11359, 

Record 2:28}4 at four years. ELECTIONEER in the 2:30 list); dam ee Eyes 
te Prussian Boy, 2:' & Gen Bont is te ae les); eooson Gam Pramiae i oe 
Signal (4 in 2:00 list). Qo THE SEASON ? = 

ALENCON 9342. 

Record 2:8934. By LORD RUSSELL (brother to Maud 8., wes in 2:30 list); dam Alice West. 
record 2:26 (dam of Altumara, 2:30 at three years) by Almont 30 list), $100 THE SEASON. 

MANIPULATOR 9341. 

Record 2:37 at four years By NUTWOOD, record 2:1 ‘sire 50 in 2:80 list); dam by Hetzel's. 
Hambletonian (brother of Volunteer 55); second dam tne Be (aata of Woodiurs Phot, en 
rh tar pgm en math ge 2:30 list);third dam Bruna (dam of Romance dam of Farce, 
in 2:30 list) by Pilot Jr. ( of 9 in 2:30 list) by Pilot Jr. $50 THE SEASON, 

GOGEBIC 8556. 

Record 2:42. RED WILKES (60 in 2:30 list); das Brown Dick; second Kate Smith 
(dam of John 2 hea by Snelding’s Abdailab. $0 THE SEASON o 

KING PIEDMONT 10938. 

By PIEDMONT, 2:1734 (sire of 9 in 2:30 we: 1st oe C (dam of Del-Paso 2:2.) By 
Electioneer. in 2:30 list); nd dam. dam of 2.28): by the Mc in 2:30 ie 
thint dams Geay Dale ines di ¥:io,) by American Boy, $0 THE SEASON” 

ELECTRIFICATION 10982. 

= ELECTRICITY, record S196 Com of Electioneer, out of es: dam of Jay-Kye-See, 
$10; Nootide 2:2014); dam by Del , record 2:24 (sire of 2 in 2:30 ; second dam 

Giiicto (aire of 61S A:50list)” 50° THE SEASON. ” ashe 

ret fleges in 1892 if mare t in foal. Young stock the 
es ee oer great mare for sale eEreasonable prices, . > ahovsiaee 

UIHLEIN BROS., HENRY LAUGHLIN, Superintendent. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Truesdell, Wisconsin. 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
(249)



THE NORTHWESTERN 

BUSINESS # COLLEGE, 

AGADEMY, 
AND 

Sehool of Shorthand and Typewriting 

: LOCATED AT 

MADISON, WISGONSIN, 

IS ONE OF THE BEST SCHOOLS IN THE NORTHWEST TO 

ATTEND IF YOU WISH TO OBTAIN 

A Good Business Education, 

To Learn Shorthand # Typewriting, 

To Improve in Penmanship. 

To Prepare for the State University, 

To Prepare for Teaching, 

To Obtain a Practical Education. 

STUDENTS CAN ENTER AT ANY TIME, 
Catalogue containing full imformation sent to any address free, 

DEMING @ PROGTOR, 
Principals. 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers, 
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| High Grade French 

English Draft Horses. 

HIGH GRADE JERSEY CATTLE, 

POLAND CHINAHOGS, 

| PLYMOUTH ROCK 

BROWN a FOWLS, 

BRONZE TURKEYS.



Farm and Garden Secds, 

PLANTS AND BULBS. 
> ae MILLETS— 

acts AS At market prices, 
, ME 47 coRN— 

4 f A The earlicst and best varie 
F Set ties. 

bani (NG 3 BAPE - 
Pree a FP : A mies crop Ue — 

BBW Bi Di isers, RW ee ne 
ae TNs > SPRING RYE— 

Wi Al i i N Extra recleaned. 
| UA ft oaTs— 

i UN Fre ~ \ Prize Cluster. The heaviest 
Ni (/ | of AN % and largest yielder in all 

fT} Xe i { aN \ competitions. 

a Pin AN WHEAT— 
WOLTER Saskatchewan, Fife, all other 
Ax ny =a leading sorta. 
# a) NSB BARLEY— 

(_% Tees aE ANS Mansburg, Hutter’s, 
Pi A MAS 1 \~ rorators— 
“Xfi By } 4 Wh Cream City, Pride of Wis- 
» aay | \ eonsin and other leading 
ia is Xy -. varieties, 

sa \ 

Ali eave AY == 
Mena eee, A - Na cis at Flower and Vegetable Seeds of all kinda, 

a i Ve >) Garden Goels. 

=>! RY pets SS. Rea! a S= 

Sales SALT,’ CURRIE BROS. 
S fp es ESP he ie 

BIE SE 8 os CR ae, Seedsmen and Florists, 
aw ee Milwaukee. 

STORES: 108 ae pees Le 

-HOUSES: . State and 27t1 4 
ret ittadtrated| Catalogue furnished on application. 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute =" when writing to advertisers. 
52)
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Is the Only Salt fit for use In the making of the 3 

‘ 

It is poor pony vw use anything but the best. CHEar 

\ 
Sauts aRE Poor Satts. Don’t imagine that you are 

» ‘ j going to 
‘ 

A a By getting low cost Salt. 

pPoare Ashton’s Salt 
= Costs but a trifle more than others. : 

= 1. Goes much farther than any other. : 

= 2 Gives butter and cheese a better flavor. 

_ — es Adds its weight to tue product more than other 

=e = It. 
= & ‘4. Does not wash away in the butter working. 

sete . = 5. It isfree from lime, which all other salts contain 

ena wae in abundance. 

The makers of the finest butter and cheese in the United States use ASHTON’S SALT. It has 

een the best Dairy Salt for Sixty Years, and its equal has not yet been found, 

pene ae 
4 

Exa1y, Itt., Dec. 15, 1890, , 

Messrs. F. D. Mouuron & Co., New Yorx: 

Gentlemen:—Weare going back to Ashton Salt. It has been a long road since we left it, but the 

furn is short, Lower prices for butter year after year, have compelled us with other factorymen 

jarpak about for cheaper supplies, and we have used at different times probably every brand of 

fe-called dairy salt in the market, including Gene-ee and M- §. A. Asaresu t of our experience 

we are convinced that we were mistaken in our ideas of economy and that only the BEST is the 

cheapest. 
Wont of uniformity and reliability as evidenced more especially in a failure to preserve and 

keep butter intended to be held, have at last forced us to abandon the use of what we believe to be 

the bert ‘of American salts, and go back to ‘Ashton, We want asalt that will hold up butter, and 

keep and preserve it, and we know that yours will. So you may send usa car of large sacks at 

your earliest convenience, and make the price as low as you do to anybody. 

‘Yours truly, THE ELGIN BUTT«R CO., 
W. H. Hisrze, President. 

Sroux Crry, la., Feb. 17, 1891. ; 

Messrs. Francis D. MouLTox & Co New York Crry. 

Gentlemen:—If you will persist in selling such good salt you need not be surprised if your old friends - 

go back to you. ‘The facts are that we were offered Genesee salt, some time ago. ones with strong 

statements as to its ea ‘and as it was lower in price, we decided to buy some of it, but we have 

had enough, having satis! ed ourselves that we actually make money by paying the difference in 

rice for Ashton's. We are satisfied that your salt will give onr butier a better flavor, cause it te 

se Jonzer and with freedom from impurities, and being @ natural grain, dissolves readily, and 

makes butter weigh more than the cheap salts. You have such a good salt, that it gives me 

ure to tell, you = just how we feel. We feel that it is most profitable to make the 

Blehest grade of butter, and to do so we must have the best salt. We know that you control all 

of the Ashton Salt that i eapeeet to America, and we must trust you in the future to give us 3 

your lowest prices, as we shi not use any other salt if it is offered as a gift. 

‘Please ship us at your ‘earliest.convenience two car-loads, same size sack that you used tojsend us. : 

Yours truly, HANFORD PRODUCE CO. 

(Mention “ Farmer's Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers.) 
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CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE : J 

& ST. PAUL RAILWAY, 
SS 

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains, with West- 

inghouse Air Signals, between Chicago, St Paul and Minne- 
apolis, daily. 

; Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and 
: Minneapolis. 

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between 

Chicago, Council Bluffs and Omaha daily. 

Through Vestibuled Sleeping Cars, daily, between Chicago, Butte, 

Tacoma, Seattle, and Portland, Oregon. 

Solid Trains between Chicago and principal points in northern Wis- 

consin and the Peninsula of Michigan. 

Daily Trains between St. Paul, Minneapolis and Kansas City via the 

Hedrick Route. 

Through Sleeping Cars, daily, between St. Louis St. Paul and Min- 

neapolis. 

The finest Dining Cars in the World. 

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths. 

6,100 miles of road in Illinois, Wisconsin, Norihern Michigan, Iowa, 

Minnesota, Missouri, South Dakota, and North Dakota. 

Everything First-Class. 

First-Class People patronize First-Class Lines. 

Ticket Agents everywhere sell Tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee, 
and St. Paul Railway. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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GENERAL OFFICGS: 

160-172 Adams St., Chicago. 

Industrial.:.Department. 
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co. invites man- 

ufacturers, wholesale houses and jobbers to settle on its lines. 

Its Industrial Department is conversant with the resources, 

water-powers, advantages and facilities of the territory through which 

the lines run, and disseminates information concerning same. It 

cooperates with organizations seeking the advancement of cities and 

individuals interested in the development of natural resources. 

Eastern manufacturers contemplating a removal to western points 

nearer the actual field of consumption of their product; or companies 

desiring to embark capital in Western industry, will be cheerfully 

supplied with information relative to the adaptability of localities to 

their particular requirements. The information furnished is abso- | 

lutely reliable and has a practical bearing on the nature of the par- 

ticular industry. Inducements such as free sites, bonuses or re- 

moval expenses offered by active Western points, with the view of 

inducing factories to locate, are becoming more and more rare. In 

the course of a few years they will altogether cease, because of the 

absolute merits of the West. 

The Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co., one of the 

greatest railway systems in the world (operating over 6,000 miles of 

road), runs through a vast territory rich in all the resorces and ad- 

vantages that insure industrial success. 

The Iron interests on the line will bear immense development. 

Large tracts of Hemlock bark wili supply all the tanneries in the 

United States. Parties owning forests of hardwood offer concessions 

to furniture factories that would locate; the Jumber interests are 

great. 
For further particulars relative to industrial advantages on the 

line, address 

LUIS JACKSON, Industrial Commissioner. 
Cc, M. & St. P. Ry,. 160 Adams St., Chicago, Ill, 

Ot eins ee 
ee 

Mention “Furmers’ Institute. Bulletin” when writing to adverciers. 
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The BEST in use. Catalogue free. 

AGENTS WANTED. 
We keep in stock WELL CASING, Iron Pipe, Brass Goods, ve 

Tools etc. We build Flour Mills, Saw Mills, Oat Meal Mills, Shingle 
Machines, Pile Drivers, and Country Bridges, Shafting, Pulleys, 
Boxes, Couplings, Belting and Supplies, always in stock. 

NOVELTY IRON WORKS, 
Dubuque, Iowa. 

seers ssenpe nits ieuanesocapimaainaats i aaa idle oe 

THE JERSEY BULLETIN, 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. 

Weekly; $2.00 per year. Send for sample copies, free, 

ed THE BULLETINS COMPLETE PRIVATE 

HERD REGISTER. 
: For keeping accurate record of any breed cf live stock, postpaid, $2.00. 

For tabulating any breed of live stock, seven generations. Size, 12x16 in.; 

printed on the best linen paper. Prices, postpaid: 25 blank, 60 cents; 50 blanks, 

$1.00; 100 blanks $2.00. D. H. JENKINS, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 

SEEDS! SEEDS! e e 

CHOIGK AND SKRLBKRGTRD SKEADS, 

GRAINS--CANADIAN GROWN 
ALSO 

EVERYTHING FOR THE FARM AND GARDEN. 

Send for Catalogue. Correspondence invited. Address, 

JOHN S. PEARCE @& Co. 

LONDON, ONT., CANADA. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers. 
(256)



OAKLAND HERD 
—OF— 

Short-Horns! 
Was established twenty years ago, now nant ai ere 

BEEF AND MILK COMBINED, 
And has taken as many Pees o- herd of Short-horns in 

Using Bulls of Good Substance and Individual Merit. 

THE FEMALES ARE OF SUCH FAMILIES a8 : 

Profitables, Oxford Blooms, i 

Young Marys, Desdemonias, . i 

Pomonas, Young Phyllis, 

and other good families, headed by Sharon Deeein. Geneva 64454, and Gen. Bly Z 

Cows, Heifers and Yeung Balls fer Sale 
AT REASONABLE PRICES. 

“OAKLAND FARM” 
IS ONE MILE FROM NORTH-WESTERN DEPOT, AT OREGON, WIS. 

COME AND SEE US AND STOCK. 

J. C. KISER, & SONS. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
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Hl 
i" MH The | Improved FLOSS UULters I 

FOR FODDER AND ENSILACE i Elevating C ARR IER S Adapted to any i Horizontal 
Angle or position i 

: ap ROSS NEW TREAD POWERS iH i } Patented Sept. 1, 1801, 
Al fi ‘ Triple Gear Sweep Powers-==2_. Hi bee Hitt : i eo New Design—For 2, 4 and 6 Horses. Hi al ee a i aa SPRRD JACKS, 
i ' ae WOOD SAWING MACHINES, i 

i 1 LARGEST ANUPACTURERS Or | oe | FODDER anv ENSILAGE 
| | #AGRM) MAGHINERY IN mHE WORLD. i i ee 
HN -  No.103 Yee Pi I ene Urrie cast UM\Weg \ es eee poate 1s CUTTER and ¥e\ seen A nt erates. ee | LITTLE GIANT i oxg a Ee ee | 

i CARRIER MAL ems 5 | eokgtite deliver i are PRL Pod ; 4 f 

SEND FOR Tiare eee ey | P New Catalogae Ce oa eae si and work on eae?) a J b . Easilage and Fetpsss La ae Silo ia 
Our Machines are WARRANTED of greater Capacity and stronger and more durable than. 

any line of Cutters made. Our powers are new in design, made from new patterns and the best 
in the world. Liberal inducements to Agents. Correspondence Solicited. THE E. W. ROSS CO., Springfield, Ohio. = oe ae: Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 21, 1801, The E. W. te Ps 

. ii satistsclory. Thick tae i better ‘Besilags Caceres Yours tal pee : 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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AN HONEST WATCH FOR AN HONEST PRICE, } 

AS3H-ONLY_ $12.00.-se&> | 
| A Solid Silver, either Open Face or Double Case, Stem Wind { } 

and Stem Set, American, Waltham or Elgin Make Watch. a 

- ° ‘4 ro ; # af! 

8 \ AY, . 
“ ea { : ; PY/\ P 8 i * WGA ; 

Oy yi. ‘ # 

LAY i 
; i ih ila pening ag ae ik if 

This Watch’ is sent upon receipt of price or satisfactory reference to any 4 address; is warranted to give satisfaction and guaranteed to keep time, or a 
the money will be refunded as soon as the watch is returned. i 

BUNDE & UPMEYER 9 s 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

i 

Manufacturing Jewelers. 1 
121-123 Wisconsin St. MILWAUKEE WIS. i 

We refer buyers to any bank or wholesale house in this city, ; 5 
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE. 4 

(Mention “Farmer's Institute Bulletin,” when writing to Advertisers. a, 
(259) a 
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| GEORGE WYLIB, 
*BREEDER OF RECORDED* 

\ ff 4 

\\\ id —. i é >} 

mS os i 

POLAND CHINA SWINE. 
—-SPECIALLY BRED FOR— 

MUSCLE, BONE, CONSTITUTION AND 
EXEMPTION FROM DISEASE. 

: ——ALSO—— 

STOCK AS GOOD AS THE BEST, AND 
PRICES ALWAYS REASONABLE. 

COME AND SEE THE STOCK. 

GEO. WYLIE, 

Columbia County. LEEDS, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bullelin” when writing to advertisers. 
(260
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i 

~—%“= RAILROAD =s— i 
With its Northern and Eastern Terminals at Chicago, has through car lines 1 

FROM THE GREAT LAKES } 
With connections from the North, West and Atlantic Seaboards, i 

Ass CES ij 
fee's SENS, if 
Se oh? 10 The ae . 

y sg eR ( } 
s* fee reer am \ di 

f Zz me zs Scie 4 2 / 

‘Yo y 

iW? 
e , 

South to the Gulf of Mexico, | 
Reaching direct such important points as Springfield, Ill., St. Louis, Mo., . 
Memphis, Tenn., and New Orleans, La., with connections to all principal 

points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas and iW 
Mexico. It also has through car lines i f 

e es e 7 

West to the Missouri. River, 1 
Reaching direct such imporrant points as Rockford and Freeport. Ill, 1 

Madison, Wis., Dubuque, Cedar Rapi:ls and Sioux City, Iowa, and Sioux 7 

Falls. Dakota, with connections for all principal points in Nebraska, { 

Idaho, Utah, Nevada and the Great West. i] 
> 1 x \TD ~ 1 

PULLMAN SLEEPING CAR SERVICE. + 
See that your Tickets read via the Illinois Central Railroad. They can i 
be obtained of any ticket agent of its own or connecting lines. a 

J.T. HARAHAN, M. C. MARKHAM, Hy 
2d Vice-President. Assistant Traffic Manager. F 

¥. J. HUDSON, A. H. HANSON, He 
Traffic Manager. General Passenger Agent. a 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to Advertisers. 
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TIMOTHY, CLOVERS, FLAX, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, RED 
TOP, BLUE one LAWN GRASS, ORCHARD 

GRASS, BIRD SEEDS, PEAS, BUCK WEAT, ETC. 

We make a specialty in all kinds in large or small quantities. 

ALL STANDARD VARIETIES, in car load lots or less. 

OUR SPECIALLY SELECTED MAMMOTH SOUTHERN SWEET 
or FODDER CORN has proven itself fully equal the best 

known. Also, SHREPS-TOOTH and 
RED COB FODDER. 

PLEASE CORRESPOND BEFORE BUYING. 

oe 

Being dealers, we do not handle on commission, but buy and sell for our 
ewn account. Any one having Seed to dispose of is requested to send fair 
average saiuple, stating quantity, and we will endeavor to make a satisfactory 
trade. 

REFERENCES: First National Bank Mercantile Agencies and Merch- 
ants generally, 

° ° ; 

The Albert Dickinson Co., 
SEED MERCHANTS, 

WAREHOUSES: OFFICES, 115 KINZIE ST., 
115, 117 & 119 Kinzie St. 

104, 106, 108 & 110 Michigan St. 

1600-1618 Clark St. CHICAGO, ILL. 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute “ ctin,” when writing to advertise rs 
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Milwaukee County, Wis. 
Ha PROPERTY OF JOHN L. MITCHELL. 

PF=ESTANDARD-BRED==— } 
e Hy 

Trotti 2 i otting.".Horses | 
——AND—— 

= =—REGISTERED==— : i 

—= STALLIONS: =>. | 
KELLY, by Genl. Wilkes (2.213), son of Geo. Wilkes (2.22); Dam, by Bostwick’s i 

- Almont, son of Almont. a 
MELDRUM, by Milo (2.21); dam Alfretta (2.263), by Mambrino Gifs (2.20). i 

‘ HP 
AMONG THE BROOD MARES ARE: 4 

CATHERINE (2.283), by McDonald Chief, son of Clark Chief; Dam, Fanny 4 
(Dam of Jewett 2.14), by John Innes. i 

CZARINA (2.21), by Egbert, son of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian; Dam, Dolly (Dam + 
of Director 2.17, Thorndale 2.224, Onward 2.253), by Mambrino Chief. ; 

MAZOURKA (2.40°). by Administrator (2.29}), son of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian; t 
Dam, Cachuca (Dam of Catehfly 2.183), by Almont. a 

MARY SPRAGUE (2.21), by Governor Sprague (2.203) Dam by Goldsmith's Hh 
Abdallah (2.30). | 

SASS ase eee } 
At the head of the Jersey herd stands the bull Harry’s Rrorgr, bred by Camp- i : 

bell Brown, of Tennessee. Sired by Nancy's Rioter, out of ie 

Queen Mary, a cow tested at the rate of 18.02} 

pounds of butter to the week. 4 : 

~~=YOUNG STOCK FOR SALES==~~ , ORG Se De asa ee cane ee 
Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 1 
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i SYMMES PATENT WOOD PULP 
: . HAY AND GRAIN CAP, 
: 

i THOROUGHLY ZA. CHEAP 
| be iD 

; ‘ % 4 R \ cur . 

WATERPROO? foie DURABLE 

i Do not have to be tied down. = 
i ———=Will save cost in one season. 

i Patent Vegetable Covers 
i SSS a eee 
i LIGHT ( Protect Vegetables 

: CHEAP Used to } Tangled Foe 

H DURABLE ” Crean 
i} WATER PROOF without these Covers. 

CELERY GROWERS! 
i We have just the thing for you. 

H WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS, 
A Address 

ALDEN & WOODS FIBER CO., | 
Plymouth, N. H. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute —— when writing to advertisers. { 264)
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Babcock Milk Test | abcock Mi est 
i 

—: WITH ::—— i 
| 

ROE’S IMPROVED SWINGING HEADS, | 

ac—s > | 

ee | 
ee ee ‘ 

The Simplest, Most Compact, Most Convenient, a 
ee eet, eee ee 

Most Accurate Milk Test on the Market. 
—————————————————————————————————— —— 

1 

FOUR SIZES OF HAND MACHINES i) 
—— FoR — if 

4, 8, 12, and 24, Bottles. } 

TWO SIZES OF MACHINES FOR BOTH HAND AND POWER } 
FOR 12 AND 24 BOTTLES. - 

= 8 —_ — |. 

Our 12 Bottle Machine for Hand and Power is large enough for 1 

the largest creamery. Will make as many tests per hour as any 1 

other machine made. 
! 

= 3 q 

; For full description and prices of these machines and anything | 

else wanted in the line of Butter and Cheese Making Supplies or i 

Apparatus, write 
5 

D. H. ROE & CO., | 
54, 56, 58 and 60 No. Clinton St. Chicago, [linois. } ee | 

(Mention “‘ Farmer's Institute wo” ” when writing to Advertisers.) } 
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tN With or Without Seeder Attachment Vi. 2 
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ee Cll pave BEARING HANGERS, ‘Sue’ 
“iar i 
ml They make F They are if 

ee bing the Draft iS the only 
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we early One Hangers ft 
‘ 4 Horse 4 that do not f ox Fi no he. 

Ait lighter than ; yy wer ot if , 
Mil Be ey 4 eee = any Olher pact NS 7 ow and cause ee 

a i) Disellarrow ‘ Bs eS troubleand | _ 

A is made. eee expense. C 

Ny NO WEIGHT needed to make these Disc { : 
"HA Barrows work. te 

= ;, 1 Double Levers make easy handling and 
i, | prevent slipping on hillsides. Send for |/ 

ee tan? special catalogue ‘“‘ THE REASON WHY.” = ri 

rid | reese 

Bf i ny, | —F The Keystone Corn Planters and rill cy 
Ju), With or Without Check Rowers |, _, 

| em and Fertilizer Attachments. eh 
| i ADDRESS, j 

—- i KEYSTONE MFG. CO., Sterling Illinois. (= te 
: il Mention this Bulletin. 
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> be Husks the corn and at the same time crushes — S ' 

Bill and cuts the stalks into the best fodder known. |} i 
1 : : 1 

<a } The cut fodder occupies only the space of un- i 

ea cut. Can be stored in mow, crib or stack. Is ie i: 

he fed without waste. Equals the best tame hay. } ' 

aoe Can be baled and shipped. The machine is made )Secmnmctay iW 

Ula) in three sizes, for farmers’ own use and for { 1 

\ ii “i threshermen. Send for our special catalogue, tems if 

ye) “A Great Leak on the Farm.” ; i ! 

eee | ee } 

‘al 
"| THE KEBYSTONG { f 

Ae : f 

e » HAY LOADER ‘== 2 

‘a Loads hay, ensilage clover, loose grain. f i 

ve a A ton in five minutes. ~* ’ ; 

i \ Address ‘ i 
) 

; —e KEYSTONE MFG. CO. a = 

‘ Sterling, Il. MW 

= 
: 

‘Mention “Farmers Institute Bulictin,” when writing te advertisers, : 
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The Coming Dairy Breed. 

Our herd is selected with great care, the point in view being 

the amount of butter per cow per year. 

We have a Babcock milk test and visitors are welcome to see 

r the cows tested at any time. 

This is the place to buy foundation stock if butter is what you 

are after. 

Our herd is strong in the blood of the great 18 lbs. show cows 

Jessie of Lestor Manor 740, Coral 2nd 98 and Coraline 1790, also 

of a dozen or more other cows with butter records of 14 lbs. to 

1glbs. 40z. per week. Herd headed by Benjaman 1931 out of 

Tricksey 1760 who made 2|bs. 73{0z. of butter in one day and was 

| pronounced by that veteran breeder S. C. Kent to be the best cow 

| he ever owned. 

Stock of both sexes for sale. 

| All correspondence in regard to the breed of this herd cheer- 

. fully answered. 

GEORGE C. HILL & SON 

Rosendale, Wis. 

. Mention Farmerd Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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—FROM— 
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CREEN?BAY e 

And all points in EASTERN WISCONSIN to 

NEW LONDON, MERRILL, STILLWATER, 
STEVENS POINT, WINONA, “HUDSON, 

GRAND RAPIDS, LA CROSSE, EAU CLAIRE, 
WAUSAU, CHIPPEWA FALLS, 

St. Paul, Minneapolis, Sioux City, Omaha 
AND COUNCIL BLUFFS, 

And all points in Minnesota, Dakota, and all poe on the NORTHERN 
PACIFIC RAILROAD and ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & 

MANITOBA RAILROAD; is the 

From WINONA, LA CROSSE, and all points on the CHICAGO, BURLINGTON 
& NORTHERN RAILROAD, WINONA & ST. PETER RAILROAD 

and SOUTHERN MINNESOTA RAILROAD, to 

MERRILLAN, STEVENS POINT, FOND DU LAC, 
NEILLSVILLE, APPLETON, SHEBOYGAN, 

GRAND RAPIDS, OSHKOSH, GREEN BAY, 

—AND ALL POINTS IN— 

Eastern Wisconsin, Northern Michigan and Lake Superior Regions. | 

Passengers from all points—West, Northwest and Southwest—will find the \ 

x 6. WW. St. P. R. R. | 
The DIRECT LINE to all the above points. j 

THE PASSENGER EQUIPMENT of this Road embraces all the mod= 
ern improvements and conveniences that tend to make traveling by 

rall safe and comfortable. 

> §@ Be sure your tickets read via the 

GREEN BAY, WINONA & ST. PAUL RAILROAD. 

S. W. CHAMPION, Superintendent. J. B. LAST, Asst. Gen. Pass. Agt. 
oS ___—__ 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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PRE-EMINENTLY THE BUTTER COW, AND 
THE COW FOR THE FARMER. 

I ninvienae FARM, 

“THE BUTTERNUTS,” 
seth: 

LAK€ CENEVA, wIs., 
A FINE HERD OF PURE BRED 

THE INCREASE OF THE HERD 

FOR SALE AT MODERATE PRICES. 

be K. Futian, Chicago, Ill, 

Or on the farm, W.H. LAWRENCE. Lake Genewn Wis. 

Meats are? GA AS ee
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1 
ite 

memes gC. HANSEN'S =| ee t ‘ We 

rahe 3 3 7 fe === DANISH He 

pe ag =a RENNET EXTRACT {i 

re a eer eee eee 
\ ea PA CHEESE COLOR | 

| Rah \ ye 4 Ounces by Mail 40c, ite 

—— 
F 

\ 

at Tt bad ie. BUTTER COLOR ihe 

i eG : FES 4 Ounces by Mail 40c. its 

Wa #24 Rennet Tablets by mail 90 Cts. I 

FE * bang Es Over 100 First Prize Medals. ' 

by Fee Seeraeecic 4 1 nc 

sen cy UNIFORM, PURE, STRONG 
i aoe Ce Seaaaes stirs ————_ { 

Bas ear Rai ee PATRONS ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR 

a oa Bayt age ee aca FACTORIES USING THE BEST ONLY. 

‘The four Danish Dairymaids from Copenhagen Order of the nearest dealer or of our Westerm 

Working Dairy. Agents, or 

D.H. — co.,| EAR ee prec riceets Mfg. Co., 3 

B4to GON. Clinton St. | 210 N. Clark St. 
J. H. MONRAD, Western Representative CHR, HANSEN’S LABORATORY: i 

58 N. Clinton, St., Chicago, Ml. 

a ae ee i 

Money Savers for the People. 

Micuican City, Ind., Sept. 22, 1890.— \ 

Messrs.. H. R. Eagle & Co., 68 Wabash 

Ave., Chicago, Ill; I want to say that I 

have bought groceries of you for seven 

years, and always got good goods and 

saved money. 

Should be glad to have other members 

patronize you, and know you will please | 

them. - 
: 

W. H. FREEMAN, } 

Ex-Chairman Grievance Comnaittee, Div- 

ision No. 300, Brotherhood of Locomo- ; 

: tive Engineers. 
, 

Send 6ecents to pay postage and get complete 

Catolague, everything you eat, wear and use. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers, 
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: ALEX. A. ARNOLD, 
Eastville Farm, Galesville Wis., 

i: Kt siemens A ea i Ese ae RNa i} nee Ty halla nr Le 
i a ae ' +BREEDER OF + 

f 

i SHORT-HORN CATTLE 
: ——AND— il . 

a | * BERKSHIRE HOGS. *« H ar ees oe 
i | RECORDED CATTLE=>— A 
if —AND— 

| —<=REGISTERED HoOGs . 
i OF ALL AGES AND SEX, CONSTANTLY ON HAND. } => Sess ie P 

Se Stock Kept Constantly Thriving, 
i BUT NEVER PAMPERED. 
: MILKING QUALITIES MADE A SPECIALTY | IN BREEDING SHORT-HORNS. 

ia -_ 

| The Short-horn is standard for beauty and utility and the most valuable breed } for the average farmer. ‘ et The Berkshire is also the standard hog, and weighs when mature, about 500 i pounds, it furnishing, when ready for market, the best pork of all breeds, for the | reason that the skin is thin, the bones firm and comparatively small, with more th muscle or lean meat than any other breed. They mature early, are good mothers, ! j prolific breeders, and when crossed on the large breeds produce best results, 

iy COME AND SEE THE STOCK. 
| Correspondence Solicited. A. A. ARNOLD, 

GALESVILLE, wIs. 

E® Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when Writing to Advertisers, 
(272)
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- | 6AM ABEL, S7 BZ ect FuLce, 

& nee y r Sie, 5 ToTins mean Ce i 

ln RI A ; aN 

vaio | Lee Eh 5s ip it 
pe = ae Thoin se ee Ef aes i} 

Peer [ue — 2 1a : 
pos Lx rs mie SEND FOR CIRCULARS. j 

WHITMAN AGLICG..matctectaens ST. Lous. Mo. | 

THE LARGEST HAY PRESS MANUFACTORY IN AMERICA. | 

SD 
SSS 

| 

Ask Your Storekeeper i 

4 : —FOR THE— 

| eae 
"3 STANDARD GRAIN MEASURES | 
a. Made of Japanned, or Galvanized Sheet Iron, with | 

wood bottom. 

ae BEST EVER MADE. | 

od GEUDER & PAESCHKE MFG..CO., 

‘ ta ae Manufacturers. - Milwaukee, Wis. | 

Beware of Cheap Imitations < | p im ib 
At Risk of Quality of Your Butter. } 

j i ¢ 
Bi 

Has No Equal }<* remmaiaegs, Uso Higgin's Eureka Salt | 
|g GRE , 1 your dairy and house | 

In Purity, Sweetness, 8 pee bold. “For sale everywhere. 

es aes, Uni- — yeas iui Annual, Report of 
ormity of Grain, Keep- Fe = - = . State Dairymen’s Assoc 

ing Quality, Perfect 4 aicG IN’g a poe are 

Dryness and EUREKA | exchtiding tho Higgins Gal 
| FIGE SALT @ she'burets sult is just what 

Cheapness. 3 Pipe SAL # Heiselaimed to be, a very clea 1 

Salt is the Smallest FF si xy, WB Eniform io goals, ant ip as 
item in the expense of § ‘Darya TABLE USE } ee ey pgp 
a family and even the Fe CHESHIRE,” = offered to the public rr a 

poorest people can je —. ENGLAND. 4 salts aid if be cannot supply 
afford to use the best. » is neonate 4 ae sages = we will see 

EUREKA SALT MFG. CO., LIMITED, : 

Mercantile Exchange, New York. 
ees uk tig eC aes aa et eee eee 

s Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers f 
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| “OLD RELIABLE” 

i  /J “Usp. a — j £ 
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3 

I XY ) my A : ut 1 | b c aE =~} Ls Bee | a ietealenl ae 
r in i Ov > 5 et a ‘ a NE naa rt = \ 

, . Wie 
A a Kal YS Sey: “< CS ye y ed L Ce RH S [SSE 

Se >) 
y \ <a , i . go | 2 FOOT LIFT, 

LIGHT DRAFT, 
i Furnished with | our or Six Shovels, also Spring Teeth Gangs. 

! PRLRAVAR AARROWS Ie 

b 

| | @, @, __ *t 
RS ears Sigepen ee et psec bs ma ea — SS 

et ————e ty Made in Wood or Steel Frame. This illustration shows the STEEL FRAME LEVER HARROW resting on the Shoes. This de- ; Nice is used only on the CASE. To appreciate it one should use the Hartow through a season and they will realize how much hard work it saves, 
SOME POINTS TO REMEMBER. : The Case Lever Harrows will pass over any obstruction, as all Cross Bars are on top; Levers are in center of Sections. Teeth can be adjusted to any angle by the Levers. Can’ not be ¢logged, as the Bars are free on the under side. Not even Washers cn the Tooth to obstruct it. It is @ labor-saving and time-saving implement, made entirely of Steel and Malleable Iron. Can never be worn out. It is finished and fitted so that it is an ornament to any farm. If you buy one you will never purchase another Harrow, as it will last as le ng as you live. 

if you buy the CASE, you will have the best. 
Imitated by Many; Equalled b: none. Manufactured ONLY by " Cee * ° J. 1. CASE PLOW WORKS, 

Racine, Wisconsin. 7) ga Gane ae ee egg te gees (Mention ‘Farmer's Institute Bulletin,” when writing to Advertisers. : (274) i 
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READ WHAT THE FARMERS SAY. 
Hartley, Ia., June 9, 1891- ie 

J. 1. Cass Plow Works, Racine, Wis. {| 
GentLemen :— I Purchased of your agents Webster & Wesser of Hartley, Ia., one of } the first Triumph Sulky Plows sold by them; have used it two seasons along side of the ——~ (we | omit the name af our courtesy to our competitors, it is not our purpose to single out any one. the We claim to triumph over all) and are free to say that I know it to be far superior to it or any | other sulky plow mids for tas following reasons: Because it draw lighter, will level from heel to point at any depth, handles easiér, has more and better adjustment and in fact does the best | work of any sulky plow made —_—‘ remain, Yours ay | i 

. M. Sarre. | 

Racine, Wis., June 17, 1891, i 
J. I. Cass Prow Woras, Racive, Wis. K c The Triumph Sulky Plow I purchased of you last fall is giving me the best of satis i faction. Tse two horses on it with a sixteen inch bottom, and to test the draft followed the it sixteen ineh Triumph with flifteen inch walking plow and ‘each cutting and turning the same i depth of furrow, the walking plow being one inch narrower cut. And am satisfied that the f sulky drey fully as light as the walking plow, which as stated, was cutting one inch narrower, t depth the same. And for ease of handling and adjustment is’ entirely satisfactory and can re. i commend it to any one as a plow that will give entire satisfaction. — 7 it 

aw. E. Le ’ 
Western Union Junction, Wis. | i 

° Shamrock, Wis., May 27, 1891- . 
Mr. Mitts: Dear Sir; — [Extract.] 

Thave plowed on the marsh with the Triumph and it does good work, Lhave tried ; #'l walking plows but could do nothing with them. Davip Maxx. i 
TRY IT AND SEE FOR YOURSELF. 

For Circular, address 

J. |. CASE PLOW WORKS, Racine, Wis. 
Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. : 
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aa | RAILROAD LANDS! 
| : a 

: | MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, NORTHERN 
i : WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN, 
I ' —FOR SALE BY THE— 

Me ° 
| Chicago & Northwestern 
| Railway. , 

Some of the Finest Agricultural, Timber and Cleared Lands in the | 
Northwest are Now for Sale by this Company at 

‘ 
. 

e | Exceedingly- Low Prices! 
, And on the Most Liberal Terms. 

| TITLE PERFECT, PLENTY “F Goop WATER. 
ga R Ae 

| Farm Lands adapted to all kinds of farming. First class 
f market facilties and everything necessary to make 

Farming Easy and Profitable. 
: §@s~ Maps, prices, terms and all information furnished on appli- 
| cation to 

: C. E. SIMMONS, 
| Land Commissioner C. & N. W. R’y. - Chicago, III. 
: tention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. | 
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FE Bae CETHROUGH => 
pt 

! 
ale ul i 

Baer : Tf Ls | ie Sleeping Ca | 
! 

Carrying Passengers Without Change between i 

CHICAGO and 
SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, }, 

DENVER, OMAHA, t 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, SIOUX CITY, | 

ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, f 

DULUTH, ASHLAND, | 

CEDAR RAPIDS, ISHPEMING, : | 

WAUSAU, TRACY, } 

MANKATO. i I 

FREE RECLINING CARS 
+ BETWEEN * i 

CHICAGO AND COUNCIL BLUFFS, hi 

OMAHA, DENVER AND PORTLAND. 

SUPERB DINING CARS = 4 i 

ON THROUGH TRAINS. 

All Agents sell Tickets via. the Chicago & North Western Ry. i 

W. H. NEWMAN, J. M. WHITMAN, W. A. THRALL, i 

8d Vice Pres. Gen. Manager. G. P. & T. A, 

Rie egnarces Bones PRP OP ole eee 

Mention “Farmer's Institute “a when writing to advertisers. it
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H | ooo ' 
at yy Anan, | Prairie View Percheron Horse, 4 

iy ' ' i Importing and Breeding Farm. 
| : The home of Louis, 6337, (2430), weight 2130 lbs. And 
i Fertois, 9801, (18508), weight at 3y. 6me., 2100, and man Hy 

3y ¥ 4 t other good Stallions and Mares, Imported and home bread 
| REGISTERED stock for sale at such prices as these: au 
4 Good young mares that have proved themselves good 
4 breeders and now in foal by Louis, for $450, weanlings, 

if yearlings and 2 year fillies at corresponding low prices. 
i Also choice young stallions from weanlings to fully matured 
f at the very Zowes¢. Come and examine my stock and | will 
4 make it to your interest. All stock guaranteed breeders, 
i ‘ As Ido my own importing in person and have no expen- 

4 sive agents to pay I will give my customers the benefit. 
Send for catalogue to 

| .H. A. BRIGGS, 
4 ‘ Elkhorn, Walworth Co., Wis, 
: On Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R.R.. 40 miles west of Racine and ; | 25 miles east of Janesviile. uy eae ee 

Mention” Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writi ng toadvertisers, | (278) i 
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| 
RG —_ D@ YOU KNSYV f 

/ 4 THAT IT WILL ONLY TAKE YOU { 
B commas ¥ i , (PRI, ~ 14 MINUTES f 
ETN <\ TO PULL ANY ORDINARY } 
RAG i fae GRUB or STUMP. bh 

ei i ee ae AHORSE can OPERATE IT. E 
ae wee |} \ NO HEAVY CHAINS OR RODS 70 HANDLE. i 

aU. Ba Rl QETHE NEW WAY WITH THE 3A i 
6G BRAY ONG MAWKEYE Ff i 
WVU) Be en OM & STUMP MACHINE Li 
9 SE oer Re SUNY 1 Ss ee RU a t 

THe CROP_ON A FEW ACRE: it aca) Be o ie | 
tHe FIRST YEAR wir Rieeangieieeeee see ag ' 
PAY For THE MACHINE. yet 4h ale f 
MAKES A. CLEAN SWEED OF TWO "Janko <tc ep i 
ACRES AT A SITTING. WORKS. ON | WA A AS ree : 4) 
EXTHER STANDING TIMBER OR STUMPS = Res Lt 
SEND POSTAL FOR, ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. } rt 
AMES MILNE & SON, SCOTCH GROVE. IOWA ' 

i 

Ci OB ft 

BS Te Bee i 
VERY HIGHLY ENDORSED , ; E PN "S4_sVERY HIGHLY ENDORSED fi 

BY PROF. W. A HENRY, By Ss 33 : j 
DIRECTOR OF EXPERIMENT [ij 5¢G9m BY EX-GOV. W. D. HOARD, i 
STATION UNIVERSITY OF Es. 4 eT. ATKINSON, WIS. i 
WISCONSIN, MADISON, WIS. ea. | fi 

a a — = i 
; Y : 

J ‘ 

. above cut illustrates a special scale we have designed for weighing milk in the pail, i: 
so as to determine the yield of each cow. i 

There is placed on the dial of this scale a loose indicator that can be adjusted and set by a w 
thumb screw at the 0 mark, so has t» balance» the weight of th pail. This same indicator would 3 
thus show the net weight of the milk after milking. Thecapacity of this scale is 30 pounds; ir 
the face shows 10 pounds, and the poans are divided by tenths, which makes it much eaiser to 
= the records. With each scale we furnish free ten blanks, that will contain the record for two i 
milkings a day for one week for fourteen cows. ' 

The balances can be used for general purposes. PRICE, $5.00. fi 

Borden & Selleck Co., 48 & 50 Lake St., Chicago, III. I 
par Rey eats L ti ele ia 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers. i; 
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i Dis 3p 
i A ARE GROWN ON THE 

= . 

| . SPARTA, WIS. 
uy We cultivate and have for sale plants of the : af aS Ac following varieties: 

(. XA Ld. 5S NEI re Britton and Snyder Black berrles : Hy H ae Pte) W > e ee = een. Tyi # ae) : regg, io, Souhegan, er, | Ee Y LGA Z rhart, Everbearin Saheb = Raspberries. re i eh NN => Mariboro, Hansell, Cuthbert, Mo = { N/M AY 4 SI Shaffers, Colossal, Golden ») Ree agen \ \\a =| Queen, Red Raspberries. He EP EERO OEE 8 7 = Downing, Industry, Houghton, 

| Be ee ae f) K Fay's Prolitig: Victoria Cherr tS EERE re Was Ee > y > . 
ft rower) Beate NG W>. White Grape, La Versellare, H 4 # BES A A Red Dutch, and Lee’s Prolific, : Fup. We Black Currants, land 2 yrs. old it 5 x a ak fa gig) Grapes-All the Leading Varieties 

ee ae 
; c pak ae —— ——— BE, 

pie ie Sone 
f eS Be ean S\N 

= sf sar A 

A We make a specialty of raising nice fruits and best hardy plants. All plants sold caretuly i packed, aaa werent Cae ae Per furnished a apacnniaae We areiploneed at i Imes to answer questions by mail or otherwise, and cordially invite you to makea personal visit te . our grounds. Let us hear from you 
A plan of the FARMERS FRUIT GARDEN” % acre—with instructions for i growing smail fruits, sent tree 

i EN Asien M. A. THAYER, Sparta, Wis. 
} Mention“ Farmers’ Institute kulivtin” when writing to advertisers. 
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: THE NEW IMPROVED AND CHEAPENED 
; 

“Baby” € Separat De Laval “Baby” Cream Separators i 

FOR FARZK AND DAIRY USB, 

} Adaptation of the advantages of 5 

i Se Centrifugal Separation to the means i 

i | and requirements of the dairy farmer, § 

ai thus ensuring him all the value that £ 

~tane may be in his milk, and the ability to us 

43 utilize it as may be most practicable. i! 

( ) 10 to 30 per cent. increase in yield 

rd over any other system in- use, with } 

eee Separator Buiter bringing the Best ay 

(s Prices on every market in the world— F 

aa\ either fresh or kept. He 

Ee Beer Cream and Bre skim milk 

i Sea CN —perfect Cleanliness an urity, great i 

Sts SS saving of time, labor, = _ se 

SS Machines very simple, durable, com- { 

at : pact, easily cleaned and very easily i 

. ETE operated. 
i 

= 
i 

(WHAT PROF. HENRY SAYS OF THE “BABY” NO. 2.) ‘4 

University of Wisconsin, Agricultural Experiment Station, it 
Mapisox, Wis., Aug. 8, 1891. uF 

“we have been useing the “ BABY" separator for some time past, and now regard it as 8 HH 

fixture in our dairy. As Soon as three or four cows are milked the skimming begins and it is i 

fxttied «few minutes after milking is over We are skimming twice a day believing that to be 

Snishedst economical way of conducting the work. ‘The machine will skim 300 Ibs. per hour down 

{he montath of one per cent, of butter fat left in the skim milk. We are greatly pleased with . 

this separator. If is all you claim for it.” W. A. HENRY, Director. 

Style No. 1 (capacity 150 Ibs.) $100 | 

Style No. 2 (capacity 300 lbs.) $125 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Address for circulars and any desired particulars concerning either the | 

«“ BABY” or the larger Hand and Power machines, : : 

The DeLaval Separator Co., 
74 Cortland St., New York, ; 

pe 
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) GENESEE SALT COMPANY'S 
ox 

SO AN D; 

“f=h> EAGTORY HILLED SALT jo 4 . 

IN SPECIAL GRAINS 

FOR BUTTER AND CHEESE. 

WHITE SWEET DRY 

PURE CLEAN STRONG 

—aNnD— 

~~===FREE FROM PAN SCALE. S==>~— 

rock a seer eater Te scned ig eiatgs pansion ot the bars Grvasneren ak poe: eae a 
Cheese makers in America. 

GRAND SWEEPSTAKES 

anJ all but one first and two second premiums, at the Minnesota 

State Fair, 1890, were salted with Genesee Salt. The first premium 

Creamery Butter, first premium Dairy Butter, first premium Cheese 

Minnesota, Dairymen’s Association, at Glencoe, Minnesota December, 

1890, salted with Genesee Salt. The Grand Sweepstakes at 

Nebraska State Fair, 1890, Wm.. Sutton, Table Rock, Nebraska, 

salted with Genesee Salt. First, premium at Iowa Dairymen's 

Association, Fort Dodge, November, 1890, Fort Dodge Creamery 

Association, salted with Genesee Salt. Grand Swecpstakes Creamery 

Butter, Illinois State Dairymen’s Association, Ashley, Illinois, 

January, 1891, salt wtth Genesee Salt; also, first premium Dairy 

Butter, first premium Registered Stake, also salted with Genesee 

Salt. : 
EE eee 
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READ! READII READ!!! i 
The information on this page is worth a $10 bill to every practical farmer. } j 

Read it through carefully. It won’t take you over five minutes. Pretty good | 
pay, you say, $2 a minute but it is a fact. t 
Every farmer has read of and many farmers throughout the entire country j j 

have used with great success the | j 

The subject of level and shallow cultivation of farm crops has been well { : 
written up during the last twelve months. 4 

In nearly every article you will read, the Breed Weeder is conspicuously men- } 
tioned as the implement for this work. if 

The Rural New Yorker, Oct. 3rd, 1891 in answer to a correspondent says, “We ae 
think Breed’s Weeder would prove as effective as any other ONE tool in killing qa 
small weeds.” ae 

It is the only tool necessary for the complete cultivation of all farm crops he 
during the first month of their growth. I 

Read what noted farmers say regarding it. 
“While one row of potatoes was being hoed by hand it too near the edge to use the 5 ith the weeder a hi id F § EST Say 2 Bet a Be weer‘ os ore end more thrcghly EPP oes | 
“I Breed's Weed ft the st valuable ii tsa fi “3 : lisse ran one ft et Si lament, eres can afford to om 
“we the weeder to-da: field cf potatoes a foot high and i i i nan dase yet BS we ha i Sat rig cocoa Tas ogee” AO fae he et rok i i “Your weeder is about all that can be asked for as a weed killer and surface pulverizer.” eo Z x JOHN GOULD. i 
“Tts ad is that it it the weeds from the hills tatoes t than the pare ect later Seeman and oo! fully supersede! the Se ee ae ae He the hoe can and doing it ten times as fast. I predict that it will come into very wide general use $8 ‘among progressive farmers everywhere on decent soil,” hia W. I CHAMBERLAIN, Formerly of the Iowa Agricultural College. At “I have only words of commendation for your weeder. } ; 

CHAS. W. BLEW, Manager of the Northwestern Agriculturist. uf “T have just finished digging 2,600 bushels of == from eight acres which was cultivated { 1 with eeder. The weeds fi the tire ud off in i i tnuch fer the weeder.” "oo Tm ne Ontire Proow yee coud sarz7, om in Your coat pocket. “Bo th 
Now what do you think of it? Don’t you believe that you need one? Is it not } better to let your horse do your hoeing if it can be done equally as well and ten be 

times as rapidly? But don’t stop here. f 

READ THE FOLLOWING FACTS. ii 
1st. This implement is a perfect weeder for all standard farm crops. | 
2nd. If your pout is in good condition it will do the entire ee until the i 

crop is a foot in height. 
8rd. To get the best results the weeder must be used early and often, once at 

least before the crop is up. This is very important. | 
4th. It will save its cost, if properly used, every ten hours of its use. fh 
5th. A cut worm can’t live after a thorough use of the weeder, i 
6th. Eor putting in grain and grass seed and cultivating growing grains it is j 

perfect. Ixperiments having shown that spring culture of winter wheat in- \ } 
creased the product from 10 to 20 per cent. You think that these are pretty fh 
strong statements don’t you but they are absolutely true and can be substantiated t f 
by the testimonials of hundreds of farmers. ; 

In order to get more full information send postal card with your address upon 
it. Don’t delay. Doit today. Write plainly to ni 

LINDSAY BROS., General Agents, i 
Minneapolis or Milwaukee, if p ae ne eee ee re he eee ee iy 

Mention this paper when writing to advertisers. iF 
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There is no line so handsomely equipped for Through Passenger 

Service as “ The Northwestern Line.”—C., St. P., M. & O. Ry. 
All well posted travelers between 

Twin Cities and Chicago take this line — particularly favoring the 
“Vestibule Limited,” which carries the finest sleeping cars and 

| coaches ever built, and also all classes of passengers, without extra 
fares. On the Lake Superior portion of the line, between Minneap- 
olis, St. Paul and Duluth, and St. Paul and, Ashland, Pullman 
sleepers are run on night trains,and Reclining Chair cars on day trains 

| NORTH-WESTERN 
Fast through trains are also run between Minneapolis, St. Paul and 

' Kansas City, via Sioux City, with Pullman sleepers the entire dis- 
tance, St. Paul to Omaha, Kansas City, Salt Lake, San’ Francisco and 
Portland. Dining cars are on all through trains over this line be- 

; tween Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago. Besides being the best 

. between these principal cities, the Chicago & North-Western system 
of lines, composed of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, 

: Chicago & North-Western, and Fremont, Elkhorn & Mo. Valley 
R’ys (all advertised as the “ North-Western Line ”), offers the quickest 
means of reaching all cities and towns in the territory intersected by 

: it. In connection with Union Pacific the C., St. P. M. O. Ry. also 
forms a through line to the Pacific coast, operated as the Lake Su- 
perior, St. Paul & Union Pacific Line. All particulars, with maps 
and time tables, may be obtained at any station, or at following 
principal offices: 

ST. PAUL: 159 East Third Street. 
| MINNEAPOLIS: 13 Nicollet House Block. 
| DULUTH: 332 Hotel St. Louis Block. 

| CHICAGO: 208 South Clark Street; 

Or, address 

T. W. TEASDALE, 
General Passenger Agent, St. Paul. =. tet”... ee 

eee Mention Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when uriting to advertisers | (284)
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THE NORTH-WESTERN LINE 
——18 THE——— i] 

GREAT SHORT LINE | 
Between Principal Points as Shown on Map. | 

AND ITS MOTTO IS: ik 

66 ; 99 f 

ALWAYS ON TIME. } 

Solid Trains, or Through Sleeping Car Service, is as Follows: i 

SOLID VESTIBULED LIMITED TRALNS between | 

Minneapolis, St Paul and Chicago, and | 
Duluth, Superior and Chicago. tit 

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between Hi 

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha, and 
: St. Paul, Minneapolis and Kansas City. 

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 
Duluth, Superior, Chippewa Falls and Chicago. 

RECLINING CHAIR CARS ON DAY TRAINS between 
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth 

and St. Paul and Ashland. { 

FARLOR CARS ON DAY TRAINS between 
3 

Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sioux City. 

PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 
Minneapolis St. Paul and Tracy. ' 

PRINCIPAL TICKET OFFICES: | 

St. PAUL, 159 East Third St. DULUTH, 332 Hotel St. Louis Block. Ki 

MINNEAPOLIS, 13 Nicollet House Bk. CHICAGO, 208 South Clark St. H 
WRITE FOR MAP FOLDER OF THE LINE. ji 

E, W. WINTER, T. W. TEASDALE, ‘i ik 

General Manager. Gen'l Passenger Agt. St. Paul | ' 
am i 
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xford Down, Shropshire, 
— AND— 

c i HDOWN SHEEP. | 

ire Hoosand Bronze Turk 6SNlre n09s and Dronze 1 urKeys 
Of Extra Quality, Imported and Bredby 

GEO. wer = ee Waukesha Co., Wis. 
Mu CHAFF, 

R. R. i elie ee cestode ae . 
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paull Se eee 

- “ COME AND SEE US, OR WRITE. ' 
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89 & 91 Wisconsin St., and 385 Broadway, Milwaukee. 

°. 

; 

{ Dress Goods, Silk, Velvets, Cloaks, Shawls, Flannels, Blankets, Merino and All 

| Wool Underwear, Ladies and Children’s Muslin Underwear, Hosiery, 

; Gloves, Corsets, Laces, Ribbons, Trimmings, Dress Buttons, 

i Handkershiefs, Prints, Ginghams, Gents’ Furnishing 
| Goods, House Furnishing Goods,, Etc., Etc. Ete. 

| SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION. 

. Goods ordered and left to our judgement to select, 

may be returned by express at our expense if not satisfac- 

tory, if returned immediately and in good order, and other 

; goods will be sent in exchange or the money refunded, as 
, the customer may desire, 

It is within the power of every farmers’ family, even 

those who reside in the most remote parts of the state, to 

have whatever goods they require for their wearing apparel 

or for the household, at as low prices as can the residents 
of the city of Milwaukee. And the ladies who reside upon 

the farm three hundred miles or more away, can dress as 

| stylishly as their sisters in the city, if they will only take 

the trouble to write to us for samples and order according 

| to instructions which we will send with samples. 

T. L RELLY &3 
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W. K. STAPFORD & CO e e ) ) . 5 

137-139 Wisconsin Street, 

MILWAUKGE, + WISCONSIN, 
. IMPORTER OF 

x CHINA, POTTERY, GLASS AND LAMPS. 
> Fi igh Ys 

A f. 4 pes iF 3 

5 Ee | 5 Spine. a 2 gee Sa) 

Es as ah 
7 BS 5 eee ae 

E vee eae te 
Ba eS ae : 
BR or We REY 
Aim Wey casey 

fa yy Z et ES 6 my 

| Ns 
* xs Is pe : 
Es ve IMPERIAL. | 

A i DINNER SETS '8r8&" 
Kaa Our Great Specialty. 

CG ea Latest productions in TEA SETS. TOILET SETS, COURSE i 
ba SETS, GLASSWARE, HANGING AND TABLE 
yy 4 5 LAMPS, ROCHESTER LAMPS in h 

> ¢ i rN = great variety, at lowest figures. | 

cee ee PIANO, or FLOOR LAMPS, i 
= Over 40 beautiful patterns in stock, from $10 upwards. i 

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT GOODS | 
OF ALL KINDS. 

CALL AND SEE US gece Oe } Bee a aa ae ae 
WHEN IN MIL- fe late picinee eet 

WAUKEE. Osis fo jie 
~ Weeds ae 

Prices Guaranteed Yet ite SS (LLG 
eS to THE LOWEST Se Se | 

in the City. et at het 
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Strength, | PUREST | Purest, 
Evenness of GEM | Cleanest, : fay QD 

RG . Wi Grain and Bh iS % B Strongest, 
rr} Ve} ° ic = (cee A 

Antisepti mae je Cheapest 
* \Ga\ SN). fi Properties, FPN 8 Litsinsy Ay and 

PORE SET 
«Surpasses p< Nae" BEST DAIRY SALT 

ie aM 
All Others fh SALT a IN the World. PEeolIN THE WORLD 2H 

At Wisconsin State Fair 1891, Butter Salted with VACUUM PAN SALT Scored 100 Points and was awarded First Premium in EVERY CLASS. At the Interstate Fair at La Crosse 1891, Butter Salted with VACUUM PAN SALT Scored 100 Points. 
At the Wisconsin State Dairymen’s Association meeting at Berlin, Wis., 1891, | Every First Premium was awarded to Butter Salted with VACUUM PAN SALT. 

USE IT AND MAKE FIRST PREMIUM BUTTER. 
| REFERENCES. 

A. R. Hoard, Fort Atkinson, Wis.; Marr & Kachel Bros., Whitewater, Wis.; C. B. McCanna, Burlington; Harris & West, Spring Prairie, Wis.; J. G. Flack, Elkhorn, Wis.; Hon. Hiram Smith, Sheboygan, Falls; H. K. Loomis, Asst. Dairy Commissioner, Madison, Wis.; H. D. Morse & Son, Winona, Minn.; H. F. : Pierce, Monticello, Iowa; A. J. Dunham, Almoral, Iowa; Geo. Whyte, Paton, Iowa; J, A. Decker, Fulton, Mo. 

Butters & Peters Salt and Lumber Co., 
LUDINGTON, AXICH. 

o7O3=-For Prices Apply to-ePn 

R. M. BOYD, Agent, Racine, Wis. Ee 
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{ “ We consider a copy of The Youth's Companion the best Educational 
q Factor that can be taken into the family.” W. H. Morrison, 

| Supt. Farmer's Institute. 

{| SS 

| em ’ 
| Ei 

| ] A io 
| CE Ce: - 
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| ae 1B ase 

| ge ¥ EF 

| a “No other Weekly Paper gives so large a 

' a F variety of Entertaining and Instructive Read- 

+ a 5, ee ing at so low a price.” | ! 

Finely Illustrated. Comes Every Week. $1.75 a Year. | 

\ Each Volume contains over 700 large pages. 
i . . | 

Illustrated Stories by Best Authors. 200 Short Stories. | 
; | 

| Read Every Week in 475,000 Homes. if 

We would like to have every one of the large number of Wisconsin Families who | 

do not at present receive Tuk Companton become better acquainted with it. To the | 

| 
{i 

\ a a q 

wp I i | 
} 
{ | ; 

j : ‘We make a Special Free Offer. E : 

fi If you will send us your name and address on a postal-card, mentioning Far- | i | 
q mer’s Institute Bulletin, we will send you Free a Map of the State of Wisconsin in Ip 

| colors, size 31 x 51 inches, giving a short History of the Development of the State ||! . 
and its present resources, together with Sample Copies of THE Youtu’s Companion. 

New Subscribers whe send $1.75 by : 
ree to Nov. 1, will receive the paper Free for two an : 

months (from Nov. 1. 91, to Jan. 1, °92), y 1 | i 
ewe nd for a full year fvom the latterdac — H 

For Sale by all Newsdealers — Single Copies 5 Cents. ! 

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION, Boston, Mass. 
Fire Double Holiday Numbers.—Illustrated Weekly Supplements. 
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A Choice List of Summer Reserts. 
, é 

\ 
: Se 

In the Lake regions of Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, Minne- 
sota, Iowa, and the two Dakotas, there are hundreds of charming 
localities pre-eminently fitted for summer homes. Among the 
following selected listare names familiar to many of our readers as 
the perfection of Northern summer resorts. Nearly all of the Wis- 
consin points of interest are within a short distance from Chicago, 
or Milwaukee, and none of them are so far away from the “ busy 
marts of civilization” that they cannot be reached ina few hours of 
travel, by frequent trains, over the finest roads in the northwest— 
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, and Milwaukee & 
Northern Railroad: 

Oconomowoc, Wis. Lakes oy, Iowa. 
Minocqua, Wis. der Lake, Iowa. 
Waukesha, Wis. rontenac, Minn. 
Palmyra, Wis. Lake Minnetonka, 
Tomahawk Lakes Wis. Minn. 
Lakeside, Wis. Ortonville, Minn. 
Kilbourn City, Wis. Prior Lake, Minn. 

: (Dells of the Wiscon- White Bear Lake, 
sin.) Minn. 

Beaver Dam, Wis. Lake Madison, 
Madison, Wis. So. Dakota. 
Delavan, Wis. Big Stone Lake, 
Sparta, Wis. So. Dakota. 
Pewaukee, Wis. Elkhart Lake, Wis. 
Wausaukee, Wis. Ontongon, Mich. 
Marquette, Mich. Mackinaw, Mich. 
Clear Lake, Iowa. 

| For detailed information, apply to any cupon ticket agent, or 

: send stamp for a free illustrated tourist folder, to Geo. H. Heafford, 

} General Passenger Agent, Chicago, II. 
LL 

| Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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A GREAT RAILWAY. 

The Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company now 
operates over sixty-one hundred miles of thoroughly equipped road 
in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern. Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, 
Missouri, South and North Dakota. Each recurring year its lines 
are extended in all directions to meet the necessities of the rapidly 
populating sections of country west, northwest and southwest of 
Chicago, and to furnish a market for the products of the greatest 
agricultural and stock raising districts of the world. In Illinois it 
operates 317 miles of track; in Wisconsin 1,636 miles; in Northern 
Michigan 96 miles; in Iowa 1,551 miles; in Minnesota 1,115 miles; in 
South Dakota 1,092 miles; in North Dakota 118 miles; in Missouri 

* 140 miles; and the end is not yet. It has terminals in such large 
cities as Chicago, Milwaukee, La Crosse, St. Paul, Minneapolis, 
Fargo, Sioux City, Council Bluffs, Omaha and Kansas City, and 
St. Joseph Mo., and along its lines are hundreds of large and small 
thriving cities, towns and villages. Manufacturing interests are cul- 
tivated, and all branches of trade find encouragement. The Railway 
Company has a just aporeciation of the value of its patrons, and its 
magnificient earnings are the result of the good business tact which 
characterizes the management of its affairs. 

The pooularity of the line is attested by the fact that notwith- 
standing the strongest: kind of competition of old and new lines. 
the Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway continues to carry the 
greater proportion of all the business between Chicago, Milwaukee, 
St. Paul and Minneapolis. It is the best patronized route between 
Chicago, Council Bluffs and Omaha and to and from all points in 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Dakota and Iowa, and its Kansas City and 
St. Joseph line has taken equal rank with the older lines leading to 
and from the Southwest. 

On all its through lines of travel the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. 
Paul Railway runs the most perfectly equipped trains of Sleeping, 
Parlor and Dining Cars and Coaches. The through trains on all its 
lines are systematically heated by steam. No effort is spared to 
furnish the best accomodations for the least money, and, in addition, 
patrons of the road are sure of courteous treatment from its em- 
ployes, 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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SCOTCH SHORTHORNS 
Are the Kind that have been Winning this Year. 

ewe HANG THEM « 

Al ger Both 
Ages “GS Sexes, 

The Imported Seotch Bulls 
AMHURST 47341 

<—ANDS> 

GRANITE CITY 98353 
IN USE. 

Customers met by Appointment at either Columbus or Ela on the main 
line of the C. M. & St. P. Ry. 

For Prices §c. Address. 

WEBSTER & ANDREWS, 
DANMWILLE, WIS. 
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iy | : Ml CLEAR BROOK HERD. 
wht | 

Mi) 

PSG CHR ; : | e e e e e e erseys. 

‘ | | One of the Best Working Herds in the State. 

ae 
i | Deep in Blood of Champion of America. 

+ __ Alpheous Micawher iT a i i 1 

AT HEAD OF HERD. 
ae 

| ae e ° 

. Sire Champion Magnet. 
a 

eens 

e Dam Alpheous Belle, Today the best 
| q Butter Cow in the West, Record 
‘tee, | 

1 5 1-2 lbs butter in 1 day, 

He 33 1-2 Ibs in 7 days. Hie 

i Correspondence Solicited. 
uf iat 

i F. A. GEORGE, 
ae Trempealeau Co. Hale, Wis 
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A BREEDER OF 

~ | erino Sheep. | 
C. S, CLELAND, Janesville Wis 
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Thave been TWENTY-SEVEN years in the business of raising 

Merino sheep, and I have now 300 registered sheep of that breed for P. s P 

sale. I make a specialty of breeding sheep of large size, strong 

constitutions and with HEAVY FLEECES of FINE WHITE 

WCOL. 

COME AND SEE MY FLOCK. 
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Have sold over 15,000 of these Cutters the past season, which is the best recom- mend that can be offered regarding them. They are now used at most of the State Farms, also at the Government Experimental Stations. The above cut shows the self feeding attachment which they are putting on most of the larger sizes, and which is becoming so popular among the stockmen and ensilage 
feeders. These are the lightest ramning machines on the market, and have the 
greatest capacity of any machine now known and are all guaranteed torun at great speed with perfect safety. The capacity of these cutters is almost unlimited, 
taking fodder of all kinds more rapidly than operators can get it to the machine. 
The Belle City Cutters are made in twelve different sizes for both power and hand use, and most of the pi-wer machines can be easily turned by hand. Carriers of any length can be attached to these machines and run at any angle. 
The knives of the very best cast-steel, which this company are now importing direct 
from Sheffield, Engiand, is used for these cutters. We carry a full line of 

=e . fy, > ic , “ lam r. v o a ¥ , Do Horse Power Root Cutter. Hand Carts, Harrows, Cultivators, Saw Frame Ete, 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List. ADDRESS 

Lp TIER 1 . go = BELLE CITY MANUFACTURING CO., Racine, Wis. a aaa ee ee (Mention ‘* Farmer's Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers.) 
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By procuring plants at a . 

ipon Small it Ripon Small Fruit Farm, 
C. H. HAMILTON, Prop., Ripon, Wis., ) 

anatez> Who cultivates and has for sale plants of the 
‘ GE following varieties: | 

=| KAZ Britt d Snyder Blackberries. ALON The Lucretiabew Berry. 
ae) —) \ = EW S Gregg, Ohio, Souhegan, Tyler, 
7 Soe) PR - Nemaha, Carman. Johnston’s 

i Sy Ute Sweet. Earhart. Everbearing, 
y ge 2. ae > Black Raspberries. 

Z Loy ae a3 e.. Marlboro, Hansell, Cuthbert, 
Ligh NF ym eS Golden Queen, Rancocas, Red 
LH) RoW = Raspberries. 

y WS) Oh =| Downing, Industry, Triumph, 
es = Houghton, Gooseberries. 

\ he i Foy = Prolific, Victoria. Cherry, 
i bits : hite Grape. La Versellare, 

Bid. ay t Red Dutch, and Lee’s Prolific, 
| ’ MAN? Black Currants, 1 and 2 yrs.old. 

y i \\\ SSsSSs Grapes-All the leading varieties. | 

Jo ZA Whigs . 

a. a A en 

Large Stock of First-Class Plants, and at reasonable prices. Correspond with 
me if you wish to plant and get prices. Yours truly, 

C. H. HAMILTON, Ripon, Wis. 
& Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing te Advertisers. 
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A. J.C. C. JERSEYS. 
At the head of the herd is the bull RIOTER KEDIVE POGIS 

No 23132. One of the best bred bulls in the west. He is a grand- 

son of PRINCESS 2nd No. 8046, with a butter record of 46 Ibs. 120z. 

of butter in 7 days (official test) the largest weekly butter record of 

any cow living or dead, Princess 2nd is half sister to TORMENTOR 

No. 3533 the NOTED TENNESSEE bull who has a list of 28 

daughters with weekly records from 14 to 27 pounds of butter each. 

Kedive is also a grand-son of BLACK PRINCE of LINDEN whose 

dam is a full sister to Stoke Pogis 3d. The best bull known to the 

Jersey world, having 27 daughters with records of 14 to 36 pounds 

butter in 7days. On the dam side Kedive isa double great-grand- 

son of Stoke Pogis 3d. In every direction Rioter Kedive Pogis 

traces to some of the best blood known to the Jersey world. 

In purchasing the foundation for this herd some 15 years ago, no 

time or expense was spared in procuring cows of the greatest dairy 

merit, and by careful selection ever since that time, this herd has be- 

come one of the best herds in the west, and a prize winning herd 

whereever shown. Nearly all the leading families of Jerseys are 
represented in this herd. 

The mature cows of this herd are making from 400 to 500 pounds 
. of butter each per year on good ordinary feed. No force tests have 

ever been made. 

A few animals of both sexes always for sale. 

Prices Reasonable and Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

No Catalogue, Write for what you want. 

Address 

R. S. KINGMAN, 

Sparta, Monroe Co., Ws. 

(Mention “ Farmer's Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers.) 
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ARE YOUR HERDS COMPLETE WITHOUT THE 

Blood of Pauling Paul De Kol 2d and Pigtertje 2d? 

We offer for sale a few young cows that have made large butter tests bred 

te their sons, young animals that represents a large per cent of their blood, and 

the FINEST COLLECTION of 

High-Bred Bulls in America. 

Write for Catalogue and Particulars. 

MAPLECROFT STOCK FARM, 

Pawling, Dutchess, Co. N. Y 

J. B. DUTCGHBR & SON, 

H. D. WARNER, Manager. Proprietors. 

De eS saa 
——— 

Unregistered Jers nregiste ays, 
I offer to farmers ee to get into the true dairy line at small 

expense, the increase of my herd of 

50 JERSEYS COWS, 
———— 

TT 

bred on the farm for my own_ use, from full blood foundation 

stock, (unregistered) sired by registered A. J. ©. C. BULLS of the 

best butter families— 

Calves of Both Sexes at Very Moderate Prices, 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED, 

H. S. WEEKS, Oconomowoc, Wis. 
siusananit ernie on ee ED Te 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writins to Advertisers, 
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GRY MANUFACTURERS OF 

bl ' ' 
et  __ TronsideAgitatorSeparator 

i i i 

i mi ; For Threshing all kinds of Grain, Clover, 

ie Rice, etc. 

ei 20 TO 40 INCH CYLINDER. 

: Capacity from 400 to 3000 Bushels of Grain 
ie per day. 

i a Our Ilustrated Catalogue Sent Free to any Address. 

i © (Mention * Farmer's Lustitute Brlletin™ when writing to Advertisers.) 
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Th hi M hi Pesning Machine (0,, 
RACING, WIS, 
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MANUFACTURERS OF 

Portable, Traction, Skid and Stationary Engines, 
From 6 to 30 Horse Power. 8, 10, 12 and 14 Horse Dingee Woodbury 

Sweep Power. 

AUTOMATIC SWINGING STRAW STACKER. | 

1 and 2 Horse Tread Power and Saw Frames, 5 ton Wood Derricks 
12 ton Iron Derricks. 

Single and Vouble, Portable, Friction Feed and Belt Feed Saw Mills, 

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” whe n writing to advertisers. 
(303)



“Wolf River Nursery” 
W. D. BARNES and J. S. HEWETT, Proprietors. 

SHIOCTON, WIS. 

——: GROWERS OF AND DEALERS IN :—— 

Small Fruit Plants a Specialty. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS THAT CANNOT BE BEAT FOR SIZE AND ROOTS. 

Leading Varieties.—JESSIE, BUBACH No. 5, WARFIELD No. 2. 

Also LADY RUSK, BELMONT, CRESCENT SEED- 

LING AND SHARPLESS. 

Ancient Briton Blackberries. 

Fay’s Pacific and Other Varieties of Currants. 
INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY, ALSO HOUGHTON AND DOWNING. 

| All Leading Varieties of Raspberries and Grapes, 

Cherry, Plum and Pear Trees. 

| 5,000 Northwest Greening, 

10,000 Wealthy Apples, 
5,000 Whitney and other Standard Varieties. 

MANY WISCONSIN SEEDLINGS. 

EVERGREENS SUPPLIED. 
Give us a trial and we will instruct you how to plant, prune and protect 

) your plants and trees. Patronize your own State industries, get adaghen stock 
that will live, and thus help to a better living for yourselves and family. 

Address, 

W. D. BARNES, 
: Shiocton, Wis. 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers 
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may THE THROUGH ROUTE 
WISCONSIN 
a Vi —T0 THE—— 
mL iss 

my Great Northwest. 
Pullman Vestibuled and Tourist Sleepers 

—— FROM ——— 

Chicago to Tacoma, Wasb., and Portland, Ore., 
—— AND THE —— . 

[PAGIFIG « COAST 
——VIA THE—— : 

WISCONSIN CENTRAL and 
NORTHERN PACIFIC LINES. 

Without Change of Cars. 
THE FAVORITE ROUTE BETWEEN 

CHICAGO== MILWAUKEE 
— AND — 

WAUKESHA, CHIPPEWA FALLS, 
OSHKOSH, EAU CLAIRE, 

FOND DU LAC, ASHLAND, 
NEENAH, DULUTH, 

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS. | 

PULLMAN SLEEPERS ON ALL THROUGH TRAINS, | 
8. R. AINSLIE, J. M. HANNAPORD, | 

Gen’l Manager, Chicago, Ill. Gen’! Traffic Manager, St. Paul, Minn. | 

HL €. BARLOW, JAS. C. POND, | 
Traffic Manager, Chicago, Il. Gen'l Pass’r & Tkt. Agt., Chicago, I. ’ 

‘Sention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers | 
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—=HOME # GROWN 

Northern Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, ete. 
ALL FROM NEW CROP_TESTED AND PURE ——— ENE ee Se 

NO OLD BOX SEEDs. 

My Prices in Packet from 2 to 5 cents. In quantity as low as any Responsible House in America. 

A. R. AMES, Madison, Wis. 
———Zn eee — gies Dare ape |» BENNINGER NURSERY, aa : ‘ A*SEED«* 

= r ve AND : 2 = my \ STOCK BARN, 
aR Ae | Holstein Friesian €attle 
SS oe ay ages and sexes including many Prize Winners, Nursery Stock of all Kinds. 

Tam the Introducer of several new and excellent varieties of Potatoes, including the Early New Zealand and Diehl’s Eureka, ' both of which are giving remarkable results, 
Special Discounts to Clubs and Organizations, 

Write for Circulars and Price Lists. 
Ww. 7X, BENNINGER, Northampton Co. Walnutport, Pa, Se ae inéitis RL Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers, (306) | 
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THE GOVERNOR RUSK POTATO. 
This grand potato named in honor of the great Farmer Governor of Wisconsin, should be 

planted on evey farm in America, It is a potato that will sweep the country in yields, and take 
first prize on beauty and form of tubers and good quality everywhere, See my catalogue, it will 
tell you all about it. 

REMEMBER 
That we grow and carry continually in stock the most complete line of Farm Seeds, as Wheat, 
Oats, Barley. Corn, Rye, Potatoes, Grass and Clover Seeds, together with hundreds varieties of 
Flower and Vegetable seeds, which we will sell at very low prices. ‘1 

Pamphlet on grass culture free. Catalogue free. Write now. 

JNO. A. SALZER, La Crosse, Wis. 
PSS EEE EES SAR TSE a Se sees dae eee | eee | 

e * 
Pm Sunny Side Swine 
spl Cra eas ee d D . F 

Dis eth Ab) ¥ a = and Dairy Farm, i ons / 
A. SELLE, Proprietor. 

BREEDER OF POLAND GHINAS. 
All Breeders Recorded in O. P. C. R. 

ALSO GROWER OF THE WONDERFUL PROBSTEIR BLUE RYE. SEND { 
FOR PRICES WHICH YOU WILL FIND LOWER THAN j 

ANYWHERE ELSE, i 
Very truly yours, { 

A SELLE, 
(Mention “Farmer's Institute Bulletin,” when writing to Advertisers. 
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SPRING CREEK 

STOCK FARM, ‘! 
WAKEM & STONE, Proprietors, Madison, Wis. 

Breeders of Short Horn Cattle, Roadster Horses, Cotswold Sheep, 

Poland China and Berkshire Swine. Prince Consort 5165 at the 

head of our flock of Cotswold Sheep, 20 young bucks, also a few 

choice young ewes and ewe lambs for sale cheap. Prince Consort 

was not beaten this year having won three first prizes, one diploma, 

and sweepstakes for best Long Wool Buck at La Crosse fair 1891. 

POLAND CHINA. Hamlet 2nd 13313 at the head of Poland China 

Swine, was a prize winner every time shown, Lady Princess 43634, 

| won grand sweepstakes over all breeds at La Crosse, 1891. We are 

breeding long, broad, deep, low, down hogs. 

: BERKSHIRES. Royalty, 24543 in use on a choice lot of sows— 

. Our aim is to breed a smooth hog showing plenty of quality and an 

even distribution of fat and lean, Royalty and his get won at State 

: Fair, 1891, first for Boar under six months, first for Sow Pig under 

six months, sweepstakes Boar Pig and first for Boar and his get, 

showing a very even breeder. We have Boars and Sows of each 

breed for sale, registered or eligible to registration. 

Special attention given to orders by mail and satisfaction guaran- 

teed. Write for prices. 

Correspondence Promptly Answered by Addressing 

Wakem & Stone, 

MADISON, WIS. 

~~ Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin,” when writing to Advertisers. 
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WAKEM & STONE Proprietors, Madison, Wis. 

BREEDERS OF 

Short Horn Cattle, Roadster Horses, 
COTSWOLD SHEEP, 

Poland China and Berkshire Swine. 
SIR MOSS COOT 100869 at the Head of Herd of Short Hons. 

Individual merit our Standard of Excellence. if 

Our herd contains representatives of the following families: 

Princess, Roan Duchess, Adeliza, Young Mary, Nelly Bly, Desde- 

monia, Profitable and other useful families. Special attention given to 

the milking qualities in all purchases made for this herd. A small 

selection from our herd won nearly $700 at three fairs in 1891, includ- 

ing three grand sweepstakes and three diplomas. We have always for 

a from 10 to 20 young bulls, at_prives where the purchaser will re- 

ceive good value for his money. Every male animal sold, guaranteed a 

breeder. Ample time given to responsible purchasers. 
Send for Catalogue of Bulls, and come and see us and Receive a Square Deal. 

WAKEM & STONE, 
MADISON, WIS. | 

ese 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to rdvertisers 
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fesse Every farmer 
S’ BABCO : es \ Mi cot Should have this machine. as it is in- 

= LK ZB tended especially for farm use, with a 
—=S== <& view to assist in weeding out the poor 

ff \ Tai ' | i ay Every Dairyman 
Q S , Who keeps a half dozen cows ought to 

Fe bp) iS provide himself with one of our Babcock 

Se \ Testers, if he cares a snap of his finger 
{SS rs <I} ZN to know whether he has a cow in his 
—— = TELLS THES herd that is worth keeping. More than : 
ay Qs SUTTER VALVE. OF MIM one cow “eats her head off” every year 

oes aS" TEN-MINUTES* she is kept. 
| = ~ ee a ae 

| How Many Cows do You Keep? 
Are they three per cent. cows, or 5 per cent. cows ? Figure the 

difference between the cow that gives an average of 20 lbs. of milk 
daily for 275 days, testing 4 per cent., and one giving the same amount 

| testing 3 per cent. 

275 x 205,500 x 4.44—=244,20 lbs. butter, at 25 cts. per lb., is $61.05 
275 x 205,500 x 3.72=179.85 lbs. butter, at 25 cts. per lb., is $44.96 

Difference - 64.35 Ibs. $16.09 ‘ 

These are not extreme figures. There is not a dairy in the land 
| that will not show wider extremes. One per cent. variation is a mod- 

erate yield for a single season, yet it means $16.09 in cash per cow. 
| Can you afford to keep cows’ and not have one of our Babcock 

Testers. 
Send for circulars. 

CORNISH, CURTIS & GREENE, 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
128~One of these machines will be used at every Farmers’ In- 

stitute this winter. 
ee 

; Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing toadvertisers, ~ 
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A Chance to Make $25 .00 

——A GRAND OFFER TO OUR READERS BY—— 

——IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF —— 

Clydesdale, English Shire and 
. 

Percheron Norman Stallions. 
Please write in the blank below the names of any stallion men that you know of, and especially 

anybody that you think wants to iy. cut the blank so filled up out of the Bulletin and mail it to 

us, after writing your name and address at the bottom in the space provided for that ra 

‘We will then write to the parties whose names you send, and try to sell them astallion. If we 

sell one stallion to any one of them we = you ae dollars for your trouble as soon 

as the sale is made. And for additional stallions sold to the same party, or others on the blank 

you send, we will pay you twenty-five dollars more for each Stallion sold. 

Your name will not be mentioned unless you request it. Ifyou are not satisfied that we will do 

as we say, you can write to the Wisconsin National Bank, of Watertown, Wis., for information. 

If it should so ee that the same name be received from more than one person, and a sale is 

made, then the pt will go to the one whose blank is received first. It is therefore best to fill 

up your blank and mail it promptly. 
Our Keyes ‘sometimes wonder how we can make this liberal offer and yet sell better 

horses and cheaper than our competitors. Our answer is that we simply spend the money this 
way instead of paying tens of omnis eee every year for newspaper advertising. 

ress: 

DR. VALERIUS & CO., Watertown, Wis. 
oe  — ————————— LL 

Name. Post OFFICE. | Coun:y. | Stare. 

| 

ee 
——————————————————— LL 

GO BH. coon deen e ees nnn ceseeee steteeenesees ROMO OfRCE........cceecrrvcrecrercoecoee 

COO ....-- nctenss Speke ck pase cs ten, MND sisascksccenerestnnspaenssenee 
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Reranre MILWAUKEE 
[MiSEW.RY |g Ly =©6 LAKE SHORE 

& WESTERN RY. 

Through Palace Sleeping 
—aAND— 

Parlor Car Li ine, 
—— BETWEEN —— 

CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE, 
—— AND — 

Appleton, Wausau and Ashland. 
The Gogebic, Penokee and Montreal Iron and Mineral Ranges, Hurley, 

Ironwood and Bessemer, and the manufacturing centers aaa evening 
districts of Central and Northern Wisconsin. 

Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Kaukauna, Apple- 
ton, Wausau and Rhinelander. 

Special Inducements and Facilities offered for the location of Manufacturing 
Establishmints. 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
The most celebrated Fishing Resort for Bass and Muskalonge in the North 

west are all reached by this Line— 

GOEGEBIC LAKE, TOMAHAWK LAKE, MANITOWISH, TROUT, TWIN LAKES, LAKE VIEUX 
DETERT, THE EAGLE WATEKT, PELICAN LAKE, THE ONTONAGON, BRULE 

AND OTHER TROUT STREAMS. 

Guide Books, Maps, Time Cards, and full information furnished on appli- 

cation to any representative of the Passenger Department. 

W. A. CaRLEToN, Gen’l Agt. B. J. REYNOLDS, City Pass, Agt. 

197 Clark Street, Chicago. : 

Milwaukee City Office, 1OO Wisconsin St. 

H. F. WHITCOMB, C. L. RYDER, 

Gen’l Manager, Gen’l Pass. Agt. 

| MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
. 22 

| Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to rdvertisers. 
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1876 ERKSIIRES AND uy 1891 

WP As. Lovevoy son, “Mp 
4 

RIVERSIDE FARM, Roscoe, Illinois. 

pale 

We have been breeding Berkshires for fifteen years, and ship from one 

hundred to two hundred every year. Our hogs are large and handsome, have 

good bone, very short heads, and are uniform in markings and general make up. 

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF FURNISHING FOUNDATION HERDS— 

One Male and four Females — but furnish smaller numbers if desired. 

We register every animal and send certificate of registry to purchaser. 

ANY ANIMAL NOT AS REPRESENTED CAN BE RETURNED TO US 

AND MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED. : 

We also breed Short-horn cattle, of the milking strains, and ean furnish 

first-class bulls or heifers at reasonable prices. 

We use a Cruickshank sire, thus combining beef and milk qualities, | 
Come to the farm and, see our stock; if you cannot come, place your order 

with fall confidence. We will please you. 

A. J. LOVEJOY & SON, 

Roscoe, Illinois. 
Roscoe is6 miles south of Beloit, Wis.on C. &N. W. and C., M. & St. Pan R.R. Parties 

met at trains, if notified. 
HH 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
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i. WAUPAGA ARGTIG NURSERY |é: 
> < 

35 —AND— a: 

£ Fruit Farm, 83 

The best and hardiest Stock for the North half of 
Wisconsin as it is 

ADAPTED AND ACCLIMATED. 
Acclimation and Adaptation insures one-half of a success, and 

good cultivation GAURANTEES the other half. 

See DSI | 
My prices are 25 to 50 per cent. lower 

than Eastern Stock---and your money will 

circulate at home. 

I will teach you how to make Fruit Rais- 

ing a success---come to my nurseries and 

see for yourselves. 

Strawberry Plants for April and May 
Settings---Ancient Briton Blackberry Plants 

and Waupaca County Seedling Apple Trees 

a Specialty. 

A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF EVERYTHING, 

A. D. BARNES, 
WAUPACA, WIS. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Starks Force Drop Corn Planter and Check Rower. 

SPHCIAL POIN'Is: 

Force Dror! Iron Joints! Wrovent MeraL 
Waerets! Iron Seep Boxes! Center Lock 

Lever! Very Licut Drart! 

depth regulated d'by the divers fect, fe forcibly ver's 
throws Soe ae ene 
ee ee ee it makes : 

no difference whether team is driven fast or slow, ZZ cama 
or by jerks. 4 

MB, 

Kf iY » 
.--'= a é W J Y 

Sy a) @ NN Se OY 
on °. BST 

Bt Cad Z 5 
Sade 2 a Vy 

| NE oes = ef aS 
——— = == |= \ ee 

= = |= = 
== SSS SSS 5 —— 
SSS eee == 
The above cut shows our Starks Force Drop Corn Planter with Improved Check Rower. 

Will plant corn in straight rows both ways, whether team goes fast or slow. This alone willsave 
the _ of apes for every 100 acres of corn antes, by not having corn destroyed in cultivating. 

en raised out of the ground it is self-locking, thus avoidin; an of latches. 
It has glass at the heel of the drop so that the driver can at ‘all times see the corn dropping. 
The lock being in the center, the runners go a uniform depth. Planters that lock at the side 

run deeper on one side than the other, when the planter is locked in the ground. 
= a ong can be detached in a few moments by taking out two bolts, and can thus be 

read: arpened. . 
In the joints on the frame is an iron plate with flanges which makes the frame perfectly rigid 

and exceedingly strong, and the water does not settle in the joint to rot the frame. 
‘WE WILL, ON APPLICATION, send by mail a mwopeL of the force drop, free of charge, to any 

person who contemplates buying a planter, so he can see just how the corn is dropped. 

The accompanying cut shows the working parts of the anc 
Rotary Force — The seed plate A is revolved by the Lets 
pawl B and is locked by the latch C. The roller D re- ere =) 
ceives the corn and is aa by the lever E, causing it as . 
torevolveand forcibly discharge the corn intothe ground, Se wi 
overcoming any tendency of the corn to scatter as it Is 
drops, for the more Poet the team moves, the more v 
uickly corn is precipitated. The pawl A and the lever 

i are attached to the bell crank F, which oscillates on the Pk 
pivot G and operates them both, and the noticeable fea- (ay = 
ture in this device is the small number of working parts Gi) ian? 
involved, which in consequence makes the force drop the e} 

; most simple, durable, effective and complete droppin; Wy 
arrangement in the market. The corn is always dropped 
in check regardless of the speed of the team. 

E 

CHECK ROWER. 

SPECIAL POINTS.—Made entirely of Iron and Steel, D fel 
No Wood Frame Across Planter. Great Strength, Easy By 
Movement. Has Fewer Working Pieces than any other. ; 

TACHMENT.—An attachment is used for planting the corn in drills, and 
| wn REL ATTACHMENT. making it a perfect drill for this kind of work. Dropa 

postal for our calendar and account book. 

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG CO., Madison, Wis. 
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Mouldboard View. 

Scotlander, dteel Beam Plow. 
Our Scotlander is a Turf and Stubble plow. The mouldboard is 

long and sloping making it well caculated for turning tame sod, also 

making it a very popular stubble plow. It is made with patent frog 

mouldboard and braces. Made with either wood or steal beams. 

) 
a Perfect cee Always 

Work. 4 g > © Satisfies, 
SEES = = 

SOD PLOW. 
Our Sod Plow is especially Adapted for turning tame sod. 

—_~_3_~—- 

In addition to the illustrations shown herein we manufacture a very large 

variety pf plows from the small garden plow to the heavy twenty inch Grub 

Breaker. We can supply the farmers in the timbered sections of Wisconsin 

with plows made with either fin cutters, reversible cutters, standing cutters 

hanging cutters, or the regular rolling coulter commonly used in the West 

Write us at the factory, if your dealer does not handle our line of’ manufacture, 

and we will gladly send you our illustrated catalogue and give you any infor- 

mation we can in reference to what would be the best for your work. 

FULLER & JOHNSON Manufacturing Co., 

MADISON, WIS. 
oo 
Mention “Farmers, Institute Bu a when uriting to advertisers. 
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THE BEST HARROW IN THE WORLD! 

SSI tect SG EE OK 
Steel Frame 5-Tooth Cultvator. OUR LEVER HARROW 
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; _Made for Either Four or Six Shovels. 
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=a ee ee 
Send to the manufacturers for illustrated catologue and circulars fully discribing the above 

Cultivators. Harrows, Dise Harrows, Plows, ete, FULLER & JOHNSON MFG, CO. 
i , : : ee Madison, Wis.” 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Landside View, Showing Handle Brace. 

Soft Back Mouldboard; All Steel on the Front. 
Above illustration shows “Sater” wood beam plow--landside view, showing handle braces. 

These braces enable us to detach handles without removing bolts in mouldboard. 

The steel beam “Sater” has the same advantages of bracing for plow and handles possessed 
by the wood beam, the sama shape mouldboard, in fact it is the same plow except that it has the 
steel beam in place of wood, making it fully fill the demand for a first-class steel beam plow. 
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Showing patent Frame and Mouldboard Brace. 
The above cut shows the Patent Froz and Mouldboard Bracing used on our “Sater.” 
Patent Frame.—The Sater plow, as well as wheel plows, covered by patents, is made on 

a frante, consistite of talleable iron frog, steel landside, malleable mouldbosrd brace aut land. 
side brace. These are formed in a die, and are always the same form, and the mouldboard and 
share fitted on, so that the plows are as nearly umform in shape as it is posssble to make them, 
besides this frame makes the plow exceedingly strong. 

The Shin.—No other plow manufacturers even pretend to shin the soft back mouldboards 
on the front. Ours are shinned on both front and back, thus making a genuine triple shin, and 
will much better than any other. 

All our stubble plows have the soft back mouldboard unless otherwise ordered 
Every walking 14-inch plow and all larger sizes is furnished with 3-horse clevis, so that either 

two or three horses can be used. 

Manufactured by the FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO., Madison, Wis. 
Send for illustrated Catologue of their full line of machinery cons'sting of Mowers, Rakese 

Corn Planters, Cultivators, Harrows, Plows. eic., ete. 
aR mere eee eRe a Sea Lee ee 

(Mention ‘Farmer's Institute Bulletin,” when writing to Advertisers. 
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Tr. A. CHAPMAN & CO. 
| MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
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SS SS SS — 
We are now showing a larger and finer assortment of 

° 

| DRY *+ GOODS > e 

| than ever before. All departments are ee filled with goods 
1 pertaining to them, and ‘* ORDERS BY MAIL,”? for either 
| goods or samples, will receive prompt attention. 

BELOW WE GIVE DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING: 

1 arnt ae inpel. “dine Pat ie campo whoa possible. Sen tucloso Sank Drath 
Express Order, P. Q. Order, or send currency by Express or ina Rezistered Letter. 6th—Goods 

Boe ene opine Pouseld or lees cam be seat by mall at the rate of 16 cents per pound 
“*faorderig from samples pease make a second choice, in case the first choice should in the 

™vhen ordering samples of Silks, Dress Goods, ete., state prices and colors wanted and also what 
kind of goods. 

T. &. CHAPMAN & CO., 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

ee 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute = when writing to Advertisers. 
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